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A B ST R A C T
Even though there are currently only 11 SWATH vessels at sea worldwide, there 
is increasing interest in SWATH ships due to their m arkedly superior seakeeping 
perform ance com pared to monohulls. Today this growing interest is reflected by the 
reports on SW ATH design which fill technical press.
This thesis is concerned with some hydrodynam ic aspects o f SW ATH ships, 
m ainly resistance performance in calm water and in waves and by im plication, some 
m otion aspects as well. The main objectives of the work presented in this thesis are 1) 
to develop an analytical tool which can give an improved prediction o f SW ATH ship 
resistance, 2 ) to com pare the computational values o f resistance with experimental 
results in order to verify the applicability of the tool and 3) on the basis o f the 
computational and experimental analysis, to provide recommendations for the design of 
high perform ance SW ATH ships with special reference to m aking feasible practical 
developments such as rectangular!with rounded comers) hulled SW ATH ships.
Instead of the line source distribution commonly used for the submerged body of 
a SW ATH ship, a plane source distribution is introduced in order to calculate wave- 
m aking resistance. This method is applicable to bodies with non-circular cross section. 
For this purpose, linearised wave theory and the linear superposition principle are 
effectively used due to the slenderness of the com ponents of the SW ATH ship. In 
addition, flat ship theory is applied to calculate the w ave-m aking resistance of 
controllable fins which are essential to conventional SWATH ships in the light of pitch 
stability requirements.
C onsidering the total resistance of a SW ATH ship in com ponents of wave 
making, frictional, appendage and additional dragfform effect, eddy, viscous pressure, 
w ave-breaking and spray), two com puter program s were w ritten to predict the 
resistance of SW ATH ships with and without fins. One deals with SW ATH ships 
defined by mathematical formulae and the other is designed for SW ATH ships defined 
in offset forms. The ITTC57 frictional line is used to calculate the frictional resistance 
based on the Reynolds Number for the individual lengths of the com ponents of a 
SW ATH ship. Based on the difference between the calculated w ave-m aking and 
m easured residuary resistances, two curves ot torm resistance coefficient accounting
1
for the aforementioned additional drag are derived: one is intended for circular hulled 
SW ATH ships and the other is applicable to non-circular hulled SW ATH ships. These 
coefficients are compared with other published form effect correlations. Treating the 
resistance o f controllable fins in profile, induced, hull-fin interference, tip and wave - 
m aking com ponents, the drag of controllable fins is calculated. For this purpose, 
empirical formulae for foil sections and streamlined bodies are used for each component 
calculation. The experimental results of 9 SW ATH m odels (three G.U models, two 
Polish m odels, one Chinese model and three NSRDC m odels) giving a total of 46 
individual configurations are compared with the computational results. Also, the present 
predictions are compared with other published computational results.
In order to validate the developed theory, a large num ber of experim ents with 
three SW ATH models including a total of 24 configuration changes were conducted to 
m easure the total calm water resistance at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of Glasgow 
U niversity. Two o f the models are tandem strut configurations, one having circular 
cross section bodies, and the other having bodies of rectangular cross section with 
rounded com ers. The third model is a single strut configuration with hulls of circular 
cross section. Mean sinkage and trim were measured to help improve the understanding 
of the speed-resistance characteristics of the SW ATH models. This experim ental data 
provides not only the validation of the theory developed but also em pirical form 
correction factors. In addition, as part of research collaboration between the Dept of 
Naval A rchitecture and Ocean Engineering at G lasgow U niversity and the Ship 
H ydrom echanics Division o f Gdansk Technical U niversity(Poland), the calm water 
resistance test results of two Polish SW ATH m odelsta total o f 12 configuration 
changes) are included to provide a more useful database for theoretical investigations.
In order to investigate the hydrodynam ic perform ances of the three SWATH 
m odels in waves, the experim ents were conducted in regular head seas at the 
Laboratory. The constant velocity towing method was used due to its simplicity and 
accuracy compared to the constant thrust method The measurements were taken of total 
resistance, m otion responses(pitch, heave and surge), sinkage and trim  in wave 
frequencies from 0.3 to 1.6 hz. W ave heights were varied to study the effect of wave 
steepness on the hydrodynam ic perform ance of the m odels. Detailed com parisons 
between the single and tandem strut models and between the circular and rectangular
2
hulled SW ATH models are made with regard to added resistance as well as motion 
responses. The resistance aug-m ent due to the oncom ing waves is derived by 
subtracting the still-water resistance from the total resistance in waves. The measured 
motion responses of the three models are compared with computational results from the 
com puter program SWATHL which was developed at the Laboratory.
It is demonstrated that the present analytical tool gives excellent correlations with a 
wide range o f SW ATH configurations. Additionally, the effectiveness with which the 
com puter program  can be used in a resistance optim isation process is shown. This 
thesis also dem onstrates that the hydrodynam ic perform ance o f SW ATH vessels in 
w aves is very m uch superior to that of equivalent m onohulls. In contrast to 
conventional ships, there is little increase in the added resistance in waves of the 
SW ATH m odels as speed increases. Further, in a range o f speeds in the supercritical 
zone, a considerable degree of reduction in resistance occurs(as m uch as 24% of the 
calm  water resistance) with the tandem strut models. For the same speed in waves, the 
pow ering requirem ent of the SW ATH is around 60% less than that of the equivalent 
displacem ent Destroyer hull. Therefore, SW ATH ships should be developed further at 
sea, em phasising the propulsion point of view and not only seakeeping benefits. It is 
also shown that a SW ATH ship with hulls of rectangular cross section with rounded 
corners is superior to a circular hulled SW ATH in term s o f m otion responses, 
resistance increase in waves, draft and construction cost. Therefore, a rectangular cross 
section hull is recom mended for practical designs of SW ATH ships up to moderately 
high speeds, w ithout any serious penalty in resistance com pared to the circular 
counterpart.
An analysis was carried of the 'sledge bow concept introduced by the Polish 
experim ents into their model designs. It is demonstrated that this technique can allow a 
SW ATH ship to maintain level trim at high speeds without use of fins. This introduces 
the possib ility  o f a radical breakthrough in SW ATH design by rem oving the 
characteristic stabilising fins which cause substantial increase in weight and resistance 
and introduce control problems. With regard to this, further research on the sledge 
concept is recommended.
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R a p  Appendage resistance
R aw Added resistance due to w aves
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Rf  Frictional resistance
Rfm Form drag
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Rhi Hull and fin interference resistance
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Ry Viscous resistance
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VELOCITY
Fn=U/VgL Froude number
Lo=g/CU2) Wave number
k {, k ls  , k ^  , k is l Non-dimensional wave number
Rn=UL/v Reynolds number
U Steady velocity of model
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v Velocity vector
<J) Perturbation potential (u=-3<j)/9x, v=—Oc^ /Oy,
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FLUID PROPERTIES
g = 9 .807 Acceleration due to gravity
p D ensity  o f w ater
v Kinematic viscosity
p(x ,y ,z) Fluid pressure given by Bernoulli's equation
p0 Uniform pressure acting on a streamline
W AVE AND MOTION RESPONSES
L W(A.) W ave length
T z ,T 0 ,T<j) N atural periods o f heave, pitch and roll, respective ly
xa Surge am plitude
Za H eave am plitude
X a / C a  D im ensionless surge response
Z '= z a/£ a D im ensionless heave response
W ave am plitude and height, respective ly  
Qa Pitch am plitude
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co W ave frequency
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G (x,y ,z; ^ ,r |,0  Green’s function
I , J Real and Imaginary parts o f  integrand o f w ave-m aking
resistance integrals, respectively,w here subscript (in the 
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contributions
ym(p ) B essel function o f the 1st kind with inte-ger order and
argument ( f  j
Sj(Y j ) Spline function at i-th segm ent
U m (x), V m (x) Chebyshev cosine and sine series terms, respectively
Tbmm W bm n Auxiliary wave resistance functions associated with body
Tsm n ,W sm n Auxiliary wave resistance functions associated with strut
^sbm n » W  sbmn Auxiliary w ave resistance functions associated withbody-
strut interference
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C H A P T E R  1 IN TR O D U C TIO N
One o f the challenges faced by the naval architect is to design hull forms which 
can achieve high speeds economically in smooth water and still exhibit good seakeeping 
qualities and minimum loss of speed in rough weather. Attempts to satisfy both criteria 
have encouraged the development of advanced vehicles such as Hydrofoil ships, Air 
Cushion Vehicles and Surface Effect Ships. These concept employ non-hydrostatic 
sources o f lift at their operating speeds in order to reduce wave-making resistance. At 
the same time, extensive studies have been carried out to improve the capability and 
operability of conventional displacement ships[113]. Other than further refinement and 
evolution o f the typical monohull, alternative forms with the potential for improved 
perform ance may conveniently be classified in three categories(see Fig 1.1). The 
vertices o f the triangle represent three distinct areas of development for displacement 
ships; semi-subm erged ship, enlarged or slender ships, and variable draft ships. Each 
o f these concepts has its own special particular advantages from the propulsion point of 
view.
Semi-Submerged Ships
Small Waterplane Area
m .
Air Cushion VehiclesSWATH Ships
\S W A A C V )
Enlarged or Slender Ships 
(eg Conventional Catamarans)
Variable Draft Ships 
(eg Air C a>hion Vehicles)
I-ig. 1.1 Extended Performance Displacement Ships Triangle
Semi-Siihme.ri.ert S h ip s : at comparatively high speeds, the semi-submerged ship
Ref  f ceiice b i n  n s t e d  on pag e  390
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would become attractive owing to the reduced wave-making resistance.
E nlarged  o r S lender Ships : it is known that wave-making resistance is 
proportional to the square of the breadth of a ship. Thus, a vessel with a narrow beam( 
or increased length) is subject to less wave formulation and accordingly less wave- 
making resistance.
Variable Draft Ships . such a vessel may be designed to operate at optimal drafts 
for different speeds, in order to reduce propulsion power.
As well as these distinct concepts outlined, interest in hybrids which combine the 
virtues of two of the design philosophies is also growing. An outstanding example of 
this approach  is the SW ATH ship, which draws on the benefits of increased 
slenderness and submerged buoyancy.
The concept of the SW ATH(Small Waterplane Area Twin/Triple Hull) ship has 
attracted  considerable attention in the past two decades. Numerous advantages are 
claim ed for the concept, including excellent motion characteristics at rest and underway, 
a high speed capability in waves, large deck area and greater design flexibility compared 
to its counterpart monohull. Today the interest in SWATH ships is rapidly growing and 
this is well reflected by the large number of publications on the subject in the technical 
press, The R oyal Institu tion  of Naval Architects(RIN A) sponsored the first 
sym posium (1985)[91] dedicated solely to SWATH and a second SWATH symposium 
is to be held in N ovem ber 1988, sponsored by the same organisation. Also, one 
session o f the International High-Performance Vehicle Conference sponsored by the 
Chinese Society of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering in Shanghai November 
1988 will be dedicated to SWATH. The United States and Japan are the acknowledged 
leaders in the development and practical application ol the SWATH concept. However, 
num erous leading shipbuilding countries worldwide including the U.K., Netherlands, 
Canada, China, W est Germany, Italy. Poland and the Republic of Korea are currently 
involved with SW ATH design and many are close to acquisition. There is therefore 
little doubt that the n u m b e r  of SWATH vesselstcurrently 11 at seat will be significantly 
increased in a few years.
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Although it is only in the last two decades or so that significant developments 
have been m ade in the design and construction of this type of vessel, the idea is not 
new. Tracing the origin of SWATH ships from the twin sources of multi-hulled ships 
and subm erged hull ships, MacGregor[l 12] illustrates the development of this type of 
vessel from  the ancient Polynesian(Pacific Islands) multi-hulls through the floating 
airport designs of Creed to the first modern SWATH ship(KAIMALINO). There is no 
doubt that the early European explorers were impressed by the seaworthyness and 
speed o f the Pacific Multihulls compared to those of their own cumbersome ships.
The philosophy used in the design of the SWATH is that of placing as much as 
possible o f the buoyancy well below the free surface. In this way there is less structure 
at the waterplane(Sm all Waterplane Area) subject to wave excitation. The main part of 
buoyancy for a SW ATH is located in twin torpedo like hulls, placed well below the free 
surface, on each o f which one or more surface piercing struts support an above 
superstructure. The strut(s) are so streamlined as not to create much wave-making 
resistance and provide a small waterplane area resulting in very large natural motion 
periods, in particular for angular responses(pitch and roll)[86 ]. Com bined with the 
deeply subm erged buoyancy, these increased natural periods lead to much reduced 
m otion responses in operational sea states compared to equivalent m onohull ships. 
H ow ever, at large wave lengths such as swell and in some following seas the motion 
response may be increased.
Due to the small size of the waterplane. the low hydrostatic restoring capability 
m ay allow a SWATH to be unstable, in particular., to permit a severe bow trim at high 
speeds. This is because the so called Munk moment, which is proportional to the heave 
added m ass times the square of the ship speed, can fai exceed the restoring pitch 
m om ent[87]. Hence, stabilising fins have been introduced to the design of SWATH 
ships to ensure dynamic pitch stability. These stabilising fins also provide much 
increased hydrodynamic damping which further significantly reduces motion responses 
in heave, pitch and roll, in particular, at resonant frequencies(72,88|.
The seakeeping advantage of small waterplane area is provided at the expense of 
the m ajor w eakness of very low TPC( tonnes per centim etre imm ersion) so that 
SW ATH ships can not compete with conventional monohull type of ships for missions
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w here a high payload is required. Also, the deep submergence of the hulls implies a 
deep draft, which can prohibit SWATHs of moderate size from use o f many harbours. 
In o rder to im prove the TPC, strut thickness can be increased at the cost o f the 
resistance and non-circular cross sectional hulls such as rectangular with rounded 
corners can be introduced in order to reduce draught[90J. The increase of the strut 
th ickness im proves access into the hulls and increases the static stiffness without 
increasing beam[89]. The non-circular cross section hulls offer enhanced seakeeping 
perform ance due to large added mass and damping compared to the circular case, thus 
also contribute to reduce the resistance increase in waves[90].
M odel experim en ts  and full scale opera tions o f ex is ting  SW ATH 
ships[75 ,109,110] have demonstrated the advantages claimed for SWATH ships over 
sim ilar sized conventional ships, and indicated that some of the disadvantages can be 
a lle v ia ted  by rela tively  sim ple m eans. H ow ever, since the first SW ATH 
'K A IM A LIN O '[l 10] was launched in 1973, there have been very few further SWATH 
ships built. Table 1.1 lists the 11 existing SWATH ships in the universe at the time of 
w riting .T his is very much in contrast to the flood of SW ATH designs currently 
appearing  in the international technical journals.W ith regard to this, W arren(in 
d iscussing  R e f j l l l ] )  raised the question ' are there any grey areas left in the 
performance of the SWATH concept which would make a naval architect hesitate to use 
it more widely ?',
One of the possible reasons for this hesitation may simply be the limited market 
for SW A TH  ships(high speed ferries, warships, oceanic research vessels, salvage 
support tugs and a number of offshore engineering roles etc). However, Allen and 
H olcom b[l 11] suggested that there are not more SWATH ships at sea because of the 
historical conservatism of the naval community. Also, it must be acknowledged that the 
image o f the SW ATH concept has been harmed by unrealistic design proposals from
some of its advocates[l 12].
Apart from such possibilities, practical cause for hesitation on the part o f ship 
ow ners and operators is not hard to find. Owing to the small num ber o f existing 
SW ATH ships, and the consequent lack o f design data and construction experience
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together with a limited understanding of hydrodynamic performance, concern about the 
feasibility and cost of producing successful vessels of this type is understandable.
The large number of design variables associated with the SWATH geometry, such 
as shape o f hulls and struts, individual dimensions and relative proportions, and the 
com plex hydrodynamic interferences between the various components make the task of 
optim um  design difficult. The greater freedom in the SWATH design arising from the 
m any param eters implicit in the concept gives the designer m ore choice than his 
m od  ohull counterpart.C onsequently , the designer who does not have a full 
understanding o f the hydrodynamic characteristics of the SWATH form will face more 
difficulty than the conventional ship naval architect. The scarcity of validated design 
techniques and tools ensures that growth in the necessary design skills is limited to \ ery 
few centres o f excellence. Outwith these establishments, real expertise is difficult to 
develop and so a well founded broad base of competitive interests which would allow 
for rapid practical development does not exist.
This thesis is concerned with the development and validation of practically useful 
theoretical tools for use in the design of SWATH ships. Specifically, this thesis deals 
with some hydrodynamic aspects of SWATH ships, mainly resistance in calm water 
and in waves and by implication, some motion aspects also. The mam objectives ol the
work presented in this thesis are
1) to develop an analytical tool which can give an improved prediction of SWAT11
ship resistance,
2) to compare the computed results ol resistance with experimental results in order
to verify the applicability ol the tool and
3) on the basis of the computational and experim ental analysis, to provide
recom m endations for the design of high performance SWATH ships, particularly with 
regard to developing practical SWATH ship designs such as those with hulls of
rectangular cross section with rounded comers.
The content of this thesis and its ordei ol presentation is briefly summarised
below
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In Chapter 2, since a SWATH ship is a specific form of a catamaran, utilising the 
linearised wave theory and Green s theorem, the formula for wave-making resistance of 
a catam aran is derived based on momentum analysis. This is com pared with that 
derived according to Lagally s theorem. Then, the derived general formulae are applied 
to SW ATH ships having single and tandem struts on each demihull. For this purpose, a 
plane source distribution is introduced which is applicable to non-circular cross section 
bodies. This technique is compared with results using the line source distribution for 
three slender bodies of different cross section which have the same x-directional 
variation o f cross section (dA(x)/dx), displacement and mean submerged depth. The 
resu lts show that the present plane source approach gives different values for the 
different shapes of cross section while the line source distribution erroneously gives the 
same results for each section. Furthermore, for the same circular cross sectional body, 
the p resent approach gives values as much as 20-25% higher than the line source 
m ethod depending on the submergence of the body. This phenomenon is due to the fact 
that the contribution to the wave-making of the part of the submerged body near to the 
free surface is taken into account by the present plane source distribution, but not by the 
line source distribution. In addition, flat ship theory is applied to calculate the wave- 
m aking resistance of stabilising fins which are characteristics of conventional SWATH 
ships in the light of pitch stability requirements. Based on the derived mathematical 
resistance formulae, general conclusions as to the effect on the wave-making resistance 
of param etric changes in breadth, length, bow shape, draft, and strut position on the 
dem ihull are drawn in an attempt to provide a useful understanding of, and general 
guidance on, the design of SWATH ships without resorting to the tedious numerical 
calculation o f the formulae involved.
In Chapter 3, considering the total resistance of a SWATH ship in components of 
w ave-m aking, frictional, appendage and additional drag(form  effect, eddy, viscous 
pressure, w ave-breaking and spray) , two com puter program s!M SW ATH and 
O SW A TH ) were written to estimate the total resistance o f SW ATH ships with and 
without fins. MSWATH is written for SWATH ships defined by mathematical formulae 
and O SW A TH is designed for SWATH ships defined in offset forms. Based on the
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wave m aking resistance formulae derived in Chapter 2, the calculation procedures for 
the w ave-m aking resistance for SWATH ships defined by mathematical formulae are 
shown in detail. Also, utilising the cubic spline curve fitting technique, the final wave- 
m aking  resistance integrals, which will be integrated num erically by m eans of 
com puter, are derived for SWATH ships defined in offset forms. Using the ITTC'57 
frictional line, the frictional resistance is calculated based on the individual length of the 
com ponents o f a SW ATH ship. The computational results are compared with the 
e x p e rim e n ta l re su lts  m easured in the departm ent using  th ree  SW ATH 
m o d e ls(S W A T H l, SW ATH2 and SWATH3). Also, these are com pared with 
experimental results and computational results available in the open literature. Based on 
the difference between the calculated wave-making and measured residuary resistances, 
two curves o f form resistance coefficient accounting for the aforementioned additional 
drag are derived: one is intended for circular hulled SWATH ships and the other is 
applicable to non-circular hulled SWATH ships. These coefficients are then compared 
with other published form effect correlations. Subdividing the resistance of controllable 
fins into profile, induced, hull-fin interference, tip and wave-making components, the 
resistance o f controllable fins are calculated. For this purpose, empirical formulae for 
foil sections and streamlined bodies are used for each component calculation. In dealing 
with induced drag, the free surface effect is introduced. Then, the estim ated total 
resistance including the form and fin resistances are compared with the experimental 
results for the SWATH1 model with a pair of fins and the SW ATH-395 model with 
tw o pa ir o f fins. This chapter includes the com parison of the two com puter 
program s(M SW A TH  and OSWATH) together with some accounts of restrictions in
their applications.
C hap te r 4 is concerned with experim ental work with three SW ATH 
m odels(SW A T H l, 2 and 3) including 24 individual configurations. The SWA I 111 and 
SW A TH 2 m odels are tandem strut configurations and the former has ciicular cross 
section bodies and the latter has rectangular cross sect.onlwith rounded corners) bodies. 
The SW ATH3 model is a single strut configuration with circular cross section bodies 
All the experim ents were conducted a. the Hydrodynamics Laboratory o f Glasgow
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University. The constant velocity towing method was used due to its simplicity and 
accuracy  com pared to the constant thrust method. The m easurem ents were the 
res is tan ce , sinkage and trim in calm water and resistance increase, m otion 
responses(heave, pitch and surge), sinkage and trim in regular head waves. Wave 
frequencies from 0.3 to 1.6 hz were investigated and wave heights were varied to study 
the effect o f the wave steepness on the hydrodynamic performances of the SWATH 
m odels. Rigorous comparisons ol calm water resistance between the single and tandem 
struts m odels and between the circular and rectangular hulled SWATH models are 
m ade. A lso, detailed comparisons between them are made with regard to added 
resistance as well as motion responses. The added resistance due to the oncoming 
w aves is derived by the still-water resistance from the total resistance in waves. The 
m easured motion responses of the three models are all compared with the computational 
resu lts  from  the com puter program  SWATHL[85] which was developed at the 
Laboratory.
As part o f research collaboration between the Dept of Naval Architecture and 
O cean E ngineering of Glasgow University(G.U) and the Ship H ydrom echanics 
D ivision o f Gdansk Technical University(G.T.U), Poland, two series of model tests to 
m easure the total resistance in calm water using two models. SW ATH-386 and 
SW A TH -395, were carried out at GTU and their analysis and comparison with 
computational results were conducted at G.U by the author and presented in Chapter 4. 
The test series included various changes in configurations of strut system , 
m odifications of bow struts as well as of lower hulls and two spacings between the 
cen trelines o f the two demihulls which result in a total of 14 conditions. I he 
experiments were aimed at obtaining an optimum strut system in terms of resistance and 
at finding a hull shape which could help prevent severe bow trim at high speeds and so 
permit stabilizing fins to be removed. The latter purpose was achieved by introducing a
sledge bow' concept.
In Chapter 5, some parametric studies which were not covered in the experimental 
work are system atically performed In order to investigate the resistance variations 
caused by altering parameters in SWATH design, a number of variables which are most
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im portant in the design of SWATH ships with regard to resistance are covered: Spacing 
of the two demihulls, strut position on the demihull, number of struts(up to three) on 
the dem ihull, strut length and shape(simple and contoured), body shape(simple and 
contoured) and body cross section shape(circular, elliptical and rectangular with 
rounded corners), body breadth/depth ratio, radius of rounded corners for the 
rectangular cross section and draft etc. Also, the contribution of controllable fins to total 
resistance is investigated in detail. Additionally, in order to demonstrate the capability of 
the present analytical tool, it is employed to find 'optimum' configurations for a 2405 
tonne SW A T H  ship at the two speeds of 8 knots(operating speed) and 14 
knots(m axim um  speed). This work can be seen as illustrating the state-of-the-art in 
SW A T H  resistance studies as presented in this thesis. Finally , the resistance 
pe rfo rm ance  o f the SW ATH3 model is com pared w ith those o f equivalent 
m onohulls(D estroyer DE-1006(Cb=0.49), Series-60(Cb=0.6 and C^=0.7) in calm 
w ater and in regular waves. It is clearly demonstrated how well the SW ATH ship can 
advance through waves compared with equivalent m onohulls, in term s of speed 
reduction and of power increase.
Detailed findings and conclusions are drawn at the end of each chapter and finally, 
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis together with some recommendations for future study.
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C H A P T E R  2 FORMULATION OF WAVE-MAKING RESISTANCE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Even though there are some problems such as viscosity-wave interaction, scale 
and form  effects, Froude s method of extrapolation from model to full scale vessel is 
still in use today with some minor modifications. The total model resistance is divided 
into two independent parts, frictional resistance and residuary resistance, and these two 
parts are then extrapolated to full scale based on their own scale laws. The latter 
consists m ainly o f wave-making resistance but includes some form effects. Since the 
frictional resistance is simply calculated from an equivalent flat plate which has the 
sam e length and wetted area as the ship, it is of prime importance to determine the 
residuary resistance and in particular wave-making resistance.
Since M ichell's pioneering work at the end of the 19th century[38] the problem of 
w ave-m aking resistance has long been the subject of research by many naval architects 
and scientists in the field. To the author's knowledge, Havelock in 1936 considered for 
the first tim e the hydrodynamic interference of two bodies and derived the wave- 
m aking resistance of two bodies which travel abreast of each other, one behind the 
o ther and in a semi-eschelon position[28]. Srettensky[29) in 1936 form ulated the 
w ave-m aking resistance of a ship moving in an infinitely deep canal of a given width. 
Later in 1972, Chapm anfl] utilised the Srettensky’s formula in order to calculate the 
wave-m aking resistance of SWATH ships.
Follow ing the two leading works, the wave-making resistance characteristics of 
catam aran or m ulti-hulled vessels have been studied by many investigators such as 
Lunde in 1951 [30], Eggers in 1955[31], Lackenby and Slater in 1968[32], Everest in 
1968[33], Lin in 1974[34], and Rich et al in 1985(35] etc. Their studies are all based 
on the linearised wave-making resistance theory and they, with the exception ot Lin, 
treated only the effect of wave interference between two demihulls.
The resistance problem for a catamaran is far more complicated than that of a 
monohull since some interference effects between the two demihulls are to be expected 
In general, these are regarded as a sum of two effects: wave interfeience and 
body(displacem ent) interference. Good accounts of these two interferences were given
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by Pien[36], and the followings is a summary from that reference.
W ave interference arises from the superposition of two wave systems, each 
created by a demihull. The two wave systems sometimes reinforce and sometimes 
cancel each other and thus increase or decrease the wave-making resistance of a 
catam aran. Since the demihulls of a catamaran are close to one another, the flow 
around each hull is no longer symmetrical and a flow across the keel line will occur. 
Such a cross flow creates severe eddying and may result in an increase of the residuary 
resistance. This interference exists even in the absence of a free surface and thus is 
called a body or displacement interference. When a cross flow exists, each demihull 
acts as a thick foil with very low aspect ratio. Associated with the lift of such a foil 
there is an induced drag. A demihull operating in the curved flow created by the other 
dem ihull is sim ilar to a single, cambered hull that is towed at angle of attack or yaw 
angle. Based on this idea and introducing an effective hull form, Pien developed a 
catamaran hull form design procedure.
All the aforementioned investigators treated the demihull of a catamaran as two 
separate but identical thin ships and the velocity potential of the problem was obtained 
from  two sheet distributions o f Havelock sources. In order to account for the 
asymm etric flow field around each hull, L in[341 considered the distribution of doublets 
normal to the sheets which extended to infinitely in the downstream  wake region. 
Using the so-called zero-Froude Number Green's function and assuming low draft-to- 
length ratio and small hull separation distance to length ratio approximations, general 
formulae for the force and momeni expressed in terms of these singularity distribution 
densities were derived in an extended form of Lagally's theorem for thin lifting bodies 
making a uniform motion in the free surface. As an application of the derived formulae 
to SW ATH ships, observing that the main body of a SW ATH demihull has a round 
shape and its transverse dimension is wider than that of the strut, he assumed that the 
wake may be neglected in the initial investigation since a SW ATH demihull is less 
likely to behave as a lifting surface compared to a conventional catamaran. Also he 
added that ' such an approach does not represent a serious comprom ise in accuracy 
since, as a c o n s e q u e n c e  of linearisation, the effect of the wake may be superimposed 
on the results of the initial investigation as a later refinement, if necessary.1.
Based on the two sheets of distribution of Havelock sources on the centreplanes
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of two dem ihulls, Chapmanf 1] introduced a line source distribution for the submerged 
body of a SW ATH ship. Following this work, the wave-making resistance of SWATH 
ships have been investigated by such researchers as Lin[34], Salvesen et al in 1985[5] 
and H uang in 1987[6].
Although the line source distribution has been known to be, within the first order 
approxim ation, valid for any cross section slender body[37j, it should be noted that a 
line source generates a body of revolution. Further,when this line source distribution is 
applied to a SW ATH ship with non-circular cross sectional bodies associated with 
some strut com bination, a wrong estimation of the wave-making resistance will be 
obtained. F ig .2 .1-a shows typical cross sections of a SW ATH ship which have a 
c ircu lar or elliptical cross section body. As shown in the figure, a point source 
generates an exact circle and hence, when this is applied to the non-circular hulled 
SW ATH, the lower part of the strut, as cross-hatched in the figure, will be overlapped 
with the circular body which is generated by the line source. Accordingly, the virtual 
strut length for this problem is 11? but the true strut length 1 is used to calculate the 
w ave-m aking resistance which results in the cross-hatched part in the figure being 
considered twice and leads to a wrong estimation of the wave-making resistance. When 
a c ircu la r cross section hulled SWATH is considered, th is problem  will be 
automatically removed.
a) point source distribution b) a plane source distribution
Fig.2.1 typical Cross Section Hulls of a SWATH Ship Generated by a Point 
and Plane Source Distributions
Since interest in non-circular cross section hulled SWATH ships has increased 
due to som e advantages over the circular hulls, it was felt necessary to develop
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alternative theoretical tools to predict the wave-making resistance of non-circular 
SW ATH ships rather than using the line source distribution technique. Therefore, using 
a plane source distribution on the centreplane of the body, as shown in Fig.2 .1-b, the 
depth effect of the submerged body is considered and treated in detail in section 2.7.2.
As a SW ATH ship is a specific form of a catamaran, this chapter begins with the 
form ulation o f exact boundary conditions for a ship moving along a deep vertical wall. 
B ased  on the system atic small perturbation param eter expansion , the first 
o rder(linearised) and second order boundary conditions are then derived. After 
obtaining the Green's function induced by a unit strength source which travels steadily 
along the deep vertical wall, the velocity potential which is induced by the source 
system s representing a given geometry is derived using Green's theorem  in the fluid 
dom ain. A fter this,the wave resistance formula of a catamaran is derived based on 
m om entum  analysis and compared with that derived according to Lagally's theorem.
In section 2.7, using the linear superposition principle, it is shown how the 
derived general formulae are applied to SWATH ships having single and tandem struts 
on the demihull. Deriving a plane source approximation for the submerged body, the 
result is com pared with the result using the line source distribution for three slender 
bodies w hich have the same x-directional variation o f cross section, dA(x)/dx, 
displacem ent and mean submerged depth but different cross sections. The result shows 
that, as expected, the present plane source approach gives different values for the 
d ifferent shapes of cross section while the line source distribution gives the same 
results for each section. Furthermore, for the same circular cross sectional body the 
present approach gives values as much as 20-259f higher than the line source method 
depending on the submergence of the body. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the 
contribution to the wave-making of the part of the submerged body near to the tree 
surface is taken into account by the present plane source distribution, but not by the line 
source distribution
Since the contribution of stabilising fins to resistance seems to be substantial, the 
w ave-m ak ing  resistance form ula of a fin is derived based on the Hat ship 
approxim ation. For this purpose, it is assumed that the fin is attached to the submerged
body at zero angle of attack.
L astly , based on the derived m athem atical resistance form ulae, general
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conclusions from them as to the effect of parametric changes in breadth, length, bow 
shape, draft and strut position on the demihull on the wave-making resistance are 
drawn in an attempt to provide a quick understanding of and general ideas on the design 
o f SW ATH ships in terms of resistance without resorting to the tedious numerical 
calculation of the formulae involved.
Throughout the work, linearised procedures have been used and only the wave 
interference is considered. It has been known that the existing linearised wave-making 
theory cannot always produce accurate results except in special cases such as very thin 
or slender ships.However, it has provided valuable guidance for the improvement of 
resistance performance as well as for the development of experimental work. Linearised 
w ave-m aking theory shows good correlation with experimental results for SWATH 
m odels mostly due to the fact that they have very thin and slender demihulls which well 
sa tisfy  the assum ptions o f the theory[34]. A lso, it w ould appear that the 
aforementioned lifting effect is less important to SWATH configurations.
2.2 FORMULATIONS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In order to consider any analytical approach to the wave-making resistance of a 
ship, the boundary conditions should first be outlined. The problem  for a twin hull, 
which advances abreast another at a small distance, can be approached in the way of a 
hull advancing along a vertical wall. In addition, as the slenderness of each component 
of a SW ATH ship is much smaller than that of a conventional monohiill ship, linearised 
boundary conditions obtained from the exact non-linear boundary conditions can be 
effectively used.
2.2.1 Assumptions. Co-ordinate System and Exact Boundary Condition^
As it is assumed that the fluid is inviscid and incompressible and that the fluid 
m otion is steady and irrotational, the problem can be treated as a boundary value 
problem for potential flow. In addition, the How has zero surface tension which means 
that the surface waves generated are mainly governed by the gravitational force. The 
cartesian reference co ordinate system which is fixed in a moving body is used in such
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a way that O-xy plane coincides with the undisturbed free surface, the z-axis is directed 
in the opposite direction of gravity force and y-axis is directed to port, as shown in 
Figure 2.2
Assum ing that a surface body advances through otherwise still deep water in the 
positive direction of the x-axis at a constant speed U and that the body is not free to 
move except in the forward direction, the velocity potential of the flow motion caused 
by the moving body can be expressed as:
O  = Ux + <J) (x,y,z) (2.1)
where 0 (x,y,z) is the disturbed velocity potential due to the existence of the body and 
Ux is due to the oncom ing uniform flow. The continuity equation for potential flow 
leads to Laplace's equation:
V2* = * L  + 4 = 0? 'f ?
dx  dy~ dz
J (2.2)
z
►U
Figure 2.2 Reference co-ordinate system
Since this equation has many solutions due to its elliptic nature, some boundary 
conditions should be defined in the domain concerned in order to obtain the exact 
solution.
If the geometry of a body and the elevation of the disturbed free surface are
expressed, respectively, as:
y = f(x,z) (2 -3)
z = £ (x,y) (2A)
exact boundary conditions to satisfy equation (2 2) will be as follows: 
a On the free surface F -• z - C, (x,y>
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1. Kinematic condition ; DF/Dt = 0
(u + 't’x> + <t>yCy - <t>z = o
2. Dynamic condition
gC + U<Dx + I ( ^  + ^  + <))2 ) = 0
b. On the surf ace o f the moving body F = y -  f(x,z); DF/Dt = 0 
( XJ -4- (J) )f -  (j) + (j) f = 0Tx7 x T y z z
(2.5)
( 2 .6 )
(2.7)
c. Sea bottom condition
l i m  <t> =  0
T z
( 2 .8 )
d. Radiation condition : the function (j) approaches the uniform stream potential on 
the far dow n stream  side and there are no waves on the far upstream  side. 
Symbolically:
lim 0 = 0 and lim <J> = Ux
x_>~°° (2.9)
In addition, if a ship travels along a vertical wall located at y=b, there is no flow 
across the wall and hence, the wall boundary condition should be added:
e. W all boundary condition
(J)v = 0 at y=b (2.10)
Since the aforementioned boundary conditions are highly non linea i and du 
elevation o f the free surface C, is not known a priori, it is very difficult and quite 
complicated to obtain the velocity potential which satisfies fully the non -linear boundary 
cond itions. Furtherm ore, the fact that the wetted area of the m oving body is 
instantaneously changing makes the problem mathematically intractable.
2.2.2 Various Approtiches.Lkd^.O.b^llltl.lb^PF^M^IF
Since M ichell's pioneering work at the end of the 19th century! hS], niarn oi tin- 
most em inent scientists in the field have been trying to solve the problem m va n il'
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ways. In large, three general methods of approach to the problem can be seen from a 
huge num ber of published papers regarding the subject. Firstly, both the free surface 
and body boundary conditions are linearised. The linearisation m eans that all the 
quadratic terms appearing in the boundary conditions are assumed to be sufficiently 
small to be negligible compared to the first order terms. Secondly, the body boundary 
condition is described exactly while the free surface is linearised, which is called 
Neum ann-Kelvin problem. Lastly, both the body and free surface boundary conditions 
are fully described in non-linear forms.
Since the panel source distribution m ethod developed by Fless and Smith in 
1962[39] turned out to be successful for flows without a free surface, this method have 
been extensively introduced for the calculation of the potential flow with the free 
surface. Recently, thanks to the advent of powerful computer hardware, the 3-D panel 
m ethod including the locally or fully non-linear boundary conditions has been a 
challenge to computational hydrodynamicists. Instead of using the traditional Kelvin 
source, G add introduced simple Rankine sources that cover the hull and part of the 
undisturbed free surface[40,41]. Since then, quite considerable progress has been made 
and the state of the art can be seen from the two workshops held at DTNSRDC in 
1979[42] and 1983[43J. Seo in 1985[44] and Xia in 1986[45] have attempted to solve 
the fully non-linear problem using Rankine sources distributed on the wetted surface of 
the body as well as on the exact free surface. The basic idea is that an iterative 
procedure is applied starting with an initial estimate of the wave elevation and of the 
velocity potential and then using the derived estimates foi the next iteration until they 
satisfy the exact boundary conditions Very recently. Ni m 1987[2oj introduced a 
higher order panel method in which the panel is supposed to be a parabolic quadrilateral 
with a linearly varying source density. For these 3-D non-linear numerical procedures, 
the stability and convergence ot the iterative processes has posed serious problems as 
well as being expensive in computation time.
On the other hand, the aforementioned 3-D non-linear panel method should be 
distinguished from higher oidei perturbation theory. Of course, in the highei ordei 
perturbation theory, non-lineai terms appearing in the boundary conditions are 
included, but its approach to tackling the problem is different fiom the aforementioned 
3-D direct approach by mean-' of the computer Instead ot assuming the smallness of 
the perturbed velocity compared to the speed of the body so that the quadratic terms in
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the boundary conditions can be eliminated, which is the so called linearised theorv 
treated by Michell[38], Havelockf47] and many others, a systematic development of the 
solution of the problem  by a power series of a small param eter was introduced by 
Peters and Stoker in 1957[48]. The first order term of the power series is known to be 
the same as the linearised solution. Using the small perturbation parameter, the problem 
can be solved systematically in a step by step fashion starting from the known lowei 
order to as high an order as necessary and hence, the discrepancy between the theor\ 
and experim ent can be expected to be eliminated. However, the solution becomes 
increasingly com plicated as the order rises and the non-uniform ity of the expansion 
near the bow and stern where the gradient of the geometry is not negligible has not been 
resolved[49].
A lthough linearised theory is faced with lim ited success in estim ating the 
resistance of ships due to its assumptions, in particular, small beam to length ratio, 
several linearised theories such as thin ship, slender ship, flat ship and slow ship etc, 
have been extensively used for providing ship forms with low resistance as well as for 
quantitatively estimating the resistance of such specific types of ship. For a SWATH 
and catam aran type ships whose components have very small slendernesses and 
thinness compared to the monohull, a linearised theory can be effectively used. A fairly 
genera! approach to the linearisation can be based on the aforementioned systematic 
perturbation expansion scheme. Based on a small perturbation param eter, the 
linearised, first older and second order body and free surface boundary conditions are 
derived in the following section.
2.2.3 Linearisation Procedure Based on the Perturbation Expansion
The basic idea behind the perturbation expansion is as follows : The turbulent 
velocity potential (d); which is induced by a uniformly moving body through the tree 
surface or near the free surface, should be dependent o» the body form factor. If 0 is 
assumed to be a function of a body form, ie f], it can be also assumed that ( J )  becomes 
small as f, becomes small and that (j> disappears as f, approaches to zero. If f j is used 
as the perturbation parameter which is small, <D can be expressed as the following 
series.
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n
d> (X’Y’Z ; e) = e ({)(1)(x,y,zj + e V 2) + e3ct>(3) + ------  = e V 0
1=1 ( 2 . 1 1 )
and the free surface elevation can be expressed as:
C (x,y ; e) = e C(x,y)U) + e \ {2) +E3i;<3) + -------  = X  e* ^
1=1 ( 2 . 1 2 ) 
w here (JiO) and £(0 are the i-th order velocity potential and free surface elevation, 
respectively.
There are various methods to express the ship form factor as the perturbation 
param eter; the thinness, slenderness, flatness, submergence and slow speed of the 
ship. Firstly, one can take e = B/L. As this ratio approaches zero, the plane approaches 
zero thickness, which is the so called thin ship theory, so that the turbulent velocity 
may be neglected. Secondly, we can take e = T/L which is called flat ship theory and 
applies to forms such as high speed motor boats with nearly flat bottoms[50]. Thirdly, 
one can take both the beam-length ratio and draft-length ratio to be small which is 
known as slender body theory[51J. Next, for a submerged body, the submerged depth 
of the body is assumed so large that the turbulent effect on the free surface is small and
e is taken as the reciprocal of the submerged depth. Lastly, the ratio of the disturbance 
velocity to the forward speed U is small which is known as slow ship theory.
In the present study of SWATH ships whose struts and bodies are similar to the 
thin ship and the slender body, respectively, the thin ship approach is used based on the 
small perturbation parameter e=B/L. Since the slender body approximation is a limited 
case o f the the thin ship approximation] 52], it can be derived from the known thm ship 
approximation by restricting the draft-length ratio to be small.
W hen the body geometry given by eq.(2.3) is expressed as:
y = e f(x,z) (2.13)
in a consistent manner, one can express the velocity potential given by eq.(2 l i mn  a 
Taylor series on the mean tree surface z^O as follows.
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(j) (x,y,z ; e) = £ I 0 ll)(x,y,O) + <t)(1)z + 0 (1) —  + - -  17 7.7 21
2
2 r ,(2) , (2) (2) Z
+ F [ 0 + 0  Z +  <h  +  —- 1Y? Y7.7 21
-t- e3 f 0 (3) + ^ 3)z + ^ 3) .L  + — ] + 0[E4]
(2.14)
R eplacing z by the free surface elevation defined by equation (2.12) and 
rearranging the above equation in terms of the increasing power of e, we obtain:
0 (x,y,z ; G ) = £ 0 (1) + g2 I 0(2; + (;(1) 0^1} ]
+ e3 l ? % f , + «(3, + C % f ' 4 c (,,^ , l + 0 |c 4|
(2.15)
D ifferentiating the above equation respect to x, y and z and substituting these 
derivatives into the kinematic free surface condition given by eq.(2.5), we obtain the 
first and second kinematical free surface conditions:
g ;  U C(1)-(J>(1) = 0 on z=0
x 7 (2.16)
2 c,(2) (2; .Cl )  v-Cl; (1) . ( 1 )  . ( 1 )  r ( n  n
G ; U l - 0 = - 0 L - 0 C + 0  C on z = 0Y 7- Y x Y> T Z/ ^  ^ y
In a sim ilar way. from eq.(2.6), the first and second order dynamic free surface 
conditions are obtained-
g :  2C(1)(x,v) + l T 00) = 0 on z 0
(2.18)
G2; g(;(2) + U0<2’ = - i  [ + 0(N1} + 0 ^  1 - UC(1) 0 ^  on z = 0
(2 .1 9 ,
From eq s.(2 .16) and (2.18) and eqs.(2.17) and (2.19), the combined first and 
second order free surface conditions are obtained as.
r  ■ o' ' ’ 4 k b (1 -  0  o n  7 ~ ()1 kn(P/ u (2.20)
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( 2 . 2 1 )
where kf, = g/U2 is the wave number.
The velocity potential given by eq.(2.11) can also be expanded into a Taylor 
series on the body centreplane y=0 and it is obtained in terms of increasing power of e 
as:
D ifferen tiating  the above velocity potential with respect to x, y and z and 
substituting the derivative potentials into the body surface condition given by eq.(2.7), 
we obtain the first and second order body boundary conditions as :
As given by eqs.(2.20) and (2.23), the free surface and body boundarv 
conditions are both linearised as the first order terms of the power series which are the 
same as M ichell’s thin ship approximation. From the known first order solution the 
second order approxim ations given by eqs.(2.21) and (2.24) can be obtained and so 
on. Using these first and second order boundary conditions, the wave-m aking 
resistances for simple mathematical geometries were calculated and compared with each 
other[ 53].
<1> (x,y,z ; e ) = e <}>(1)(x,0,z) + e2[ $(2) + f <J>(1) ]
( 2 .2 2 )
e ;  4>y''' = U  f x(x,z) on y = 0
(2.23)
on y = 0
(2.24)
2.3 GREEN'S FUNCTION
The turbulent velocity potential induced by a unit strength source, at the point 
(4 ,0 ,0 , which travels through the still, open and deep water steadily at the constant 
speed U is written as[30] :
n k [ i ro + (i. + r ) ie
dk
-71
(2.25)
t] = ( x - % )2 + y2 + ( z + £ )2
r2 = ( x - 1, )2 + y2 + ( z - £ )2
G5 = ( x - £ ) cos0 + y sin0
where |i  is the Rayleigh artificial viscosity proportional to the relative velocity which is 
introduced to fix the pole of the integration in the complex plane and it is allowed to go 
to zero after finishing the integration. Notwithstanding its simplicity and infallibility, 
som e investigators consider this as a cheap trick[491 while W ehausen give more 
fundam ental statements for this[54]. The above velocity potential, which is generally 
know n as Kelvin or Havelock source potential, satisfies the linearised free surface 
boundary condition given by eq.(2.20), the bottom boundary condition given by 
eq.(2.8) and the radiation condition given by eq.(2.9).
Now, if a point source advances along a vertically infinite deep wall, the velocity 
potential which satisfies the wall boundary condition given by eq.(2.10) should be 
found. Since there is no flow across the wall, located at y=b, the reflecting(image) 
m ethod can be used. The velocity potential for a moving unit strength source at the 
reflected point (£, 2b, Q is given by :
71 k [ id' + (/. + £) ■
e_L. ht f sec20 de f 
r' n J
dk
(2.26)
where
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r'i = (x qr + ( y - 2b)2 + (z + 0 2
r '2 = ( x ■  ^)2 + ( y - 2b )2 + ( z - O2
03' = ( x - \  ) cos0 + ( y - 2b ) sin0 = 03 - 2b sin0
The summation of eqs.(2.25) and (2.26) leads to the velocity potential for a unit 
strength source moving along the wall located y=b :
G = Gj + Gn
_ 1 1 1 1
r r r 1 r 1l 2 l 1 2
oo
f. k ( z •+■£) + i kG3J  sec20 d0 J  dk C - i 2kbsin0.( 1 + e )2
o k - knsec 0 + i ( i  sec0
(2.27)
The above velocity potential satisfies all the boundary conditions including the 
wall boundary, but not the body surface condition, and will be used to obtain the 
velocity  potential induced by the distributed sources representing a given body 
geometry. The equation includes the local non-oscillatory flows which disappear at a 
short distance from the ship as well as the regular oscillatory flows which travel far 
downstream . Since the wave making resistance is associated with the expenditure ol 
energy in generating mostly the regularly travelling waves, the expression ot ec].(2.27) 
at far downstream  should be found first The first four terms of the equation disappear 
at far downstream and the last integral term can be changed as *
i 71 T  M  *.+C :■ + 1 krak r  o f e
N —  [ sec20 d0 [ -----    dk
71 q k -k()sec 0 + i |i sec0
71/2
ko J  sec20 d0 [H'.fk 0} -  'F^k.G ) + T ,(k ,0 )  + e kl '  " H lk
7T
(' «
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'P (k,9) p 1 k I (x ~^) cos9  ±  (y-2b) sm 91 i c
'P 2(k,0) , i 2„
2 k - k sec 0 + 1 |I sec0
(k,0) e - 1 k l <x-5)cos9 ± (y-2b) sine ]
T* (k ,0 ) , . 2a . n4 k - k sec 9 - i |i sec0
(2.28)
The above integrations are performed in a complex plane as shown in Fig.2.3. 
The path o f the integration varies with the sign of the power o f the exponent and 
consists o f two parts, namely, contour A and B. The detailed calculations are reported 
in R ef.[55] and the final result is taken as:
71/2 2
r 2 k0sec 9 ( r 2
G = - 8 kQ sec 0 e sin [ kQ(x-q) sec0 ] cos(kQy sec 0 sin0)
0
2
1 1 + cos(2knb sec 0 sin0 ) ] d0 at far down stream
0 (2.29)
Imaginary Axis
-f-oo
Contour A
r R e V  *
k^ec^fJ+- i p. sec9
Real Axis
4- oo
Contour B
Fig 2.3 Integration Contour in the Complex Plane
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2 f4 ,.D E TER M INATION OF THE VHLQCITY POTENTIAL BY G R EEN'S 
THEOREM
To determ ine the velocity potential which is induced by the source system 
representing a given body geometry, Green's Theorem as given by[56]
^ (P) = 4^  | J  I <t>nG(P ; q) -  <1> Gn ] ds(q)
3R (2.30)
where p indicates a point (x,y,z) in the fluid domain and q is a source distributed point 
applied to the control volume surrounded by the control surfaces as shown 
in F ig .2.4. Su and denote vertical planes located far upstream and downstream of 
the body, respectively. S5 denotes the bottom surface corresponding to z-^  -  <*>, Sv w 
the vertica l wall, Sr and S\ vertical side planes at the far right and left sides, 
respectively, Sf the free water surface and Sw the wetted surface of the body, 
Considering the normal direction on each surface, eq.(2.30) becomes as
(j) (x,y,z) = J J  ( (J^G -  (J) G^) dp d £ -  J J  (tJ^G -  (j)G^) dp d£
Su sd
+ i  I f 1 ‘  I f  %G ~ * ° n ) dC
s S_v w I
— E  f f «|> G -  <t>G ) d^dri + —  f f «|, G <t>G ) d^dr]
4 ji J J ? " 4 n J J   ^ ^
sb sf.
+ M  (^ G ” 0  G"} d4 dC + i  I f  %G ^ G3
Swo Sl (2.31)
w here the free surface (Sf0 ) and the body surface (Sw o) is assumed z=() and y=(), 
respectively, and where the linearisation procedure has already been applied in section
2.2.3. B ecause of the wall boundary condition, bottom boundary condition and
radiation conditions at far fields, the contributions from SL1, Stp Sr, S] and Sy to
the velocity potential are all disappeared. The above equation is therefore reduced to the
following,
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(j) (x,y,z) -  0j(x,y,z) + (j)^(x,y,z)
= ^ l l  (<(>CG -  •> Cc) dri
Sfo
swo
(2.32)
where (j)j and (})jj denote the free surface and wetted surface contribution, respectively.
2.4.1 Free Surface Contribution
Using the linearised free surface condition given by eq.(2.20) and integrating <pj 
partially with regard to £, the following equation will be obtained:
V= 4ii- J < >G - *(1,<v *> - d1^
^  L (2.33)
where Lq denotes the intersection between the body surface and the free surface and L 
the intersection between the free surface and the bounding vertical surfaces, Su, Sr , 
and Sv w . From  the radiation condition, it can be understood that the contributions 
from  the surfaces, Su , Sr , S^, disappear. Again, if the image ship is considered, the 
line integration along the vertical wall will be cancelled out and the remaining part, the 
first integral part in the above equation, will be doubled. However, since a ship 
travelling along  the vertical wall is consideied here, the above equation will be kept and 
at the end, the resistance of two demihulls will be two times that of a single demihull.
In addition, the order of the first integral of eq.(2.33) is higher than the first 
order so that it can be assumed to be negligible. Even though it is included in the 
second order term, the line integral contribution becomes zero[53] so that it is possible 
to discard it without losing any legitimacy. As a result, as far as the first order 
approxim ation or linearised theory is concerned, the free surface contribution to the 
velocity potential is zero
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S,aty=
Sf»
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W
s vw
Sd
S, at zD
—OO X =  o o
Fig 2.4 Control Surfaces
2.4.2 Borly Contribution
Considering that the unit normal vector n changes its direction on opposing sides
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of the body and using the linearised body boundary condition given by eq.(2.23), the 
body contribution part in eq(2.32) will be :
<t>n= 111 UVG++ G‘) -  -  g; ) i dq dc
^wo
(2.34)
U sing the Taylor expansions o f (j), G and on r\ = 0, and m aking use of the 
re la tio n sh ip  G + + G = 2G(x,y,z ; ^ ,0 ,Q , the above expression will be of the 
following form:
<j>n(x,y,z) = + i i .  J J  f^G(p ; ^,0,C ) d^ d£
Swo
(2.35)
w here , as in the previous procedure, the higher order term s have already been 
discarded.
C onsequently , to the first order approximation, the only contribution to the 
velocity potential is the projected body surface on the y = 0 plane and the form is from 
eq.(2.35) :
(j) (x,y,z) = + J J  f^G(p ; S ,0£  ) d^ d£
(2.36)
2.5 W AVE RESISTANCE ACCORDING TO MOMENTUM THEOREM
The wave resistance experienced by a moving body in a perfect fluid is given by 
the integration of x-directional components of the fluid dynamic pressure over the 
body's surface :
R w = - J j  ( P - P 0) n x ds (2.37)
How ever, the fluid motion near the ship surface is so complicated that it is quite 
difficult to obtain the exact velocity potential very near the ship s surface. Michell[38] 
obtained his mathematical formula by way of a Fourier transform as the form .
d f
R w = - j j ( p - P o > a r d x d z
Swo (2.38)
To avoid the difficulty in solving the potential flow very close to the ship surface,
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many researchers including Havelock[58] and Lunde[30] have solved this problem by 
the energy m ethod and momentum analysis. For these methods it is necessary only to 
know  the fluid motion in the region far from the ship. It has been proved that these 
m ethods give results which coincide with each other.
From  the known fact that the rate of change of momentum of the fluid bounded 
by the closed surfaces is the same as the force acting on the control surfaces, the wave 
resistance formula is written as [53]:
-  (2.39)
In order to solve the above equation, eqs.(2.29) and (2.36) are used. Changing 
the integral lim it o f eq.(2.29) to (-tc/2, tc/2) and substituting the equation into eq.(2.36). 
the following expression will be obtained:
2- 2 k nU f 2 2 k0sec 0 (z + Q
<}) (x,y,z) = -------- d© sec 0 [ 1 + cos( 2kQb sec 0 sin©) ] e
-  71/2
J J  <j>£sin[k0(x-£) sec0] cos(kQy sec20 sin0) d£, d£
71/2
= — j  d0 sec20 [ 1+ cos(2k0b see2© sin©)] ek°scc
-  t i /2
2 2 [ I sin( k 05 sec 0 ) -  J cos( k 05 sec © )
(2.40)
where
I = J J f ^ SCc2Hcos(k05sec2e)d^dC 
J J  f5ek°Sec2e ? sin(k()£. sec20) d^
05 -  x cos© + y sin©
Substitu ting eq.(2.40) into eq.(2.39) and using the Fourier double integral 
theorem, the ultimate wave resistance formula will become ot the form.
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R  =
4 Pgk
71/2
® 0 f  3
—  J d9 sec 6 [ 1 + cos( 2k0b sec 0 sin9 )] ( I2 + J2 )
I + i J = J  f  dx dz fx(x,z) e * * * 6 (z + 1 x cose > 
swo
(2.41)
This is the wave resistance experienced by the demihull moving along the vertical 
wall and hence, the wave resistance of a catamaram (twin body) will be twice this 
result. D ividing the above equation into two terms, the wave resistance experienced by 
a catam aran whose distance between the centreplanes of two demihulls is 2b is written 
as :
Rw = Ro + R i
71/2
8 p g k 0 f 2 2 3
= ------- 0 d0 ( I + J ) sec 0
7t J
0
tc/2
8 p g k o f  2 3 2 2
+ — I d0 cos(2kQb sec 0 sin0) sec 0 ( I + J )
0 (2.42)
w here Rq is the wave resistance of two demihulls in infinite isolation and R] is the
additional resistance due to the presence of the other demihull. The interference factor
o f the cosine term in the integral of the above equation varies from  -1 to 1
m athem atically. Consequently, the wave resistance of a catamaran is at the least zero
and at the most four times the resistance of one demihull. Also, it should be noticed that
if the two hulls of the catamaran merge together, ie b=0, the wave resistance is twice
that o f the catamaran whose spacing between the two demihulls is infinite, ie b —>
This is explained due to the fact that the derived resistance formula is based on the
linear superposition. Since the interference factor is a function of the speed and of the
spacing distance of the two demihulls, it will be noticed that some advantages can be
taken from a special combination of two demihulls at a particular speed.
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Z 6W A V E  RESISTANCE ACCORDING TO LAGALLY'S THEOREM
Lagally  s Theorem  has been used to calculate the forces upon any body which 
form s a closed body[59]. Hence, it should be applicable to a fully submerged body. 
H ow ever, since, to the first approximation wave theory , the contribution of the 
interfacing line between the free surface and the surface floating body to the velocity 
potential is zero, as stated in section 2.4.1, this theory can be applied to a floating 
body. The force acting on a source of strength m in a flow is given by:
F  = -  4 7t p m v (2.43)
w here v is the velocity vector of the source at the position. Thereby the total wave 
resistance experienced by the uniformly moving body, which is generated by a 
continuous distribution of sources over a finite part of the vertical plane y=0, through 
the still water will be the integral summation of the forces over the plane. Thus:
Rw = -4 7 tp  f f m £ , 0 , - O u d ^
(2.44)
where u is the x-component of the fluid velocity at a source point (^,0,-Q.
The velocity potential for a source system, distributed over the vertical plane y=0, 
m oving along the vertical wall, which is located at y=b, will be from eqs.(2.1) and 
(2.27) :
O  = Ux + [ [ (  —  -  — + -1------ r ) m d ^ d ^
J J  i-j r2 r T r 2
- ^ ■ J J m d ^ d c J  sec20 d 0  J  dk 2
k (z+C) + i
e  -  i 2kb sinG-----------  ( 1 + e )
_ n y k -  kQsec 0 + i fi sec0
(2.45)
A fter differentiating the above equation with regard to x and substituting it into 
eq.(2.44), the contribution of the various terms to the wave m aking resistance is 
exam ined. The first term representing the uniform stream disappears since the total 
source strength is zero. The second term also disappears since the source and sinks 
cancel with their image system when the integration is earned out. Therefore, the only 
part contributing to the wave resistance is the x-derivative of the last term in eq.(2.45). 
Substituting its derivative into eq.(2.44), the following expression will be obtained:
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Rw“  1 4 Pk0JJ m d '^ dC' |J m  d£ J. secG d0
-  n
p e“ + C ) + i k( £’ -  4 ) c°s9
I / i . i 2kb sin0 x ,
J 2--------------- —  ( 1 + e ) k dk
0 k -  kQsec 0 + i p. sec0
(2.46)
The integral part with regard to 0 and k in the above equation can be changed to 
the following form:
p p * k( C + C ) + i k[ (^ ’ -4) cos9  + 2b sin0 ]
N  = J sec0 d0 J --------------------- -  k dk
_ n o k -  kQsec 0 + i p. sec0
71/2 oo
= J  sece de J  [ 'Fj(k,0) + - V3(k,0) - «F4(k,0) ] dk
0
(2.47)
where
vj/ (k 0) k [ ( ) cos0 ± 2b sin0]
^ 2 ^ ’^  k -  kQsec20 + i | i  sec0
vp ^k 0 )  e ~ik[( ) COS0 ± 2b sin0]
'F g k .O ) 1 k - k osec20 - i n s e c 0
The integration of eq.(2.47) can be performed in the same way as in eq (2.28) 
and the final result for a twin hull ship will be :
n / 2
R w= 327tpk2 J  d0 ( I2 + J2 ) sec30 [ 1 + cos( 2kQb sec20 sin0 ) |
(2.48)
I + i J = J J m e Xp ( i k oxsec0 + z kosec20 ) dx dz
(2.49)
As m entioned earlier, if a body is assumed to be a very thin and vertically infinite 
plate, the body can be generated by a source- sink distributions on the plane v -  0. This 
is known as the thin ship approximation and the strength is known as
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t n x U 3f m(x,0,z) = -----------
2tt dx
(2.50)
Therefore, eq.(2.49) will be :
I + i J = - —  J J dTexP (1 kox sec0 + z kosec20 ) dx dz
(2.51)
Substituting the above equation into eq.(2.48), it is easily understood that the 
result is the same as eq.(2.42) which is derived by momentum analysis.
2.1 APPLICATION TO SWATH SHIPS
A typical demihull of a SWATH ship consists of an elongated, slender body with 
poin ted  ends and single or double streamlined thin strut(s) with usually uniform 
thickness vertically. In addition to the wave interference between two demihulls as in 
the catam aran ship and as given by the second part of eq.(2.42), it is, therefore, 
expected that other interference effects between the submerged body and the strut and 
further, betw een the forward and aft struts for a tandem strut SW ATH will occur. 
T hese in terference  effects can be derived from eq.(2.49) based on the linear 
superposition principle.
For a single strut SWATH configuration, eq.(2.49) can be determined by:
Since this contribution to the resistance appears in the square form in eq.(2.48),
where the indices S, SF, SA and B stand for strut, forward and aft struts, and body, 
respectively. From eqs.(2.53) and (2.54), it is found that the total wave resistance of 
the dem ihull o f a SWATH ship consists of the resistances of the body and stmt(s), plus
1 + i J = ( IB + Is ) + i ( ) (2.52)
I2 + J2 = ( IB + Is )2 + ( Jb + )
-  I b 2 + J b 2 +  I s 2 +  ^s2 + ^  ( I b  *s +  Jb  ) (2.53)
Similarly, for a tandem strut SWATH configuration,
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extra resistances. These extra resistances are interference resistances between strut(s)
and body and between the struts due to the existence of the wave interference between 
the com ponents o f the SWATH ship.
In order to calculate eq.(2.49) for each component of a SWATH ship, the source 
strength m (x,0,z) should be determined by the boundary condition at the surface of 
each geom etry. Since a typical strut is a wall sided, streamlined thin shape, the well 
know n thin ship approximation given by eq.(2.50) can be applied to the strut and 
eq.(2.51) is rewritten:
T  • T U  f f  d f  2
1s+ 1J s= “  2^  J J exP ( 1 kox sec® + z ko sec ® ) dx dz
where f(x,z) is the geometry and for the wall sided strut, equals the half thickness, t(x).
2,7.1 Slender Body Approximation.
At the early stages of SWATH development, circular cross sections were mostly 
considered as the lower demihull and a slender body approximation has been adopted to 
generate this circular cross section hull.
Based on eq.(2.55), Chapm an[l] simplified the equation using the concept of a 
line source distribution along the centreline of the body. The integral over z in the 
equation is replaced by the approximation as follows:
(2.56)
w here h is the submerged depth of the body centreline from the undisturbed free 
surface! m ean submerged depth). Hence, eq.(2.55) is reduced to the single integral 
form  for the body,
(2.57)
A ccording to the above equation, the wave resistance of the body depends only 
on the m ean submerged depth of the body and on the longitudinal distribution of 
displacem ent regardless of its shape in the cross section. Therefore, the line source
(2.55)
I + i j  = -  i L  exp ( knh sec20 ) f —  exp (ik x secG ) dx
R R A t r  r  ' 0 J dx uB B
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distribu tion  is valid only for a circular cross sectional body since a point source 
generates the exact circle. As mentioned in the introduction,all com puter programs 
developed so far are based on the above two approximations, eqs. (2 .55) and (2 .57).In 
particular, when this line source distribution is applied to non-circular SWATH ships, 
as m entioned in the introduction, a wrong estimation of the wave-making resistance for 
such SW A TH  ships will be obtained. Therefore, in order to predict the differences in 
the w ave resistance o f different cross sectional bodies such as circular, elliptical and 
rectangular cross sections with rounded comers etc, the line source distribution is not 
suitable.S ince the designs of non-circular cross section hulled SW ATH ships have 
increased due to some advantages over circular hulls, it was felt necessary to develop a 
theoretical tool to predict the differences in the resistance for the different cross section 
bodies. To achieve this objective a new approach utilizing a plane source distribution is 
derived from  eq. (2.49).
2.7.2 Utilization of a Plane Source Distribution
A ssum ing that a uniform source strength of m(x,0,z) is distributed over the 
in fin itesim ally  small surface D^dx, and that the surface inclination o f the body is 
negligible (usual for the slender and thin ship approximations), the total strength can be 
written as 47tm D t,dx at the section of x, where D5 is the maximum depth of the body 
The boundary condition at the body surface is
^  I T  •—-  = - U sina
(2.58)
where n denotes the outward normal to the body surface and ot is the angle between the 
tangential plane of the body surface and x-axis. If the projection of n on a plane 
perpendicular to the x-axis is expressed as n'=n cosa, the above boundary condition
becomes
= -U tano t 
3 n ' (2.59)
The outw ard flux through the surface, cdx where c is the mean contour of the body 
surface for an element of length of dx, is expressed as
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tanadcdx
(2 .60)
Using the relation of dA(x)/dx=jctanadc and the fact that the total outward flux must be 
equal to the total flux from the sources in the plane, the source strength becomes
If is replaced by the half breadth of the body, the strength is the same as Maruo's 
slender body approxim ation^ 1J. Using the above equation, eq. (2.49) becomes for 
the body:
Now, com paring eqs (2.57) and (2.62), the difference is apparent. In order to 
dem onstrate this, Fig 2.5 shows the wave resistance variations o f three slender bodies 
,w hich have the same x-directional variation of cross sectional areas, dA(x)/dx, 
displacem ents and mean submerged depths, versus Froude Number. According to the 
figure, the present approach gives different values for different shapes o f cross section 
while the line source distribution gives the same results for each section. Furthermore, 
for the same circular cross sectional body the present theory gives values as much as 
20-25%  higher than the line source method depending on the submergence of the 
body. Above a body submergence ot around three times the depth of the body, the two 
source distributions give nearly the same results as each other. This phenomenon is 
due to the fact that the contribution to the wave-making of the part of the submerged 
body near to the free surface is taken into account by the present plane source 
distribution, but not by the line source distribution. Again, this is demonstrated by the 
fact that the wave resistance of the horizontally elliptical body of revolution is less than 
that of the circular cross sectional body at the same mean draft despite its larger breadth. 
This proves that the present approach is successful, within the approxim ation, in 
predicting the differences in the wave resistance of different cross sectional bodies 
which the line source distribution can not.
m U dA(x) 
47tDb ~~ dx
(2.61)
b
A.(X J . 2
exp ( ikQx sec0 + z kQsec 0 ) dxdz
(2.62)
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Fig.2.5 W ave Resistance Coefficient Variations of Three Submerged Bodies of 
VariousCross Sections at Fixed Submerged Depth to Body Centreline 
(Same Cross Sectional Area),Lb=1.5m, SDBC(h)=0.06m, Cp=0.921 
Axis Dimension: Circular(0.0892,0.0892), Vertical(0.0792,0.1005). 
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2.7.3 Flat Ship Approximation
Due to its pitch instability at higher speeds, stabilising fins seem to be inevitable 
for the SW ATH ship design and a pair of fins are fitted near either one end of the 
submerged bodies or in some cases both ends. Since an airfoil or a similarly shaped flat 
body has been used for the fin and placed well below the free surface, the contribution 
o f the fin itself to the total wave-making resistance seems to be small. However, it is 
likely that these fins create interference wave systems with the components of the 
SW ATH ship, in particular, with struts, and that the resistance increase caused by the 
interference wave system with the struts is not small.
If assum ing that a fin has uniform thickness in the spanwise direction and that 
thickness-chord ratio is small, the problem can be approached based on the flat ship
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approxim ation where draft length rat,o(T/L) is assumed to be small. If the geometry of 
a fin is defined by:
z = f(x,y) (2.63)
the body surface boundary condition as given by eq.(2.7) will be changed for the fin
as:
(U + ~ $z = 0 (2.64)
Follow ing the same procedure as in section 2.2 or simply discarding the quadratic
term s in the above equation, the linearised fin surface boundary condition will be 
obtained as :
<t>z = U fx (2.65)
and the source density to satisfy the above condition is:
(2 .66)
r m U af
m (x’y’0) = - 2 ^  a r
Therefore, eq.(2.49) becomes :
2
t • t U - )^hf sec 9 dz
*f +  1 f =  ~  Jn Pf e Jdx  CXp^ 1 °X SeC0  ^ dx
(2.67)
where Spf is the span length of the fin and hf is the submerged depth to the centre of the 
fin. The resistance o f the fin can be calculated by substituting the above equation into 
eq .(2 .48). A lso, follow ing the procedure as done in section 2.7, another extra 
interference between the fin and the components of the SWATH ship can be obtained.
2 .8  G E N E R A L  C O N C LU SIO N S FROM  THE M A TH EM A TIC A L 
RESISTANCE FORMULAE
Before proceeding to the numerical work on a specified SWATH ship using the 
previously  derived formulae, it is desirable to draw some general information from 
them  as to the effect of such parametric changes as breadth, length, bow shape, draft 
and strut position on the demihull, etc on the resistance. Such general information will 
provide a quick understanding of and a general idea on the design of SWATH ships in 
terms o f resistance without resorting to lengthy numerical calculation of the formulae 
involved.
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2,8.1 Effect of Breadth and Length on Wave Resistance.
The source density for a thin ship is given by eq.(2.50). M ultiplying the source 
density, m, by a scalar value, s, and substituting it into eqs.(2.48) and (2.49), the 
resistance will be of the following form:
R-w = Rw (2.68)
which m eans that the theoretical wave resistance based on the thin ship approximation 
varies with the square of the breadth. Therefore, it is concluded that the wave resistance 
severely decreases as the length of the ship increases for a fixed breadth or the breadth 
of the ship decreases for a fixed length. However, this is not true for all small changes 
in length in accordance with fixed breadth. If the length of a ship is designed to cancel 
the transverse bow and stern waves, small changes in length may cause their 
reinforcem ent and hence, increase the resistance. In general, the smaller the ratio B/L, 
the less the wave resistance. However, from a total resistance point of view , too 
narrow  a slender body will result in a resistance penalty due to its increased skin 
frictional resistance.
2.8.2 Effect of Bow Shape on Wave Resistance
In order to examine the effect of a ship form(oi specifically bow or stern shape) 
on the wave resistance, the analysis of the wave profile arising from the ship has been 
used[58,60,62J. In so far as an ideal fluid is concerned, the problem of the stern wave 
is the same as that of the bow wave and hence,the bow wave is considered in this 
section Since the present study is not concerned with a detailed wave profile survey, 
the problem  is made as simple as possible by assuming that the body is a wall sided 
shape, that is, it is not a function of depth but is a continuous function of length and has 
continuous derivatives of all orders with regard to x. From eqs.(2.18), (2.29) and
(2.36), and m aking use of the above-mentioned assumption for the body, the wave 
elevation far downward of the body will be.
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71/2 L
C(x>y) -  -jj J  dO [ m(^) f cos(kQ^  sec0) cos(kQx sec0) cos(k0y sec20 sin0)
-ti/2 o
+ sin(k0E sec0) sin(kQx sec0) cos(k0y sec20 sin0) ]
2
[ 1 + cos (2k b sec 0 sin0) ] sec0
(2.69)
where -  U /2 ji is replaced by m ©  representing the source strength and L is the
length of the body. Partial integrations of the above equation is performed as follows:
-L
f
j  m(£,) cos(k0^ sec0) sec0 d£,
0
1 m (0 )  m ,M(0)
— T ~   ^ 2 ~  ~~3 3~~* +  .......
0 kQsec 0 kQ sec 0
1 m "(-L ) mlv(-L ) , . „ T
-  —  [ m (-L) —  ---- —  + —— —  ....] sm(k(JL sec0)
o k0sec 0 kQsec 0
+ _L i m (~ L ). -  m ■ + ....] cos(k L sec0)
ko kosec0 k3osec30
= C(O,0) S (-L ,0) sin(k0L sec0) -  C (-L ,0) cos(k0 L sec0) (2.70)
and
-L
J  m ©  s in (k ()£, sec0) sec0 dc
1 m"(0)
-  —  | m ( ° ) - — - y -  + ...
o kQsec 0
1 m "(-L ) m lv(-L) a .
—  I m( 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —  c o s ( k , L sec0)
k ,2  2q . 4  4 0N) kQsec 0 kQsec 0
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 ^ 1 r m '(-L ) m '" (-L )  , .
k T 1 “  T T i r  + - • 1 s,n(koL sec9)0 0 kQsec 0
= s(O,0) -  S(-L ,0) cos(k(>L sec0) -  C (-L,0) sin(k0L sec0) (2.71)
where
o kQsec 0 kQsec 0
rvE q\   1 , m 'fe) m " '(5 ) . ,
k_ k sec9 ,3  3o o k sec 0
(2.72)
w here S(O,0) and C(O,0) are evaluated at the bow and S (-L ,0 ) and C (-L ,0 ) are 
evaluated at the stem, respectively. Now, eq.(2.69) can be written in terms o f S and C:
71/2
4 f 2 2
C, -  —  J S(O,0) [ 1+ cos(2kQb sec 0 sin0)] sin(kQx secq) cos(kQy sec 0 sin0) d0
-71/2
71/2
4 f 2 2
+ —  C(O,0) ( 1+ cos(2kQb sec 0 sin0)J cos(kQx secq) cos(k()y sec 0 sin0) d0
b  J
-71/2
n i l
4 f 2 2- —  J S (-L ,0 ) | 1 + cos(2kQb sec 0 sin0)] sin[kQ(x+L) sec0] cos(k()y sec 0 sinB) d0
-71/2
k /2
4 f 2 2_ _  J C (-L ,0) [ 1+ cos(2kQb sec 0 sin0)] cos|k0(x+L) sec0] cos(k()y sec 0 sin0) dB
-71/2
(2.73)
Ignoring the interference between the bow and stern waves, the wave making 
resistance produced by the bow waves regarding terms ot S(O,0) and C((),0) in die 
integrand of the above equation can be written as[ 60] .
n i l
Rw= Const, |  ( S(O,0)2 + C((),0)Z I |( 1 ■+ cos(2k()b sec20 sinB)] c o s * 0  d0 
o
( 2.74  >
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In general, the following conclusions can be drawn from this equation. For very 
low  velocities ie Icq very large, the dom inant term in eq.(2.72) is the first term 
concerning S(x,9). Therefore, for very slow speeds the smaller the source density the 
sm aller the wave resistance. The source density at the bow is proportional to the angle 
o f entrance except at the extreme bow. As a result, it is generally regarded that for very 
slow speeds the wave-making resistance increases as the entrance angle increases.
On the other hand, this is not true for higher speeds. As the speed increases, kp 
becomes smaller and other terms in S and C become important. For example, when k0
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Fig.2.6 W ave Resistance Coefficient Variations of Submerged Bodies of Revolution 
with Three Different Ends vs Fronde Number. SDBC(h)=().06m, Di=0.()892, 
L^= 1.51m, Entrance =().3()m. Run -  0.45m.
is o f the order of unity they become nearly the same order so that it is impossible to
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discard them. Further, the sign of each term in S and C is changing alternatively so thai 
it is likely to cancel out in some values ot 0. If derivatives m^(O,0), k~ 1,3,4..., are 
assumed to be zero or small in magnitude, it is concluded that a ship of small resistance 
will have a large source density at the bow which means that the bow will have a blunt 
entrance.
Fig.2.6 illustrates the effect of three different ends shapes on the wave-making 
resistance where the lengths of the ends are all the same as each other. From the figure 
it is understood that the body with elliptical ends(the bluntest ends) is subject to the 
least resistance among the three candidates at medium to higher speeds which are of 
m ost interest for SW ATH ships. The highest wave-making resistance is the body with 
straight end,viz, conical ends, over that speed range. Therefore, in order to have a 
small resistance for SW ATH ships, components with larger entrance angles are 
recom m ended for higher speed, but should be smooth enough to prevent wave - 
breaking. W hen this blunt body is used for bow, a special care should be also paid to 
prevent the separation of flow which creates a large resistance increase compared to that 
in lam inar flow.
2.8.3 Effect of Draught on Wave Resistance
One of the significant differences in SWATH design is a large draught compared 
to a conventional monohull ship. This is attributable to the fact that the main part of the 
buoyancy is submerged well below the free surface. As mentioned in Chapter 1, a large 
draft provides a promising future and potential for the development of this type of ship 
because o f the significant improvement in the motion characteristics compared to the 
conventional ship. However, the large draught coupled with the twin hull concept 
produces penalties in resistance at low speeds due to the increased wetted area relative 
to the conventional ship. Therefore, from the point of view of resistance, SWATH 
ships can com pete in higher speeds(w ave-m aking) range com pared to their 
counterparts.
A ccording to eqs.(2.48) and (2.49), it can be seen that the w ave-m aking 
resistance can be reduced as small as possible by the sources generating the ship being 
subm erged deeper. This is due to the power o f the exponential term regarding z in 
eq.(2.49). In general, the resisting force to a uniformly m oving source due to the
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wave-making decreases exponentially with its submergence below the free surface. For 
exam ple, a deeply submerged submarine is not subject to the wave-making resistance 
and F ig .2.7, taken from Ref.[61], illustrates how the wave-
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Fig.2.7 W ave Resistance Coefficient Variations of a Body of Revolution 
versus Speed with Four Different Submerged Depths.(1^= 1.5m,
D i=0.1m ,Cp=0.89,V =0.0105m3 )
m aking resistance of a body of revolution decreases with the subm erged depth 
How ever, for a surface or near surface running vehicle, the wave-making can not be 
elim inated. From Shor's conclusion[62] for this problem, the part of the hull near the 
waterline can be designed for relatively low resistance at lower speeds and the part of 
the hull deep in the water for relatively low resistance at higher speeds. 1 he interaction
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term s betw een shallow and deep sources can be used to improve the behaviour at 
m oderate speeds.
A SW ATH ship has several components below the free surface which introduce 
com plicated hydrodynam ic interference effects between the structural components. 
B ased on the the aforementioned facts, the greatest part of the displacem ent of the 
SW ATH ship should be placed in the submerged body well away from the free surface 
and hence, creating less wave-making. In addition, it is desirable to make the strut 
thickness as small as possible since the wave-making resistance of the SW ATH is 
m ostly  created by the surface piercing struts up to m oderately high speeds. The 
in terference effects between the body and strut(s) can be maximised by the proper 
distribution o f the displacement to the body as well as to the stmt(s) and by the well 
disposition o f the strut(s) on the demihull.
It should be noted that a demihull consisting of the surface piercing stm t and the 
subm erged body which protrudes forward of the stm t not only looks like a bulbous 
bow  ship but also acts like a bulbous bow ship regarding wave interference 
effects.N am ely, a stm t set back of the submerged body gives rise to a favourable 
in terference at moderate high speeds while it gives an unfavourable interference at 
h igher speeds. H ow ever, the pattern for an overhanging stm t forw ard o f the 
subm erged body is changed in such a way that the form er favourable interference 
becomes unfavourable and that the unfavourable interference is much reduced at higher 
speeds[55]. Detailed parametric studies are givent in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.8.4 Effect of Spacing Distance on Wave Resistance
The effect o f the spacing distance between two demihulls on the wave resistance 
is determ ined by the interference factor, cos(2k()b sec -^G sin0) where 2b is the distance 
betw een the centerlines of the two demihulls of a SWATH ship, in the integrand of 
eq.(2.48). The interference factor is a function of the speed and spacing distance of two 
dem ihulls and varies from 1 to 1, mathematically Consequently, the wave resistance 
of twin hulls, which travel abreastly at a distance ol 2b, is at the least zero and at the
most four times the wave resistance of single hull.
If the ship speed is very high and the hull spacing is very small, that is, k()b 0,
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the interference factor approaches unity so that the wave resistance becomes four times 
the w ave resistance of a demihull. From this fact, it is unlikely that at the practical 
spacing distance of catamarans or SWATH ships, low wave resistance can be obtained 
at high speeds. On the other hand, if the ship speed is very low or hull spacing is very 
large, that is, the interference factor becomes zero and the wave interference
effect becomes negligible. The wave resistance then becomes twice the wave resistance 
o f a demihull. Therefore, between the extreme speeds and spacings it is likely that the 
interference factor will be negative, depending on the hull spacing and speed, thus 
obtaining low wave resistance.
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Fig. 2.8 Variations of the Interference Factor, cos(k] Bjcoshu sinhu), as a 
Function of u at Six Different Speeds and at B ^O .2
In an attempt to aid the understanding of the contribution o f the interference factor
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to the wave resistance integration, the variations of the interference factor are shown in 
Fig.2.8 as a function of the independent u for six different speeds at a non-dimensional 
spacing B j= 0 .2 . For this purpose, sec9 in the integrand of eq.(2.48) is replaced by 
coshu to rem ove the singular point which will be explained in the next chapter and 
kl=Lbg/2Tj2 is the non-dimensional parameter. From the figure, it can be noticed that 
the interference factor slowly varies for the first small value o f u and then rapidly 
varies, depending on the value of k^. If the integration of eq.(2.48) is performed over 
the very  rap id ly  varying regions, the value will cancel each other by anulling 
interference. The contributory part to the integration is mostly from the slowly varying 
regions, giving the negative or positive value depending on the param eters in the 
factor. As a result, by taking the appropriate speed for a given spacing or vice versa, 
the w eighted interference factor in the integrand of eq.(2.48) can be phased in order to 
interfere favourably with each demihull and so reduce the wave-making resistance.
2.9 CONCLUSIONS
U sing the linearised wave theory and Green's theorem, the velocity potential 
induced by sources system s(representing a given geometry) which travels steadily 
along the vertical wall is derived. The wave resistance form ula of a catam aran(a 
SW A TH  is a specific form of a catamaran) is then obtained based on momentum 
analysis and, within the first order approximation, it is shown that the result is exactly 
the same as that derived according to Lagally's theorem
Using the linear superposition principle, it is shown how the derived formula is 
applied to SW ATH ships having single or more strut(s) on the demihull. For this 
purpose, the plane source approximation for the submerged body is introduced and the 
result is com pared with the result using the line source distribution technique(slender 
body approxim ation) for three slender bodies which have the same x-directional 
variation o f cross section, dA(x)/dx, displacement and mean submerged depth but 
different cross sections. As a conclusion, the present plane source approach gives 
d ifferen t values for the different shapes of cross section while the line source 
distribution gives the same results for each section. Furthermore, lor the same circulai
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cross sectional body, the present approach gives values as much as 20-25% higher than 
the line source m ethod depending on the submergence of the body. This phenomenon 
is due to the fact that the contribution to the wave-making of the part of the submerged 
body near to the free surface is taken into account by the present plane source 
d istribu tion , but not by the line source distribution. However, above a body 
subm ergence o f around three times the depth of the body, the two source distributions 
give nearly the same results as each other.
A ssum ing that controllable fins are attached to the submerged body at zero angle 
of attack, their w ave-m aking resistance formula is derived based on the flat ship 
approxim ation. Lastly, based on the derived mathematical resistance formulae, general 
conclusions as to the effect of parametric changes in breadth, length, bow shape, draft 
and strut position on the demihull on the wave-making resistance are drawn in an 
attempt to provide a quick understanding of and general ideas on the design of SWATH 
ships w ithout resorting to the tedious numerical calculation of the formulae involved. 
These numerical studies on such parameters will be treated in Chapter 5.
The derived wave-making resistance formulae in this chapter will be used to 
calculate the total resistance of SWATH ships in the following Chapter 3 and some 
detailed conclusions will be treated in that chapter.
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C H A P T E R  3 THE D E V E L O P M E N T  OF T W O  C O M P U T E R  
P R O G R A M S  TO ESTIMATE THE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF SWATH  
SH IPS IN CA LM  WATER (MSWATH AND OSWATH)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
A SW A TH  ship has several components below the free surface which cause 
co m p lica ted  hydrodynam ic interferences betw een them  and accord ing ly , its 
hydrodynam ic performance, in particular resistance, is very sensitive to changes in the 
com position  or geom etries of the components. With regard to this, com pared to 
m onohull ships, it is rather difficult to find an optimum SW ATH ship configuration 
experimentally by varying the many parameters involved in the SWATH design because 
o f time and cost. Therefore, at an early stage of the design process, the use of a reliable 
analy tical tool to evaluate the performance of candidate SW ATH ship forms is 
extrem ely important. This result can then be confirmed by means o f experiments on the 
final ship form  or can be provided as guidance for the further developm ent of 
experim ental work.
To the author's knowledge, there are four computational tools currently in use 
w orldw ide to estim ate the total resistance of SWATH ships. Utilising a line source 
d istribution along the longitudinal centreline of the submerged body and the plane 
source distribution over the centreplane of the surface piercing strut, Chapman initiated 
a solution to the wave-making resistance problem of semi-subm erged ships[ 1 ] and 
w rote a com puter program SWTHRP(2j to estimate the total resistance of SWATH 
ships defined by simple mathematical formulae. Based on the same theory as Chapman 
and using C hebyshev coefficients and the cubic sp line(p iecew ise continuous 
polynom ial) curve fitting method, Lin and Day developed a com puter program  to 
predict the total resistance of SWATH geometries defined by offsets!3 L
Defining that a concept exploration model is a simplified form of a ship synthesis 
m odel which addresses the earliest phase of the ship selection process, SW ATH 
CEMf.4] was developed in which the resistance prediction was based on the SW THRP 
developed by Chapman. Salveson et al developed a new computational method for the 
design o f SW A TH  ships[5] In dealing with the w ave-m aking resistance they
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introduced a correction term that accounts for the outflow between the strut and lower 
hull, but the general theory is the same as Chapman's. However, it is not clear that the 
line source distribution for the body can be used for the optimisation example o f non­
circular hulled SW ATH ships.
Instead o f using two sets of Chebyshev coefficients as employed by Lin and Day, 
but em ploy ing  the first kind o f Chebyshev polynom ial(one set o f Chebyshev 
coefficients) and recurrence formulae for Bessel functions of integrals involved in the 
wave resistance formulae, Huang[6] concluded that he had simplied the computational 
w ork involved in wave resistance formulae and saved com puter time. As far as 
com puter time is concerned, however, it seems that this is not always the case. The time 
for calculating the wave resistance formulae is entirely dependent upon the DO-looping 
times which are decided by the order of Chebyshev polynomial and this is related to the 
accuracy o f prediction.
In order to estimate the total resistance experienced by a near-surface or surface 
running ship, it is usual to break down the total resistance into components with the 
assum ption that each of them is caused by a different effect and that all the components 
are additive to give the total resistance. Although, in some cases, this is not strictly 
ju stifiab le , it represents the only feasible approach to the problem  in most cases. 
Fig.3.1 shows a schematic tree diagram of the resistance components!7].
In general, the total resistance of a surface running ship can be divided into the 
viscous resistance(Ry) and the wave-making resist.ance(Rw). The viscous resistance is 
the com ponent of resistance associated with the expenditure of energy in generating 
vorticity ,vortices and turbulence. The wave-making resistance is the component ol 
resistance associated with the expenditure of energy in generating gravity waves by way 
o f pressure differentials. The viscous resistance can be subdivided into the three 
components: frictional(Rp), viscous pressure(Ryp) and wave-breaking resistances(Rp). 
The frictional resistance is a tangential force so that it can be obtained by integrating 
tangential forces over the hull surface. The viscous pressure resistance is due to the 
pressure differentials arising from the existenee of a boundary layer and the wake. 1 he 
wave breaking resistance is due to the energy expended in generating turbulences 
arising from  the breaking of waves. In practical terms, the frictional resistance is the
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major part o f the viscous resistance. Therefore, for simplicity, the frictional resistance is 
treated as that ot an equivalent flat plane which has the same length and wetted area as 
the ship. In addition, the augumented resistance due to the 3-dimensional effect(form) 
of the body is treated as a component of viscous resistance(so called form resistance).
W ave-M aking Wave-Breaking Viscous Pressure
Total Resistance
Total Resistance
Pressure Resistance Frictional Resistance
Viscous Resistance
Fig.3.1 Schematic Tree Diagram of Total Resistance Component
In the aforem entioned four programs(Huang considered only the wave-making 
resistance component) for calculating the total calm water resistance of SWATH ships, 
the authors treated  the resistance components basically according to the above 
m entioned subdivision, but with slight differences from one another In SW THRP and 
SW ATH CEM, the total resistance of a SWATH ship is divided into six components:
Rt -  Rp + R\y + Re + Rs + Rap 4 r a 
w here Rp is the eddy-m aking resistance, Rs is the spray resistance and R A is the 
aerodynam ic resistance. In dealing with the form effect, viscous pressure and wavt 
breaking com ponents, the eddy-making resistance was considered. Strut eddy m akinfc
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resistance was accounted for by multiplying the strut frictional resistance by an 
empirical factor and hull eddy-making resistance was taken as 10% of the hull frictional 
resistance. U nlike conventional monohulls, a SW ATH ship has such stream lined 
surface piercing struts that beyond a certain speed,water starts to pile up and gradually 
form s a spray sheet over the surfaces of the struts which causes a considerable energy 
loss especially  at higher speeds( so called spray drag). Spray drag calculations are 
based on the results of model tests, as described in Ref.[8J. The appendage resistance is 
calculated as 10% of the frictional resistance. The aerodynamic resistance is computed 
using the frontal area and an aerodynamic drag coefficient of 0.5.
Lin and Day calculated the total resistance of bare hulled SWATH ships(control 
surfaces is not included) as the sum of the wave-making, frictional and form resistance 
com ponents. Here, the form resistance indicates the difference between the calculated 
w ave-m aking resistance and experimentally measured residuary resistance. Based on 
experim ental results on several SWATH models, they derived a form  resistance 
coefficient curve.
In SW ATHGEN, the total resistance is computed as the sum of the wave-making, 
frictional, form and appendage resistances. The form resistance is calculated as the sum 
of 17% of the strut frictional resistance and 10% of the body frictional resistance. After 
subdividing the resistance of controllable surfaces(fins and rudders) into profile, 
induced, tip, and body-controllable surfaces interference resistance, empirical formulae 
based on aerofoil sections and streamlined bodies were used for each component 
calculation.
For the present study, the total calm water resistance of a SWATH ship is divided 
into four com ponents; wave-making, frictional, additional resistances(form  effect, 
eddy, viscous pressure, wave-breaking and spray) and appendage resistance. Based on 
the w ave-m aking resistance formulae derived in Chapter 2, the calculation procedures 
for the wave-m aking resistance for SWATH ships defined by mathematical formulae 
are show n in detail in section 3 2. Also, utilising the cubic spline curve fitting 
technique, the final wave-making resistance integrals, which will be integrated 
num erically by means of computer, are derived for SWATH ships defined in offset 
form s. In section 3.3, surfaces and volumes of SWATH ships defined by both 
m athem atical formulae and offsets are calculated. Using the ITTC57 frictional line, the
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frictional resistance is calculated based on the individual length of the components ot a 
SW ATH ship.
Based on the approach described in sections 3.2 and 3.3, two computer programs 
(M SW A TH  and OSWATH) were written. MSWATH is designed for SWATH ships 
defined by mathematical formulae and OSWATH is written for offset inputs. In section 
3.4, the com putational results are compared with the experimental results measured in 
the departm ent using three SWATH m odels(SW ATHl, SW ATH2 and SW ATH3). 
Also these are compared with experimental results and computational results available in 
the open literatutre.
In section 3.5, based on the difference between the calculated wave-making and 
m easured residuary resistances, two form resistance coefficient curves, which account 
for such additional resistances as form effect, eddy, viscous pressure, spray and wave- 
breaking and some non-linearities, are derived: one is for circular hulled SWATH ships 
and the o ther is for rectangular hulled SWATH ships. These coefficients are then 
com pared with other form effect correlations published. Subdividing the resistance of 
contro llab le  fins into profile, induced, hull-fin interference, tip and wave-making 
resistances, the resistance of controllable fins are calculated. For this purpose, empirical 
form ulae for foil sections and streamlined bodies are used for each com ponent 
calculation. In dealing with induced drag, the free surface effect is introduced. Then, 
the estim ated total resistance including the form and fin resistances are compared with 
the experimental results for SWATH 1 model with a pair of fins.
In section 3.6, a comparison is made of the two computer programs!M SW  ATM 
and O SW A TH ) together with some accounts of restrictions in their applications. 
Finally, based on the present study, a number of conclusions are drawn in section 3.7.
3.2 WAVH-MAKJNG RESISTANCE
As developed in Chapter 2, the wave-making resistance ot the demihull ot a 
SW ATH ship is written as one half of eq.(2.48):
71/2
R w = lbTtpk^ [ d0 ( t  + I2 ) sec30 [ 1+ cost k ^ s e c  0 sin0)J
o (3.1)
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where
k _ §Lb , 4b
ki  7 and Bf r
2U Lb
(3.2)
which are the non-dimensional wave number and non-dimensional spacing between 
two dem ihull centerlines, respectively.
For the submerged body, from eq.(2.62), 
t . t  U f  f  dA(x) 2
B B = _ l i 5 5 j J  —  “ P ( i k 0x s ece + z k0sec e )d x d z
b
(3.3)
for the surface piercing strut, from eq.(2.55),
(3.4)
u  f f d t  2
= ~~ 2k  J J dx 6Xp °X SeC^  + z kosec ® ) dx dz
and for the controllable fin, if any, from eq.(2.67),
U -kohfSec2© f 3Z
IF + i Jp= -  —  Spf e J exp( i kQx sec0 ) dx
(3.5)
In order to calculate the above equations numerically, such functions as the cross 
sectional area curve A(x) of the body, the strut half thickness t(x) and the fin geometry 
z(x,y) should be described analytically either by mathematical formulae or by curve 
fittings from  given offset tables. First, SWATH ships defined by simple mathematical 
form ulae will be treated and then, utilising a curve fitting technique, SWATH ships 
defined by offsets will be dealt with.
3.2.1 SW ATH Ships Defined bv Mathematical Forms
T he subm erged body of a SWATH ship can be a com bination of conical, 
ellipsoidal and paraboloidal nose and tail sections which are joined together by a straight 
mid section o f circular or elliptical cross section. Indeed, many worldwide SWAT H 
m odels have been built by using these shapes and one of them, T-AGOS Baseline[9J 
was built with a ellipsoidal entrance and paraboloidal run ot elliptical cross sections.
For the ellipsoidal entrance of a body with maximum cross sectional area, Am ,
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A W  = Am[ l - ( ^ i ) 2 ]
be
(3.6)
for the conical entrance,
x -x  9
A ( X)  =  A m ( i - .— L )2
** (3.7)
and for the paraboloidal entrance,
X- X.  9
A (x )= A mi i - ( - p L  r r
be (3.8)
where 1 ^  is the length of entrance and is the co-ordinate from the longitudinal centre 
o f the body. Any other symbols used are shown in Fig.3.2.
And also, a wall sided strut with parabolic ends can be popularly used and the 
thickness distribution o f a parabolic entrance with maximum half thickness tm is given 
by:
x - x 3 2
se (3.9)
Lastly, for the controllable fin, a parabolic airfoil with maximum half thickness 
tm f can be used:
z = t f( 1 -  (x--Cf)2lf (3 10)
where C f is the distance between the longitudinal centres of the body and fin.
Using the mathematical formulae described above, the wave-making resistance of
a SW ATH ship, given by eq.(3.1), can be calculated from the contribution of each 
com ponent given by eqs.(3.3) to (3.5).
3.2.1.1 Body contribution
From  eq.(3.3),
L J 2  h+D /^2
I + }t = ^  f f dA(-Xi  exp( ik x sec6 + z k sec20) dx dz
B R 47tDK J J dx
- L J 2  - h - D J 2  (3 j j )
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Introducing dimensionless co-ordinates such as x’=2x/Lb and z'=2z/D b , and
A (x) —A(x)/Am , the above equation is written in the normalised(non dimensionalised) 
form:
1 l-H,
U P dA(x) f D. 2
8tc m J ~~[x exP( lk isec0 x) dx J exP( —  k , sec 0 z) dz
-1 -l-H , b
(3.12)
where, for simplicity, the superscript sym bol' is dropped out and H 1=2h/D^ and k, is 
given in eq.(3.2).
The integration with regard to z in the above equation becomes.
1 2 Dk 9
E b = - ---------------{ e x p [ - ^ k  sec 0 (1 -H  )] - e x p l - ^ k  sec 0 (1+H )1 }
b , 2 a  L b L b-— k ^ e c  0
L b
(3.13)
and then, eq.(3.12) is written in the form:
exP( ‘ P x) dx
- 1 (3.14)
where (3 is k jsec0 . For this calculation, one of eqs.(3.6) to (3.8) can be used. As an 
exam ple, an ellipsoidal entrance given by eq.(3.6) is used here. Using the above 
m entioned non-dimensional co-ordinates, eq.(3.6) can be non-dimensionalised in the 
form:
x " x l 2
A(x) = [ 1 -  ( ——  ) 1
^  (3.15)
where 1 ^  and xj are non-dimensionalised by Lt/2.
Substituting the x-derivative of the above equation into eq.f3.14), the x-integru!
term in the equation becomes:
l
-2 y  |  (x Xj) exp( i (3 x) dx
b^c x i
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2_ f cos(p) + ^ ^ ( P )  cos(px,)______  ‘ip2 ' p p2
+ ? _L r sin^  1bec o s ® )  sin(P x i)
i2 o2 B 2 ^
‘be P P P
(3.16)
In the similar way, for an elliptical run,
-2 — J ( x - x2 ) exP^ 1 P x ) dx
= -  2 —  C° S(^  lbrSinW  C0S(P X2^
>br I3 '  P  P 2
„ i sin(P) b c o s ® )  sin(P x )
+ 2 —  [ — -t-1— HL_-------------------L  ]4 p2 p p2
Therefore, eq.(3.14) is written in the form:
U
In + i Jn — 7;— A E, ( Q , + i Q 0 )B B gj£ m b ^-el  ^ e 2  7
where
(3.17)
(3.18)
cos(P) 1 1 sin(p) , 1 1  1 cos(Pxj) cos(Px2;
e ]  n2 2 2 B  n 2 ' 2  .2
B 1 P  be br p  1 1,
P  V  br K be br
sin(P) 1 1 cos(p) 1 1 1 sinflix,) | sin(px2)
Q e 2 = — 7 - ( 2 + (3 ^  lbT  2 2 2
P  Abe br ^  be br
If the body has longitudinal symmetry, ie x j=  X2 and l^e = lt>r , the real part QC| 
disappears and there remains only the imaginary part Qe2- Then,
4  4  J B =  ( IB + 1 V  ( 1 V
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u2
64 tt
(3.19)
Finally , the wave-making resistance of a body with ellipsoidal ends is written 
from eq.(3.1) in the form:
where secG in eq.(3.1) is replaced by coshu in order to remove the singularity for 
numerical calculation.
Sim ilarly, wave-making resistance formulae for bodies with conical ends, with 
paraboloidal ends and with elliptical entrance and paraboloidal run can be, without any 
difficulty, derived and only the results are written here.
For conical entrance and run,
R Wb~ 167tpk0    Am f Eb ( Qel+ Qe2) cosh2u[ 1+ cos(k B coshu sinhu)] du
6471 o
(3.20)
(3.21)
R b= 167tpk2 -H —  f E^( Q ^+ Q2c2) cosh2u[l+  cos(k]B ]coshu sinhu)] du 
647t2 mJ0
(3 2 2 )
where
sin(P) 1 1 2  sin(p x,) sin(P x )^
 ^ 1 T~ 1 a ' i 1
2 cos(p xT) c o c ((3 x2)
(3.23)
For paraboloidal entrance and run,
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u 2
^wb“ 167ipkQ — Am J  ( Qpl+ Qp2 ) cosh~u[l+ cosfk^Bjeoshu sinhu)] du 
4ft 0
(3.23)
where
_ c o s ( p )  1 1 sin(P) 1 1 1 cosCpx,) cos(px?)
Q p , “  p 2 o 2b ~
^  be br H be lbr
3 cos(P) 1 1 6  cos(P) 1 1 sin(p) 1 1
R2 I2 I2 ft4 i4 " i 4 ~
P  be Kr P  be Kr H be br
6 sin(p) 1 1 6 cos(Px ) cos(p x )
+ --------11— ( ----------- ) --------I    — 1
3 ^ 3  | 3 4 4
^  be br ^  be br
_ sin(p) 1 1 cos(P) 1 1 1  s n^(Px i) sin(p\
‘p2 p2 I2 I2 p ^  [br p2 I2 rH be br P be br
3 sin(P) 1 1 6 sin(p) 1 1 cos(P) 1 1
B 1 1 p I  C 1x1 b’”  be br H be bi
6cos(p) 1 + J_  6 sill<P V  | sin<P V
p3 i + i  p4 i i
(3.26)
Lastly, for a body with ellipsoidal entrance and paraboloidal ran
T • T U
r  + 1 = "5~~ A E, iQ  + i 0  )H B Rtf m b 1 Vcn? j8j[ ^ .p l p2
(3.27
2 U 2 f
^w b" 167Cpk0 -  j  Eb ( Qe^  Qj. j) cosh u ri+cos(k BjCoshu sinhu)] du 
16tt
where
(3.28)
n  _ 2 cos(p) 2 sin(p) 2 cos(P x2)
• ' ,=  i f  "
1 2  i  6  1 2  c o s ( p  x . )
+ 6 cos(p) ( — - -  ——- )  + 2 sin(P) ( — r ~ ——- )  + -----—— —
> y  > :/ ^  >ip 3 '>
1 COS(p) 1bes i n ®  COS( P x i )  
+  ~T“  t    +i  p2 p p2
2 sin(p) 2 cos(p) 2 sin(P x2)
6 sin(p) (    ) - 2 cos(p) (
2 1 6 ,  12 si n(P x_2)
»-i-
i; p ? C p ' M J3 ‘I p 3 C p 4
1 s i n ( p )  I , * . " * ®  s i iU p X jJ
l2 B2 P B2
^ P (3.29:
3.2.1.2 Strut contribution
From  eq.(3.4),
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(,3.30)
where
E s =  — [ 1 -  exp(-hsk lssec20) ]
kQsec 0
(3.31)
where
S L, 2 h
k Is and h = —s L2U
.2
(3.32)
Using x= 2x /L s and t'=2t/Ts, eq.(3.30) can be written in the normalised form:
w here (3S is k l s sec0 and, for convenience, the superscript symbol ' is dropped out. 
Also, a parabolical entrance given by eq.(3.9) is normalised in the form:
x-x~ 9
t = l l - ( — Z )l  -  1 < X <  1
se (3.34)
Substituting the x-derivative of eq.(3.34) into eq.(3.33), the x-integral term of the 
equation will be as follows:
- l (3.33)
_0 1 cos(ps)-cos(psx3) lscsin(Ps)
l2 p 2 + ~ K ~se rc
4. 9 J_ r  Sin(Ps)' sin(PsX3^  >s.C0S(Ps) ,
i2 p2 + K
(3.35)
Considering the run contribution, eq.(3.33) will be:
Xs + 1 Js = 4^ T s E s  ^ ^ s l  +  1 ^ s 2  )
(3.36)
where
2 c o s (P ) i i 2 s in (p ) i i
O = ________ - ( ------------ ) --------------  ( --------------)
s l  n 2  i 2  i 2  P  1 1h  1 1  “ s se sr
“ s se sr
2 cos(p x j  cos(p x )
+ _ _  (  U  —  )
2 2 2
p r  r
“ s se sr
2 sin(p ) i i 2 cos(p ; \ \
Q.2= — r ( T + i > - — ' r + r ’
B 1 1  sc sr* c Qf*. Qr
2 sin(P x ) sin(psx4)
+ - t (
P2 l2 l2
Hs se sr (3.37)
and finally, the wave-making resistance of a strut with parabolic ends will be written 
from eq .(3 .1) as follows:
• Vu
16tc o
R ws =  16ltpk2 s-  J  e ( (Q ;, + Q(?)co sh ;u | i * c o s l^ l^ c .s h , ,  s i n h u ) !  du
(3.3X !
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3.1.1.3 Fin contribution
From  eq.(3.5),
Ip +■1 Jp -  -  2^  s p f e x p H ^ h ^ e c  q) J  —  exp( i kQx sec0) dx
-Lc72+C
(3.39;
Introducing dim ensionless co-ordinates x '=2x/Lcf and z '=2zfTf  where T f is the 
maximum thickness o f fin, the above equation can be written in the normalised form:
i+cf
Ip + i JF = -  —  SpfT f exp(-k lfhrsec20) J  —  exp( i p ^ )  dx
-i+cf
(3.40'.
where the superscript symbol ' is dropped out, Cf and hf are non-dim ensionalised by 
Lcf/2 and
g lx
k if = — - f Pf= k lfsec0
2U
(3.41)
Also, non-dim ensionalising eq.(3.10) and then substituting its x-derivative into
eq.(3 40) gives:
IF + i JF = -  ~  Spf T f. exp (-k ]fhrsec20) (Qf. + i )
ZK (3.12)
where
cos(Pf(cf+ l)] -  cos(pf(cf -1)] sin |p f(cf+ l)] + sin[pf(cf 1)]
Qr r  ~  p;
sin(pf(cf+ l)J -  sin(pf(cf—1)] cos[pf(cf+ l)] + cos|P f(cf- l ) l
Q n  s  s
(3.43)
finally .
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Ef(u) ( Qfl + Q ^) cosh2u fl+cos(k
2 20 2 00
jBjCoshu sinhu)] du
(3.44)
where
Ef(u) = exp( -2k]ffhcosh2u )
(3.45)
3.2.1.4 Interferences contribution
So far, we have examined the contributions of body, strut and fin in isolation to 
the wave-making resistance. In addition, there are interference wave-making resistances 
between the components of a SWATH ship. As mentioned in section 2.7 o f Chapter 2. 
based on the linear superposition principle, these interference com ponents can be 
calcu lated  from  the form ulae derived thus far. For instance, for a tandem  strut 
(dissim ilar to each other) SWATH ship with a pair o f controllable fins, I2+J2 in the 
integrand o f eq.(3.1) will be given by:
where Sj indicates the second strut for the tandem strut. If a SW ATH has triple struts 
on the demihull, further interferences are to be expected and also, two pairs of tins, will
create extra interferences.
For the dissimilar second or third strut,the dimensions of the second or third strut 
can be directly substituted into eqs.(3.36) and (3.37).
W hen the centre of the strut C s is different from that of the body as shown in 
fig .3.2, the integration limit in eq.(3.33) should be changed to ( 1+CS , l+ ( s ).
+ ( Ipls i+ V s i^  + V b + * (3 .4b!
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1+C
s
U
‘s+ U S -  4^  T S Es J ^  exP( i psx) dx
-1+C
(3.47)
The integration o f the above equation with regard to x will lead to eq.(3.36), but Q s] 
and Qs2 are changed to the followings:
2 cos[P (C +1)] cos[P (C -1)J
Qs i - - - ( ---------^ ------------------------------>
p? t  i
2 sin[Ps( C +1)] sin[ps(C - l) ]
P, 1 1r  s se sr
2 c o s ( p x )  c o s ( ( 3 x 4 )
+ —  (    L-L  )
P2 l2 l2r  s se sr
2 s in [B (C + l)]  sin[p ( C -1)1 
Q.-, = - r (  V  +  V 5 >p r rr s se sr
2 cos[ps (Cs+ l)l cos[Ps(Cs- l ) |  
p 1 1
• C S.T
2 sin(p x ) sin(Psx4)
+ ~7  ( ------2--------------- 2" }P2 1 1s SC sr ( 3 4 s
Using these results, the interference wave-making resistance between a strut and ; 
body which have different centres from each other can be calculated.
For the second strut, from eq.(3.36),
‘si + i J si = ^ TS1 ES1 ( Qsii +1 V , :  1
71 (3.4b
where T s j is the maximum thickness of the second strut and
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1 ■> 
s i  — I 1 - e x p ( - h . , k l s , s e c  0 )  |
kQsec 9
2h „ ,
h = _ ! i  a n d  k ,  =  f _ £ i  
S1 L.i 1S1 2U2
(3.50)
where hs j is the depth of the second strut which is usually the same as hs and Ls j is the 
second strut length. Qs ll  and Qsl2 can be obtained from eq.(3.48):
n  _  2 , cos[psl(C ,+1)1 cos[ps,(C ,-1)]
V sll 7 2 o--------- ’
B 1 lP sl  s l e  sir
( sin[P5l(C i+ D ] sin[psl(Csl- l )] ^
Psl ^sle ^slr
, 2 c°s(ps,x 3) cos(Ps,x4)
P2 l2 l2P s l  s l e  sir
2 sin[B ( C .  + l)] sinlp ( C .- D l
Q -  _ ( -------- sl ■ - -------  + ------   —  )s 12 9 9 2
P  - 1 1 1 is i sle sir
2 cosfP (C +1)'| cos[Psl(C -1)]
 . (   +    )
Psi ^sle
2 sin(pslx3) sin(pslx4)
+ —  (      )
P2i l2i 1 i*s 1 sle sir (3 5 1 )
where Ps , is k ls sec0. Therefore, using eqs.(3.47) and (3.49), the interference between
the forward and aft struts can be calculated.
In the same way, I$2 ^ d  J$2 ^he third strul and Ipj and Jpj for the second 
pair of fins can be derived and the additional interferences due to the presence of these 
items can also be calculated without any difficulty.
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3.2 .1.5 Contoured strut configurat ion
In order to achieve an optimum SWATH configuration with regard to resistance at 
certain speeds , contoured(locally bulged) hull or strut shapes have been recently 
considered. Using the mathematical formulae derived above, the distributions of strut 
thickness and of body cross sectional area can be longtitudinally varied.
As shown in Fig.3.3 which shows some of the more probable shapes, the local 
strut thickness can be linearly or parabolically reduced as desired. For the present 
study, the result derived for parabolical ends in section 3.2.1.2 can be directly utilised. 
The integration lim its in eq.(3.35) is changed for each local segment and then, the 
im aginary and real parts are summed up to determine Qsl and Qs2 given by eq.(3.37). 
Finally, the wave-m aking resistance of a contoured strut can be calculated from 
eq.(3 .38)
C
c
Fig.3.3 M ost Probable Contoured Shapes for Strut(top view) and Body(side View)
Contoured hulls lead to non-uniform depth struts which cannot be expressed in 
simple mathematical formulae and thus the computation of the wave-making resistance 
is not as simple. By assuming that a strut with uniform depth stands on the maximum 
depth section of a contoured hull which means there are some discontinuities between 
strut and body, the wave-making resistance of a SWATH ship with contoured hulls 
can be relatively evaluated. Of course, the wave-making resistance of a contoured body 
itself can be calculated without any difficulty.
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3.2.2 SW ATH Ships Defined bv Offsets
A series using some fundamental set of functions can generate a curved geometry. 
For instance, Chebyshev series has been used effectively and efficiently to represent a 
faired ship line from given offset tables.As mentioned in the introduction, utilising a 
special form  of Chebyshev series(two set of Chebyshev coefficients) and the cubic 
spline (piecew ise continuous polynomial) curve fitting method, Lin calculated the 
wave-m aking resistance of SWATH ships defined in offset form.
Defining
x = sin <j) - 1 < x < 1  (3.52)
and using a fundamental set of Chebyshev series as follows:
U (x) = cos(2m-l)(j) = cos[(2m -l) sin *x]
V (x) = sin2m(J) = sin(2m sin *x) 
m (3.53)
the half thickness t(x) of the strut and the cross sectional area A(x) of the body can then
be expressed in the form of a finite sums of the series:
M
t(x) = T'* [ A U (x) + B V (x) |v ’  f  '  1 sm m v sin rrr
m=1 (3.54;
M
A(X) = Z l AhmUmW  + BhmVm(° l
m=1 (3.55)
where A sm and Bsm are the Chebyshev coefficients for the strut and Abm and Bbm are 
the coefficients for the body. Using the property of the orthogonality of the series, these 
coefficients can be obtained from the following integrals.
! K/ 2
9 r t(x) U (x) 2 f
A -  — \ m -  dx = — t(sinp) i os(2m-l )<D d(D
s m  K  J  I  2 n  \
1 V 1_x (3 56)
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7C/2
2 r— I t(sin<t>) sin(2m0) d({) 
-7^2
(3.57)
7C/2
A(sintj)) cos(2m-l)<}) d({)
(3.58)
dx = — J A(sin(()) sin(2m({)) d({)
-Till
(3.59)
For the symmetrical fore and aft geometry, Bsm and Bbm disappear, thus necessitating 
the calculation of only one set of coefficients.
For two dissimilar struts(tandem) configuration, another series is introduced:
M
The m axim um  number of terms required in the series to represent a faired ship 
line varies with the shape of the specific lines and the degree of accuracy desired. Lin 
and Day[3] reported that for a typical ship line, twelve to fifteen terms are enough to 
graphically produce smooth curves with good accuracy and for the calculation of wave- 
m aking resistance integrals which will be derived later, a series of six terms seems to 
give satisfactory answers.
in ordei to calculate the integrals given by eqs.(3.56) to (3.59) from dicsrete 
offsets on the strut and hull, cubic splines[10] can be used to fit these discrete points. 
G iven a set o f n data points (X { , Yj), and provided that there be the continuity of the 
second derivatives Yj"(Sj) between the various segments of the spline, the following 
set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations of spline functions can be obtained.
(3.60)
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11 s. +
2(h. + h.) 11
1-1 V
S. .  S. + ] , i=2 , -  n-1
(3.61)
The above equations can be written in a band matrix form which can be solved by linear 
decomposition to determine the unknown spline functions.
The integrands of eqs.(3.56) to (3.59) are very oscillatory, in particular, as m 
increases. One o f the most effective methods of numerical integration for this kind of 
functions is Filon quad ra tu re[ll]  for which the second derivatives obtained from 
solving the spline equations can be used directly. The Filon quadrature formulae which 
w ill be used to evaluate Am (A sm or Abm ) and Bm (Bsm or Bbm ) can be written as 
follows:
X  J f.(sin<J)) coskb db
<j).+i
N 1+1r 3 2
X  J I a (' sinb-sinbj) + b ( sm b-sin^) -  c ( sin0—sin<J>.) + d] coskb db
i=l
(3.62)
where k = 2 m -1, and
<t>.+i
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2 N
= ~  X  t sink(J).( A ^+ B ^+ C jC + D jd  ) + cosk0.( A2a+B2b+C2c+D2d ) ]
(3 .63)
where k = 2m. The integrals given by eqs.(3.56) to (3.59) can be calculated using the
above two schemes with the following substitutions: 
hi = <t>i+l~<l>i , Yj = f( sin<t>i) 
s :, i s : S. Y. -Y . h.( S. .+2S.)
a = T  • b = f  • c = - ^ - - ^ ^ . d = r
1
and
(3k2h2-6 ) coskh. (k2h3-6h.) sinkh. a 
A =   L—  L + — J  1 L + _5_
1 4 3 4
k k k
2 33h. sinkh. 6 sinkh. h. coskh. 6h.coskh.
A 1 1 1 1  1 l 1 1
A2 = — 2-------------~ 4 -------------i T ~  + — ~
2
2h.coskh. 2 sinkh. h. sinkh.
B = _ !  L________ U - ! -------- -
i .2  ,3 k
2h.sinkh. 2 coskh h. coskh ? 
R » 1 .  !  ! ! -
2 2 3 k 1
k2 k3 R k‘
coskh h.sinkh. \
C  ------- - + —------ -------
1 d  k k2
sinkh. h.coskh.
C  ------ 1-----1-------2 ?  k
sinkh. -coskh( \
D )= £ ' D2= —
where the above notations are used only for this purpose and have nothing to do with
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the same notations, if any, appearing in other parts of the thesis. With the known 
Chebyshev coefficients for the strut and body, we can calculate the w ave-m akine 
resistance given by eq.(3.1) using eqs.(3.3) and (3.4).
3.2.2.1 Body contribution
The partial integration of eq.(3.14) with regard to x gives the following:
(3.64)
where it is assum ed that A (l) and A (- l)  disappear. The above equation can be written 
in the following form:
(3.66)
In order to calculate eq .(3.1), the square terms of the above two equations are needed 
and using eq .(3 .55 ), the following result can be obtained:
TJ f
A mE b  ^ t eXP^ * P X^ - 1  ~ J  A W  eX P ^  P X) d x  )
-1
-1 (3.65)
J l  AbnUnW  + BbnVn W 1Sm([3x)dx}
-1
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T J 9 0 M  N
64k  m=\ n=l
i
AbmAbJUm«  siR(Px) dx f Un(x) sin(px) dx
-1 -1
+ AbmBbn JUmW Sin<PX) dx J V„M  sin(Px) dX 
-1  -1
+ BbmAbn } Vm(x) sin(Px) dx J Un(x) sin(Px) dx
- 1  -1
+ BbmBbn J VmW sin(Px) dx J Vn(x) sin((3x) dx
-1 -1
U 2 2 n2 v  r
A B b p I I2 m 
6 4 k  m=l n=l
1 1
BbmBbn j Vn/x) sin(PX) dx J Vn(X) sin((3x) dx ]
_1 _1 (3.67)
where the remaining terms all disappear due to their odd functions in x. Similarly,
0 IT2 .  .  9 M N
JB =  — Am Eb P l I l
6471 m=1 n=1
A, A, f U (x) cos(px) dx f U (x) cos(px) dx |bm bnj rrr J n
- 1 _1 (3.68)
Now, it will be shown that the above integrals can be expressed in terms of 
Bessel functions. Using Um (x) = cos[(2m -l) s in ^ x ]  given by eq.(3.53), it can be 
written:
i 1 j
J u m(x) cos(px) dx = Jc o s[(2 m -l)  sin xj cos(px) dx 
-l - 1 (3.66)
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The substitution o f x=sin0 given by eq.(3.52) into R.H.S of the above equation leads 
to :
n i l
J  cos[(2m-l)(J) cos] cos(p sin<})) cost}) d({)
- n i l
(3.70)
and the partial integration of eq.(3.70) will be written in the form:
n i l
2(2m -l) f
  sin[(2m-l)(|)] sin(B sincb) d(f)
p 0
(3.71)
Finally, this can be written as[ 12]:
P (3.72)
w here ^ 2 m -l(P )  a Bessel function of the 1st kind with in teger order and 
argum ent(p).
In the same way,
l
and also,
J U n(x) cos(Px) dx = -2- (2n-l) - ^ ( P )
-i P
J v m(x) sin(px) dx =-2- 2m72m(p)
-] P
(3.73)
3.74)
J V (x) sin(px) dx 2 n 7 2n(p)
- 1 P (3.75)
S ubstitu ting  these Bessel functions into eqs.(3.67) and (3.68) and then,
substituting these two equations into eq.(3.1), the body contribution to the wave-
making resistance is written in the torm:
9 71/2
R = 16Kpkf —  a ) i t  [  d t) E2b scc20 | I + cos( B,k,  sec20 smO )|
wb e  ^ m J
647T n
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M N
{I  I  t (2m-l)(2n-l) A„mA^ . , ( 1 3 )  ^ . , ( ( 5 )  |
m - 1 n -1
M N
+ I  l  l2m2n y (P) 1 }
m=l n=l
(3.76)
As in section 3.2.1, in order to remove the singularity for numerical calculation, secG in 
the above equation is replaced by coshu and then, finally, it can be written in the form: 
2, t27 tp k ; i r  2 m n 
- A m
m =ln=l
Rwh= —  2 Y  Y  (A  A T, + B, B, W, )wb 4  ^  ^  bm bn bmn bm bn bmn
(3.77) 
where
o o
Tbm n=(2m -l)(2n-l) J E 2(u) cosh2u [l+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)l/2m j(P)72n j(p) du 
o
(3.78)
OO
w bmn~ 2m 2n J E2(u) cosh2u [l+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)]72m(p)72n(P) du 
o
(3.79)
1 D k 2 D b 2E   _  { exp[ —-  k.cosh u (1-H )] -  exp| —  k.cooh u (1+H )]}h n  l  1 1 e, 1 1
b . , 2  H  b—  k ^ o sh  u
L b
(3.80)
3.2.2.2 Strut contribution
Integrating eq.(3.33) by parts with regard to x leads to.
l
I + i j = i L  T E [ t(x) iP exp( i p x) dx
S b . S s J  >
-i (3.81)
which can be written in the form:
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u 1
l s  =  ~  ~ ~  Ts Es J lW  P. sin( p x) dx 
471 _ |
(3.82)
  U  J
JS -  —  Ts Es J t(x) Ps cos( P x) dx 
4n _i
(3.83)
Substituting eq.(3.54) into eq.(3.82) and then the square terms will be written in 
the form:
1671 m = l  n = l
ASmAs„ |  Um(x> S'n(PsX) dx J Un(x> “"(Ps*) dx
-1 -1
+  A sm Bs „  J U m (X> S in <PsX) dx J Sin(|3sx) dx
-1 -1
+ B A f V (x) sin(p x) dx [ u  (x) sin(P x) dx
s n  s m j  n r s 7 J m v vrs
-1  -1
+ B B [ V (x) sin(p x) dx [ V (x) sin(p x) dx
s n  s m j  n v 7 r s J m v 7 vrs 
-1  -1
2 M Nu
t  E! P' I  I  I 2m 2" J 2 J P S) y 2n<PS» '
16k ^ S m = 1 Pson  (3.84)
where Bessel functions given by eqs.(374) and (3.75) are used and the remaining terms
all disappear due to being odd functions in x. Similarly, from eq.(3.83), one can obtain:
TT2 M N
J2 = - H _  E* p I  X  I ^ ) 2BsmBsn 2m 2n ^2m(Ps) ^ ( P , )  I
16tc ' ■"='"=! PS ( , S 3 ,
S ubstitu ting  eqs.(3.84) and (3.85) into eq.(3.1), finally the w ave-m aking 
resistance of a strut can be obtained:
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? ? 9 M N
R ws= kO ^ I S (  A smA snT  +  B B W )sm sn sn"in sm sn smn '
(3.86)
where
f 2 2
^sm n= ^ m ' ^ ^ n ' ^  J cosk  u f l + co s(  B ^ c o s h u  s inh u ) y 2m ^  (p s)./2n du
(3.87)
OO
w smn= 2m 2n j Es(u) c°sh2u [l+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu )y2m(ps X/2n(P s ) du
(3.88)
E (u) = ------l- —  [ 1 -  exp( -h  k cosh2u ) ]
k cosh u
(3.89)
3.2.2.3 Body and strut interference contribution
For this purpose, we have to consider a general case where the longitudinal centre 
of the strut is located at Cs from that of body as shown in Fig.3.1. Carrying out a 
partial integration of eq.(3.47) with regard to x, the real and imaginary parts can be 
separately written in the form:
(JT 1 1
Is=    Esps| cos(psCs)Jt(x) sin(p^x) dx 4 sin(PsC .)Jt(x ) cos(Psx) dx|
471 -1 1
(3.90)
l iUT
's“ ~
J „ = ------ -  EsPs[ sin(psCs)J t(x) sin(Psx) dx -oos(PsCs)J t(x) cos(Psx) dx]
471 -1 -1
(3.91)
U sing the above two equations and eqs.(3.65) and (3.66), the interference 
component is calculated as follows:
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r
j  A(x) sin((3 x) dx] cos(psCs)J t(x) sin(Psx) dx + sin(PsCs)J t(x) c o s ( P rx )  dx]
-i l ' _i
i i i
- J  A(x) cos(p x) dx[ sin(PsCs)Jt(x) sin(Psx) dx - cos(PsCs)f  t(x) cos(P x) dx]]
- l  - l  S S _ i
(3 .92 )
As in the previous sections, introducing the Chebyshev series for strut and body given 
by eqs.(3.54) and (3.55) into the above equations , it can be written in the simplified 
form:
j-2 m ti
16"
2(1 1 + J J ) = 2 — A T E. E y  y ,VS B  S B 7 1 £ m s b s ^ ^
m = l n = l
Bb„BsraCOS(PSCs) 2 n 2 m ^ „ ( P ) ^ m(Ps)
+ Bb„Asmsi"<PsC S) 2" (2m- '>  4 . ®  ^ m.,<Ps)
* AbnB smsi"(PSCs) W "-1) 2m V . ®
+ Ab„AsmSin(PSCs) (2n' 1> f2™ -1) - V , ®  P() *
Finally,
M N
^ w s b ~   ^ s i  I  ^ b n ^ s m ^ s b m n -  ^ b n ^ s m ^ ^ s b m n
(3 .93 )
+ B A WT , + B, B W , )bn sm sbmn bn sm sbmn ( 3 .94 )
where
T  = (2m -l)(2n-l) f E (u) E (u) cosh2u [ 1+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)|
s bmn J s b
0
■/2 „ - l ( P ) V l (Ps>dU
(3 .9 5 ;
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^^sbm n (2n-l) J*Es(u) E (u) cosh u [l-(-cos( B k.coshu sinhu)]
0
72n-l®  du
(3.96)
oo
^ s b m n = (2m -1) 2n J*Es(u) Efe(u) cosh u [ l+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)]
0
y2n®  y2m-l®s) du
(3.97)
OO
^ Sbmn= J Es(u) Eb(u) cosh2u [ l+cos( B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)]
0
^ • V P s )  du
(3.98)
3.2.2.4 Fore and aft struts interference
For a tandem strut SWATH ship which has two different struts on a demihull, 
following the same procedure as in section 3.2.2.2, we can calculate the wave-making 
resistance of the second strut using the different series given by eq.(3.60). Also, in a 
similar way to the calculation of the interference between stmt and body in the previous 
section, the interference between two struts on a demihull can be calculated. Using 
eqs.(3.90) and (3.91) and another two equivalent equations for the second strut, the 
interference factor between two stmts can be written in the form:
u2
2 ( I S IS 1 + J S J S , )  =  2  j V s A W U
167c
1 1
[ cos(p  C ) [  tlx) sin(P x) dx + sin( PsC ) J t(x) cos( Psx) dx]
S-i 1
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[ c o s ( P s i C s i ) J  h  (x) sin(Ps]x) dx + sin( PslCsl) J  t j ( x )  cos( pslx) dxj
-i
i
+ [ sin(p Cs)j  t(x) sin(psx) dx -  cos( psC ) |  t(x) cos( Psx) dx]
1
[ sin(PslCs l) |  tj (x) sin(pslx) dx -oos( ps,C ,) j  t,(x ) cos( Ps]x) d x]}
' '  1 (3.99)
Introducing the Chebyshev series for the two struts given by eqs.(3.M ) and
(3.60) into the above equation, the final result can be written in the form:
M N
R . = 2 ttp U  kTTT T  Y  (A A T + B B , W ,w s l2  r  O s  s 1 N sn slm  sslrrm sn s lm  ss lm n
m=ln= 1
+ B A . WT + A B . TW  )
sn s lm  ss lm n sn s lm  ss lm n  ^  1 0 0 )
where
T ss l mn~(2m ' 1 )(2n_ 1) J Es(u) Es ](u  ^cosh2u [i^cost B ^ c o s h u  sinhu)|
0
•/ 2„-l<P ) -/ 2m ](Psl)COS(PsC s-P slCsa <Ul
( 3 . 1 0 1 )
OO
W =-- 2m 2n f E (u) E (u) cosh2u | l+cos( B k coshu sinhu)]
ss 1 mn J s si 1 1
0
2 2 „ ( P s) y 2 m A i ) C 0 S ( P s c s A i c s i ) d u
( 3 . 1 0 2 )
OO
W T = (2m l) 2n [ E (u) E (u) cosh u 1 l+cos( BjkjCoshu smhu)|
ss 1 mn ~  J s s *0
/ 2n(P ) . /2nt l ( 3 sl ) s in(psC s PslC s l ) d u
(3 .103)
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oo
s s l m n  1) / Hs(ti) E (u) cosh u [l+cos( B k coshu sinhu)l
o 1 1 *
72n-l(P ) ‘/ 2m^sl) sin(PsCs—PsiCsl) du
(3.104)
W hen two struts are identical to each other, eqs.(3.103) and (3.104) cancel each 
other so that the result can be calculated simply, without calculating eqs.(3.101) and
(3.102), by m ultiplying the resistance of the strut given by eq.(3.86) by the factor 
cos[P s(C s--Cs l )].
3.2.3 Numerical Integration Scheme for Wave Resistance Integrals
In order to develop an integration scheme, which can calculate the wave resistance 
integrals developed so far, effectively and economically with good accuracy, it is 
necessary  to investigate the behaviour of the integrands. F ig .3.4 shows a typical 
integrand variation with the independent variable u which is given by eq.(3.25) for a 
body with paraboloidal ends. As seen in the figure, the integrand is oscillatory and 
varies rapidly or smoothly( sometimes with negative values as well) with ship form, 
speed and spacing between two demihulls. Also, as expected, the integrand dies out 
with the increase of the variable u as well as of the body submergence due to the 
prensence of the exponential term in the integrand. As the body becomes closer to 
the free surface( H ^ l  means that the top of the body is touching the free surface), the 
oscillation becom es severe and the area below the curve, which will be the wave- 
m aking resistance o f the body when m ultiplied by the constant in eq.(3.25), is 
increased. Since all the other intergands behave like this, thay can be integrated with
good accuracy without any difficulty.
A G aussian quadrature[13] which is suited to such high oscillatory functions is
employed to the present purpose, as given by:
|  f(x) dx
B ^  (B-A) t. + (B+A)
A (3.105)
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w here w , , w2.... w n are weighting coefficients and t, , t2 .... are the roots of the
Legendre polynom ial P n(t) = 0. The value N changes depending on the denstty of 
oscillation up to 6.
■ I n '
Fig.3.4 Typical Integrand with Variable U at three Submergence 
k ls=15.0, lbe=0-2, lsr=0-3, B ^O .4
As seen in Fig.3.4, the integrand is highly oscillatory in the first few values of u 
and then approaches zero quickly with increasing submergence of the body. Therefore, 
the integration range is divided into two regions, the initial and tail regions. The initial 
region ranges from zero to 1 in which 3-10 local intervals, depending on accuracy 
desired, can be made. For the each local interval, the quadrature given by eq .(3 .105) is 
em ployed for the integration and is summed up to give the result in the initial region. It 
can be said, from experience, that 5 local intervals in the initial region are enough to 
give excellent answers for all the integrals.
Then, an interval 0.5, in which 2-3 local intervals can be made(3 is chosen for the 
present purpose), is added to the end of the initial region, 1.0, in order to cariy out the
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integration in the tail region with the introduction of the convergence factor given by:
s n
(3.106)
w here Sn is the sum, including the sum in the initial region, up to n intervals. If the 
result fails to pass the above test, another 0.5 is added to the last value u and so on. The 
value o f 8 is also dependent upon on accuracy desired. However, e = 1.0x10“  ^ is 
enough to give excellent answers. From experience, it can be said that for the 
subm erged body, the integration converges in 2or 3 cycles(u=2.5) and for the surface 
piercing strut and interferences between strut and other parts, 5 or 6 cycles(u=4.0).
For SW ATH ships defined by mathematical formulae, the calculation of the 
w ave-m aking resistance for each component, as derived in section 3.2.1, is performed 
with the single integration of each integrand( ie, eq.(3.22) for the body). However, in 
the offset input case, the final equations, as given by eqs.(3.77), (3.86), (3.94) and 
(3.100), appear in double summation form with the single integral form of auxiliary 
functions(T,W ,TW ,W T) which are equivalent to the final single integral form for 
SW A TH  ships defined by m athematical formulae. As a result, in principle, the 
com puting time of these equations is (MxN) times longer than that of a mathematically 
represented SW ATH ship. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, M and N are the order of 
Chebyshev series which is decided by the ship form and the accuracy desired. From 
experience, seven to ten give answers with good accuracy for the calculation of wave 
resistance integrals.
3.3 CALCULATION OF SKIN FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE
3.3.1 Calculation of Surfaces and Volumes
In order to calculate the frictional resistance accurately, it is essential to obtain the 
exact surface area of a ship. Also, the exact estimation of the displaced volume is 
important which is often used to non-dimensionalise the resistance in order to compare 
the resistances of ships with different displacements.
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1 3 .1 ,1  S W A T H  sh ip s d efin ed  ^ m ath em atica l f o r m u la
For geometries defined by mathematical formulae given by eqs.(3.6) to (3.10), 
the surfaces and volumes can be all calculated analytically.
For an elliptical entrance given by eq.(3.6), the volume will be obtained as:
where Am is 7t(Dijy2)^ for a circular cross section and 7t(Dk/2)(13^/2) for an elliptical 
cross section. Also, the wetted area will be obtained as:
where Pe(perim eter) is 27t(Dit>/2) for the circular cross section and for the elliptical 
cross section, is approximately given by[14]:
Parabolical and conical entrances can be analytically calculated in a similar manner. 
The waterplane area of the strut entrance given by eq.(3.9) can be obtained as:
Due to the shape of the strut-body intersection the strut will not have constant 
depth over its length. Dividing the strut into segments, the surface area and volume can 
be approximately calculated by taking the mean depth of each segment and summing up 
the value for each segment to give the total value for the strut. However, in order to use 
to the non-dimensionalised wave-making resistance, the surface area and volume which 
are generated by the source system should be, in a real sense, considered. Therefore, 
for the present study, it is assumed that the depth of strut is constant over its length. As 
a result, the volume of the strut can be calculated by multiplying the strut depth(from the 
w aterline to the top of the submerged body) to the water plane area given by 
eq .(3 .110). Also, the surface area of the strut can be obtained by:
be
(3.107)
(3.108)
(3.109)
o se (3.110)
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(3.111)
where k=(lse)2/(2t). Finally, when the total surface is calculated, the cross section area
betw een strut and body, which is taken equal to the waterplane of the strut, should be 
subtracted from  the body surface area.
3.3,1.2 SW ATH ships defined bv offsets.
U sing the Chebyshev series given by eq.(3.55), the volume of the body can be 
calculated analytically:
L»/2 ,  L 1 M
V b= J *  Dib(x) dx = Am^  J S  |A bmUm(x) + BbmVm(x) ] dx
-L . /2  - l m=1
b
L M 71/2 71/2
= Am-^- ^  [ AbmJ  cos(2m -l)0 cos({) d0 + BbmJ  sin2m(J> cos(|) d({> ]
It can be seen that the body volume is totally determined by one Chebyshev coefficient.
The com putation of the surface area of a circular cross section body can be 
calcu lated  by dividing the body into n segments of equal length which may be 
determined by the body shape. The surface of each part is then given by:
where Sr = rj_j_| —rj is the increment of the radius of the part and the radius is assumed 
to increase(decrease) linearly over its length. 1 he total surface area of the body can be 
obtained by summing up the values of n segments.
For an elliptical cross section body which has uniform ratio of Bb/Dfo over its
( 3 . 112)
( 3.1 13)
length, the surface area can be calculated from the surface area of a circular cross 
section body, which has the same cross sectional area as that of the elliptical cross 
section body, by multiplying the ratio of the two perim eters(Peg/Pe^ where Pee is the 
perim eter o f the elliptical cross section body and Pec the perim eter of the equivalent 
circular cross section body. Also, for a rectangular cross section body with rounded 
corners, the wetted area can be calculated from the wetted area of an equivalent circular 
cross body by multiplying by the ratio of the two perimeters.
Using the Chebyshev series given by eq.(3.54), the waterplane area of a strut can 
also be calculated analytically:
The volume of the strut is then calculated by multiplying the waterplane area by the strut 
depth which is assumed to be constant over its length, as given by:
V = £ L T  A h
s A s s s i  s
(3.115)
As for the calculation of the body surface area, the wetted surface of a strut can be 
com puted by dividing the strut into N segments of equal length. Assuming the half­
thickness to change linearly over the length, the length ot one wetted side ol each 
segment can be obtained by:
where 5t is the increment of the half-thickness over the segment. Finally, the total
wetted area of the strut can be calculated by:
N
A = 2  [ t(x )dx  = 2 - i - i  [ V  [ A U (x) + B V (x) ] dx
wp J v '  2  2  1 "  sm m w  sm rr. 1
- L  / 2 -1  m=1
T L I M
2 2
(3.114)
(3.116)
s s= 2 h J > ,
(3.117)
where the number N is also dependent upon the strut shape.
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3,3.2 Calculation of Skin Friction
Since a SW ATH ship has several components which are different in length from 
one another, the skin frictional coefficient for each component is first calculated using 
the i lT  C'57 form ulaefl5] given by:
n  _ 0.075  ---------
(log Rn -2 )2
(3.118)
where Reynolds number (Rn) is calculated based on the individual lengths of the 
strut(s), body and fin(s). Then, the skin frictional resistance for each com ponent is 
calculated by multiplying the coefficient by the factor 0.5 pU 2S, where S is the wetted 
area o f each component. Finally, the total skin frictional resistance coefficient of a 
SW ATH ship is obtained by dividing the sum of the skin frictional resistances of all 
components by the total wetted area:
( R fs+ R fb+ R ff)
C f=  ° '5 Pu 2 S (3.119)
The reason for the selection of the ITTC'57 skin frictional line is not only to keep 
consistency with most published SWATH resistance programs, but also, importantly, it 
is thought to be most suitable for slender bodies as mentioned in section 3.5.
A correlation, CA= 0.0005, which accounts for the roughness allowance for full 
scale ship, has been used for most publised SWATH resistance data and programs used 
for resistance estimate[2]. However, it is reported! 16] that the full scale trial data ol 
SSP Kaimalino accords very well with the values extrapolated from the tank model tests: 
with C A=0.0. Therefore, due to the very limited sea trial data with SWATH ships at 
present, it is not easy to obtain the correct value. For the present study, CA = 0.0005 is 
used.
3.4 Development of Two Computer Programs and Comparison with Experiments 
and Other Published Computational R e s u l t s
Based on the theory for the wave-making resistance developed in section 3.2 and
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using the skin-frictional coefficient described in section 3.3, two computer programs, 
M SW ATH and OSWATH, have been written. MSWATH is for SWATH ships defined 
by the m athem atical formulae given by eqs.(3.6) to (3.10) and OSW ATH is for 
SW ATH ships defined by offset using the cubic spline curve fitting technique.
0 . 000
0 . 006
0 . 004
0  . 0 0 0
\
F r o u d a  Num ber b a s e d  or
0. §1" 
t h e  Body L e n g t h
0 ~1T~'
F i g .  3.  5 Comparigon 0 f wave R e s i s t an c e  C o e f f i c i e n t s  C a l c u l a t e d  
l l s ino  Two Computen Programs as a Fu n c t io n  of F r ou dr  Number 
Bodv w i t h  P a r a b o l o i d a l  ends , L b = 1 . CM, D i =0 . 0B92 .  Cp=0 .876
Tandem S t r u t s ,  each w i t h  p a r a b o l i c a l  w a t e r l i n e  
Ls l “ Ls 2“ 0 . 4, B s l - B s 2 - 0 .05, C s l - 0  4. C s 2 - - 0 . 4 .  SDt lC-0 .0896
In order to account for additional resistances such as form factor(3 D effect), 
eddying, viscous pressure, wave-breaking, spray resistances and some non-linearities 
em pirical form ulae based on the great number of experiments on various SWATH
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ships have been derived and built into both programs. Detailed accounts on these 
additional resistances are treated in the following section 3.5 and detailed descriptions 
on the two computer programs are given in section 3.6 together with some restrictions
In order to prove whether the curve fitting of geometries for OSW ATH can be 
achieved successfully or not, the two computer programs were used to calculate the 
wave-making resistance of a tandem strut SWATH ship defined by simple mathematical 
formulae. The two struts on the demihull are identical to each other and have parabolic 
waterlines, as given by eq.(3.9). The body has circular cross sections with paraboloidal 
ends, as given by eq.(3.8). The offsets for OSW ATH are generated from the 
m athem atical formulae. Fig.3.5 shows that there is no difference in the predictions by 
the tw o com puter program s despite the different m athem atical m odeling of the 
geometries, which means that the two programs can be used with confidence
3.4.1 Comparison with Experiments and Other Published Computational Results.
In order to validate the theory developed and to verify the applicability of the 
com puter program s, a great number of experiments have been perform ed in the 
Hydrodynamics Laboratory of the Department using three SWATH models, SWATH 1, 
SW A TH 2 and SW ATH3. The SWATH) and SW ATH2 m odels are tandem strut 
configurations and the form er has circular cross section bodies and the latter has 
rectangular cross section bodies with rounded comers. The SWATH3 model is a single 
strut configuration with circular cross section bodies. Detailed experimental procedures 
and discussions are reported in the following Chapter 4
Figs.4.15 to 4.24 show the comparisons between the estimated wave-making and 
m easured residuary  resistance coefficients of the SW ATH 1 m odel as well as 
dem onstrating how each component of the model contributes to the total wave-making 
resistance. C l, C2 — C l l  in the figures indicate the series numberings of conditions 
tested as shown in Table 4.2. Fig.4.104 to 4.106 show the com parisons for the 
SW ATH2 model and Figs.4.136 to 4.138 for the SW ATH3 model. These figures also 
show the interference components such as between body and fore strut, between body 
and aft strut, between struts, and between two demihulls. The residuary resistance is 
obtained by subtracting the skin-tnctional resistance from the measured total resistance.
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The reason for the measured resistance having lower than the computed values at lower 
speeds m ight be due to the fact that no turbulence simulation devices were used in the 
model tests. As mentioned in the introduction,the difference between the two curves for 
w ave-m aking resistance and residuary resistance is generally called form  resistance 
w hich accounts for the additional resistances described in the following section. In 
general, it is known that the quantity of (Cr -  Cw ) oscillates with speed about zero with 
a m axim um  amplitude of ± 1.0xl0~3. From these comparisons, it can be seen that the 
agreem ents between the calculated wave-making resistance and m easured residuary 
resistance for all conditions of the SWATH m odels(including the rectangular hulled 
model) are excellent. At the highest speeds, the large increase in the measured resistance 
is caused by green water due to the severe bow trim.
F ig .3.6 shows the present calculations compared with two other computational 
resu lts  for SW A TH 4 NSRDC M odel-5287. The Lin and Day calculation and 
experimental results are taken from Ref.[3]. The Huang calculation is redrawn based on 
his letter[17] to the author where he kindly gave corrected num erical values from 
R ef.[6]. As m entioned in the introduction, Lin and Day and Huang used the same line 
source distribution for the body. The present approach can be seen to give an improved 
prediction com pared to the other two methods. This im provement can be seen more 
clearly from Fig.3.7 where calculated and residuary resistance coefficients are shown 
for a T-A G O S model which has elliptical cross section bodies. SW ATHGEN and 
experim ental results are taken from Ref.[5] The big difference between the two 
calculations seem to be mostly due to the non-circular hulled SWATH As mentioned in 
Chapter 2, the line source distribution applied in SW ATHGEN cannot predict the 
difference in the wave resistance for different cross sectional bodies. However, the bias 
of the peaks between the measurem ents and the two predictions can not be fully 
accounted for, but probably is due to modeling errors in the computations.
F ig .3.8 shows the comparison between the m easurem ents and two calculations 
for the SW ATH Passenger Vessel M8501, The Huang calculation and m easurements 
are taken from  R ef.|6 ]. The com parison betw een the m easurem ents and two 
calculations of SWATH NSRDC Model-5276 demihull are shown in Fig.3.9 and in Fig 
3.10 for the twin hull of the same model. The Lin and Day calculations and experiments 
for the both conditions are again taken from Ref.[3j. Fig 3.11 shows the results tor the
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SW ATH3 NSRDC Model-5275E demihull whose simple strut was changed from the
original 'coke-bottle' shape shown in Fig.3.13. Fig.3.12 shows the present predictions
and m easurem ents for the NSRDC M odel-5276C at two different drafts[18). For
reference, profiles and strut sections for the NSRDC Model 5276 series are shown in 
Fig 3.13, taken from Ref.[18].
From  the comparisons between the present predictions(wave-making resistance) 
and the large number of experimental results(residuary resistance) on various SWATH 
configurations carried out in the Department as well as in the other establishm ents 
worldwide and between the present predictions and the other published predictions for 
the same models, it can be said that the present method gives a satisfactory correlation 
with the experimental measurements and that the other theoretical methods give lower 
predicted values than the present method depending the submergence of the main body. 
It can be suggested that this is due to the utilisation o f the present plane source 
d istribution technique. In addition, it can be seen from Figs 4.15 to 4.24, 4.104 to 
4.106 and 4.136 to 4.138 that the predicted resistance proportion of each component of 
the SW ATH models is quite in agreement with the model tests. It is certain that the 
m easured resistance variation caused by param etric changes(spacing between two 
dem ihulls, draft, strut positions on the demihull, single or tandem strut variation etc) 
can be read form the predicted component resistance changes(This is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4). Therefore, the present computer programs can be effectively used to find 
an optim um  SW ATH shape and to find the best composition of each component as well 
as the displacement distributions on the component.
3.5 ADDITIONAL AND APPENDAGE RESISTANCES
3.5.1 Additional Resistances
Form  resistance usually means the viscous component of the resistance due to the 
shape o f a body which is the difference between the total viscous resistance and the 
viscous resistance of the equivalent flat plate of the same length.
F ig .3.14 shows the total resistance of a stream lined body of revolution! 19), 
which is submerged at 5.5 times its breadth, together with the three basic frictional 
lines. Although it can be considered that the wave-making resistance of the body at such
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submergence is negligible, waves can be created in the free surface at the high speeds 
tested. Using the theory developed, the wave-making resistance is calculated for the 
body and then subtracted from the total resistance measured, w hich(C t-C w as shown 
in the figure) can be regarded to be purely viscous resistance. U sing H oerner’s 
form ula[20, p.6-171, as given by:
C
Cr =
f , + i .5 (« ) “ + 7 A j
(3.120)
the skin frictional resistance is calculated and presented in the figure. From the figure, it 
can be seen that this curve coincides with ITTC'57 frictional line with some undulation. 
As ju st shown, empirical form factors for streamlined bodies or foil sections has been 
derived from series tests and can be obtained in the literature! 20].
As the name itself says, form resistance considerably varies depending on the 
shapes o f bodies[21]. This can be clearly understood from Fig.3.15(22] which shows 
the form  resistance variations o f a torpedo shaped body with L/D ratio as well as the 
length o f parallel middle body. Therefore, it is not easy to estimate the form resistance 
of a body for which no experimental data is available. Furthermore, since a SWATH 
ship has several com ponents which may interferre one another, it may be nearly 
impossible to derive a general formulae which can be applied to any SWATH ship with 
good accuracy. The best way to achieve this purpose is to accum ulatejis much 
experim ental data as possible.This can best be achieved by cooperative work amongst 
the worldwide tanks. However,at the moment, experimental data on S WATH ships is 
very scarce and furthermore, many details are kept confidential so that it is extremely 
difficult to do this job. Also, SWATH ships are so sensitive to sinkage(rise) and trim 
which will affect the measured resistance and thus the scatter in measured resistances 
from different tanks will be significant compared to monohulls.
From  the published literature, it can be seen that there are. in general, two 
approaches to estimate the form resistance of SW ATH ships One is that empirical form 
factors known for streamlined shapes and foil sections are seperately applied to the each 
com ponent of a SW ATH ship, as used in SW TH RPI2|, SWA 111 C E M |4 |. and 
SW ATHGEN[5(. In SW ATHGEN, form factors of 0.17 and 0.10 for stmt and body, 
respectively, are used which fall into the iange of tv-o dimensional airfoils and bodies
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of revolution sim ilar in proportion to typical SW ATH struts and bodies. In both
SW TH RP and SW ATH CEM, the same form factor of 0.1 for bodies is used as in
SW ATHGEN , but a different approach is applied to struts. They consider the form 
resistance o f a strut as the sum of eddy-making and spray resistances. The eddy-making 
resistance o f a strut is accounted for by multyplying the strut frictional resistance by an 
empirical factor, as given by Hoemer[20,p6-6]:
T T ,
1 + 2 (-S )  + 60(— )
S L$ (3.121)
The spray resistance calculations are based on the results of model tests, as described in 
Ref. [8].
The second is a more direct approach based on the experimental results of several 
SW ATH ships. D efining form resistance as the difference between the m easured 
residuary and calculated wave-making resistance of a bare SW ATH ship, Lin and Day 
calculated such a difference for both NSRDC Model SW ATH3 and SW ATH4, as 
shown in Figs 3.6 and 3.9 to 3.12 and plotted as a function of strut speed-length ratio. 
A curve was then faired through the data, as shown in Fig.3.16, not allowing the form 
drag coefficient to go below 0.0005. If there are many experimental data on various 
SW ATH configurations, this method is better and more accurate than the former. 
How ever, due to the present limited experimental data as m entioned above, there is 
some doubt about applying this curve to other SWATH configurations.
Based on the experim ental results of the 16 configurations using the three 
SW ATH m odels, as shown in Figs.4.15 to 4.24, 4.104 to 4.106 and 4.136 to 4.138, 
which were carried out in the Department, the difference between the residuary and 
calculated w ave-m aking resistances for each configuration was derived. Despite the 
different configurations, as seen in these figures, the prime hump comm only occurs 
around Fn=0.5 which coincides with the prime hump of the bodies. This prime hump is 
decided by the longitudinal distribution of body displacem ent, in particular, the 
proportions of entrance and run. Also, it can be noticed that the largest difference 
between the measurements and predictions occurs around this Froude number and it can 
be assumed that the difference is constant with the increase of speed. The large increase 
in the m easurem ents at higher speeds was due to green water in severe bow trim 
condition.
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These differences are plotted as a function of Froude num ber instead of the strut 
speed-length ratio, as used in Lin and Day, and curves are then drawn through the data. 
Due to the scatter in the data, careful consideration was given before finally drawing 
two curves as shown in Fig.3.17(one is for circular hulled SW ATH ships and the 
o ther for rectangular hulled SWATH ships). Firstly, as m entioned earlier, the lower 
m easurem ents at lower speeds are due to the fact that no turbulance devices were used 
for the m odels and therefore the form resistance coefficient is not allowed to go below 
0.0004 for circular hulled SWATH ships and 0.0006 for rectangular hulled SWATH 
ships at slow speeds. At higher speeds, the coefficient is kept at 0.0008 and 0.0012 for 
circular and rectangular hulled SWATH ships, respectively. Secondly, it can be seen 
that the form resistance coefficient decreases as the draft increases( compare SWATH1- 
C l and C2, SW ATH1-C4,C5 and C6, SWATH1-C7 and C8, SW ATH 1-C9 and C l l ) .  
Therefore, the form resisistance coefficients are taken at the most probable draft range 
o f 1.5 and 2.0 tim es the diam eter o f body. It is w orthw ile noting that the form 
resistance is alm ost constant with the spacing betw een two dem ihulls(com pare 
SW A TH 1-C1,C4 and C7, SW ATH1-C2,C5 and C7, SW ATH1-C10 and C ll).A lso , 
as opposed to expectation, the form resistance of the single strut SW ATH3 is slightly 
larger than that of the tandem strut SWATH 1 at the same draft(compare SWATH3-C1 
and SW A TH 1-C5, SW ATH3-C2 and SWATH 1-C6, SW ATH3-C3 and SW ATH1- 
C8), but the proposed coefficient curve can be used for both configurations without a 
serious com prom ise
As m entioned earlier, these form resistance coefficients vary depending on the 
com ponent shapes o f SWATH ships, in particular, the proportions o f body ends as 
shown in Fig.3.15. Therefore, these curves should be used to SW ATH ships similarly 
shaped to SW ATH 1, 2 and 3, but when the components of a SWATH configuration do 
not depart greatly from these models, these curves can be used without a serious error. 
It should be noted that Lin and Day’s coefficient as shown in Fig.3.16 is different from 
the present. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, it seems that they calculated 
the coefficient based on the model captive condition, but the present coefficient is based 
on the m odel free condition. Secondly, it is certain that experimental results for the 
same m odel carried out in different tanks show a considerable scatter. In particular, 
SW ATH ships are so sensitive to trim and sinkage(rise) that a scatter is to be expected.
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Therefore, strictly speaking, a form resistance coefficient derived from one tank cannot 
be generalised for use in other tanks at present.
W ith experim ental results on 14 configurations using two Polish models, 
SW A TH -386[23] and SW ATH 395, as also reported in section 4.6, and the other 
m odels including NSRDC SWATH3 andSW ATH4 as shown in Figs 3.6 and 3.9 to 
3.12, TA G O S as shown in F ig .3.7 and one Chinese m odel M8501 as shown in 
Fig.3.8, it can be noticed that the prime hump occurs around Fn=0.48-0.5 and the 
m axim um  difference between the wave making and residuary resistances is observed at 
this speed range and giving a constant difference above this speed. Therefore, the 
proposed coefficient based on the Froude number based on the body length can be 
validated. From  the comparison of Figs.3.9 and 3.11, it is worthwhile noting that the 
form  resistance of the contoured strut Model 5276 is much higher than that of the 
simple strut M odel-5275E and results in a larger total resistance throughout the speeds 
tested. Therefore, for a SW ATH ship which has either contoured struts or hulls, a 
constant value of 0.0001 is recommended to be uniformly added to the value given in 
F ig .3.17.
The curves as shown in Fig.3.17 are stored in the form of discrete values in both 
OSW ATH and MSWATH and the form resistance is calculated by the equation:
Rfm= Cfm T  PU2S
(3.122)
where form resistance coefficient Cfm is calculated by means ot linear interpolation.
Also, the approach proposed in SWTHRP and SWA IH CF.M are considered in 
both M SW ATH and OSW ATH for SWATH ships whose forms significantly depart 
from those of the three SWATH models of SWATH 1, 2 and 3. The form resistance ot 
a strut is regarded as the sum of the eddy making resistance and the spray resistance. 
The eddy making resistance of a strut is calculated by:
R = i p U 2S C £
(3.123)
where Cp is given by eq.(3.121). The spray resistance is calculated by |8 |.
> 1 '■>
Rsp= (().()03cTm+ 0.06 r  > -  pU when x/c -=h5'/<
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RSP~ (0.01 0-0^ ) ~2 when x/c =50%
R SP“  (0-009cTm+ 0.13 ) — pU2 when x/c =35%
(3.124)
where x is the distance from the leading edge to the maximum thickness point and c is 
chord. Also, a form factor 0.1 is taken into account for body which means that the 
friction resistance of body(now can be called viscous resistance) is calculated by:
R j f : i p U 2S 1+0.1)
(3.125)
where S is the wetted area of body.
U sing eqs.(3.123), (3.124) for x/c=50%  and (3,125), the form  resistance 
coefficient o f SW ATH1-C4 is calculated and drawn in Fig.3.18 as a function Froude 
num ber. Also, the figure shows the form resistance coefficient for the same model 
using form factors 0.17 for the strut and 0.10 for the body, as used in SW ATHGEN. 
Compared to the present empirical form resistance coefficient as shown in Fig.3.17(for 
circular hull), the value used in SW THRP and SW ATH CEM is considerably large. 
This is due to the fact that the spray resistance, as given by eq.(3.124), is very large for 
the present tandem  strut model. On the other hand, the form factors used in 
SW ATHGEN gives reasonable values up to moderately high speeds, but at higher 
speeds the form factors becomes small for the present model.
3.5.2 Appendaee(fins) Resistance Calculation
It has been known that in the case of high speed m arine vehicles such as a 
SW ATH, the contribution of appendage resistance to the total resistance is often greater 
than for displacement ships[24J. Practically, it is often impossible to make model sizes 
and test conditions such that the flow on model appendages is with fully developed 
turbulence which satisfies scaling requirem ents. Therefore, the prediction of ship 
perform ance from models where appendages significantly contribute the measured 
resistance will be in error if separate Reynolds scaling of the appendages is not 
included. The various scaling formulations which have been devised to over _ome this
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problem  are reviewed in the report of the high speed marine vehicle committee at 17th 
ITTC conference[24],
As in the bare hull resistance, it is necessary to break down the total resistance of 
an appendage into additive components, each of which is caused by a different effect. 
B asically , the resistance of an appendage may be assum ed to consist o f five 
components:
R APP~ R P + RI + R HAI+ ^Tl + R W
(3. lzo)
where Rp is the profile drag, Rj the induced drag, R ^ ai the hull-appendage interference 
drag, R j i  the tip drag and Rw the wave-making drag due to the presence of free 
surface. The calculation can be carried out identically for all appendages such as aft 
fins, fore fins(called canard) and rudders, but fins only are considered in the programs 
M SW ATH and OSWATH. It has often been proposed that an integrated part of the strut 
can be used as a rudder which makes a continuous streamline with the strut and forms 
part o f the strut trailing edge profile. In this case, it is not necessary to calculate the 
w ave-m aking resistance of the rudder separately, but this can be included in the strut 
resistance calculation. Then, the other components as given in the above equation can 
be calculated in the manner stated below.
In the program  M SW ATH, the wave-making resistance of fins as well as 
interference wave-making resistances associated with other components of SWATH 
ships are calculated based on the developed formulations in section 3.2.1. Fig.3.19 
shows the total wave-making resistance coefficient of the SW ATH model, which is 
used for Fig.3.5 but with a pair of fins, together with its components contribution to the 
total w ave-m aking resistance. A fin with parabolic sections given by eq.(3.10) is 
attached to near the stem of the lower demihull(body) at the same submergence depth as 
the body centreline(SD BC=0.0892). The center of the fin is 0.5m  away from the 
lo n g itud ina l centre o f the body and its d im ensions are s p a n (S p f= 0 .1 m ), 
chord(Lcp=0.094) and maximum thickness(Tf=0.014). From the figure, it can be seen 
that the wave-m aking contribution of the fin including the interferences with the other 
com ponents is negligibly small. In practice, the draft of practical SW ATH ships is 
deeper than that of the present model(l .5 times the diameter of body) so that the wave- 
making resistance contribution of controllable fins to the total resistace can be neglected 
without losing accuracy (However, for shallow running SW ATH ships, this can not be
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neglected).
For this reason, instead of the complicated formulae including interferences with 
other com ponents stated in section 3.2.1, an approximation to wave m aking resistance 
of the foil is included in OSWATH, as given by[25]:
1 2 2  h f 1 ?
Rw = _ C Le x p ( - ^ )  p U S p,
2Fn cFn
(3.127)
This is an equivalent vortex line approximation to the wave effect of the foil and Froude 
num ber(Fn) should be calculated based on the chord. Spi is the plan form area and the 
lift coefficient for the foil is given by[26]:
dC.
CT = — -  a
L  A &d a
(3.128)
w here a a is the angle o f attack. For a symmetrical foil section and small angle of 
attack(up to around 6 degrees), the gradient term in the above equation(so called lift 
slope) becomes 2k . The substitution of the above approximate formulae into OSWATH 
is m ainly from  the reason o f computational time. As mentioned in section 3.2.3, using 
the com puter VAX 11/730 at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory, the computing time of 
OSW ATH is approximately 40 times longer than that of M SW ATH at one speed for a 
SW ATH ship without fins. If fins are included, the difference will be greater than that.
All the other components in eq.(3.126) are considered by means of empirical or 
semi-empirical formulaefor the foil section as explained below.
The profile drag is composed of flat plate friction plus form dragfsom etim es 
referred to as pressure drag). For fins, the following empirical formula is used|5 |:
Rp= 2Cf( l + 2 ^  + 1 0 0 ( ^ ) 4) S f p U 2
(3.129)
where c is the mean chord and T ^  is the maximum thickness, lhe Fictional coefficient
is calculated based on the local Reynolds number!2 /).
The induced drag is calculated b y  t h e  f o r m u l a [ 2 ( ) , p . 7 - 3 | :
2 1+K 1 ,,2
R, = CL ( S — PS ,U
* AR - (3,130)
where the AR is the effective aspect ratio and C ( the lift coefficient tor the toil given by
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eq.(3.128). The factor K accounts for the increase in induced drag due to nonelliptic 
spanwise loading of the foil. At highei speeds and in the vicinity of free surface, this 
factor can reasonably be approximated to. as given by[25, p.38]:
_____
AR + 12(iyc)
(3.131)
where hf is the submerged depth to the fin centre.
For the interference drag of a lifting surface intersecting a flat plate,the hull-strut 
interference drag is calculated using the formula from Hoemer[20, p.8-10] :
R h a ,=  I O'7 5 ^  “  0 0 0 0 3 ( f  J
(3.132)
The tip drag for each appendage can be estimated by the following formula,as 
given by Hoerner[20, p.6-4]:
Rt ,=  0 .075(— )2 f p U 2c 2
° (3.133)
where it is assumed that the tips are blunt and the lift coefficient is zero
U sing the com puter program  OSW ATH which includes the form resistance 
coefficient given in Fig.3.17 and fin resistance form ulae described above, the total 
resistance o f the SWATH1 model with a pair o f fins(NACA0015) is calculated and 
compared with the experimental results(see Figs.5.15 to 5.19). For the calculation, the 
angle o f attack of the fins is assumed to be 2 degrees. From these figures, it can be seen 
that the present estimations give excellent correlation with the five configurations tested. 
F ig .5.20 shows the com ponent resistances of a fin (S W A T H l-C 4  dem ihull) in 
newtons. As expected, the profile drag(friction+pressure) is the highest o f the 
com ponents up to moderately high speeds and then, the induced drag becomes the 
highest. The smallest is the tip drag due to the blunt end of the foil section. The induced 
drag will be changed with the angle of attack. Also, Polish SW ATH-395 model with 
two pair of fins(NACA()()12) is com pared with the present prediction as shown in 
Fig.4.184. Again, the angle of attack of the fins is assumed to 2 degrees and the 
agreement is excellentidiscussed in detail Chapters 4 and 5)
Ti i t -  r e s u l t 1' w i t ' 1 » ' < i r  o f  f i n s  i r e  t a k e n  f i x n  P e f . [  1 0 1  '
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3.6 C O M PA R ISO N  AND RESTRICTIONS OF THE TW O CO M PU TER 
PROGRAMS
M SW ATH
The program M SW ATH is designed for SWATH ships defined by mathematical 
formulae. Submerged bodies can be formed by a combination of conical, ellipsoidal or 
paraboloidal nose and tail sections which are joined together by a straight mid section of 
c ircu lar or elliptical cross section. A linear variation o f displacem ent along the 
longitudinal direction can be made, allowing up to 5 different blocks o f the body( so 
called contoured hull).
The strut can be formed by parabolic nose and tail sections joined together by a 
straight centre section. Again, a parabolic thickness variation along the longitudinal 
direction is allowed. The number of struts can be one, two or three on each demihull 
and they need not to be identical to each other.Up to two pair of controllable fins can be 
used in this program  where the wave-making resistance of fins and the interferences 
associated with other components(bodies and struts) are exactly calculated based on the 
developed theory.
A SW A TH  geom etry may be accurately defined by the above kind of 
m athem atical shapes. Hence, this program can be useful for a Concept Exploration 
M odel Study(CEM S) at the very early stage of the design process because the surface 
area can be calculated exactly, the parametric studies can be carried out easily and most 
im portantly , com puting time is very short com pared to the offset input program  
OSW ATH.
H owever, it cannot be expected that SWATH ships can always be expressed by 
simple m athem atical formulae so that M SW ATH has a limit of applications to many 
SW ATH ships. In addition, for SWATH ships whose struts depths are not constant 
along the length because they have contoured bodies or their struts are extended over 
ends(entrance and run), the non-uniform strut depth parts cannot be expressed by 
simple m athem atical formulae. Therefore, in this case, it is assumed that the strut(s) 
with uniform depth stand on the maximum depth section of a contoured body or parallel 
m id-section o f non-contoured body which means there are some discontinuities 
between the strut(s) and body. As a result, the result will be in error.
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OSWATH
T he program  OSW ATH is written for SW ATH ships defined in offset 
form s.There fore, there is no geometry restrictions including contoured struts and 
bodies with any cross section. As in MSWATH, the depth o f the strut is taken to be 
constant which is independent of the body shape.Instead, the non-uniform depth parts 
of the strut for a SW ATH ship, which has either contoured bodies or its struts are 
extented over to the ends of the bodies, is considered to be part o f the submerged 
bodies. This can be validated within the approximate theory which assumes that the 
wave-making resistance of the submerged body varies with the longitudinal variation of 
the cross section area, dA(x)/dx, with the depth correction. Therefore, the cross 
sectional area o f the non-uniform depth part is added to the body cross sectional area at 
the same section. F ig .3.20 shows the comparison between the two different geometry 
m odelling for a TAGOS model whose strut extends to over the entrance and run of the 
lower d em ih u ll, as used in Fig.3.7. When the strut local depth is taken as part of the 
subm erged body, the predictions give lower values than those, when the local depth is 
not considered, at the higher speeds. This difference seems to be reasonable since the 
large difference(form  resistance) can be accounted by the elliptical cross section bodies 
of the model. Since all the published programs assume that the strut depth is constant, 
this slight modification can be recommended.
One or two pair of fins can be used. Since it has been found that the wave-making 
resistance contribution of controllable fins to the total resistance is neglj gibly small at 
the draft range of practical SWATH ships, the wave-making resistance of the fins 
them selves, neglecting the wave-interferences with other SWATH com ponents, is 
considered for the purpose o f saving computing time. Nevertheless, there is little 
difference in the predictions using the two programs.
As m entioned in section f  2.3, the wave-making resistance ot each component of 
SW ATH ships is calculated in the form of double summations with the single integral 
form of auxiliary functions. Therefore, the computational time is very large compared to 
the program  M SW ATH in which the calculation is performed only through single
integration.
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Since the two computer programs have their own advantages and disadvantages 
and also, the two predictions give almost identical values for the same model, they can 
be used in a cooperative way. At the very early stage, M SW ATH can be effectively 
used to find optim um  or near optimum shapes by changing several parameters.Then, if 
the SW ATH ship designer wishes to use a form which can not be expressed by simple 
mathematical formulae, OSWATH can be used to the final estimation of the resistance.
3.7 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the approach described in Chapter 2 and this Chapter, two computer 
programs have been written to estimate the total calm water resistance of SWATH ships 
(M SW A TH and OSW ATH). M SW ATH is designed for SW ATH ships defined by 
m athem atical formulae and OSW ATH is written for offset input. The computational 
results are compared with a great number of experimental results using three SWATH 
models including 21 configurations changes and two Polish SW ATH models including 
14 configurations(see section 4.6). Also, the present predictions are com pared with 
other published experimental data as well as computational results. The present studies 
can be summarised as follows:
1) The calculated wave-making resistance based on the present approach utilising 
the plane source distribution for the submerged body gives satisfactory agreements with 
the m easured residuary resistance on the various SW ATH configurations. The other 
computational methods give lower predicted values than the present method( which is 
dependent upon the submergence of the main body). It is suggested that this 
im provem ent in accuracy of prediction is due to the utilisation o f the plane source 
distribution technique. In particular', this is marked for the non-circular hulled SWATH 
ships.
2) Even though linear wave theory and the relatively simple centre plane source 
d istribu tion  technique are used, the agreem ent between the predictions and the 
m easurem ents are excellent and better than can be expected for conventional 
m onohulls,This seems to be due to the fact that SW ATH ships have such thin and 
slender dem ihulls which well satisfy the assum ptions of the theory com pared to 
monohulls. Also, as mentioned in Chapter 2, lifting effect seems to be less important to
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SW ATH configurations, Therefore, the introduction of non-linear boundary conditions, 
or com plicated  panel source distribution techniques using either constant source 
strength distribution or higher order source distribution, as m entioned in Chapter 2, 
which have been directed to improve the predictions for m onohulls, seems to be 
unnecessary for SW ATH ships. Instead, research into the viscous flow including the 
boundary layer and wake region is most desirable so as to reduce the viscous resistance 
components which compose a large proportion of the total resistance of SW ATH ships. 
Also, since a SW ATH ship is so sensitive to trim and sinkage which might affect 
resistance, the prediction of resistance including trim and sinkage is desirable.
3) Based on the difference between the calculated wave-making resistance and 
m easured residuary resistance with 16 SWATH configurations( including single and 
tandem  strut SW ATH configurations, and circular and rectangular hulled SWATH 
configurations), two form drag coefficients have been derived. It has been proved that 
these curves can be used to estimate the form drag for the practical range of SWATH 
ships.
4) Using known empirical formulae for foils and streamlined bodies and including 
free surface effects, the resistance caused by the controllable fins is estim ated and 
com pared with experimental results of 6 SWATH configurations. It has been shown 
that the agreement between the two curves is very good.
5) Despite the mathematical modelling difference, MSWATH and OSWATH give 
exactly the same results for the same SWATH ship. Hence, M SW ATH can easily be 
used to carry out fast param etric hull form changes for SW ATH ships delined by 
simple mathematical formulae and it can be effectively used for CEM study at the early 
stage o f the design process. OSWATH can then be used to estimate the resistance of 
SW ATH ships of interest which are defined in offset forms
6) Since it has been proved that the present computational tool gives very excellent 
correlation with the experimental results, it can be used with confidence tor parametric 
and optim um  studies of SWATH ships with regard to resistance. 1 his is treated in 
Chapter 5,
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C H A P T E R  4 E X P E R IM E N T A L  W O R K  W IT H  FIV E SW A T H  
M O D EL S IN CALM  W ATER AND UNIFORM  WAVES AS W ELL
4.1 INTRODUCTION
There are currently 11 existing SWATH ships operating at sea worldwide. 
Therefore, experimental data and full scale trial data on SWATH ships are very scarce 
worldwide. Furthermore, detailed results are not published for confidential reasons. In 
order to validate the applicability o f the computer programs developed in the previous 
Chapter, systematic calm water resistance, sinkage and trim measurements with three 
SW ATH m odels(SW A T H l, SWATH2 and SWATH3) were conducted at the 
Hydrodynamics Laboratory o f Dept of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, 
Glasgow University. These results then provided empirical form correlation factors for 
the total resistance prediction o f SWATH ships. Also, using these three models, 
resistance increase(decrease), motion responses, sinkage and trim in uniform head 
waves were measured and compared with one another. In addition, the calm water 
resistance results o f two Polish SWATH models(SWATH-386 and SWATH-395) are 
included in this Chapter to provide a more useful database for theoretical investigations.
Section 4.2 is concerned with the calm water resistance measurements of the 
SWATH 1 model which is a tandem strut configuration with circular cross section hulls. 
The tests included several parametric changes such as two demihull spacings, draft and 
struts positions on the demihulls as well as the slenderness ratio of the bodies, resulting 
in a total o f 17 conditions. The test results with this model in uniform head waves are 
presented in section 4.3. Wave frequencies of 0.3 to 1.6 hz were investigated and 
several wave heights were varied to study the effect o f wave steepness on the 
hydrodynamic performances o f the SWATH model.
The SWATH2 model is also a tandem strut configuration but has rectangular 
cross section hulls with rounded comers.The resistance, sinkage and trim in calm water 
and resistance increase(decrease), motion responses, sinkage and trim in waves were 
measured with this model. The results are presented in Section 4.4. All the results are
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compared with those of the SWATH 1 circular hulled model in order to find the 
feasibility o f such rectangular hulled SWATH ships which is one of the main objectives 
of this thesis.
In order to compare the performance of single and tandem struts SWATH ships, a 
single strut SWATH model, designated as SWATH3, was built and tested in calm 
water as well as in waves. Rigorous comparisons between the single and tandem struts 
m odels are made with regard to resistance(in calm and waves) as well as motion 
responses in section 4.5.
As part o f  research collaboration between the Dept of Naval Architecture and 
Ocean Engineering o f Glasgow University(G.U) and the Ship Hydromechanics 
Division o f Gdansk Technical University(G.T.U), Poland, two series of model tests to 
measure the total resistance in calm water using two models, SW ATH-386 and 
SW ATH -395, were carried out at GTU and their analysis and comparison with 
computational results were conducted at G.U by the author and are presented in section 
4.6. The test series included various changes in configurations o f strut system, 
modifications o f bow struts as well as of lower hulls and two spacings between the 
centrelines o f  the two demihulls which result in a total o f 14 conditions. The 
experiments were aimed at obtaining an optimum strut system in terms of resistance and 
at finding a hull shape which could help prevent severe bow trim at high speeds and so 
permit stabilizing fins to be removed. The latter purpose was achieved by introducing a 
'sledge bow' concept.
The experimental results with the aforementioned 5 SWATH models including 38 
individual configurations are very valuable at this stage of SWATH development. Some 
o f them seem to be extremely important to the further development of SWATH ships as 
well as to enhancing the performance of SWATH ships. All the calm water results are 
compared with the theoretical predictions and presented herein. Detailed conclusions are 
drawn upon at the end of each section and final overall conclusions are addressed at
section 4.7.
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4 2  SWATH1 MQDEL RESISTANCE TESTS IN CALM WATFJR
In order to study experimentally the performance of a tandem strut SWATH 
model, designated as SWATH1, systematic resistance measurements were conducted in 
calm water at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory. The resistance tests consist of parametric 
changes such as two demihull spacings, draft and struts positions on the demihull as 
well as the slenderness ratio of the bodies, resulting in a total o f 17 conditions with 15- 
22 speeds for each condition. The experiments were conducted in two modes, model 
free and model captive. In order to investigate the interference effect between the two 
demihulls, a single demihull was run in the captive mode.
The main objectives of these tests are to validate the applicability o f the computer 
programs developed in Chapter 3 and to provide empirical correlation form factors for 
the total resistance prediction as mentioned in Chapter 3. The results are reported in 
Ref. [64] and this section is taken from the reference.
4.2.1 Description of Model SWATH 1
The SWATH 1 model is a tandem strut configuration. The lower portion of the 
demihull, referred to as the submerged body, has circular cross sections with ellipsoidal 
and tapered ends.The upper portion of the demihull, referred to as the strut, has the 
same water line at all drafts and is of airfoil section. The forward and aft strut are 
identical to each other. No camber was introduced in either the struts or the submerged 
bodies. They are all positioned parallel to the longitudinal centre line. Principal 
dimensions and coefficients of the SWATH1 model are listed in Table 4.1. Small scale 
model plans and details are shown in Fig.4.1. The sectional area curve of the lower hull 
and the waterplane area curves of the struts are shown in Fig.4.95 together with those
of the SWATH2 model.
The model was designed in such a way that both the spacings between the hulls
and between the struts can be systematically varied over a wide range. The spacing 
change between the struts can be achieved by inserting small lengths of parallel section
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at the m idlength of the submerged bodies, thus changing their slenderness as well. The 
draft can be changed by placing weights(lead shot) in the ballast tanks which are located 
inside the struts. A pair of stabilising fins(NACA0015) can be fitted near the stem  of 
the m odel and these should be preset at a particular angle of attack for a range o f tests. 
Turbulence stimulation devices were not introduced for this model.
Table 4.1. Some Dimensions and Principal Coefficients of SW ATH 1-C5 demihull
GU H M odel SWATH 1
Length o f Body(m), Lb 1.51
D iam eter o f Body(m), Dib 0.0892
Length o f Strut(m), L s 0.4
M axim um  Beam of Stmt, Tm 0.05
L t/D ib 16.93
Cp o f Body 0.9
CWp o f Strut 0.665
Slenderness o f Stmt, Tm/Lg 0.125
Draft(m ), T 2.0 Dib=0.1784
Depth o f Stmt(m), D s 0.0892
SDBC(m ), h 0.1338
W etted Area(m2), S 0.5125
Displaced Volume(m 3), V 0.0109
H i=2h/D ib 3.0
Natural Periods*
Heave (sec), T z 1.701
Pitch(sec), T q 2.252
Roll(sec), T(j) 2.778
* Note ; SW ATH 1-C8 Experimentally determined.
4.2.2 Experimental Arrangements
M odel experim ents were carried out at the H ydrodynam ics Laboratory of 
G lasgow  U niversity, which is 77 m in length, 4.6 m in width and 2.4 m in water
depth. The details o f the tank can be found in Ref.[67].
In general resistance testing, the towing force should be aligned with the total 
resistance vector acting on the underwater body[95]. Otherwise, the moment applied to
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the m odel will cause a different model behaviour, such as sinkage and trim etc, which 
could lead to faulty resistance measurements. Hence, the towing point should be, in 
general, around the propulsion point of the ship, which is near the stem of the model in 
longitudinal direction and below the waterline in height. However, because of the larger 
beam and different geometry characteristics of the SWATH concept, it is unlikely that a 
'standard' dynam om eter as used for monohull testing can be used for SW ATH ships. 
As a result, d ifferent test techniques have been used in the various towing tanks 
w orldwide and a description o f the techniques is presented together with advantages 
and draw backs in Ref. [96].
The best way to obtain an ideal towing point is to reach through the struts to the 
subm erged body using a special U-type device. In order to obtain this objective, 
however, the model should be relatively large (so that the device can be installed inside 
the stm ts as well as the bodies) and accordingly, the size of the tank should be big. In 
general, the size o f the model is decided by the tank dimensions such as length, width 
and w ater depth. This is due to the fact that the tank wall and bottom effects(called 
blockage effect) should be eliminated and its length should be long enough to obtain a 
certain time o f steady state run for the resistance record. Because the size of the tank of 
the H ydrodynam ics Laboratory is relatively small(the available run length is less than 
60m), the construction o f a large model is practically not desirable. Since the research 
into SW A TH  ships and semisubmersibles has been started at the Hydrodynamics 
Laboratory in 1978, a similar and consistent towing m ethod[70,71,72,73,101 ] has 
been used with some minor modifications from time to time. For the present resistance 
m easurem ents, the model was towed in the following way.
Tow ing of the model was effected by attaching a nylon cord yoke to the two fore 
stm ts, located in the vicinity of the waterline(2cm above the still water level). The yoke 
was led to a load cell via a tow point from which the tension was autom atically 
recorded, amplified and displayed at the pen recorder. The experimental arrangement is 
shown in Fig.4.2 in which the suspension wires and the weights were used in the 
captive m ode explained below. Also, the model placed in the water at the towing 
carriage is shown in Fig.4.3. This arrangement might, however, reduce the tendancy to 
trim  by bow, especially at higher speeds. It is reported that the effect o f towing height
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on resistance and mean sinkage is not significant for the speeds tested, but trim  is 
significantly affected by different towing heights[95]. Also, the effect o f towing height 
on resistance was found negligible with the SWATH 1 model for the two different 
tow ing heights tested and this is shown in Figs.4.49 and 4.50(explained in detail in 
section 4.3)
Because o f the small waterplane area of the model, severe trim and sinkage(rise) 
are expected with corresponding effects on the measured resistance. In part to check 
this and in part to check the validity of the experimental arrangement, the total resistance 
was m easured with a captive model in a number of conditions. The captive model 
condition was achieved in the following way.
The m odel was weighted(that is, over ballasted) by placing four m asses on the 
deck above the struts. To fix the running depth of the model, the vessel was suspended 
by four w ires from  the carriage longitudinal girders. The main source o f error in the 
experim ent was expected to be the displacement from the vertical of the suspension 
wires as tension was taken in the towing yoke. Any displacement from the vertical of 
these wires would lead to some component of the resistance not being registered by the 
load cell. To compensate for this error, the model was positioned slightly forward of its 
normal position at speed, thus allowing the suspension wires to form an obtuse angle in 
relation to the still water. Therefore, when the carriage moved, viz tension is applied to 
the towing yoke, the vessel moved aft and the angle between the suspension wires and 
the tow ing plane( still waterplane) returned to approximately 90 degrees so that the 
error involved should be diminished. The arrangement is shown in Fig.4.2 and the 
model placed in the water with this captive condition at the towing carnage is shown in 
F ig .4 .4 .
For all the experiments, the model was restricted in yaw and sway using four 
vertical guiding rods in order to keep the model on course with minimum restraint, each 
fixed to the carriage longitudinal girders and passing through the apex o f a right angle 
form ed by the transverse and longitudinal deck frames of the modeKsee Figs.4.3 and
4.4)
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4.2.3 Measurements
As shown in Table 4.2, the resistance tests consist o f param etric changes 
including four different spacings between two demihulls, three different drafts and two 
different spacings between fore and aft struts on the demihull. The last was achieved in 
such a way that a parallel middle part of 0.2m length was inserted at the centre of the 
hull so that the relative positions of the struts on the demihull were changed, altering the 
body length from  1.51m to 1.71m. Therefore, the ratio(Lt>/Dib ) is changed as well 
from 16.9 to 19.2.
Table 4.2 Experimental Conditions Tested(Total 17 Conditions)
Hull Length 1.51m
Spacing(2b) 0.427m 0.575m 0.715m
Draft(t)\ (B ^O .566) (B 1=0.762) (Bj =0.947)
1.5Dib C l C1C C4 C4C C7
2.0D ib C2 C2C C5 C5C C8
2.5D ib C3C C6
Hull Length 1.71m
Spacing(2b)i 0.575m 0.651m
Draft(T)\ (B ^O .673) (B ^O .762)
1.5Dib C9
2.0D ib CIO C l l  C11C C11CS
Note; C l -  Condition 1, C 1C - Condition 1 Captive
C l ICS -  Condition 11 Captive Single Hull( one Demihull)
The experiments were conducted in two modes as follows:
A) free to heave and trim but restricted in yaw, sway and surge (C1,C2,C4,
C 5,C 6,C 8,C 9,C 10 and C l l ) .
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B) captive, rigidly fixed at zero trim and heave, and restricted in yaw, sway and 
surge as w ell (C1C,C2C,C3C,C4C,C5C and C l 1C). In addition, in order to 
investigate the interference effect on the resistance between the two demihulls, one 
demihull was run in the captive co n d itio n a l ICS), resulting in a total of 17 conditions.
The experim ents were all earned out without turbulence stimulation devices and 
control fins. The water temperature in the towing tank was measured at the depth of 
tw o-thirds o f the m odel draft every hour and the mean value o f these readings was 
taken fo r each condition. Between runs, an interval of about 15 to 30 m inutes, 
depending on the velocity and immersed depth of model, was required to allow the 
w ater to calm  down. Just prior to each run, the tide of the tank water was taken at the 
m id-tank using a float and accounted for in the model speed.
4.2.4 Discussion
The total resistances, residuary resistances and their coefficients are presented in 
Tables 4.3 to 4.19 for all the conditions tested. As m entioned in Chapter 3, the 
residuary resistance was obtained by subtracting the frictional resistance from the total 
resistance. The frictional resistance is calculated using the ITTC'57 frictional line, in 
w hich R eynolds num ber is calculated based on the lengths of the body and strut 
ind iv idually . The resistance is non-dim ensionalised by the factors 0 .5pU 2S and 
0 .5pU 2V 2/3, where S and V are the wetted surface area and displaced volume of the 
m odel, respectively. The latter is for the purpose of comparing the resistance of the
models having different displacements.
A lso, the results are presented in Figs.4.5 to 4.14 which shows the total, 
residuary  and frictional resistances against Froude num ber for the model free 
conditions. It can be seen from the figures that the portion of the skin frictional 
resistance is considerable even at the higher speeds which is in contrast to the expected 
behaviour in monohulls. This is due to the slenderness ratio of each component of the 
SW ATH 1 being so large that the wave-making resistance component is greatly reduced 
and thus the wetted area o f the model is large compared to the equivalent monohull.
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This fact is m uch exaggerated for the conditions C9 to C l 1, as shown in Figs.4.12 to 
4.14, w here slenderness ratio(Lb/Dib=19.2) is larger than that(16.9) o f the other 
conditions. This portion due to friction will, however, be reduced in the full size 
SW ATH ship, depending on its length, due to the decrease in frictional coefficient with 
Reynolds Number.
F igs.4.15 through 4.24 show comparisons between the calculated wave-making 
resistance(using OSW ATH) and measured residuary resistance coefficients versus 
Froude N um ber for the model free conditions. The larger predictions at the slow speeds 
can be explained in the following way. From Figs.4.5 to 4.14, it should be noted that 
the m easured total resistance is lower than the predicted frictional resistance at the slow7 
speeds. This m ight be due to the fact that no turbulence stimulation devices were used 
for the m easurem ents and possibly laminar flow occurred. Another reason for this is 
that the viscosity o f water is ignored in the theory and hence the wave system can be 
exaggerated over the viscous dominant speed range(slow speeds) due to the absence of 
the viscous damping. In particular, this phenomenon can be seen over the hump speed 
range at the slow  speed. Apart from the lower speed range, the theory gives good 
qualitative agreem ents with the measurements. The difference between the two curves 
is accounted for by additional resistances such as viscous pressure, form(3-D effect), 
eddying, wave-breaking and spray resistances as well as some non-linearity effects. It 
is known from  the analysis of several SWATH designs that the quantity, Cr.s - Cw.s, 
oscillates about zero, being usually bounded within a difference of ±1.0x10 ^[5]. As 
m entioned in Chapter 3.5.1, these differences are used to produce an empirical form 
factor in the com puter program MSWATH and OSWATH.
In addition, Figs.4.15 through 4.24 illustrate the contribution of each component 
of the m odel to the total wave-making resistance as well as two times one demihull 
w ave-m aking resistance. From these figures, it is easily understood how the total 
wave-m aking resistance is affected by the components of the model as well as by the 
param etric changes such as draft, spacing between the two demihulls, slendernesses of 
the body and strut, and relative position of the strut on the demihull.
The discussion is divided into 4 sections, each of which describes the results
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caused by variations in two different experimental techniques (model captive and model 
free to sinkage and trim), draft, two demihull spacings and strut position on the 
demihull as well as the body slenderness ratio.
4.2.4.1 Two different experimental techniques
A s shown in Figs.4.25 to 4.29, the difference in the resistances measured by the 
two different techniques(m odel captive and model free to sinkage and trim) is very 
considerable. A lthough the sinkage and trim  were not m easured for this set of 
experim ents, as the speed increases, severe trim and sinkage were observed in the free 
mode which m ight contribute to the measured resistance increase. As seen in Figs.4.15 
to 4.24, the abrupt increase in the coefficient curves above around Fn=0.65 was due to 
the green water. This phenomenon occurrs at lower speeds as the draft increases. In 
condition  C6, as shown in Fig.4.19, where freeboard is the smallest among the 
conditions tested, the resistance measurements could not be conducted above Fn=0.6 
due to  the severe bow trim and hence, water flowing over the deck(green water). 
Fig.30 shows that green water occurred in the free mode(C2) at around Fn=0.75, but 
only the spray sheet can be seen in the captive mode at the same speed but at the 
different spacing(C8C).
Below  the speed where the green water occurs or the severe spray sheets develop, 
it appears that sinkage and trim only affect the resistance by a small amount(see 
Figs.4.15 to 4.24). This is supported by the statement th a t ' the effect of towing height 
on resistance and m ean sinkage is not significant for the speeds tested, but trim is 
significantly affected by the towing height[95] '. This means that the the effect of the 
towing height on the trim does not contribute much to the resistance increase. The effect 
of tow ing height on resistance was also found negligible with the SW ATH 1 model
which will be mentioned in section 4.3.
Therefore, the large resistance difference between the two techniques suggested 
that the setting up o f the captive model led to error in the measured resistance. In order 
to prove this, the suspension wires, as m entioned in section 3.2.2, were moved 
forw ard and backw ard by 1 cm each and the resistance was again measured. Large
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differences were found between the three conditions and so, it was concluded that the 
resistance values m easured using the captive setting are unreliable. However, the 
pattern o f the resistance curves caused by variations in the draft, spacing and strut 
position on the demihull followed the same pattern as in the free mode and hence, these 
results can be used for a comparative study of such parametric changes.
4.2.4.2 D raft variations
F igs.4 .31 through 4.36 show the effect of draft variations on the total resistance 
coefficient, which is non-dimensionalised by the displaced volume, against Froude 
num ber. A resistance benefit is not expected from the draft increase in terms of total 
resistance per tonnage with this model. From Figs.4.15 to 4.24, it is easily understood 
that the large peak around Fn=0.31, independent of the draft as well as the spacing, is a 
com bination o f large wave-making contributions by the struts and bodies coupled with 
unfavourable interferences between the body and the two struts and between the 
forw ard and aft struts. In addition, the contribution of one strut to the total wave- 
m aking is very large compared to the body contribution up to moderately high speeds 
because that the breadth to length ratio is so much larger. As a result, as the draft 
increases, the increased strut depth results in a considerable increase of the strut wave- 
m aking resistance which outweighs the decrease of the body wave resistance, resulting 
in the increased total wave-making resistance. At higher speeds, the total wave-making 
resistance coefficient(non-dimensionalised by the wetted area) decreases slightly due to 
the w ave-m aking resistance of the bodies reducing as the draft increases. This is 
scarcely m easurable if the coefficient is non-dimensionalised by the displaced volume. 
However, owing to the increased frictional resistance arising from the increased wetted 
area, the total resistance per displaced volume becomes worse with the increase of the 
draft throughout the speed tested, as shown in Figs.4.31 to 4.36. This phenomenon is 
m ostly due to the fact that as mentioned earlier, the proportion of the skin frictional 
resistance is larger than that of the residuary resistance over the most speeds, as shown 
in Figs.4.5 to 4.14. This result occurA  independently of the spacing between the two 
demihulls, and also in the captive mode.
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4,2.4.3 Two demihull spacinp p.ffiyf
Fig.4.38 shows the effect of spacing between the two demihulls on the resistance 
at the draft o f  2.0 times the body diameter. The result show that at higher speeds the 
w ider the spacing distance, the better are the resistance characteristics. However, the 
trend  is rev ersed  in the m oderately high speed range(Fn=0.35—0.44). This 
phenom enon is observed at the other conditions tested as well as in the mode captive as 
shown in F ig .4 .37 and Figs 4.39 to 4.41. This may be due to the com plicated 
hydrodynamic interference effect between the two demihulls.
D uring the experiments, it was observed that one or two standing w ave^cusps 
were developed in between the two demihulls, and this was independent of the spacing 
and draft. The two standing wave^cusps started to develop at around a speed o f 0.9 
m/s(Fn=0.22); one at the middle of the forward struts and the other at the middle of the 
aft struts. As the speed increases, the two cusps move backwards. At the speed of 1.25 
m /s(Fn=0.3) as seen in Fig.4.43-a and b, the first cusp developed at the middle o f the 
model and the second cusp was behind the model. As the speed increases further, the 
two cusps occur behind the model, as seen in Fig.4.43-c.
This interference wave-making resistance can be seen from the predicted results 
in nearly the same speed range, as shown in Figs.4.15 to 4.24. From these figures, it 
can be also seen that in this speed range, the narrower the spacing distance is, the larger 
the resis tance  benefit from  the interference, which is exactly the same as the 
experimental finding.
F ig  4 .42 show s the comparison between single- and twin-hull ships. Both 
conditions were conducted in the captive mode. As mentioned earlier, although the 
results are not reliable, for the most speeds measured (except the speed range above 
m entioned), the twin ship give more resistance than two times the resistance of the 
demihull due to the unfavourable interference effect between the two demihulls except 
in the range o f Fn= 0 .35-0 .44 . Fig.4.44 shows the condition of the single hull 
running(C l IC S) in the captive mode where the diverging wave system created by the
fore strut can be seen.
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4.2 .4 .4 Strut position on the demihull and body slenH.mess varia tW
As m entioned in section 4.2.3, a parallel middle part of 0.2m length was inserted 
at the centre o f  the original hull so that the relative positions o f the struts on the 
dem ihull were changed and at the same time, the slenderness ratio(Lb/Dib) is changed 
from 16.9 to 19.2. Fig.4.45 shows the comparison between the two versions(C5 and 
C l l )  at the sam e non-dimensional spacing(Bj=0.762). In the condition C l l ,  another 
m inor hum p occurs mostly due to the large contribution from the interference effect 
between the aft and fore struts which can be understood from the computational results 
as show n in F ig .4 .24. Except in that m inor hump speed range, the resistance 
coefficient o f C l l  becomes lower than that of C5 because o f a combination of the 
different struts interference and less body resistance( larger slenderness). This result is 
also observed in the captive mode as shown in Fig.4.46.
4.2.5 Conclusions
From  the experimental study with the SWATH 1 model and comparison with the 
com putational results using the computer program OSWATH developed in Chapter 3, 
some conclusions can be drawn:
1) It is reported  in the ITTC meeting[97] that there is little scatter of total 
resistance between different tanks in the world for the model-free condition. However, 
the am ount o f scatter between tanks is very great for the fixed models probably due to 
the d iffe ren t way o f fixing the captive model. To improve the accuracy o f the 
m easurem ents in the present captive condition, it would have been better to have used a 
sliding bearing system which would be very sensitive to the longitudinal movements of
the model. _ ( .
2) The strut only wave-making resistance of the SWATH 1 model is considerably 
large com pared to the body due to the large breadth to length ratio of the strut compared 
to that o f the body. Coupled with the interferences between the components, the large 
wave-making resistance of the struts contributes to creating a very large hump at around 
Fn=0.31, which cannot be expected in single strut SWATH ships.
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3) As the draft increases, the increased strut depth results in a considerable 
increase in the strut wave-making resistance which outweighs the decrease in the body 
w ave-m aking resistance, resulting in the increased total resistance at all the speeds 
tested.
4) An interference wave system created by the two demihulls affects the resistance 
favourably or unfavourably, depending on the speed. Due to the favourable interference 
betw een the two dem ihulls around Fn=0.35-0.44, the resistance decreases as the 
spacing becom es narrower. However, at higher speeds, the result is reversed.
5) W hen the positions of the struts on the demihull are changed, the hollow and 
hump o f  the resistance coefficient curve is changed due to the different interference 
effects.
6) The m easured resistance variations caused by the parametric changes(spacing 
betw een the dem ihulls, draft and strut positions on the demihull as well as the 
slenderness ra tio  o f the body) are well predicted by the com putational results. 
Therefore, the com puter program OSWATH can be used, with confidence, to carry out 
parametric studies.
7) D uring the experiments, severe sinkage and trim by the bow occurred at the 
higher speeds w ith the SWATH1 model, hence, creating green water. Therefore, 
stabilising fins for the SWATH1 model seem to be necessary with regard to seakeeping 
as well as propeller emergence.
8) In conclusion, favourable interference effects are dependent upon the relative 
distance betw een the components of a SWATH design as well as the operating speed. 
Hence, a SW ATH arrangement which will give favourable interference characteristics 
at all speeds is unlikely to be attained. However, reductions in wave resistance at 
certain speeds can be obtained by a proper location of the struts on the hulls and a well 
chosen spacing betw een the hulls. Most importantly, at a certain draft, a proper 
distribution o f the volume on the struts and bodies, keeping the breadth to length ratio 
of the strut as low as possible, seems to be essential.
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U ( m / s )
1
i FN
i
RN/ 106 -----------------RT (N) I1 CT. V GT.S RR (N) CR. V
i
CR. S
0 . 4 9 5  
0 . 7 0 7
0 .  1 2 9  
0 . 1 8 4
0 . 6 5 6
0 . 9 3 7
0 . 5 3 9
1 . 1 7 7
0 . 0 6 1 1
0 . 0 6 5 3
0 . 0 0 5 0  
0 . 0 0 5 4
- 0 . 0 7 7
0 . 0 2 3
- 0 . 0 0 8 7  
0 . 0 0 1 3
- 0 . 0 0 0 7  
0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 8 9 9  
1 . 1 0 4
0 .  2 3 4  
0 .  2 8 7
1 . 1 9 2  
1 . 4 6 4
2 . 4 5 2  
6 .  2 7 6
0 . 0 8 4 2  
0 . 1 4 2 9
0 . 0 0 6 9  
0 . 0 1 1 7
0 . 6 8 6
3 . 7 3 3
0 . 0 2 3 5  
0 . 0 8 5 0
0 . 0 0 1 9
0 . 0 0 7 0
1 . 1 9 6  
1 .  3 0 6
0 .  3 1 1  
0 .  3 3 9
1 .  5 8 6  
1 . 7 3 1
8 . 8 2 6
7 . 5 0 2
0 . 1 7 1 2
0 . 1 2 2 0
0 . 0 1 4 0  
0 . 0 1 0 0
5 . 8 9 4
4 . 0 7 2
0 . 1 1 4 3  
0 . 0 6 6 2
0 . 0 0 9 4  
0 . 0 0 5 4
1 . 4 0 7  
1 . 4 9 7
0 . 3 6 6
0 .  3 8 9
1 . 8 6 5
1 . 9 8 5
6 . 3 7 5
7 . 2 0 8
0 . 0 8 9 3  
0 . 0 8 9 2
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 7 3
2 . 4 5 7
2 . 8 3 2
0 . 0 3 4 4
0 . 0 3 5 1
0 . 0 0 2 8
0 . 0 0 2 9
1 . 6 0 0  
1 .  7 0 7
0 .  4 1 6  
0 . 4 4 4
2 . 1 2 1  
2 . 2 6 3
9 . 2 6 8
1 1 . 0 3 3
0 . 1 0 0 4  
0 . 1 0 5 1
0 . 0 0 8 2
0 . 0 0 8 6
4 . 3 3 9
5 . 4 9 9
0 . 0 4 7 0  
0 . 0 5 2 4
0 . 0 0 3 9
0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 9 0 0  
2 .  0 8 6
0 . 4 9 4
0 . 5 4 2
2 . 5 1 9
2 . 7 6 5
1 4 . 2 2 0
1 6 . 0 3 4
0 . 1 0 9 3
0 . 1 0 2 2
0 . 0 0 9 0
0 . 0 0 8 4
7 . 5 1 7
8 . 1 1 0
0 . 0 5 7 8  
0 . 0 5 1 7
0 . 0 0 4 7
0 . 0 0 4 2
2 .  0 9 4  
2 . 2 8 6
0 . 5 4 4
0 . 5 9 4
2 . 7 7 6
3 . 0 3 1
1 6 . 1 8 2  
1 8 . 1 4 3
0 . 1 0 2 4
0 . 0 9 6 3
0 . 0 0 8 4
0 . 0 0 7 9
8 . 2 0 2
8 . 8 0 3
0 . 0 5 1 9
0 . 0 4 6 7
0 . 0 0 4 3
0 . 0 0 3 8
2 . 4 8 6
2 . 6 6 4
0 . 6 4 6
0 . 6 9 2
3 . 2 9 6
3 . 5 3 2
2 0 . 2 0 2
2 2 . 8 0 1
0 . 0 9 0 7 '
0 . 0 8 9 1
0 . 0 0 7 4
0 . 0 0 7 3
9 . 3 4 4
1 0 . 5 0 5
0 . 0 4 2 0  
0 . 0 4 1 1
0 . 0 0 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 4
2 . 8 6 0  j 0 . 7 4 3 3 . 7 9 2 2 6 . 7 2 4 0 . 0 9 0 7 0 . 0 0 7 4 1 2 . 7 5 2 0 . 0 4 3 3 0 . 0 0 3 5
Table 4 .3  SWATH1-C1 Tem.=15.1C
U Cm/s-) FN
6 1RN/10 j RT(N) CT.V | CT.S j RR (N) ' CR.V
1 1
CR. S
0 . 4 9 8
0 . 7 0 4
0 . 1 2 9
0 . 1 8 3
0 . 6 6 0
0 . 9 3 3
0 . 6 8 6
1 . 3 7 3
0 . 0 7 1 1  I 0 . 0 0 5 4  
0 . 0 7 1 2  j 0 . 0 0 5 4
- 0 . 0 9 0  - 0 . 0 0 9 3  
- 0 . 0 5 0  - 0 . 0 0 2 6
- 0 . 0 0 0 7
- 0 . 0 0 0 2
0 . 9 0 1
1 . 0 9 9
0 . 2 3 4
0 . 2 8 6
1 . 1 9 4
1 . 4 5 7
3 .  7 7 6  
8 . 2 8 7
0 . 1 1 9 5  | 0 . 0 0 9 1  
0 . 1 7 6 3  1 0 . 0 1 3 4
1 . 5 7 8  0 . 0 4 9 9  
5 . 1 6 4  0 . 1 0 9 9
0 . 0 0 3 8  
0 . 0 0 8 4
1 . 2 0 5
1 . 2 5 1
0 . 3 1 3
0 . 3 2 5
1 . 5 9 7
1 . 6 5 8
1 2 . 2 1 0  j 0 . 2 1 6 1  ! 0 . 0 1 6 4  
1 2 . 8 4 7  ! 0 . 2 1 0 9  : 0 . 0 1 6 0
8 . 5 3 4  0 . 1 5 1 0  
8 . 9 1 9  0 . 1 4 6 4
0 . 0 1 1 5
0 . 0 1 1 1
1 . 3 0 6
1 . 4 0 2
0 . 3 3 9
0 . 3 6 4
1 . 7 3 1
1 . 8 5 9
1 2 . 1 1 2
9 . 9 0 5
0 . 1 8 2 5
0 . 1 2 9 5
0 . 0 1 3 9
0 . 0 0 9 8
7 . 8 7 2  0 . 1 1 8 6  
5 . 0 9 6  j 0 . 0 6 6 6
0 . 0 0 9 0  
0 . 0 0 5 1
1 . 4 4 8
1 . 5 0 9
0 . 3 7 6
0 . 3 9 2
1 . 9 2 0
2 . 0 0 0
9 . 4 1 5
1 0 . 1 0 1
0 . 1 1 5 4
0 . 1 1 4 0
0 . 0 0 8 8
0 . 0 0 8 7
4 . 3 2 2  i 0 . 0 5 3 0  j 0 . 0 0 4 0  
4 . 6 2 0  ; 0 . 0 5 2 1  1 0 . 0 0 4 0
1 . 5 9 7
1 . 7 0 4
0 . 4 1 5
0 . 4 4 3
2 . 1 1 7
2 . 2 5 9
1 1 . 1 3 1
1 3 . 1 4 1
0 . 1 1 2 1  j 0 . 0 0 8 5  
0 . 1 1 6 3  1 0 . 0 0 8 8
5 . 0 6 8  j 0 . 0 5 1 1  
6 . 3 3 6  1 0 . 0 5 6 1
0 .  ' .'0 3 9  1 
0 . 0 0 4 3  |
1 . 9 0 6
2 . 1 0 2
0 . 4 9 5
0 . 5 4 6
2 . 5 2 7
2 . 7 8 7
1 6 . 5 2 5  1 0 . 1 1 6 9  
1 8 . 7 3 1  1 0 . 1 0 8 9
0 . 0 0 8 9  
0 . 0 0 8 3
8 . 2 1 5  i 0 . 0 5 8 1  j 0 . 0 0 4 4  I 
8 . 8 3 5  i 0 . 0 5 1 4  j 0 . 0 0 3 9  j
2 . 2 9 9
2 . 5 0 5
0 . 5 9 7
0 . 6 5 1
3 . 0 4 8
3 . 3 2 1
2 1 . 0 3 6
2 3 . 8 8 0
0 . 1 0 2 3
0 . 0 9 7 8
0 . 0 0 7 8
0 . 5 0 7 4
9 . 4 2 0  j 0 . 0 4 5 8  
1 0 . 3 3 6  ! 0 . 0 4 2 3
0 . 0 0 3 5  
0 . 0 0 3 2
2 . 7 1 0
2 . 8 9 5
0 .  7 0 4  
0 . 7 5 2
3 . 5 9 3
3 . 8 3 8
2 8 . 6 8 5
3 4 . 3 2 5
0 . 1 0 0 4
0 . 1 0 5 2
0 . 0 0 7 6
0 . 0 0 8 0
1 3 . 0 9 1  j 0 . 0 4 5 8  
1 6 . 7 7 0  j 0 . 0 5 1 4
0 . 0 0 3 5  
0 . 0 0 3 9
Table 4.4 SWATH1-C2 Tem.=14.3 C
153
U(m/s) FN RN/106 RT(N)
}
CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 . 5 0 1
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 9 0 6
1 . 1 0 4
1 . 1 9 4
1 . 3 0 9
0 . 1 3 0  
0 . 1 8 2
0 . 2 3 5  
0 .  2 8 7
0 . 3 1 0
0 . 3 4 0
0 . 6 6 4
0 . 9 3 1
1 . 2 0 1
1 . 4 6 4
1 . 5 8 3
1 . 7 3 5
0 . 5 3 9
1 . 0 3 0
2 . 3 5 4
6 . 1 2 9
8 . 7 7 7
7 . 4 5 3
0 . 0 5 9 6  
0 . 0 5 8 0
0 . 0 7 9 6
0 . 1 3 9 5
0 . 1 7 0 8
0 . 1 2 0 7
------------
0 . 0 0 4 9  
0 . 0 0 4 7
0 . 0 0 6 5
0 . 0 1 1 4
0 . 0 1 4 0
0 . 0 0 9 9
- 0 . 0 9 0
- 0 . 1 1 0
0 . 5 6 3
3 . 5 8 6
5 . 8 5 3
4 . 0 0 9
- 0 . 0 0 9 9  
- 0 . 0 0 6 2
0 . 0 1 9 0  
0 . 0 8 1 6
0 . 1 1 3 9
0 . 0 6 4 9
- 0 . 0 0 0 8  
- 0 . 0 0 0 5
0 . 0 0 1 6
0 . 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 9 3
0 . 0 0 5 3
1 . 4 0 1
1 . 5 1 1
0 . 3 6 4
0 .  3 9 3
1 . 8 5 7
2 . 0 0 3
6 . 9 1 4
7 . 6 9 8
0 . 0 9 7 7
0 . 0 9 3 6
0 . 0 0 8 0  
0 . 0 0 7 7
3 . 0 2 6
3 . 2 4 9
0 . 0 4 2 8
0 . 0 3 9 5
0 . 0 0 3 5
0 . 0 0 3 2
1 . 6 0 4
1 . 7 0 8
0 . 4 1 7
0 . 4 4 4
2 . 1 2 6
2 . 2 6 4
9 .  2 1 9  
1 0 . 6 4 1
0 . 0 9 9 4  
0 . 1 0 1 2
0 . 0 0 8 1
0 . 0 0 8 3
4 . 2 6 8
5 . 1 0 1
0 . 0 4 6 0
0 . 0 4 8 5
0 . 0 0 3 8  
0 . 0 0 4 0
1 . 9 0 3
2 . 1 0 4
0 . 4 9 5
0 . 5 4 7
2 . 5 2 3
2 . 7 8 9
1 3 . 2 3 9
1 5 . 5 9 3
0 . 1 0 1 4
0 . 0 9 7 7
0 . 0 0 8 3  
0 . 0 0 8 0  j
6 . 5 1 7
7 . 5 4 5
0 . 0 4 9 9
0 . 0 4 7 3
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 3 9
2 . 2 9 0
2 . 5 3 2
0 . 5 9 5
0 . 6 5 8
3 . 0 3 6
3 . 3 5 7
1 7 . 5 0 5
2 0 . 2 5 1
0 . 0 9 2 6
0 . 0 8 7 6
0 . 0 0 7 6  j 8 . 1 3 6  
0 . 0 0 7 2  9 . 0 2 9
0 . 0 4 3 0
0 . 0 3 9 1
0 . 0 0 3 5
0 . 0 0 3 2
2 . 6 7 7
2 . 8 9 5
0 . 6 9 6
0 . 7 5 2
3 . 5 4 9
3 . 8 3 8
2 2 . 8 5 0
2 7 . 7 5 4
0 . 0 8 8 5
0 . 0 9 1 9
0 . 0 0 7 2  I 
0 . 0 0 7 5  !
1 0 . 4 4 6
1 3 . 4 7 3
0 . 0 4 0 4  
0 . 0 4 4 6
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 7
T able 4 .5  SWATH1-C4 Tem.=14.6°C
U (m /s) FN R N /106 RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 . 5 0 1
0 . 6 9 9
0 . 1 3 0
0 . 1 8 2
0 . 6 6 4
0 . 9 2 7
0 . 7 3 6
1 . 2 2 6
0 . 0 7 5 4
0 . 0 6 4 5
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 4 9
- 0 . 0 4 8
- 0 . 1 8 0
- 0 . 0 0 4 9
- 0 . 0 0 9 5
- 0 . 0 0 0 4  
- 0 . 0 0 0 7
0 . 8 9 9
1 . 1 0 3
0 . 2 3 4
0 . 2 8 7
1 . 1 9 2
1 . 4 6 2
3 . 6 7 8
8 . 3 8 5
0 . 1 1 6 9
0 . 1 7 7 1
0 . 0 0 8 9
0 . 0 1 3 5
1 . 4 8 8
5 . 2 4 2
0 . 0 4 7 3
0 . 1 1 0 7
0 . 0 0 3 6  
0 . 0 0 8 4
1 . 2 0 0
1 . 2 5 6
0 . 3 1 2
0 . 3 2 6
1 . 5 9 1
1 . 6 6 5
1 1 . 8 6 6
1 2 . 2 5 9
0 . 2 1 1 7
0 . 1 9 9 7
0 . 0 1 6 1
0 . 0 1 5 2
8 . 2 1 8
8 . 3 0 2
0 . 1 4 6 6
0 . 1 3 5 2
0 . 0 1 1 1  
0 . 0 1 0 3
1 . 3 0 6
1 . 4 0 3
0 . 3 3 9
0 . 3 6 5
1 . 7 3 1
1 . 8 6 0
1 1 . 7 6 8
1 0 . 5 4 3
0 . 1 7 7 3
0 . 1 3 7 6
0 . 0 1 3 5
0 . 0 1 0 5
7 . 5 2 8
5 . 7 2 7
0 . 1 1 3 4
0 . 0 7 4 8
0 . 0 0 8 6
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 4 5 2
1 . 4 9 9
0 . 3 7 7
0 . 3 9 0
1 . 9 2 5
1 . 9 8 7
9 . 9 3 0
1 0 . 7 3 9
0 . 1 2 1 0
0 . 1 2 2 8
0 . 0 0 9 2
0 . 0 0 9 3
4 . 8 1 1
5 . 3 2 2
0 . 0 5 8 6
0 . 0 6 0 9
0 . 0 0 4 5  
0 . 0 0 4 6
1 . 5 9 6
1 . 6 9 0
0 . 4 1 5
0 . 4 3 9
2 . 1 1 6
2 . 2 4 0
1 1 . 4 2 5
1 2 . 8 4 7
0 . 1 1 5 2
0 . 1 1 5 6
0 . 0 0 8 8
0 . 0 0 8 8
5 . 3 6 9
6 . 1 4 2
0 . 0 5 4 2
0 . 0 5 5 3
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 4 2
1 . 9 0 2
2 . 0 6 9
0 . 4 9 4
0 . 5 3 8
2 . 5 2 1
2 . 7 4 3
1 5 . 6 9 1
1 7 . 6 5 3
0 . 1 1 1 4
0 . 1 0 6 0
0 . 0 0 8 5
0 . 0 0 8 1
7 . 4 1 3
8 . 0 3 2
0 . 0 5 2 6
0 . 0 4 8 2
0 . 0 0 4 0  
0 . 0 0 3 7
2 . 1 0 6
2 . 3 0 5
0 . 5 4 7
0 . 5 9 9
2 . 7 9 2
3 . 0 5 6
1 8 . 0 9 4
2 0 . 3 5 0
0 . 1 0 4 8
0 . 0 9 8 4
0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 0 7 5
8 . 1 6 4
8 . 6 8 0
0 . 0 4 7 3
0 . 0 4 2 0
0 . 0 0 3 6  
0 . 0 0 3 2
2 . 4 4 2
2 . 5 0 6
2 . 6 9 7
2 . 9 0 9
0 . 6 3 5
0 . 6 5 1
0 . 7 0 1
0 . 7 5 6
3 . 2 3 7
3 . 3 2 2
3 . 5 7 5
3 . 8 5 6
2 2 . 0 6 6
2 2 . 9 4 8
2 6 . 4 7 9
3 1 . 8 7 3
0 . 0 9 5 1
0 . 0 9 3 9
0 . 0 9 3 5
0 . 0 9 6 8
0 . 0 0 7 2
0 . 0 0 7 1
0 . 0 0 7 1
0 . 0 0 7 4
9 . 1 2 6
9 . 3 9 5
1 1 . 0 1 9  
1 4 . 1 6 6
0 . 0 3 9 3
0 . 0 3 8 4
0 . 0 3 8 9  
0 . 0 4 3 0
0 . 0 0 3 0  
0 . 0 0 2 9
0 . 0 0 3 0  
0 . 0 0 3 3
O
Table 4.6 SWATHl-c5 Tem.=14.6 C
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U(m/s) FN R N / 1 0 6 RT(N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 . 4 9 3
0 . 7 0 3
0 . 1 2 8  1 0 . 6 5 4  j 0 . 6 3 7  
0 . 1 8 3  1 0 . 9 3 2  1 1 . 4 2 2
0 . 0 6 2 9
0 . 0 6 9 0
0 . 0 0 4 5
0 . 0 0 4 9
- 0 . 2 7 6
- 0 . 2 7 5
- 0 . 0 2 7 2
- 0 . 0 1 3 3
- 0 . 0 0 1 9
- 0 . 0 0 1 0
0 . 9 1 4
1 . 0 9 6
0 . 2 3 8  ! 1 . 2 1 2  4 . 7 5 6  
0 . 2 8 5  ' 1 . 4 5 3  | 1 0 . 1 9 9
0 . 1 3 6 6
0 . 2 0 3 6
0 . 0 0 9 7  
0 . 0 1 4 5
2 . 0 6 6
6 . 4 9 5
0 . 0 5 9 3  
0 . 1 2 9 7
0 . 0 0 4 2
0 . 0 0 9 3
1 . 2 0 5  
1 .  2 9 6
0 . 3 1 3  1 1 . 5 9 7  j 1 4 . 6 1 2  j 0 . 2 4 1 4  
0 . 3 3 7  . 1 . 7 1 8  | 1 4 . 9 0 7  0 . 2 1 2 9
0 . 0 1 7 2
0 . 0 1 5 2
1 0 . 2 3 3
9 . 9 2 5
0 . 1 6 9 0  
0 . 1 4 1 7
0 . 0 1 2 1  
0 . 0 1 0 1
1 . 4 0 0
1 . 4 9 9
0 . 3 6 4  1 1 . 8 5 6  i 1 2 . 7 9 8  { 0 . 1 5 6 6  
0 . 3 9 0  1 . 9 8 7  | 1 2 . 5 0 4  j 0 . 1 3 3 5
0 . 0 1 1 2
0 . 0 0 9 5
7 . 0 8 7
6 . 0 5 7
0 . 0 8 6 7  
0 . 0 6 4 7
0 . 0 0 6 2  
0 . 0 0 4 6
1 . 6 0 0
1 . 6 9 5
0 . 4 1 6  • 2 . 1 2 1  ! 1 2 . 9 9 4  1 0 . 1 2 1 7  
0 . 4 4 0  j 2 . 2 4 7  ! 1 4 . 3 1 8  j 0 . 1 1 9 5
0 . 0 0 8 7
0 . 0 0 8 5
5 . 7 5 7
6 . 3 0 0
0 . 0 5 3 9  
0 . 0 5 2 6
0 . 0 0 3 9
0 . 0 0 3 8
1 . 8 9 7
2 . 0 9 7
0 . 4 9 3  j 2 . 5 1 5  j 1 6 . 9 1 7  j 0 . 1 1 2 7  
0 . 5 4 5  | 2 . 7 8 0  i 2 0 . 7 4 2  j 0 . 1 1 3 1
0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 0 8 1
7 . 1 2 2
9 . 0 3 3
0 . 0 4 7 5
0 . 0 4 9 3
0 . 0 0 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 5
2 . 3 0 7  | 0 . 6 0 0  j 3 . 0 5 8  | 2 5 . 7 4 3  j 0 . 1 1 6 0 0 . 0 0 8 3 1 1 . 8 6 2 0 . 0 5 3 5 0 . 0 0 3 8
T able 4 .7  SWATH1-C6 Ton. =14.6°C
0  Cm/s-) FN R N /1 0 6 RT(N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 . 4 9 2
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 1 2 8
0 . 1 8 2
0 . 6 5 2
0 . 9 3 1
0 . 5 3 9
1 . 0 7 9
0 . 0 6 1 8
0 . 0 6 0 7
0 . 0 0 5 1
0 . 0 0 5 0
- 0 . 0 7 0
- 0 . 0 6 1
- 0 . 0 0 8 0
- 0 . 0 0 3 4
- 0 . 0 0 0 7
- 0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 9 0 0
1 . 1 0 2
0 . 2 3 4
0 . 2 8 6
1 . 1 9 3
1 . 4 6 1
2 . 3 5 4
6 . 0 0 7
0 . 0 8 0 6
0 . 1 3 7 2
0 . 0 0 6 6
0 . 0 1 1 2
0 . 5 8 4
3 . 4 7 2
0 . 0 2 0 0
0 . 0 7 9 3
0 . 0 0 1 6  
O'. 0 0 6 5
1 . 2 0 4
1 . 2 9 8
0 . 3 1 3
0 . 3 3 7
1 . 5 9 6
1 . 7 2 1
8 . 4 3 4
8 . 0 9 1
0 . 1 6 1 4
0 . 1 3 3 2
0 . 0 1 3 2
0 . 0 1 0 9
5 . 4 6 6
4 . 6 9 8
0 . 1 0 4 6
0 . 0 7 7 4
0 . 0 0 8 6
0 . 0 0 6 3
1 . 4 0 3
1 . 5 0 8
0 . 3 6 5
0 . 3 9 2
1 . 8 6 0
1 . 9 9 9
7 . 3 5 5
7 . 9 9 3
0 . 1 0 3 7
0 . 0 9 7 5
0 . 0 0 8 5
0 . 0 0 8 0
3 . 4 5 7
3 . 5 5 9
0 . 0 4 8 7
0 . 0 4 3 4
0 . 0 0 4 0
0 . 0 0 3 6
1 . 6 0 5
1 . 6 9 9
0 . 4 1 7
0 . 4 4 2
2 . 1 2 8
2 . 2 5 2
9 . 0 7 1
1 0 . 1 9 9
0 . 0 9 7 7
0 . 0 9 8 0
0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 0 8 0
4 . 1 1 5
4 . 7 1 2
0 . 0 4 4 3
0 . 0 4 5 3
0 . 0 0 3 6
0 . 0 0 3 7
1 . 9 3 2
2 . 0 9 5
2 . 3 0 0
2 . 5 0 3
2 . 6 8 2
2 . 8 0 7
0 . 5 0 2
0 . 5 4 4
0 . 5 9 8
0 . 6 5 0
0 . 6 9 7  
0 .  7 2 9
2 . 5 6 1
2 . 7 7 7
3 . 0 4 9
3 . 3 1 8
3 . 5 5 6  
3 .  7 2 1
1 3 . 1 9 0
1 5 . 0 5 4
1 7 . 1 1 3
2 0 . 1 5 3
2 3 . 0 4 6  
2 5 . 2 5 3
0 . 0 9 8 1
0 . 0 9 5 2
0 . 0 8 9 8
0 . 0 8 9 3
0 . 0 8 8 9
0 . 0 8 8 9
0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 0 7 8
0 . 0 0 7 4
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 7 3  
0 . 0 0 7 3
6 . 2 8 4
7 . 0 6 8
7 . 6 7 0
9 . 1 6 1
1 0 . 6 0 0
1 1 . 7 4 4
0 . 0 4 6 7
0 . 0 4 4 7
0 . 0 4 0 2
0 . 0 4 0 6
0 . 0 4 0 9
0 . 0 4 1 4
0 . 0 0 3 8  
, 0 . 0 0 3 7
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 4
2 . 9 4 5 0 .  7 6 5 3 .  9 0 4 2 8 . 7 3 5 0 . 0 9 1 9 0 . 0 0 7 5
1 4 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 4 4 8 0 . 0 0 3 7
Table 4.8 SWATH1-C7 Tem.=14.3°C
U (m / s ) FN RN/106 RT(N) CT. V I CT.S
1
RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 .  5 0 1  
0 . 6 9 4
0 . 8 9 6
1 . 1 0 3
0 . 1 3 0  
0 . 1 8 0
0 . 2 3 3
0 . 2 8 7
0 . 6 6 4  
0 .  9 2 0
1 . 1 8 8  
1 . 4 6 2
0 . 6 3 7
1 . 2 2 6
3 . 5 8 0
8 . 2 8 7
0 . 0 6 5 3
0 . 0 6 5 4
0 . 1 1 4 6
0 . 1 7 5 0
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 8 7
0 . 0 1 3 3
- o . 1 4 7  
- 0 . 1 6 2
1 . 4 0 3  
5 . 1 4 4
- 0 . 0 1 5 0  
- 0 . 0 0 8 6
0 . 0 4 4 9  
0 . 1 0 8 6
- 0 . 0 0 1 1
- 0 . 0 0 0 7
0 . 0 0 3 4
0 . 0 0 8 3
1 . 1 9 6
1 . 2 5 6
0 . 3 1 1
0 . 3 2 6
1 . 5 8 6
1 . 6 6 5
1 1 . 4 7 4
1 1 . 8 6 6
0 . 2 0 6 1
0 . 1 9 3 3
0 . 0 1 5 7
0 . 0 1 4 7
7 . 8 4 7
7 . 9 1 0
0 . 1 4 1 0  
0 . 1 2 8 8
0 . 0 1 0 7
0 . 0 0 9 8
1 . 2 9 8
1 . 4 1 7
0 . 3 3 7
0 . 3 6 8
1 . 7 2 1  
1 . 8 7 9
1 1 . 3 7 6
1 0 . 6 4 1
0 . 1 7 3 5
0 . 1 3 6 2
0 . 0 1 3 2
0 . 0 1 0 3
7 . 1 8 2  
5 . 7 4 0
0 . 1 0 9 5  
0 . 0 7 3 4
0 . 0 0 8 3
0 . 0 0 5 6
1 . 4 4 8  
1 . 5 0 9
0 .  3 7 6  
0 . 3 9 2
1 .  9 2 0
2 .  0 0 0
1 0 . 2 4 8  
1 0 . 7 3 9
0 . 1 2 5 6
0 . 1 2 1 2
0 . 0 0 9 5
0 . 0 0 9 2
5.  155  
5 . 2 5 8
0 . 0 6 3 2  
0 . 0 5 9 3
0 . 0 0 4 8  
0 . 0 0 4 5
1 . 5 9 5
1 . 7 1 0
0 . 4 1 4
0 . 4 4 4
2 . 1 1 4  
2 .  2 6 7
1 1 . 2 7 8
1 3 . 1 9 0
0 . 1 1 3 9
0 . 1 1 5 9
0 . 0 0 8 7
0 . 0 0 8 8
5 .  2 2 9  
6 . 3 4 3
0 . 0 5 2 8
0 . 0 5 5 7
0 . 0 0 4 0
0 . 0 0 4 2
1 . 9 0 6
2 . 0 9 6
0 . 4 9 5
0 . 5 4 5
2 . 5 2 7
2 . 7 7 9
1 5 . 0 5 4
1 7 . 2 6 0
0 . 1 0 6 5  
0 . 1 0 0 9  ^
0 . 0 0 8 1
0 . 0 0 7 7
6 . 7 4 4
7 . 4 1 4
0 . 0 4 7 7
0 . 0 4 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 6
0 . 0 0 3 3
2 . 3 2 4
2 . 5 0 1
0 . 6 0 4
0 . 6 5 0
3 . 0 8 1
3 . 3 1 6
2 0 . 0 0 6
2 1 . 8 2 1
0 . 0 9 5 2
0 . 0 8 9 6
0 . 0 0 7 2
0 . 0 0 6 8
8 . 1 6 4
8 . 3 1 5
0 . 0 3 8 8
0 . 0 3 4 2
0 . 0 0 3 0
0 . 0 0 2 6
2 . 7 1 6
2 . 8 9 2
0 . 7 0 6  
0 .  7 5 2
3 . 6 0 1
3 . 8 3 4
2 5 . 2 5 3
3 0 . 1 5 7
0 . 0 8 8 0
0 . 0 9 2 6
0 . 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 7 0
9 . 5 9 7
1 2 . 6 3 5
0 . 0 3 3 4
0 . 0 3 8 8
0 . 0 0 2 5
0 . 0 0 3 0
T ab le  4 .9  SWATH1-C8 Tem.=14.2°C
U (m /s ) FN R N /10G | RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR.S
0 . 4 9 9
0 . 5 9 8
0 . 1 2 2  
0 . 1 4 6
0 .  7 4 9  
0 . 8 9 8
0 . 5 3 9
0 . 7 8 5
0 . 0 5 5 4
0 . 0 5 6 1
0 . 0 0 4 4
0 . 0 0 4 4
- 0 . 1 4 5
- 0 . 1 5 7
- 0 . 0 1 4 9
- 0 . 0 1 1 2
- 0 . 0 0 1 2
- 0 . 0 0 0 9
0 . 6 9 8
0 . 8 0 6
0 . 1 7 0
0 . 1 9 7
1 . 0 4 8  1 1 . 1 2 8
1 . 2 1 0  i 1 . 6 1 8
0 . 0 5 9 2
0 . 0 6 3 7
0 . 0 0 4 7
0 . 0 0 5 0
- 0 . 1 0 9
0 . 0 2 2
- 0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 0 9
- 0 . 0 0 0 5
0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 9 0 0
0 . 9 9 8
0 . 2 2 0
0 . 2 4 4
1 . 3 5 1
1 . 4 9 8
3 . 1 8 7
4 . 0 2 1
0 . 1 0 0 7
0 . 1 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 7 9
0 . 0 0 8 1
1 . 2 4 6
1 . 6 8 8
0 . 0 3 9 4
0 . 0 4 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 1
0 . 0 0 3 4
1 . 0 6 6
1 . 0 9 8
0 . 2 6 0
0 . 2 6 8
1 . 6 0 0
1 . 6 4 8
4 . 1 1 9
4 . 6 5 8
0 . 0 9 2 8
0 . 0 9 8 9
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 7 8
1 . 4 9 6
1 . 8 9 4
0 . 0 3 3 7
0 . 0 4 0 2
0 . 0 0 2 7
0 . 0 0 3 2
1 . 2 0 4
1 . 2 4 2
0 . 2 9 4
0 . 3 0 3
1 . 8 0 8  ! 8 . 0 4 2  
1 . 8 6 5  ! 9 . 4 1 5
0 . 1 4 2 0
0 . 1 5 6 2
0 . 0 1 1 2
0 . 0 1 2 3
4 . 7 8 4
5 . 9 7 1
0 . 0 8 4 5
0 . 0 9 9 1
0 . 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 7 8
1 . 3 1 3
1 . 3 8 2
0 . 3 2 1
0 . 3 3 7
1 . 9 7 1
2 . 0 7 5
9 . 7 5 8
8 . 8 7 5
0 . 1 4 4 8
0 . 1 1 8 9
0 . 0 1 1 4
0 . 0 0 9 4
5 . 9 5 5
4 . 7 0 8
0 . 0 8 8 4
0 . 0 6 3 1
0 . 0 0 7 0
0 . 0 0 5 0
1 . 5 0 0
1 . 6 0 5
0 . 3 6 6  i 2 . 2 5 2  | 7 . 9 4 4  
0 . 3 9 2  j 2 . 4 1 0  ■ 8 . 6 7 9
0 . 0 9 0 3
0 . 0 8 6 2
0 . 0 0 7 1
0 . 0 0 6 8
3 . 1 2 0
3 . 2 3 4
0 . 0 3 5 5
0 . 0 3 2 1
0 . 0 0 2 8
0 . 0 0 2 5
1 . 6 9 6
1 . 8 9 2
2 . 0 8 8
2 . 3 0 6
0 . 4 1 4  ! 2 . 5 4 6  j l 0 . 0 0 3  
0 . 4 6 2  i 2 . 8 4 0  ; 1 3 . 1 4 1
0.51o1 3 . 1 3 5  ! l 5 . 8 8 7
0 . 5 6 3  | 3 . 4 6 2  0 . 8 . 8 7 8
0 . 0 8 9 0 '
0 . 0 9 3 9
0 . 0 9 3 3
0 . 0 9 0 9
0 . 0 0 7 0
0 . 0 0 7 4
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 7 2
3 . 9 9 3
5 . 8 3 0
7 . 1 6 1
8 . 4 4 7
0 . 0 3 5 5
0 . 0 4 1 7
0 . 0 4 2 0
0 . 0 4 0 7
0 . 0 0 2 8
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 2
2 . 5 0 8
2 . 6 9 5
2 . 9 0 7
n r
0 . 6 1 2  1 3 . 7 6 5  ' 2 0 . 6 9 3  
0 . 6 5 8  | 4 . 0 4 6  1 2 3 . 1 4 5
C. 7 1 0  | 4 . 3 6 4  j26 . 6 7 5
0 . 0 8 4 2
. 0 . 0 8 1 5
0 . 0 6 0 8
0 . 0 0 6 6  
0 . 0 0 6 4  
------------- ---
0 . 0 0 6 4
8 . 5 6 1
9 . 3 3 5
1 0 . 8 4 7
0 . 0 3 4 8
0 . 0 3 2 9
0 . 0 3 2 6
0 . 0 0 2 7
0 . 0 0 2 6
0 . 0 0 2 6  i
Table 4.10 SWATH1-C9 Tem.=14.4°C
156
U (m/s-) 1 FN
j
R N/106 | r t (NJ CT. V CT.S RR (N ) CR. V CR. S |
0 . 4 9 9
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 1 2 2  
0 .  1 7 1
0 .  7 4 9
1 .  0 5 4
1 0 . 7 3 6  
| 1 . 4 7 1
0 . 0 7 0 6
0 . 0 7 1 3
0 . 0 0 5 2  
0 . 0 0 5 3
- 0 . 1 0 6  
- 0 . 0 6 0
- 0 . 0 1 0 1  
- 0 . 0 0 2 9
1 1 
- 0 . 0 0 0 7  |
0 . 9 0 1
0 . 9 3 9
1 . 0 0 1
1 . 0 4 8
0 .  2 2 9
0 .  2 4 4  
0 .  2 5 6
1 . 4 1 0
1 . 5 0 3  
1 .  5 7 3
4 . 4 1 3
5 . 3 9 4
6 . 3 7 5
6 . 2 2 7
0 . 1 2 9 9  
0 . 1 4 6 2
0 . 1 5 2 0
0 . 1 3 5 5
0 . 0 0 9 6  
0 . 0 1 0 8
0 . 0 1 1 2  
0 . 0 1 0 0
2 . 0 3 6
2 . 8 3 7
3 . 5 1 1
3 . 1 2 2
0 . 0 5 9 9  
0 . 0 7 6 9
0 . 0 8 3 7  
0 . 0 6 7 9
0 . 0 0 4 4  
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 6 2  
0 . 0 0 5 0
1 .  1 0 0  
1 . 2 0 4
-------------
0 . 2 9 4
1 . 6 5 1
1 . 8 0 8
6 . 6 6 9
1 0 . 5 4 3
0 . 1 3 1 7
0 . 1 7 3 8
0 . 0 0 9 7  
0 . 0 1 2 8
3 . 2 8 5
6 . 5 7 0
0 . 0 6 4 9  
0 . 1 0 8 3
0 . 0 0 4 8  
0 . 0 0 8 0
1 .  2 5 8  
1 . 3 0 1
0 . 3 0 7  
0 . 3 1 8
1 .  8 8 9  
1 . 9 5 3
1 2 . 6 0 2
1 3 . 4 8 5
0 . 1 9 0 3  
0 . 1 9 0 4
0 . 0 1 4 0  
0 . 0 1 4 0
8 . 3 0 8
8 . 9 2 6
0 . 1 2 5 4  
0 . 1 2 6 0
0 . 0 0 9 2  
0 . 0 0 9 3
1 .  3 9 3  
1 . 5 0 3
0 . 3 4 0  
0 .  3 6 7
2 .  0 9 1  
2 .  2 5 6
1 2 . 8 9 6
1 1 . 1 3 1
0 . 1 5 8 8 -  
0 . 1 1 7 7
0 . 0 1 1 7
0 . 0 0 8 7
7 .  7 4 9  
5 .  2 3 8
0 . 0 9 5 4
0 . 0 5 5 4
0 . 0 0 7 0  
0 . 0 0 4 1
1 . 5 5 2
1 . 6 1 9
0 .  3 7 9  
0 . 3 9 5
2 . 3 3 0
2 . 4 3 1
1 0 . 7 8 8
1 1 . 2 7 8
0 . 1 0 7 0  1 . 0 . 0 0 7 9  
0 . 1 0 2 8  | 0 . 0 0 7 6
4 . 5 4 9
4 . 5 5 1
0 . 0 4 5 1
0 . 0 4 1 5
0 . 0 0 3 3  
0 . 0 0 3 1
1 . 7 1 1  j 
1 . 9 0 5  1
i
0 . 4 1 8
0 . 4 6 5
2 . 5 6 9
2 . 8 6 0
1 2 . 6 0 2
1 5 . 4 4 6
0 . 1 0 2 9  | 
0 . 1 0 1 7  |
0 . 0 0 7 6
0 . 0 0 7 5
5 . 1 7 8
6 . 4 5 3
0 . 0 4 2 3
0 . 0 4 2 5
0 . 0 0 3 1
0 . 0 0 3 1
2 . 1 0 4  j 
2 . 3 3 3
0 . 5 1 4  
0 .  5 7 0
3 . 1 5 9  
3 . 5 0 3
1 8 . 0 9 4
2 0 . 5 9 5
0 . 0 9 7 7  | 
0 . 0 9 0 4  ;
0 . 0 0 7 2
0 . 0 0 6 7
7 .  3 5 3  
7 . 6 7 2
0 . 0 3 9 7
0 . 0 3 3 7
0 . 0 0 2 9  
0 . 0 0 2 5
2 . 5 0 0  1 J . C 1 C  : 
2 . 7 1 8  i 0 . 6 6 4  j
3 .  7 5 3  
4 . 0 3 1
2 2 . 7 5 2  
2 6 . 0 8 7
0 . 0 8 7 0  ! 
0 . 0 8 4 4  |
0 . 0 0 6 4  | 
0 . 0 0 6 2  :
8 . 1 2 5  ! 
9 . 0 9 3
0 . C 3 1 1
0 . 0 2 9 4
C. 0 0 2 3  j 
0 . 0 0 2 2
2 . 8 9 0  |
. . . . . . .  i
0 . 7 0 6  ; 4 . 3 3 9 2 9 . 4 2 1 0 . 0 8 4 2  !i 0 . 0 0 6 2  j 1 0 . 4 4 8 0 . 0 2 9 9 0 . 0 0 2 2
Table 4.11 SWATH1-C10 Tem.=l4.1°C
43 Cm /s) FN
6
R N /10 RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR. V CR. S
0 . 4 9 3
0 . 7 0 3
0 . 1 2 0
0 . 1 7 2
0 . 7 4 0
1 . 0 5 5
0 . 7 3 6
1 . 3 7 3
0 . 0 7 2 3
0 . 0 6 6 4
0 . 0 0 5 3
0 . 0 0 4 9
- 0 . 0 8 8
- 0 . 1 6 2
- 0 . 0 0 8 7
- 0 . 0 0 7 8
- 0 . 0 0 0 6  
- 0 . 0 0 0 6
0 . 9 0 1
0 . 9 4 6
0 . 2 2 0
0 . 2 3 1
1 . 3 5 3
1 . 4 2 0
4 . 2 6 6  ! 0 . 1 2 5 6  
5 . 4 9 2  ! 0 . 1 4 6 6
0 . 0 0 9 3
0 . 0 1 0 8
1 . 8 8 9
2 . 9 0 1
0 . 0 5 5 6
0 . 0 7 7 5
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 0 0 1
1 . 0 9 8
0 . 2 4 4
0 . 2 6 8
1 . 5 0 3
1 . 6 4 8
6 . 1 2 9  j 0 . 1 4 6 2  
6 . 6 6 9  j 0 . 1 3 2 2
0 . 0 1 0 8
0 . 0 0 9 7
3 . 2 6 6
3 . 2 9 6
0 . 0 7 7 9
0 . 0 6 5 3
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 4 8
1 . 1 9 2
1 . 2 6 2
0 . 2 9 1
0 . 3 0 8
1 . 7 9 0
1 . 8 9 5
9 . 9 5 4
1 2 . 3 0 8
0 . 1 6 7 4
0 . 1 8 4 7
0 . 0 1 2 3
0 . 0 1 3 6
6 . 0 5 2
7 . 9 8 9
0 . 1 0 1 8
0 . 1 1 9 9
0 . 0 0 7 5
0 . 0 0 8 8
1 . 3 1 4
1 . 4 0 4
0 . 3 2 1
0 . 3 4 3
1 . 9 7 3
2 . 1 0 8
1 3 . 2 3 9
1 2 . 6 0 2
0 . 1 8 3 2
0 . 1 5 2 8
0 . 0 1 3 5
0 . 0 1 1 3
8 . 6 0 0
7 . 3 8 2
0 . 1 1 9 0
0 . 0 8 9 5
0 . 0 0 8 8
0 . 0 0 6 6
1 . 5 0 6
1 . 6 0 5
1 . 7 0 9
1 . 8 9 8
2 . 0 9 7
2 . 3 4 7
2 . 5 1 0
2 . 6 9 4
0 . 3 6 8
0 . 3 9 2
0 . 4 1 7
0 . 4 6 3
0 . 5 1 2
0 . 5 7 3
0 . 6 1 3
0 . 6 5 8
2 . 2 6 1
2 . 4 1 0
2 . 5 6 6
2 . 8 4 9
3 . 1 4 8
3 . 5 2 4
3 . 7 6 8
4 . 0 4 4
1 1 . 5 2 3
1 1 . 7 6 8
1 2 . 7 9 8
1 5 . 2 9 9
1 7 . 9 4 7
2 0 . 3 9 9
2 2 . 8 0 1
2 6 . 2 3 4
0 . 1 2 1 4
0 . 1 0 9 2
0 . 1 0 4 7
0 . 1 0 1 5
0 . 0 9 7 5
0 . 0 8 8 5
0 . 0 8 6 5  
0 . 0 8 6 4
0 . 0 0 8 9
0 . 0 0 8 0
0 . 0 0 7 7  
0 . 0 0 7 5
' 0 . 0 0 7 2
0 . 0 0 6 5
0 . 0 0 6 4  
0 . 0 0 6 4
5 . 6 1 0
5 . 1 4 5
5 . 3 9 0
6 . 3 6 5
7 . 2 7 0
7 . 3 3 6
8 . 0 6 9
9 . 5 0 8
0 . 0 5 9 1
0 . 0 4 7 7
0 . 0 4 4 1
0 . 0 4 2 2
0 . 0 3 9 5
0 . 0 3 1 8
0 . 0 3 0 6
0 . 0 3 1 3
0 . 0 0 4 4
0 . 0 0 3 5
0 . 0 0 3 2
0 . 0 0 3 1
0 . 0 0 2 9  
0 . 0 0 2 3
0 . 0 0 2 3  
0 . 0 0 2 3
Table 4.12 SWATH1-C11 Tem.=14.6°C
157
U (m/'s ) FN RN/106 RT(N) CT.V J  CT.S
RR (N) j CR.V j  CR.S
0 . 4 9 6  
0 .  7 0 8
0 . 1 2 9  
0 . 1 8 4
0 . 6 5 8
0 . 9 3 9
0 . 4 9 0
0 . 7 3 6
0 . 0 5 5 2  
0 . 0 4 0 7
0 . 0 0 4 5  
0 . 0 0 3 3
- 0 . 1 2 9
- 0 . 4 2 2
- 0 . 0 1 4 5
- 0 . 0 2 3 3
- 0 . 0 0 1 2
0 . 9 0 3
1 . 1 0 4 0 . 2 8 7 1 . 4 6 4
1 . 4 7 1
4 . 9 0 4
0 . 0 5 0 1  
0 . 1 1 1 5
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 9 1
- 0 . 3 0 8
2 . 3 5 9
- 0 . 0 1 0 5  
0 . 0 5 3 7
- 0 . 0 0 0 9
1 . 2 0 4
1 . 3 0 1 0 . 3 3 8
1 . 5 9 6
1 . 7 2 4
7 . 2 5 7
5 . 8 8 4
0 . 1 3 8 9  
0 . 0 9 6 5
0 . 0 1 1 4
0 . 0 0 7 9
4 . 2 9 0
2 . 4 7 9
0 . 0 8 2 1
0 . 0 4 0 7
0 . 0 0 6 7  
0 . 0 0 3 3
1 . 4 0 0
1 . 5 0 0
0 . 3 6 4  
0 .  3 9 0
1 . 8 5 6
1 . 9 8 9
4 . 7 0 7
5 . 4 9 2
0 . 0 6 6 6  
0 . 0 6 7 7
0 . 0 0 5 5
0 . 0 0 5 5
0 . 8 2 3
1 . 0 9 9
0 . 0 1 1 6
0 . 0 1 3 5
0 . 0 0 1 0  
0 . 0 0 1 1
1 . 6 0 0
1 . 7 0 3
0 . 4 1 6
0 . 4 4 3
2 . 1 2 1
2 . 2 5 8
6 . 7 1 8
8 . 1 8 9
0 . 0 7 2 8  
0 . 0 7 8 3
0 . 0 0 6 0
0 . 0 0 6 4
1 . 7 9 0
2 . 6 7 7
0 . 0 1 9 4  
0 . 0 2 5 6
0 . 0 0 1 6  
0 . 0 0 2 1
1 . 8 9 6
2 . 0 9 6
0 . 4 9 3
0 . 5 4 5
2 . 5 1 4
2 . 7 7 9
1 0 . 5 9 2
1 1 . 3 2 7
0 . 0 8 1 8
0 . 0 7 1 5
0 . 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 5 9
3 . 9 1 4
3 . 3 3 4
0 . 0 3 0 2
0 . 0 2 1 1
0 . 0 0 2 5  
0 . 0 0 1 7
2 . 3 2 8
2 . 5 0 5
0 . 6 0 5
0 . 6 5 1
3 . 0 8 6
3 . 3 2 1
1 3 . 1 4 1
1 3 . 8 2 8
0 . 0 6 7 3 '
0 . 0 6 1 1
0 . 0 0 5 5
0 . 0 0 5 0
3 .-4 9 1
2 . 8 2 0
0 . 0 1 7 9
0 . 0 1 2 5
0 . 0 0 1 5
0 . 0 0 1 0
2 . 6 7 0
2 . 8 6 7
0 . 6 9 4  
0 .  7 4 5
3 . 5 4 0
3 . 8 0 1
1 4 . 7 1 1  | 0 . 0 5 7 3
1 6 . 4 2 7  1 0 . 0 5 5 5
1
0 . 0 0 4 7
0 . 0 0 4 5
2 . 3 6 4
2 . 3 9 3
0 . 0 0 9 2
0 . 0 0 8 1
0 . 0 0 0 8
0 . 0 0 0 7
T able 4 .13 SWATH1-C1C Tem.=15.0°C
U (m /s ) FN R N /1 0 6 RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR. S
0 . 4 9 7
0 . 7 0 0
0 . 1 2 9  1 0 . 6 5 9  
0 . 1 8 2  0 . 9 2 8
0 . 6 3 7
1 . 0 7 9
0 . 0 6 6 3
0 . 0 5 6 6
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 4 3
- 0 . 1 3 6
- 0 . 3 3 0
- 0 . 0 1 4 1
- 0 . 0 1 7 3
- 0 . 0 0 1 1
- 0 . 0 0 1 3
0 . 9 0 2
1 . 1 0 1
0 . 2 3 4
0 . 2 8 6
1 . 1 9 6
1 . 4 6 0
2 . 4 5 2
6 . 5 7 1
0 . 0 7 7 4
0 . 1 3 9 3
0 . 0 0 5 9
0 . 0 1 0 6
0 . 2 4 9
3 . 4 3 8
0 . 0 0 7 9
0 . 0 7 2 9
0 . 0 0 0 6
0 . 0 0 5 5
1 . 1 9 9
1 . 2 5 3
0 . 3 1 2
0 . 3 2 6
1 . 5 8 9
1 . 6 6 1
1 0 . 0 0 3
1 0 . 2 9 7
0 . 1 7 8 8
0 . 1 6 8 5
0 . 0 1 3 6
0 . 0 1 2 8
6 . 3 6 1
6 . 3 5 8
0 . 1 1 3 7
0 . 1 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 8 6
0 . 0 0 7 9
1 . 3 0 0
1 . 3 5 3
0 . 3 3 8
0 . 3 5 2
1 . 7 2 3
1 . 7 9 4
9 . 5 1 3
8 . 0 9 1
0 . 1 4 4 7
0 . 1 1 3 6
0 . 0 1 1 0
0 . 0 0 8 6
5 . 3 0 9
3 . 5 7 6
0 . 0 8 0 8
0 . 0 5 0 2
0 . 0 0 6 1
0 . 0 0 3 8
1 . 4 0 1
1 . 4 9 9
0 . 3 6 4
0 . 3 9 0
1 . 8 5 7
1 . 9 8 7
7 . 3 5 5
7 . 4 5 3
0 . 0 9 6 3
0 . 0 8 5 2
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 6 5
2 . 5 5 2
2 . 0 3 7
0 . 0 3 3 4
0 . 0 2 3 3
0 . 0 0 2 5
0 . 0 0 1 8
1 . 6 0 3
1 . 7 0 2
0 . 4 1 7
0 . 4 4 2
2 . 1 2 5  
2 . 2 5 6
8 . 4 8 3
9 . 7 0 9
0 . 0 8 4 8
0 . 0 8 6 1
0 . 0 0 6 4
0 . 0 0 6 5
2 . 3 8 0
2 . 5 1 8
0 . 0 2 3 8
0 . 0 2 5 9
0 . 0 0 1 8
0 . 0 0 2 0
1 . 9 0 1
2 . 1 0 2
0 . 4 9 4  
0 .  5 4 6
2 . 5 2 0
2 . 7 8 7
1 1 . 8 1 7
1 3 . 2 3 9
0 . 0 8 4 0
0 . 0 7 7 0
0 . 0 0 6 4
0 . 0 0 5 9
3 . 5 4 7
3 . 3 4 3
0 . 0 2 5 2
0 . 0 1 9 4
0 . 0 0 1 9
0 . 0 0 1 5
2 . 2 9 9
2 . 5 0 3
0 . 5 9 7
0 . 6 5 0
3 .  0 4 8  
3 . 3 1 8
1 4 . 5 1 4
1 5 . 6 4 2
0 . 0 7 0 6
0 . 0 6 4 2
0 . 0 0 5 4  
0 . 0 0 4 9
2 . 8 9 9
2 . 1 1 7
0 . 0 1 4 1
0 . 0 0 8 7
0 . 0 0 1 1
0 . 0 0 0 7
2 . 7 0 4
2 . 9 1 9
0 .  7 0 3  
0 . 7 5 9
3 . 5 8 5
3 . 8 7 0
1 7 . 8 9 8
1 9 . 6 1 4
0 . 0 6 2 9
0 . 0 5 9 1
0 . 0 0 4 8
0 . 0 0 4 5
2 . 3 6 6
1 . 7 9 7
0 . 0 0 8 3
0 . 0 0 5 4
0 . 0 0 0 6
0 . 0 0 0 4
Table 4.14 SWATH1-C2C Tem.=14.9°C
158
U ( m / s ) FN RN/106 RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR. S
0 . 5 0 4
0 . 7 0 5
0 . 1 3 1  
0 . 1 8 3
0 . 6 6 8  
0 .  9 3 5
0 .  7 8 5  
1 . 4 7 1
0 . 0 7 4 1
0 . 0 7 1 0
0 . 0 0 5 3  
0 . 0 0 5 1
- 0 . 1 6 5
- 0 . 2 3 4
- 0 . 0 1 5 5
- 0 . 0 1 1 3
- 0 . 0 0 1 1
- 0 . 0 0 0 8
0 . 8 9 5
1 . 0 9 8 0 . 2 8 5
1 . 1 8 7
1 . 4 5 6
3 . 9 2 3
9 . 1 2 1
0 . 1 1 7 5
0 . 1 8 1 4
0 . 0 0 8 4
0 . 0 1 3 0
1 . 3 3 0
5 . 4 0 4
0 . 0 3 9 8
0 . 1 0 7 5
0 . 0 0 2 8
0 . 0 0 7 7
1 .  1 9 9  
1 .  2 5 3
0 . 3 1 2
0 . 3 2 6
1 . 5 9 0
1 . 6 6 1
1 2 . 4 5 5  
1 3 . 3 8 7
0 . 2 0 7 8
0 . 2 0 4 5
0 . 0 1 4 8  
0 . 0 1 4 6
8 . 1 1 4
8 . 6 9 4
0 . 1 3 5 4  
0 . 1 3 2 8
0 . 0 0 9 7
0 . 0 0 9 5
1 . 3 0 9
1 . 3 9 9
0 . 3 4 0  
0 .  3 6 4
1 .  7 3 5  
1 .  8 5 5
1 2 . 8 4 7
1 0 . 6 4 1
0 . 1 7 9 8
0 . 1 3 0 4
0 . 0 1 2 8  
0 . 0 0 9 3
7 . 7 7 7
4 . 9 3 7
0 . 1 0 8 9  
0 . 0 6 0 5
0 . 0 0 7 8  
0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 4 9 9
1 . 6 0 1
0 . 3 9 0
0 . 4 1 6
1 . 9 8 7
2 . 1 2 2
9 . 3 1 7
9 . 9 5 4
0 . 0 9 9 4
0 . 0 9 3 1
0 . 0 0 7 1  
0 . 0 0 6 6
2 . 8 7 0  
2 .  7 0 9
0 . 0 3 0 6
0 . 0 2 5 3
0 . 0 0 2 2
0 . 0 0 1 8
1 . 6 9 8
1 . 8 9 7
0 . 4 4 1
0 . 4 9 3
2 . 2 5 1
2 . 5 1 5
1 1 . 1 3 1
1 3 . 2 8 8
0 . 0 9 2 6
0 . 0 8 8 6
0 . 0 0 6 6
0 . 0 0 6 3
3 . 0 8 8
3 . 4 9 3
0 . 0 2 5 7  
0 . 0 2 3 3
0 . 0 0 1 8
0 . 0 0 1 7
2 . 0 9 8
2 . 3 0 1
0 . 5 4 5
0 . 5 9 8
2 . 7 8 1  
3 .  0 5 0
1 4 . 9 5 6
1 6 . 4 2 7
0 . 0 8 1 5
0 . 0 7 4 4
0 . 0 0 5 8
0 . 0 0 5 3
3 . 2 3 6
2 . 6 0 9
0 . 0 1 7 6
0 . 0 1 1 8
0 . 0 0 1 3
0 . 0 0 0 8
2 . 4 9 1
2 . 6 9 6
0 . 6 4 7
0 . 7 0 1
3 . 3 0 2
3 . 5 7 4
1 8 . 2 9 0
2 0 . 9 3 8
0 . 0 7 0 7
0 . 0 6 9 1
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 4 9
2 . 3 7 0
2 . 6 0 1
0 . 0 0 9 2
0 . 0 0 8 6
0 . 0 0 0 7
0 . 0 0 0 6
2 . 9 0 8  j 0 . 7 5 6 3 . 8 5 5 2 3 . 3 9 0 0 . 0 6 6 3  - 0 . 0 0 4 7 2 . 3 9 4 0 . 0 0 6 8 0 . 0 0 0 5
T ab le  4 .15 SWATH1-C3C Tem.=14.9°C
U (m /s) FN RN/IO^ RT (N)
1
j CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR. S
0 . 5 0 8
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 1 3 2
0 . 1 8 2
0 . 6 7 3
0 . 9 3 1
0 . 4 4 1
0 . 7 3 6
0 . 0 4 7 4
0 . 0 4 1 4
0 . 0 0 3 9
0 . 0 0 3 4
- 0 . 2 0 3
- 0 . 4 0 4
- 0 . 0 2 1 9
- 0 . 0 2 2 8
- Q . 0 0 1 8
- 0 . 0 0 1 9
0 . 9 0 3
1 . 1 0 0
0 . 2 3 5
0 . 2 8 6
1 . 1 9 7
1 . 4 5 8
1 . 3 7 3
4 . 5 1 1
0 . 0 4 6 7
0 . 1 0 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 8
0 . 0 0 8 5
- 0 . 4 0 7
1 . 9 8 4
- 0 . 0 1 3 8
0 . 0 4 5 5
- 0 . 0 0 1 1
0 . 0 0 3 7
1 . 2 0 4
1 . 2 9 5
0 . 3 1 3
0 . 3 3 7
1 . 5 9 6
1 . 7 1 7
6 . 5 2 2
5 . 7 3 7
0 . 1 2 4 8
0 . 0 9 4 9
0 . 0 1 0 2
0 . 0 0 7 8
3 . 5 5 4
2 . 3 5 8
0 . 0 6 8 0
0 . 0 3 9 0
0 . 0 0 5 6
0 . 0 0 3 2
1 . 4 0 9
1 . 5 0 2
0 . 3 6 6
0 . 3 9 0
1 . 8 6 8
1 . 9 9 1
5 . 3 9 4
5 . 6 8 8
0 . 0 7 5 4
0 . 0 7 0 0
0 . 0 0 6 2
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 4 6 6
1 . 2 8 6
0 . 0 2 0 5
0 . 0 1 5 8
0 . 0 0 1 7
0 . 0 0 1 3
1 . 6 2 2
1 . 7 1 7
0 . 4 2 1  
0 - 4 4 6
2 . 1 5 0
2 / 2 7 6
6 . 9 6 3
8 . 0 9 1
0 . 0 7 3 4
0 . 0 7 6 1
0 . 0 0 6 0
0 . 0 0 6 2
1 . 9 1 2
2 . 4 9 9
0 . 0 2 0 2
0 . 0 2 3 5
0 . 0 0 1 7  
.. 0 . 0 0 1 9
1 . 9 0 2
2 . 0 9 6
0 . 4 9 4
0 . 5 4 5
2 . 5 2 1
2 . 7 7 9
9'.  3 1 7  
1 0 . 6 4 1
0 . 0 7 1 5
0 . 0 6 7 2
0 . 0 0 5 9
0 . 0 0 5 5
2 . 6 0 1
2 . 6 4 8
0 . 0 1 9 9
0 . 0 1 6 7
0 . 0 0 1 6
0 . 0 0 1 4
2 . 3 0 4
2 . 5 0 5
0 . 5 9 9
0 . 6 5 1
3 . 0 5 4
3 . 3 2 1
1 1 . 9 6 5
1 3 . 0 4 3
0 . 0 6 2 5
0 . 0 5 7 7
0 . 0 0 5 1
0 . 0 0 4 7
2 . 4 9 2
2 . 0 3 5
0 . 0 1 3 0
0 . 0 0 9 0
0 . 0 0 1 1
0 . 0 0 0 7
2 . 7 0 3
2 . 8 9 1
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 7 5 1
3 . 5 8 3
3 . 8 3 3
1 4 . 2 2 0
1 5 . 8 3 8
0 . 0 5 4 0
0 . 0 5 2 6
0 . 0 0 4 4
0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 5 9 8
1 . 5 9 3
0 . 0 0 6 1
0 . 0 0 5 3
0 . 0 0 0 5  
0 , 0 0 0 4  1
Table 4.16 SWATH1-C4C Tem.=15.0 C
159
U ( m / s ) FN
------------
R N / 1 0 6 P.T ( N ) CT.  V
1
j C T . S ! RR (N)
i
C R . V C R . S
0 . 5 0 1
0 . 6 9 9
0 . 1 3 0  
0 . 1 8 2
0 . 6 6 4
0 . 9 2 7
0 . 6 3 7
1 . 0 3 0
0 . 0 6 5 3
0 . 0 5 4 2
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 4 1
| - 0 . 1 4 7  
- 0 . 3 7 6
- 0 . 0 1 5 0  
- 0 . 0 1 9 8
- 0 . 0 0 1 1  
- 0 . 0 0 1 5
0 . 8 9 8
1 . 1 1 2 0 . 2 8 9
1 .  1 9 0  
1 . 4 7 4
2 . 0 5 9
5 . 9 8 2
0 . 0 6 5 6
0 . 1 2 4 3
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 9 4
j - 0 . 1 2 6  
! 2 . 7 9 4
- 0 . 0 0 4 0
0 . 0 5 8 1
- 0 . 0 0 0 3  
0 . 0 0 4 4
1 . 2 0 3
1 . 3 0 3
0 . 3 1 3
0 . 3 3 9
1 . 5 9 5
1 . 7 2 7
8 . 8 7 5
8 . 3 8 5
0 . 1 5 7 6
0 . 1 2 6 9
0 . 0 1 2 0
0 . 0 0 9 6
5 . 2 1 0
4 . 1 6 2
0 . 0 9 2 5  
0 . 0 6 3 0
0 . 0 0 7 0  
0 .  0 0 4 8
1 . 4 0 3
1 . 5 0 5
0 .  3 6 5  
0 . 3 9 1
1 . 8 6 0  
1 . 9 9 5
7 . 9 4 4
7 . 9 9 3
0 . 1 0 3 7
0 . 0 9 0 7
0 . 0 0 7 9
0 . 0 0 6 9
3 . 1 2 8  
2 .  5 3 8
0 . 0 4 0 8  
0 . 0 2 8 8
0 . 0 0 3 1  
0 . 0 0 2 2
1 . 6 0 0  
1 .  7 0 9
0 . 4 1 6
0 . 4 4 4
2 .  1 2 1  
2 .  2 6 6
8 .  7 2 8  
9 . 2 6 8
0 . 0 8 7 6
0 . 0 8 1 5
0 . 0 0 6 7 ^  2 . 6 4 5  
0 . 0 0 6 2  | 2 . 4 2 7
0 . 0 2 6 6  
0 . 0 2 1 4
0 . 0 0 2 0  
0 . 0 0 1 6
1 . 9 2 0
2 . 1 2 0
0 . 4 9 9  
0 .  5 5 1
2 . 5 4 5
2 . 8 1 0
1 1 . 3 2 7
1 2 . 3 5 7
0 . 0 7 9 0
0 . 0 7 0 6
0 . 0 0 6 0
0 . 0 0 5 4
2 .  9 0 8  
2 . 3 0 8
0 . 0 2 0 3  
0 . 0 1 3 2
0 . 0 0 1 5
0 . 0 0 1 0
2 . 3 0 6
2 . 5 1 0
0 . 5 9 9
0 . 6 5 2
3 . 0 5 7
3 . 3 2 8
1 3 . 5 3 4
1 5 . 2 9 9
0 . 0 6 5 4
0 . 0 6 2 4
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 4 7
1 . 8 5 5  
1 .  7 0 6
0 . 0 0 9 0  
0 . 0 0 7 0
0 . 0 0 0 7
0 . 0 0 0 5
2 . 6 7 3
2 . 8 9 9
0 . 6 9 5
0 . 7 5 3
3 . 5 4 4
3 . 8 4 3
1 6 . 8 1 9
1 8 . 5 8 4
0 . 0 6 0 5
0 . 0 5 6 8
0 . 0 0 4 6
0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 6 0 5
0 . 9 8 6
0 . 0 0 5 8  
0 . 0 0 3 0
0 . 0 0 0 4  
0 . 0 0 0 2
T able 4.17 SWATH1-C5C Tem.=15.1*0
U (m /s) FN R N /106 RT (N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR.S
0 . 4 9 2
0 . 5 9 5
0 . 1 2 0
0 . 1 4 5
0 . 7 3 9
0 . 8 9 3
0 . 5 8 8
0 . 7 8 5
0 . 0 5 8 1
0 . 0 5 3 0
0 . 0 0 4 3
0 . 0 0 3 9
- 0 . 2 3 2
- 0 . 3 6 0
- 0 . 0 2 2 9  
- 0 . 0 2 4 3
- 0 . 0 0 1 7
- 0 . 0 0 1 8
0 . 7 0 2
0 . 8 0 0
0 . 1 7 1  
0 . 1 9 5
1 . 0 5 4
1 . 2 0 1
0 . 9 3 2
1 . 3 2 4
0 . 0 4 5 2
0 . 0 4 9 4
0 . 0 0 3 3
0 . 0 0 3 6
- 0 . 5 9 9
- 0 . 6 0 3
- 0 . 0 2 9 1  
- 0 . 0 2 2 5
- 0 . 0 0 2 1
- 0 . 0 0 1 7
0 . 9 0 5
1 . 0 0 7
0 . 2 2 1
0 . 2 4 6
1 . 3 5 9  
1 .  5 1 2
3 . 3 8 3
3 . 9 2 3
0 . 0 9 8 7
0 . 0 9 2 4
0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 0 0 6 8
0 . 9 8 8
1 . 0 2 9
0 . 0 2 8 8  
0 . 0 2 4 2
0 . 0 0 2 1  
0 .  0 0 1 8
1 . 1 0 1  
1 . 2 0 3
0 . 2 6 9
0 . 2 9 4
1 . 6 5 3
1 . 8 0 6
4 . 3 1 5
7 . 6 0 0
0 . 0 8 5 1
0 . 1 2 5 5
0 . 0 0 6 3
0 . 0 0 9 2
0 . 9 2 6
3 . 6 3 4
0 . 0 1 8 2
0 . 0 6 0 0
0 . 0 0 1 3
0 . 0 0 4 4
1 . 2 6 8
1 . 3 1 0
0 . 3 1 0
0 . 3 2 0
1 . 9 0 4
1 . 9 6 7
9 . 1 7 0
1 0 . 1 5 0
0 . 1 3 6 3
0 . 1 4 1 3
0 . 0 1 0 0
0 . 0 1 0 4
4 . 8 1 5
5 . 5 3 6
0 . 0 7 1 6  
0 . 0 7 7 1
0 . 0 0 5 3
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 4 0 1
1 . 5 0 8
0 . 3 4 2
0 . 3 6 8
2 . 1 0 3  
2 . 2 6 4
9 . 3 1 7
8 . 3 3 6
0 . 1 1 3 4
0 . 0 8 7 6
0 . 0 0 8 4
0 . 0 0 6 5
4 . 1 1 7
2 . 4 0 8
0 . 0 5 0 1  
0 . 0 2 5 3
0 . 0 0 3 7
0 . 0 0 1 9
1 . 5 9 7
1 . 6 9 5
0 . 3 9 0
0 . 4 1 4
2 . 3 9 8
2 . 5 4 5
8 . 8 2 6
9 . 3 1 7
0 . 0 8 2 7
0 . 0 7 7 5
0 . 0 0 6 1
0 . 0 0 5 7
2 . 2 6 1
2 . 0 1 6
0 . 0 2 1 2
0 . 0 1 6 8
0 . 0 0 1 6
0 . 0 0 1 2
1 . 7 2 6
1 . 9 0 2
0 . 4 2 1
0 . 4 6 4
2 . 5 9 1
2 . 8 5 5
" 9 . 8 5 6  
1 0 . 9 8 4
0 . 0 7 9 1
0 . 0 7 2 6
0 . 0 0 5 8
0 . 0 0 5 3
2 . 3 1 6
2 . 0 1 6
0 . 0 1 8 6  
0 . 0 1 3 3
0 . 0 0 1 4  
0 . 0 0 1 0
2 . 1 0 5  
z . 3 0 0
2 . 4 9 2
2 . 6 9 1
0 . 5 1 4
0 . 5 6 2
0 . 6 0 9
0 . 6 5 7
3 . 1 6 0
3 . 4 5 3
3 . 7 4 1
4 . 0 4 0
1 3 . 1 4 1
1 4 . 3 1 8
1 5 . 7 8 9  
1 7 . 3 5 8
0 . 0 7 0 9  
C. GG4 7
0 . 0 6 0 8  
0 . 0 5 7 3
0 . 0 0 5 2
0 . 0 0 4 8
0 . 0 0 4 5
0 . 0 0 4 2
2 . 3 9 1
1 . 2 4 6  
0 . 6 6 6
0 . 0 1 2 9  
0 . 0 0 7 e
0 . 0 0 4 8  
0 . 0 0 2 2
0 .  0 0 1 0  
0 . 0 0 0 6
0 . 0 0 0 4
0 . 0 0 0 2
2 . 9 0 6 0 . 7 1 0 4 . 3 6 3 2 0 . 7 4 2 0 . 0 5 8 7 0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 5 8 0 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 0 0 0 3
O
Table 4.18 SWATH1-C11C Tern.=14,2 C
lb(
U(m/s) FN RN/106 RT(N) CT. V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR.S
0 . 5 1 1
0 . 6 0 7
0 .  1 2 5  
0 .  1 4 8
0 . 7 6 7  
0 .  9 1 1
0 . 3 9 2
0 . 5 8 8
0 . 0 3 5 9
0 . 0 3 8 2
0 . 0 0 2 6
0 . 0 0 2 8
- 0 . 4 8 5
- 0 . 5 9 7
- 0 . 0 4 4 3
- 0 . 0 3 8 7
- 0 . 0 0 3 3
- 0 . 0 0 2 9
0 . 7 0 5
0 . 8 0 3
0 . 1 7 2
0 . 1 9 6
1 .  0 5 8  
1 . 2 0 6
0 . 6 8 6
1 . 2 7 5
0 . 0 3 3 0
0 . 0 4 7 2
0 . 0 0 2 4
0 . 0 0 3 5
- 0 . 8 5 6
- 0 . 6 6 5
- 0 . 0 4 1 1
- 0 . 0 2 4 6
- 0 . 0 0 3 0
- 0 . 0 0 1 8
0 . 8 9 7
0 . 9 4 9
0 . 2 1 9
0 . 2 3 2
1 . 3 4 7
1 . 4 2 5
3 . 0 4 0
3 . 2 3 6
0 . 0 9 0 3
0 . 0 8 5 9
0 . 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 6 3
0 . 6 8 2
0 . 6 3 1
0 . 0 2 0 2  
0 . 0 1 6 7
0 . 0 0 1 5
0 . 0 0 1 2
1 . 0 0 0
1 . 0 9 9
0 .  2 4 4
0 .  2 6 8
1 . 5 0 1  
1 . 6 5 0
3 . 5 3 1
3 . 9 2 3
0 . 0 8 4 4
0 . 0 7 7 6
0 . 0 0 6 2
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 6 7 2
0 . 5 4 4
0 . 0 1 6 1
0 . 0 1 0 8
0 . 0 0 1 2
0 . 0 0 0 8
1 . 2 0 4
1 . 2 4 8
0 .  2 9 4  
0 . 3 0 5
1 . 8 0 8
1 . 8 7 4
7 . 3 5 5
8 . 3 3 6
0 . 1 2 1 2
0 . 1 2 7 9
0 . 0 0 8 9
0 . 0 0 9 4
3 . 3 8 3  
4 . 1 0 2
0 . 0 5 5 8
0 . 0 6 2 9
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 4 6
1 . 3 0 2
1 . 3 1 2
0 . 3 1 8  
0 .  3 2 0
1 . 9 5 5
1 . 9 7 0
9 . 4 1 5
1 0 . 0 0 3
0 . 1 3 2 7
0 . 1 3 8 9
0 . 0 0 9 8
0 . 0 1 0 2
4 . 8 5 0
5 . 3 7 6
0 . 0 6 8 4
0 . 0 7 4 6
0 . 0 0 5 0
0 . 0 0 5 5
1 . 4 0 5
1 . 5 1 0
0 . 3 4 3
0 . 3 6 9
2 . 1 0 9  
2 . 2 6 7
9 . 8 0 7
9 . 0 2 2
0 . 1 1 8 7
0 . 0 9 4 6
0 . 0 0 8 7
0 . 0 0 7 0
4 . 5 8 1
3 . 0 8 1
0 . 0 5 5 5
0 . 0 3 2 3
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 2 4
1 . 6 2 5
1 . 6 9 4
0 . 3 9 7
0 . 4 1 4
2 . 4 4 0
2 . 5 4 3
9 . 2 1 9
9 . 3 1 7
0 . 0 8 3 4
0 . 0 7 7 6
' 0 . 0 0 6 1  
0 . 0 0 5 7
2 . 4 4 7
2 . 0 2 4
0 . 0 2 2 1
0 . 0 1 6 9
0 . 0 0 1 6
0 . 0 0 1 2
1 . 9 0 5
2 . 0 9 5
0 . 4 6 5
0 . 5 1 2
2 . 8 6 0
3 . 1 4 5
1 0 . 9 8 4
1 2 . 0 6 3
0 . 0 7 2 3
0 . 0 6 5 7
0 . 0 0 5 3
0 . 0 0 4 8
1 . 9 9 1
1 . 4 0 4
0 . 0 1 3 1
0 . 0 0 7 6
0 . 0 0 1 0
0 . 0 0 0 6
2 . 3 0 6
2 . 5 0 5
0 . 5 6 3
0 . 6 1 2
3 . 4 6 2  
3 .  7 6 1
1 3 . 9 2 6
1 5 . 6 9 1
0 . 0 6 2 6
0 . 0 5 9 8
0 . 0 0 4 6
0 . 0 0 4 4
1 . 2 7 0
1 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 3 9
0 . 0 0 0 4  
0 . 0 0 0 3  
______ _____ l.
2 .7 'Z ti 
2 . 8 9 3
0 . 6 6 6  
0 . 7 0 6
4 . 0 9 6
4 . 3 4 3
1 7 . 1 6 2
2 0 . 0 0 6
0 . 0 5 5 1
0 . 0 5 7 1
0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 0 0 4 2
0 . 0 5 6
0 . 9 9 8
0. 0*j 02 
0 . 0 0 2 8
o . o o o c
0 . 0 0 0 2
T able 4.19 SWATH1-C11CS Tem.=15.0°C
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F ig  4 .4 3 -a  SWATH1-C2 under way(1.25m/s)
Fig.4.43-b SWATH1-C1C under way(l.25m/s)
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F ig  4 .4 3 -c  SWATH1-C5 under way(1.6m/s) 
F ig  4 .4 3 -a ,b ,c  In te r fe re n c e  Wave Systems
F ig  4 .44  S in g le  H ull C11CS under way(1.5m/s)
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4 3 _SWATH1 MODEL RESISTANCE AND MOTION TN UNIFORM WAVES
One o f the most publicised merits of SWATH ships is their ability to sustain 
speed without much loss in rough weather. However, due to the lack of design data, an 
exact estim ation of power increase or speed loss due to the resistance augmentation in 
rough w eather is hardly possible at the present time. There are very few papers 
published concerning the power increase of SWATH ships in rough weather.
Based on full scale test results at service power, it is reported that the speed loss 
of the 'M ESA 80' was less than 2 percent of maximum in sea state 4[66,75]. Using 
the SW ATH6-DTN SRD C Model 5737-A, Yeh et al[76] predicted both mean added 
resistance and mean added power in rough water from measurements in regular, head 
waves based on the linear superposition principle at three speeds. Also, they proved the 
validity of the predictions by showing close agreement with irregular wave experimental 
data. A ccording to the results, it can be seen that the added resistance and the added 
pow er are both nearly proportional to the wave height with a slope which increases 
with the speed. This indicates that they are both functions of the speed and wave height. 
Based on the DTNSRDC results, MacGregor[77] estimated the power increase in rough 
w eather o f a 2400 tonne SWATH ship designed at the Dept. According to his results, 
the power increase is significant as the wave height increases, ie, more than 10 percent 
in sea state o f 4( See Fig.4.47).
Since the two above results are contradictory and this added power is of prime 
importance in estimating the design power margin of SWATH ships in rough weather, 
studies into the added resistance in regular waves were conducted with the SW ATH 1 
model which was used for the calm water resistance study as presented in section 4.2. 
Total resistances as well as motions were measured in uniform, head waves at two 
settings of the spacing between the centrelines of two demihulls (SW ATH 1-C5 and 
C8). C5 and C8 are the condition numberings for the equivalent calm water tests as 
shown in Table 4.2. Both conditions have the same draft (twice the diam eter of the 
body) and the non-dimensional spacings between the centrelines of two demihulls are 
Bj =0.762 for C5 and 0.947 for C8.
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R egular wave experim ents were conducted with SW ATH 1-C5 at 4 wave 
frequencies o f 0.45, 0.83, 1.02 and 1.17hz which correspond to ratios o f wave length 
to body length o f 5.11, 1.5, 1.0 and 0.75, respectively. Two to four wave heights were 
used foi each wave length to study the effect of wave steepness on the resistance of the 
SW A TH  m odel. 5 to 15 speeds were run at each condition. Heaving, pitching and 
surging were measured and compared with the computational results from the computer 
program  SW ATHL which was developed at the Laboratory[85]. M ean sinkages and 
trims were also measured and compared with the results in calm water.
Tests with SW ATH1-C8 were jointly conducted with D jatm iko as part of a 
seakeeping investigation[73] and the results were made available for the present 
purpose. T hese tests covered a range of frequencies from  0.3 to 1.6hz, which 
correspond to ratios o f wave length to model length o f 11.5 to 0.4. The speeds covered 
are 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0m/s which correspond to Froude num ber based on the body 
length o f 0.13, 0.26, 0.39 and 0.52. Two sets o f wave heights were used to find a 
relationship  betw een motion responses and the wave height as well as between the 
added resistance and the wave height.
Instead o f using the load cell towing system used for the previous calm water tests 
o f the SW ATH 1 model which was not free to surge(as m entioned in section 4.2.2), a 
pendulum  type of dynamometer was used to allow the model to move back and forth in 
waves. Using this system, still water resistances were measured again for SW ATH 1- 
C5 and C8 and compared to those tested previously.
It is reported that there is little difference in added resistance between that obtained 
by the constant towing force technique and that obtained by the constant speed 
technique. The latter is much easier to perform and the results are more reliable and 
accurate[78 ,79]. Hence, the constant speed technique was used to m easure the 
resistances in waves. The added resistance is then derived by subtracting the still water
resistance from the resistance in waves.
From  the present study with the tandem strut SWATH 1 model, very interesting 
and im portant results are found. There is little increase in the added resistance as speed 
increases. Further, in the supercritical zone, as the wave height increases, the resistance 
decreases(by as much as 24%) over the speed range o f F n= 0 .31-0.39 due to the
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complicated hydrodynamic interferences. These findings seem to be very valuable in the 
applications o f SW ATH ships to naval combatants where the speed loss is of prime 
im portance. All the results are reported in Ref. [65] and this section is taken from the 
reference.
4.3.1 Description of Model SWATH1
The description o f the SW ATH 1 model are made in section 4.2.1. In order to keep 
consistency  w ith the calm  water tests, turbulence stim ulation devices were not 
introduced for this model.
4.3.2 Instrumentation
Instead o f using the load cell towing system used previously for the calm water 
tests o f SW ATH1 m odel which was not free to surge, a pendulum  type o f 
dynamom eter was used to allow the model to move back and forth in waves. The model 
was towed using a nylon cord yoke which was attached to two fore struts at 5 cm above 
the still water level which was 3cm higher than the previous one in order to avoid the 
waves touching the towing pulley. Resistances were transmitted via the pulley to the 
paper placed on the rotating drum of the dynamometer by a piano wire attached to the 
end o f the yoke. The model was free to heave, trim and surge, but restricted in yaw and 
sway using four vertical guiding rods in order to keep the model on course with 
m inimum  restraint. The model towing arrangement is illustrated in Fig.4.48.
Since the different towing systems and different towing heights would result in 
d ifferent resistance m easurements, the calm water resistances were again measured 
using the new system and compared with the previous results. F igs.4.49and 4.50 
show that there is little difference in the two results for both SW ATH 1-C5 and C8. 
Sinkages and trims were not recorded in the previous tests and consequently no 
com parison is possible. However., the trims tor the both towing system s may be 
different from  each other due to the two different towing heights. Therefore, as 
m entioned in section 4.2, it can be concluded that below the speed where green water
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occurs or severe spray sheets develop, sinkage and trim do not affect much to the 
increase in resistance .
Tw o LV D T(Linear Variable D ifferential Transform er) vertical displacem ent 
transducers attached to the gantry of the carnage above the model were used to measure 
the heave and pitch responses. As can be seen in Fig.4.48, one LVDT was positioned 
above the bow of the model and the other above the stem of the model. Both of these 
were connected by piano wires to the centres of the bow and stem transverse beams, 
respectively, so that the distance between the two transducers was 0.785m. These 
LV D Ts were positioned vertically and their w eights were balanced so that any 
acceleration being induced on the transform ers during the m odel m otions could be 
eliminated. The heave and pitch responses were recorded on the pen recorder through a 
special am plifier which sums and differences the signals from the two transducers to 
produce outputs proportional to the heave and pitch movements of the model. In order 
to rem ove any error in heave due to surge, the model was kept oscillating(surging) 
around the original stationary position(LVDTs positioned vertically) by placing the 
proper weights on the pendulum. This was achieved without any difficulty since the 
calm  w ater resistance was already known. However, in some cases, the run was 
repeated so as to place the proper weights in waves. The surge response was read off 
from the magnitude of the resistance curve oscillation due to the oncoming wave.
The regular waves were created by a parabolic plunger type of wave maker driven 
by an electronically controlled hydraulic pump and measured by capacitance wave 
probes.There is inevitably some tank wall effects due to the finite tank width and 
accordingly waves are slightly attenuated as they travel along the tank. Hence, three 
wave probes were placed on a bridge across the tank located close to the wave maker 
and arranged in such a way ( B/2, B/3 and B/4 from the tank wall side where B is the 
tank width) that any changes in the wave patterns due to the finite tank width can be 
noted. Mean wave height was taken from the three readings. Typical records of wave 
probes, pitching, heaving, surging and resistance in waves are shown in Fig.4.51.
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4.3.3 Calibration Procedures
4.3.3.1 Calibration ofLV D Ts
Using the pen recorder, zero readings were taken from the still water condition. 
The piano wires connected to the front and stem of the model were then displaced ±5 
cm  using calibration gauges attached to the vertical tubes of the transducers and the 
new readings were recorded. Thus, calibration factors for the pitch and heave were 
calculated from the pen recorder.
4.3.3.2 Calibration o f wave probes
Zero readings were obtained with the wave probes in still water. The bridge 
m ounting the wave probes was then lifted by 5 cm on both sides of the tank and a new 
reading for each probe was taken. Thus a calibration factor for each probe was found.
Before the first test run of each day, calibrations for the two LVDT transducers as 
well as for the wave probes were performed to account for changes due to the 
atmosphere surrounding the devices, ie temperature, humidity, current and voltage etc.
The water temperature in the towing tank was measured at the depth of two-thirds 
of the m odel draft once every hour and the mean value of these readings was taken for 
each condition. Between runs, an interval ol about 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the 
velocity and imm ersed depth of the model and the wave frequency, was required to 
allow the w ater to calm down. Just prior to each run, the tide in the tank water was 
measured at midtank using a float and taken account of in the carnage speed.
4.3.4 Analysis and Discussions
4.3.4.1 Record analysis
The pitch angle 0 is calculated as 0 = ta n '1 (amplitude o f the pitch from the pen
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recorder/78.5cm ) where 78.5 cm is the distance between the front and stem LVDT 
transducers.
The surge, heave and pitch are nondimensionalised as follows:
xa z, 6 X ' = ‘ Z' = y -  © ’ = ____iL_
^  Ca« / g
(4.1)
where xa , za and 0a are the amplitudes of the surge and heave in metres and pitch in 
degrees, respectively, and coe is the encounter wave frequency in rad/sec.
The wave frequency is non-dimensionalised as
coco = -
y ^  (4.2)
where L  is the characteristic length of the model and the body length(Lb) is used. 
The added resistance is nondimensionalised as
<,..... R»
AW 2„ l / 3pgCav
(4.3)
where Ra w  added resistance due to the oncoming waves. Instead o f using the 
breadth o f the model as usually used for monohull ships, the displacem ent volume is 
used for the purpose of the present study.
4.3.4.2 Discussions
The still water resistance of SWATH 1-C5 is plotted versus Froude Number in 
F ig .4 .52  th rough  4 .55 together with the resis tances in w aves. In long 
w aves(V L b= 5.11), see Fig.4.52, the resistance increases are very small for the two 
waves whose steepnesses are both comparatively small. The resistance increase is about 
0.5%  at Fn=0.548 for A./£w =171.0 and about 2.5% at Fn=0.543 for A/£w =98.4. At 
k /L b= 1 .0  as shown in Fig.4.54, it can be seen that the resistance decreases around 
Fn=0.31-0.39 as the wave height increases. It is worthwhile noting that the resistance 
decreases by as much as 24% at Fn=0 326 for A./£,w--15-0. This decrease can be also 
seen in the same speed range at A./L{->=1.5 and 0.75, respectively, as shown in
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Figs.4.53 and 4.55. Fig.4.56 is redrawn from Fig.4.54 over the speed range where the 
resistance decrease occurs. From the figure, it can be seen that as the wave height 
increases, the resistance decreases systematically with the tendancy that the resistance 
peak shifts to the slower speeds and that the hollow and hump are flattened.
These decreases seem to be caused by very complicated hydrodynamic effects 
between the many components of the model and the oncoming waves, and it is not easy 
to clearly identify the cause. However, some possible reasons are given below, but a 
full explanation will require a considerable theoretical investigation of first and second 
order wave effects.
There are some reports[102,103] that an airfoil(s) attached to the hull can create 
propulsive energy which moves the ship forward. By the same principle, the 
complicated hydrodynamic interferences between the many components of the tandem 
strut SWATH model combined with some motion aspects would create some 
propulsive forces. This is supported by the fact that with the single strut SWATH 3, the 
decrease in resistance did not occur . as will be described in section 4.5. In addition, 
with the tandem strut SWATH2 model which has rectangular cross section bodies with 
rounded comers, the same resistance decrease occurs over nearly the same speed range 
as above. This will be shown in section 4.4 following.
As mentioned in Fig.4.18( see section 4.2.4.2), the large peak around Fn=0.31 is 
caused mostly by the interference wave systems between the fore and aft struts and 
between the struts and the body. These interferences are a function of not only the 
relative distance between the components but also speed. As the model is towed at a 
constant speed through waves, its apparent speed will be increased due to the speed of 
the encountering wave. Hence, this changed speed would possibly affect the wave 
interference systems and consequently, shift the peak to the slower speed as shown in 
Fig.4.53 through 4.55. In addition,the phase shift towards the slower speeds with 
increasing wave height may possibly be attributed to the changed(increased) speed of 
water particles near the model due to the increased surge motion with the increase of the
wave height.
In addition, the decrease in resistance may possibly be understood from the 
curves of sinkage and trim as shown in Figs.4.57 through 4.64. From these figures it
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can be seen that the trim decreases by up to 50% (depending on the speed) as the wave 
height increases. The negative resistance increases over Fn=0.31-0.39 could be partly 
due to the considerably decreased trims over that speed range. At higher speeds above 
Fn=0.39, the resistances are not reduced despite the much reduced trims. This can be 
possibly explained by the fact that the mean sinkages are increased at the higher speeds 
as shown in Figs.4.57 to 4.60, hence creating more resistance. In general, the sinkage 
in waves decreases up to Fn=0.3, and then increases relative to the still water value. 
However, this postulation seems to be less justifiable than the earlier explanations. The 
sinkage and trim are brought about by the ship wanting to keep the forces, caused by 
the pressure distribution around the hull, to be balanced by the internal weight. 
Therefore, in the author's opinion, the decreased resistance caused the different sinkage 
and trim rather than the changed sinkage and trim reduced the resistance. Of course, if 
the ship is towed in a trim condition by force, the resistance will be different from that 
of the ship towed in free mode.
The decrease in resistance cannot be seen at a wave length of X,/£w=5.11 as 
shown in Fig.4.52. This may be explained by the fact that the motions of the model are 
large due to its closeness to the natural frequencies of heave and pitch, 0.588 and 
0.444hz, respectively. These motion responses are shown in Fig 4.71 through 4.82 
together with the surge response.
For comparison, Figs.4.65 and 4.66, taken from ref[ 84], show the
resistances of destroyer D E-1006 and series 60( CB=0-6 ) in calm  w ater and waves 
as a function of Froude N um berat four wave lengths. From  the com parison ot 
the two figures and the results of SWATH1 model, it can be understood that the 
resistance increase of the SWATH model in waves is very m uch less than those
of the m onohull ships.
It is generally found for monohulls that added resistance is propotional to the 
square o f wave height[80]. However, a number of papers which are opposed to the 
square law have been published[81,82,83 ]. If the square law is correct, then all the 
resistances o f a given model at various wave heights but constant wave length can be 
reduced to a single curve when divided by the square of the wave heights.
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The non-dimensional added resistance coefficients are plotted versus Froude 
Number in Figs.4.67 to 4.70 for the four wave lengths tested. The added resistance is 
obtained by subtracting the calm water resistance from the resistance in waves. If the 
speeds tested in calm water and in waves are different from each other, the calm water 
resistance is read off from the curve of measured resistance at the speed tested in 
waves. For convenience of comparing the added resistance of SWATH ships having 
different displacements, the added resistance is non-dimensionalised by p g £ a ^ * ^  
where one third of the power of displacement(V) is used instead of the breadth as 
usually used for the monohull. Also, the concept of breadth for a SWATH is different 
from that of the conventional monohull. From these figures it is difficult to justify the 
use of the square law between the wave height and added resistance for the SWATH 1 
model. The discrepancy is larger at the low frequency of 0.45hz, which is close to the 
pitch resonance, than the other frequencies. This might also be due to the fact that the 
wave steepnesses tested at 0.45hz are comparatively sm all. In general, it is known that 
the square law is less applicable as wave steepness decreases. At the wave length of 
A/Lb= 1.0 as shown in Fig.4.69, the big increase in the added resistance at the top 
speeds for A/£w= 19'(>» 16.7 and 15.0 are due to green water on the deck and front 
cross beam of the model which was observed during the experiments. Except that, it is 
worthwhile noticing that there is little increase in the added resistance in waves as the 
speed increases, even up to the high speed of Fn=0.5. The greatest resistance decreases 
among the tested wave lengths occur at the shortest wave length of A/Lb=0.75.
The non-dimensional motion responses (heaving, pitching and surging) are 
plotted against Froude number in Figs.4.71 through 4.82. Excepting the frequency of 
0.45hz, the motion responses can be seen to be linear with wave height if the ordinate 
scales are kept the same as those in Figs.4.88 through 4.90
The calm water resistance of SWATH 1-C8 is presented versus Froude number in 
Fig.4.83 together with the result of SWATH 1-C5. It can be seen from the figure that 
the narrow spacing(C5) is worse at higher speeds, as expected, with little difference at 
slow speeds. It is interesting to observe the results over the hump and hollow part of 
the speed range. As the spacing decreases, the interference between the two demihulls 
seems to intensify both favourably and unfavourably. Over the hump speed range, C5
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is worse than C8 and the result is reversed over the hollow speed range due to a 
favourable interference between the two demihulls. This spacing effect is stated in more 
detail in the previous calm water experiments. Also, the spacing effect is well 
illustrated in the trim curves as shown in Fig.4.85. The narrow spacing model trims 
more than the wide spacing model and the hump and hollow occur in the same manner 
as in the curve of the resistance but shift to slower speed with the peaks biased. There is 
little difference in the sinkages between the two conditions as shown in Fig.4.84.
The added resistance coefficients of the SWATH 1-C8 are presented against the 
non-dimensional encounter wave frequency for the four speeds tested in Fig.4.86. At 
Fn=0.39, the negative resistance increase can be seen for the first set of wave heights 
and virtually zero increase for the second set. The speed of Fn=0.39 is at the upper end 
of the range where the negative resistance increase occurs, as shown in the earlier 
Fig.4.56 for the SWATH 1-C5. It can be seen from Fig.4.56 that the negative or nearly 
zero increase occurs around the same speed as it does for SWATH 1-C8. The worst 
resistance increase occurs around pitch resonance from which it can be concluded that 
the pitch motion dominantly effects the resistance increases of the SWATH 1 model at 
all the tested speeds. As in the case of SWATH 1-C5, it can be seen from the figure that 
there does not appear to be a square law between the added resistance and wave height.
The heaving, pitching and surging motion responses of the SWATH 1-C8 are 
plotted versus the non-dimensional encounter wave frequency at the four speeds tested 
in Fig.4.87-a. b and c. Figs.4.88 to 4.89 show the comparisons of the results obtained 
for the two sets of wave heights together with the computational results for heaving and 
pitching. The predictions of the 2D-strip theory are higher in the critical zone because 
the damping due to viscosity in the theory is ignored. In the supercritical zone, the two 
results accord well with each other. The heaving and pitching responses as shown in 
Fig 4.88 and 4.89 seem to be linear with wave height (independent of AV^w) except in 
the resonance region. However, it is unlikely that the linearity can be applied to the 
surge motion of the SWATH 1 as shown in Fig.4.90.
Fig 4.91 and 4.92 show the sinkage and trim variations against wave frequency in 
rad/sec which reveals that they are nearly independent of the wave length. This result is 
also reported for the same model but at a wider spacing[72].
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The interference wave systems between the two demihulls affected the resistance 
depending on their closeness to each other as mentioned earlier. Figs.4.93 and 4.94 
show the heave and pitch responses at the three different spacings with the four forward 
speeds. SWATH-Wu, taken from Ref[72], has the widest nondimensional spacing 
(B i=1.132). Since the results of only two to four frequencies were tested for 
SWATH 1-C5 at the four speeds, a clear comparison between them can not be made. 
However, it can be seen from the comparison between the SWATH 1-C8 and-Wu that 
the wide spacing model is subject to less motion responses compared to the narrow 
one, in particular, at the slow speed(Fn=0.130) and at the re-sonance region for all the 
tested speeds.
4.3.5 Conclusions
From the present studies, the following important conclusions can be drawn.
A) The resistance increase of the SWATH model in waves is very much smaller 
than those of the monohull ships. There is little increase in the added resistance as 
speed increases.
B) In the supercritical zone, as the wave height increases, the resistance decreases 
systematically over the speed range of Fn=0.31-0.39 with the tendancy that the 
resistance peak shifts to slower speeds and that the humps and hollows are flattened.
C) The added resistance is not proportional to the square of the wave height. The 
added resistance divided by the square of the wave height decreases as the wave height 
increases.
D) The worst resistance increase in waves occurs around pitch resonance.
E) The sinkage and trim are independent of the wave length but dependent on the
wave height.
F) The trim in waves becomes lower than that in calm water and decreases with 
increasing wave height. The sinkage in waves decreases up to Fn—0.30 and then
increases compared to that in calm water.
G) The narrow spacing model trims more than the wide spacing one with little
difference in the sinkages between them.
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4.-4-SWATH2 MODEL CALM WATER RESISTANCE. AND RESISTANCE
AND MOTION IN UNIFORM WAVF.S
The SW ATH2 model has hulls o f rectangular cross sections with rounded 
com ers and is a tandem  strut configuration. A SW ATH ship with rectangular cross 
section hulls with rounded corners is considered to be prom ising in term s o f draft 
reduction, construction cost and payload which are all drawbacks o f the conventional 
SW ATH ships. Some improvements in motion characteristics may also be expected 
com pared to circular cross section hulls. However, a resistance penalty is expected on 
the rectangular hulled SWATH ship and hence, most SW ATH designers take the view 
that this is too large to offset the benefits. Therefore, in this section, special attention is 
paid to two points. One is to measure the total resistance o f this rectangular hulled 
m odel and to com pare it with theoretical results in order to validate the com puter 
program  previously developed. The other is to compare the test results o f the S W ATH2 
model with those o f the SW ATHI circular hulled model.
Param etric changes of spacing between the centrelines of the two demihulls, the 
spacing between forward and aft struts, the slenderness ratio o f the submerged body 
and the draft etc which were conducted with the SW ATHI model were not performed 
with the SW ATH2 model because of the tank time limit. Also, it was not felt necessary 
to conduct these param etric studies with SW ATH2 because the com puter program  
OSW ATH had been proved successful in predicting the resistance variations caused by 
such changes with the SW ATHI model. Parametric studies for SW ATH2 can therefore 
be efficiently carried out by the computer program.
For the purpose of comparing with the test results o f SW A TH I, three drafts were 
selected and tested at a spacing between demihull centrelines which corresponds to one 
of the spacings tested with the SW ATHI model(See Table 4.20). In addition, the model 
was tow ed in the astern direction at the first draft condition in order to check the 
difference between the results towed in the two different directions. Therefore, a total ol 
four conditions of resistance measurements in calm  water were performed. In order to 
help improve our understanding o f the resistance -speed characteristics of the SWATH
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model, sinkages and trims were measured for each condition.
As m entioned in the previous section 4.3, the added resistance of the SW ATHI 
model in uniform  waves is remarkably small and becomes even negative by as much as 
up to 24% o f  that in still water over some speed ranges. Also it was noticed that the 
added resistance of the model is not proportional to the square of the wave height which 
is opposed to the generally known square law.
Table 4.20 Experimental Conditions Tested with the SW ATH2 model
Draft Condition Numbering H !=2h/D b
1.5 D b =0.1338 m C l , C1SA 2.0
1.87Db= 0 .18265 m C2 2.75
2.0 D b=0.195 m C3 3.0
Note; C l = Condition 1, CIS A = Condition 1 Stem Ahead ■, Spacing between the 
centrelines of two demihull 2b=0.863 (Bi=4b/Lb=0.762) for all conditions.
In order to check these points with the SW ATH2 model, model tests in uniform 
waves were carried out at the deepest draft-C3 to measure the total resistances, motion 
responses, sinkages and trim s as in the calm  water. As used in the previous 
experim ents with the SW ATHI model, the measurements were conducted using the 
constant speed m ethod due to its simplicity and accuracy com pared to the constant 
thrust m ethod. The added resistance due to the oncom ing w aves is derived by 
subtracting the still water resistance from the total resistance in waves. Three wave 
heights o f  \ / t , w=50.0, 32.3 and 22.3 were varied at one frequency o f 0 .83hz 
corresponding  to the ratio o f wave length to model length(A./Lb ) o f 1 to check 
relationships between the motion responses and the wave height as well as between the
added resistance and the wave height squared.
In addition, experiments were jointly carried out with D jatm ikol73| in a range of 
frequency 0 . 3  to 1.6 hz, which corresponds to the ratios of the wave length t o  t h e  
model length o f 7.66 to 0.27, as part of a seakeeping investigation.
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The calm  water test results were compared with the theoretical predictions using 
the com puter program  developed in the previous Chapter and detailed discussions are 
presented herein. The experimental motion responses are also com pared with the 
theoretical calculations using the existing computer program in the Laboratory[85]. All 
the experim ental results in calm water as well as in the waves are compared with those 
of the SW A TH I circular hulled model previously tested.
Based on the present studies, a rectangular cross section hull can be applied to the 
design o f practical SW ATH ships up to moderately high speeds without any penalty in 
the resistance com pared to the circular counterpart. Detailed result are reported in 
Ref. [90] and this section is taken from the reference.
4.4.1 Description o f Model SWATH2
The SW ATH2 model is a tandem strut configuration as is the SW ATHI model. 
The low er portion o f the demihull, referred to as the submerged body, has rectangular 
cross sections with rounded comers whereas SW ATHI has circular cross sections.The 
upper portion o f the demihull, referred to as the strut, has the same water line with the 
draft consisting o f an airfoil shape as with SW ATHI. The model was made of a 
com bination o f PVC and GRP. The struts and the parallel parts of the submerged 
bodies were m ade of PVC and the ends of the submerged bodies were of GRP. The 
lengths o f the struts and of the submerged bodies for the SWATH2 model are one and 
half tim es those o f the SW ATHI model. In order to be able to make a comparison 
between these two models, basic coefficients such as waterplane area coefficients, ratio 
of strut length to thickness, relative lengths of the ends of submerged bodies,and 
relative positions o f forward and aft struts on the demihull were kept the same, the 
m ajor difference being the prismatic coefficients of the bodies. Fig.4.95 shows the 
sectional area curve of the body and the waterplane area cuw es of the struts for the 
SW ATH2 as well as for SW ATHI The sectional area curve of the body of SW ATH2 
is slightly different from that of SWATH 1. Principal dimensions and coefficients of the 
SW ATH2 m odel are listed in Table 4.21. Small scale model plans and details are
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shown in Fig.4.96-a and the side and front view of the model are shown in Fig.4.96-b 
and -c, respectively.
As with the SW ATHI, the model was designed so that the spacings both between 
the hulls and between the struts can be systematically varied over a wide range. The 
spacing change between the struts can be achieved by inserting small lengths of parallel 
parts at the centre of the submerged bodies, thus changing their slenderness ratio as 
well. The draft can be changed by adding weights into the ballast tanks which are 
located inside the struts. Stabilising fins were not considered for this model. Turbulence 
stimulation devices were not introduced for the model as for the SW ATHI model.
Table 4.21. Some Dimensions and Principal Coefficients of SWATH2 demihull
G U H  M odel SWATH2
Length o f Body(m), Lb 2.265
Depth of Body(m), Db 0.0975
Breadth o f Body(m), Bb 0.15
Length o f Strut(m), L s 0.6
M axim um  Beam of Strut(m), tm 0.075
Slenderness o f Body Lb/Db=23.23, L i/B b=15.1
Cp o f Body 0.909
C wp o f Strut 0.665
Slenderness o f Strut, tm/L s 0.125
Draft(m), T 1 .5D b=0.146 1.87Db=0.183 2.0 Db= 0 .195
Depth of Strut(m). D s 0.04875 0.08515 0.0975
SD BC(m )*, h 0.0975 0.1339 0.14625
Wetted Area(m2), S 0.95375 1.04202 1.07197
D isp laced  V olum e(rr?),V 0.032025 0 .03422 0 .03496
H i= 2 h /D b 2.0 2.75 3.0
N a tu ra l P e riods*
2.24H eave(sec), T  z
P itch (sec), T  0 2.638
R oll(sec), T  (j) 2.498
* Note; Experimentally determined for SWATH2-C3.
M odel arrangem ents, instrumentation, towing system, calibration procedures
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(LVDTs and w ave probes) are exactly the same as those for the SW ATHI model 
experiments in waves, as described in sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3. The only difference was 
that the distance between the two trancducers was changed to 112.5 cm since the length 
of the model SW ATH2 is longer than that the SWATHI model.
4 .4 .2  Results and Discussion
4.4.2.1 In calm  water
A) Draft variation
Figs. 4.97 through 4.99 present the total, residuary and skin frictional resistances 
as a function o f Froude Number for conditions C1,C2 and C3. The patterns o f the 
curves are nearly the same as for the circular hulled model-SW ATHl regardless o f the 
different shapes in cross sections of the bodies and their different cross sectional curves 
with each other. From  the figures, it is seen that the portion o f the skin frictional 
resistance is significant even above the Froude Number o f 0.4 which would not be 
expected in a m onohull type of ship. The reason for this was explained in detail in 
section 4.2.4 with the SW ATHI model. The total resistances, residuary resistances and 
their coefficients are presented in tables 4.23 to 4.26 for the four conditions tested.
Figs. 4 .100  com pares the resistance coefficients non-dim ensionalised by the 
displaced volum e for the three conditions. As with the SW ATHI model, the results 
show that a large hum p and hollow commonly occurs around Fn=0.3-0.4 independent 
of the draft, its m agnitude increasing with increase of the draft. This hollow and hump 
is caused by interference wave effects between each component of the model as well as 
the wave resistance characteristics of its components, as explained in detail later. Also, 
the figure illustrates that a resistance benefit from the increase of the draft cannot be 
expected in term s o f the resistance per the displacement volume , which is the same as 
with SW A TH I model. This is due partly to the increased strut depth and partly to the 
increased additional resistances as stated later despite the increased submergence of the 
body with the draft.
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B1 Tow ed in opposing directionsfbow and stenO
A s far as potential theory is concerned, the resistances of a body towed in the 
directions o f the bow and stern are exactly the same as each other, giving the minimum 
wave resistance for the fore and aft symmetrical body. In practice this does not apply to 
real fluids. Several model test results for surface vessels have shown that the optimum 
position o f the LCB, in general, moves from forward to backward of the longitudinal 
centre o f the ship with increase of speed[68]. Over the wave-making speed range, the 
length o f the entrance o f a surface running vessel is, in general, recom mended to be 
longer than its run length to reduce wave-making resistance. On the other hand, over a 
viscous dom inant speed range, a longer run is preferable to avoid separation of flow.
T. B yquist carried out experiments with a series of bodies o f revolution which 
were tow ed in the two different directions as well as varying their subm ergence[19]. 
The experim ents revealed, in general, that for higher speeds a submerged body having 
longer entrance than run results in less resistance than that of the reversed case, varying 
with subm ergence. For slower speeds, the result becomes reversed, the difference in 
the m easured resistance between the two directions of tow being scarcely measurable. 
How ever, over the speed range where the wave-making resistance coefficient causes a 
hump, the w ave-m aking resistance of the body with the longer entrance is higher than 
that o f the body having the short entrance. This m agnitude decreases with the
subm ergence o f the body.
A lthough the SW ATH ship is composed of submerged bodies associated with 
surface piercing struts, this aforementioned general trend can be observed from the 
com parison o f  the results of the SW ATH2 model towed in the two directions as 
dem onstrated in Fig.4.103. As can be seen in the figure, the two results are nearly the 
same as each other at slower speeds, but at higher speeds condition-C lSA  gives lower 
resistance  than condition-C l despite its slightly higher bow trim as shown in 
Fig.4.102. There is no difference in the sinkage between the two conditions as shown 
in Fig.4.101. Again, the humps and hollows of the resistance curve are exaggerated for 
condition-C lSA  which has a longer entrance than condition C l. Although this fact is
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found from  only one set of experiments, the conclusion drawn from the experiments 
can be applied to the design o f the volume distribution of the submerged bodies of 
SW ATH depending on the speed of interest
C) Sinkage and trim
A vessel travelling through water responds to changes in pressure distribution and 
friction induced trimm ing moments by changing position vertically in the water, called 
sinkage, and changing trim until a balance of forces is obtained by nature. Such sinkage 
and trim are both influenced by such parameters as the length-breadth ratio, the breadth- 
draft ratio and speed, and by environmental conditions such as shallow water, restricted 
channel and density etc as well as by hull conditions such as type of propulsion, hull 
fittings and appendage etc. With regard to the relationship between sinkage, trim and 
resistance, Ferguson concluded that the principal influencing factors are hull shape as 
well as speed with special emphasis on the effect o f shallow water which is o f prime 
im portance to safe navigations[69]. Seren investigated in detail this shallow water 
problem  with several m athematical and physical models of m onohulls as well as 
semisubmersibles[71].
F igures 4.101 and 4.102 show the sinkage and trim as a function of Froude 
N um ber for all conditions tested. Although the results are not compatible to those 
m easured by self-propulsion, they can be used to help improve our knowledge of the 
resistance-speed characteristics as well as the relationships between the sinkage, trim 
and resistance for SW ATH ships. According to the figures, it is apparent that the 
sinkage and trim, in general, increase with speed, resulting in a severe sinkage and trim 
by bow at higher speeds due to the small waterplane area of the model and due to the 
Munk m om ent which is proportional to the heave added mass times the square of the 
model speed[72]. The sinkage and trim  also increase with the draft with some 
exceptions at slower speeds as seen in the figures. The hump and hollow which appear 
in the curves o f the total resistances in Figs.4.97 to 4.99 can be seen in the curves of 
the sinkages in such a way that the peaks of the humps and hollows are commonly 
shifted to slower speeds for all conditions tested. It is interesting to see that a simple
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arithm etical sum m ing of the sinkage and the trim produces a curve with a character 
rather m ore sim ilar to the curve of the total resistance(with some undulations) than to 
the residuary resistance curve for the monohull ship[69]. Hence, it can be expected for 
the bare SW ATH ship that there would be a relationship between some combination of 
the changes in sinkage and trim due to forward speed and changes in resistance which 
was discussed in Ref[69].
It seem s that the severe sinkage and trim of the rectangular hulled SW ATH2 
m odel at higher speeds caused an increase in the total measured resistance. Thus, it is 
recom m ended that controllable fins are necessary in terms not only of seakeeping 
problem  but also of the resistance increase problem for non-circular hulled SW ATH 
ships(m entioned later in more detail). It was found that fixed fins can reduce trim at 
higher speeds considerably, up to zero level according to the angle o f attack, while they 
have little effect on the sinkage[72]. It is inevitable that a resistance increase will be 
caused by the attached fins as well as by the fins induced resistance at non zero angle of 
attack. How ever, it is not clear at this stage whether the total resistance o f a SW ATH 
ship advancing with level trim by means of controllable fins is higher or less than that 
o f a SW ATH ship running at a trim without the active fins. Nonetheless, it is certain 
that such fins are necessary for SWATH ships in light of seakeeping and pitch stability 
requirements.
D i Comparison with Computational Results
Figures 4.104 to 4.106 show comparisons between the calculated wave-making 
resistance and m easured residuary resistance coefficients. The residuary resistance is 
obtained by subtracting the skin frictional resistance, using the IT T C 57 model-ship 
correlation  line as m entioned in the previous sections, from the m easured total 
resistance. The figures show good qualitative agreements between the calculated and 
m easured results in that the theory predicts nearly the same hump and hollow pattern 
w ith speed as those of the measurements. The differences between the two curves 
account for additional resistances such as viscous pressure, form, eddying, wave 
breaking and spray resistances as well as some nonlinear effects ,and in general, their
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m agnitudes are greater than those in the SW ATHI model as shown in Figs.4.15 and 
4.24. In contrast to the behaviour of the SW ATHI model, it can be seen from 
Figs.4.104 to 4.106 that the difference increases with the draft, which means that the 
additional resistance increases with draft. This can be understood from the fact, 
explained earlier, that the sinkage and trim are both increased as the draft increases. It is 
know n from  analysis o f several SWATH designs that the quantity, C r.s-C w .s, 
oscillates about zero, the usual bound of this difference being within ± 1 .0 x l0 _3[5]. 
H ow ever, large values are obtained for the present rectangular hulled model. It was 
found during the experim ents that the submerged bodies of SW ATH2, which has 
rectangular cross sections with rounded corners, are not so well streamlined at large 
bow trim  angles and hence, creating larger eddy and form resistances. In addition, this 
phenom enon made the model unstable at higher speeds which is reflected in the curves 
o f resistance and trim. The residuary resistance coefficient curves as shown in Figs 
4.104 to 4 .106 are not as smooth at higher speeds as those for SW A TH I. Also, the 
trim curves o f SW ATH2 against speed as shown in Fig.4.102 are undulatory at higher 
speeds while those of SW ATHI increased smoothly with speed. Therefore, in contrast 
with the circular hulled SW ATHI model, the trim of the SWATH2 model contributed to 
some extent to the resistance increase due to its non streamlined shape at trim.
A lso, F igures 4.104 to 4.106 illustrate how each com ponent o f the model 
contributes to the total wave-making resistance for the three drafts. From these figures, 
it is easily understood that the large peak around Fn=0.31, independent of the draft, is a 
com bination o f large wave-making contributions by each hull as well as by the struts 
coupled with unfavourable interferences between the body and the two struts and 
between the forw ard and aft struts. At the first draft as seen in Fig.4.104, the total 
w ave-m aking resistance is even less at slow speeds than that of the submerged body 
due to the favourable interference effects between each component. This body wave- 
m aking resistance decreases with increase of draft due to its increased submergence as 
seen in Figures 4.105 and 4.106. On the other hand, the strut component increases with 
the draft since its depth increases accordingly. Owing to these complicated interference 
effects the total wave making resistance increases up to Fn=0.5 and then slightly ( 
scarcely m easurable) decreases above Fn=0.5 with the draft, further, if the increased
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wetted area is taken into account, the total resistance will increase with the draft as has 
been proved in the experiments.
At the second and third drafts, which are realistic for the practical SW ATH ship, 
the strut only wave making resistance is significantly larger compared to that of the 
body due to its large breadth to length ratio compared to that o f the body. For single 
strut SW A TH  ships, this can be reduced to some extent because o f the increased 
breadth to length ratio of single strut which becomes the same order as the diameter- 
length ratio o f the body.
From  the three figures, another interference between the two dem ihulls can be 
seen. It is noticed that favourable interferences between the two dem ihulls occur 
around F N = 0 .31-0.41 independent of the draft. Except over that speed range, 
unfavourable interferences are found throughout the speed range and these values 
approach zero as the speed increases to higher speeds.
From  the foregoing results, it is not expected to obtain a SW ATH arrangement 
which will give favourable resistance characteristics at all speeds since such interference 
effects are dependent upon the relative distances between the com ponents o f the 
SW ATH ships as well as operating speed. In conclusion, reductions in wave resistance 
at certain speeds with a tandem strut SWATH at a given draft may be obtained by a 
proper location o f the struts on the demihull, a well chosen spacing between the hulls 
and, by lowering the slenderness ratio of the strut as much as possible.
E) Comparison with SWATHI model
As shown in Table 4.20, all the experiments with SW ATH2 were carried out at 
one spacing which is 0.762 of the non-dimensional spacing between the centrelines of 
the two dem ihulls! B 1=4b/Lb). So, the experimental results of SW ATH 1-C4 and C5 
which are the same non-dimensional spacing as with the SW ATH2 are com pared 
herein.
Fig. 4.107 and 4.108 present the total and residuary resistance coefficients of 
SW ATH2 as well as of SW ATHI, respectively. As the lengths of the two models are 
different from each other, it is difficult to find an appropriate criterion o f the draft to
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compare the two models directly. Hence, relative comparisons are made at the same 
three draft criteria  o f 1.5 and 2 times the body depth, and the ratio o f 2h/Lb=0.1 18. 
Although the last nondimensional draft is most suitable to compare for the different 
length o f bodies, the strut depths are different from each other as seen in Table 4.22,
Table 4.22. Comparison of drafts for SW ATHI and SWATH2 
SW ATHI SWATH2
C4=1.5Dib C5=2.0Dib C l=1.5D b C2=1.87Db C3=2.0Db
Draff 0.1338 0.1784 0.14625 0.18265 0.195
Ds 0.0446 0.0892 0.04875 0.08515 0.0975
h(SDBC) 0.0892 0.1338 0.0975 0.1339 0.14625
2h/Lb 0.118 0.177 0.086 0.118 0.129
D si=2D s/L s 0.223 0.446 0.1625 0.284 0.325
Therefore, if comparing SWATH2-C1 and SWATH 1-C4, and SW ATH2-C3 and 
SW ATH 1-C5, which correspond to 1.5 and 2 times the depths o f the bodies for each 
model, respectively, it can be seen that SWATH2 is better up to moderately high speed 
in term s o f total resistance per tonne. From the comparisons o f the computational 
results, F igs.4.104 and 4.17, and Figs.4.106 and 4.18, this conclusion is a result of 
the fact that the contributions of the shorter depth of struts to the total resistance 
outweigh the increased resistance from the smaller submergence of the body for the 
SW A TH 2 com pared to its counterpart on SW ATHI. At higher speeds, SW ATH2, 
however, becom es worse than SW ATHI due partly to its increased form resistance as 
m entioned earlier and partly to the smaller submergence o f the body than that of 
SW A TH I. This result is seen exaggerated for the residuary resistance coefficient curves
as shown in Fig.4.108.
At the same non-dimensional submergence depth of 2h/Lb= 0 .118, SW ATH2 is 
worse than SW A TH I throughout the speed range. From the computational results as 
given in Figs.4 .105 and 4.17 for each model, it can be seen that this result is due 
mostly to the fact that the 27.3% longer depth of struts contribute much more to the
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wave-m aking resistance than those o f SWATH1. The contributions of the submerged 
bodies are seen to be nearly sim ilar to each other from the figures since the 
submergence ratios o f the bodies are the same as each other.
As a result, if careful attention is paid to the strut depth effects on the resistance 
for the rectangular hulled SWATH model, some of this resistance can be reduced. 
Hence, a well designed rectangular cross section hull with rounded com ers can be 
im plem ented for practical SWATH ships up to m oderately high speeds without a 
serious resistance penalty.
In order to compare the sinkage and trim for different lengths of models, The 
sinkage and trim  are non-dimensionalised by the length of bodies for SW ATH 1 and 
SW A TH 2, and these curves are plotted versus Froude Num ber in F igs.4.109 and 
4.110. Unfortunately, the measurements of the sinkage and trim for SW ATH1-C4 were 
not recorded . As seen in the figures, sinkage and trim  increase with draft. The 
submergence ratio of the body for SWATH 1-C5 is much deeper than that of SWATH2- 
C3. Com paring the two models with these points in mind, the sinkages seem to be very 
sim ilar to each other except in the range Fn=0.3-0.37 where the SW ATH2 Model 
em erges above the still water level. However, the trims of SWATH2 seem to be less 
than those of the counterpart SWATH1.
4.4.2.2 In head seas
The still water resistances of SWATH2-C3 are plotted as a function of Froude 
Num ber in F ig.4.111 together with the resistances in waves of A7Lj-)=1.0 with the three 
wave heights. The pattern of the resistances of the SWATH2 in waves is nearly the 
same as that o f the SWATH1. The resistance increases in waves are comparatively high 
at slower speeds which might be due to the increased bow trim compared to that in still
water as shown in Fig.4.113.
As was the case with the S W A T H lmodel, the resistance decreases over the speed
range o f  Fn=0.32-0.37 by up to as much as 12% at Fn=0.319 for X/(sW = 22.3.  
Although the speed intervals tested with the SWATH2 are not as many as those of the 
SW ATH 1, because o f limitations in tank time, it can be seen from the figure that the
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range giving the negative resistance increases extends over the range of Fn=0.31-0.39 
as for SW ATH 1. Also, it can be seen that as the wave height increases, the resistance 
decreases systematically with the tendancy that the resistance hump and hollow shift to 
the slow er speeds and are flattened, which also happened in SWATH1. An attempt to 
explain the reason for this was given in section 4.3.4.2 dealing the SWATH 1 model. In 
sum m ary, this seem s to be caused by the complicated interference wave systems 
between the components of the model and by the reduced trim over that speed range, as 
shown in F ig.4.113. At the higher speeds above Fn=0.39, the resistances are not 
reduced despite the greatly reduced trim. This can be understood possibly by the fact 
that the mean sinkages are increased at the higher speeds as shown in F ig .4 .112 hence, 
creating more resistance.
In general, the sinkage in waves decreases up to Fn=0.35 and then increases 
com pared to that in calm water. The trim in waves becomes high up to Fn=0.29 and 
then low com pared to that in calm water. In addition, the trim increases at slow speeds 
and decreases at higher speeds as the wave height increases.
The added resistance coefficients are plotted in F ig.4.114 as a function o f Froude 
N um ber for the three different wave heights. The added resistance is obtained by 
subtracting the calm water resistance from the resistance in waves. If the speeds tested 
in the calm  water and in the waves are different from each other, the calm  water 
resistance was read off from the resistance curve fitting at the speed tested in the waves 
as shown in Fig.4. 111. As mentioned in the previous section 3.3, in general, it is 
found for monohulls that the added resistance is proportional to the square of the wave 
height. However, a number of papers which are opposed to the square law have been 
published depending on the form. Like the SWATH 1 model, also it can be seen from 
the figure that the square law between the wave height and added resistance can hardly 
be applied to the SW ATH2 model. The added resistance coefficient decreases 
significantly at the higher speeds with the increasing wave height.
The added resistance coefficient of SWATH2 can be compared with that o f the 
SW ATH 1-C5 at the same wave-length ratio of ?i/Lb=1.0, as shown in Fig.4.69. As 
mentioned earlier in the comparison of the performance of both models in calm water, it 
is not possible to compare both results directly since the submergence ratios o f the
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bodies(2h/L b) are different from each other, ie, 2h/Lb=0.177 for the SWATH1 and 
0.129 for the SW ATH2 as shown in Table 4.22. Consequently, the SW ATH2 is 
subject to higher motions in waves than those of the SWATH1 due to it being closer to 
the free surface. Such motion responses of the SW ATH2 as heaving, pitching and 
surging are presented in Figs.4.115 to 4.117 as a function of Froude Num ber for the 
three wave heights. The motion responses(heave, pitch and surge) of the SW ATH 1-C5 
at the sam e wave length ratio o f X/Lb=1.0 are shown in Figs.4.73, 4.77 and 4.81. It 
can be seen from the comparisons of these figures that the heaving and pitching motions 
o f the SW A TH 2 are m uch higher than those of the SW ATH 1. However, the surge 
m otion o f the SW ATH 1 is higher than that of the SW ATH2 up to Fn=0.25 and the 
reason for this is not understood. At speeds higher than Fn=0.25, the surge of 
SW ATH 1 becom es less than that o f the SWATH2. W ith these points in mind, the 
added resistance coefficients of the SWATH2 can be seen to be less than those o f the 
SW ATH 1 for the same wave steepness and same submergence ratio of the main body.
Fig.4.118 shows the added resistance coefficients o f the SW ATH2 versus the 
non-dim ensional wave frequency for the four speeds tested. Fig.4.86 shows the results 
for the SW ATH 1-C8 whose non-dimensional spacing(Bj =0.947) is wider than that of 
the SW A T H 2-C 3 at the same Froude Num bers as for SW ATH2 excepting at 
Fn=0.390. Unlike the SWATH1-C8 for which the worst resistance increases occurred 
around the p itch  resonance, the resistance increases for the SW ATH2 is not so 
exaggerated at the pitch resonance region marked on the figure. Also, a high oscillation 
in the coefficients can be seen for all four speeds tested and this is intensified as the 
speed increases. This can be understood from the fact m entioned earlier that the 
rectangular hulled model is not stable at higher speeds due to the severe turbulence and 
eddying around the hulls which was reflected in the resistance curves in calm water.
The heaving, pitching and surging responses are presented against the non- 
dim ensional encounter wave frequency in Figs 4.119 to 4.121. Computational results 
based on the 2-D strip theory[85] are compared with the experimental results and
presented in Figs.4.122 and 4.123.
F igs.4.124 to 4.126 show the comparisons of the pitching, heaving and surging 
responses o f  the SW ATH 1-C8 and SW ATH2-C3. At the critical zone, the SW ATH2
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motions are considerably lower than those of the SWATH1 due to its larger added mass 
and dam ping compared to the circular hulled model. However, in a range of frequencies 
just over the critical zone, the SWATH2 becomes worse than the SW ATH 1. This can 
be attributed m ainly to two factors mentioned earlier. One is that the submergence ratio 
of the m ain body for the SWATH1 is much higher that that of the SWATH2. The other 
is that the non-dim ensional spacing between two demihulls for the SWATH 1 is wider 
than that o f its counterpart. It was proved in the previous section 3.3 that the narrow 
spacing m odel is subject to more motions than the wide one with the SWATH 1 model. 
If these points are taken into account, the rectangular hulled SW ATH2 seems to be 
subject to less motions than the circular hulled counterpart.
The unstableness of the SWATH2 at higher speeds as mentioned earlier can also 
be seen from  the curves of the sinkage and trim as shown in Figs.4.127 and 4.128. At 
the slow est speeds amongst those tested, the sinkage and trim are both independent of 
the wave length which was observed throughout the speeds tested with the SW ATH 1. 
As the speed increases, undulations are seen in the curves of both sinkage and trim, and 
these intensify with increasing speed.
4.4.3 Conclusions
Based on the present work, the following conclusions can be drawn:
a) The com putational results using computer program OSWATH based on the 
plane source distributions for the submerged body and for the strut give satisfactory 
correlations with the experimental results.
b) The patterns o f the resistance coefficient curves of the rectangular hulled 
m odel-SW ATH2 are nearly the same as those of the circular hulled m odel-SW ATH l.
c) A resistance benefit from the increase of the draft cannot be expected due partly 
to the increased strut depth and partly to the increased additional resistance despite the
increased submergence of the body.
d) The form  effect which accounts for the difference(Cr S-Cw s ) is much higher 
for the SW ATH2 than for SWATH 1 This is due to the fact that the rectangular cross 
section hull is not so well streamlined at large bow trim angles, hence creating large
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eddy and form resistances.
e) As w as the case with the SWATH1 model, the resistance decreases 
system atically  over the speed range of Fn=0.32-0.37 with the tandancy that the 
resistance peak  shifts to slower speeds and the hump and hollow are flattened. 
Therefore, tandem  strut SWATH ships can be recommended, in confidence, to naval 
combatants where speed reduction is of prime importance.
f) The m otion response of the SWATH2 is much less than that of the SW ATH 1 
model. This fact results in less added resistance for SWATH2 compared to SWATH 1 at 
the same wave steepness and same submergence ratio of the main body.
g) A rectangular cross section hulled SWATH with rounded comers seems to be 
prom ising up to moderately high speeds, but at higher speeds, a well streamlined hull 
seems to be better in terms of the total resistance.
h) W hen designing a SWATH with tandem struts, careful attention should be paid 
to the th ickness, length and depth of the struts and their relative positions on the 
demihull, depending on the speed of interest.
i) The trim  of SW ATH2 is less than that of SWATH1 while there is little 
difference in the sinkage. However, severe sinkage and bow trim are observed at higher 
speeds. Therefore, as for the SWATH1 model, stabilising fins for the SW ATH2 seem 
to be necessary  with regard to seakeeping as well as to propeller emergence. In 
addition, in contrast with the circular hulled SWATH 1 model, the trim of the SWATH2 
model contributes to some extent to the resistance increase due to its non-streamlined 
geometry at trim.
j) As with SW ATH1, the added resistance is not proportional to the square of the 
wave height. The added resistance divided by the square of the wave height decreases 
as the wave height increases.
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0.0084
o . o o e 7
16.734 
19.677
0.0561 
0.0598
0.0045 
0.0048
2.098
2.261
0.44 5 
0.480
4.405 
4. 747
39.409 
47.371
0.1072 
0.1109
0.00B6 
0.0089
21.868 
27.298
0.0595
0.0639
0.0048 
0.0051
2 . 466 
2.662
0. 523 
0.565
5. 178 
5.589
57.913
64.051
0.1140 
0.1082
0.0092 
0.0087
34.438 
37.100
0.0678
0.0627
0.0054 
0.0050
2.867 0. 608 6.019 75.104 0.1094 0.0088 44.288
0.0645 0.0052
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U( m/ s ) FN
---------------
R N /106 RT(N) ct . v CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR. S
0 . 5 0 4  
; 0 . 5 9 S
0 . 1 0 7  
0 . 1 2 7
; 1 . 0 6 9  
1 . 2 6 8
1 . 2 9 0  
1 . 8 2 4
0 . 0 5 9 9  
0 .  0 6 0 2
0 . 0 0 4 7  
0 . 0 0 4 8
- 0 . 1 3 9  
- 0 . 1 0 9
- 0 . 0 0 6 4
- 0 . 0 0 3 b
- 0 . 0 0 0 5
- 0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 6 1 7
0 . 7 0 0
0 . 1 3 1  
0 . 1 4 9
1 . 3 0 9
1 . 4 8 5
2 . 0 0 2  
2 .  73 6
0 . 0 6 2 0
0 . 0 6 5 9
0 . 0 0 4 9  
0 . 0 0 5 2
- 0 . 0 4 2  
0.. 1 8 0
- 0 . 0 0 1 3  
0 . 0 0 4 3
- 0 . 0 0 0 1  
0 . 0 0 0 3
0 .  8 0 b
0 .  901
0 . 1 7 1  
0 . 1 9 1
1 .  7 0 9  
1 . 9 1 1
3 . 4 2 5
4 . 8 9 3
0 .  0 6 2 2  
0 . 0 7 1 1
0 . 0 0 4 9  
0 . 0 0 5 6
0 .  1 4 2  
0 .  8 8 9
0 . 0 0 2 6
0 . 0 1 2 9
0 . 0 0 0 2  
0 . 0 0 1 0
1 .  0 0 5  
1 .  0 9 8
0 . 2 1 3  
0 .  2 3 3
2 .  1 3 2  
2 .  3 2 9
7 . 4 2 8
1 0 . 6 7 5
0 . 0 8 6 8  
0 .  1 0 4 5
0 . 0 0 6 9  
0 . 0 0 8 3
2 .  5 6 4  
4 . 9 7 8
0 . 0 3 0 0
0 . 0 4 8 7
0 . 0 0 2 4  
0 . 0 0 3 9
1 .  2 0 6  
1 . 2 1 7
0 . 2 5 b  
0 . 2 5 6
2 . 5 5 8
2 . 5 8 1
1 4 . 4 5 6
1 5 . 8 7 9
0 . 1 1 7 3  
0 . 1 2 6 5
0 . 0 0 9 3  
0 . 0 1 0 0
7.  7 1 9  
9 .  0 3 2
0 . 0 6 2 6
0 . 0 7 2 0
0 . 0 0 5 0  
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 3 0 6  
1 . 3 9 9
0 . 2 7 7  
0 .  2 9 7
2 . 7 7 0
2 . 9 6 7
2 0 . 5 2 8
2 9 . 3 1 2
0 . 1 4 2 0  
0 . 1 7 6 7
0 . 0 1 1 2  
0 . 0 1 4 0
1 2 . 7 5 9  
2 0 . 5 2 5
0 . 0 8 8 3  
0 . 1 2 3 8
0 . 0 0 7 0
0 . 0 0 9 8
1 . 5 0 7  
1 .  6 0 6
0 .  3 2 0  
0 . 3 4 1
3 . 1 9 6  
3 . 4 0 6
3 7 . 2 0 8
3 1 . 8 7 0
0 . 1 9 3 3
0 . 1 4 5 8
0 . 0 1 5 3
0 . 0 1 1 5
2 7 . 1 6 7  
2 0 . 6 1 6
0 . 1 4 1 2
0 . 0 9 4 3
0 . 0 1 1 2
0 . 0 0 7 5
1 .  7 1 2  
1 . B 0 9
0 . 3 6 3  
0 .  3 8 4
3 . 6 3 1
3 . 8 3 7
2 9 . 3 5 7
3 0 . 3 8 0
0 . 1 1 8 2  
0 . 1 0 9 5
0 . 0 0 9 4  
0 . 0 0 8 7
1 6 . 7 3 4
1 6 . 4 4 3
0 . 0 6 7 4  
0 . 0 5 9 3
0 . 0 0 5 3  
0 . 0 0 4 7
1 . 9 0 9  
2 .  0 4 1
0 . 4  0 5  
0 .  4 3 3
4 . 0 4 9
4 . 3 2 9
3 3 . 7 4 7
3 9 . 8 9 9
0 . 1 0 9 3  
0 . 1 1 3 0
0 . 0 0 8 7  
0 . 0 0 8 9
1 8 . 3 9 5  
2 2 . 5 8 4
0 . 0 5 9 6  
0 . 0 6 4 0
0 . 0 0 4 7  
0 . 0 0 5 1
2 . 1 0 5  
2 .  1 9 8
0 . 4 4 7
0 . 4 6 6
4 . 4 6 5  
4 . 6 6 2
4 1 . 9 6 7
4 7 . 0 6 0
0 . 1 1 1 8
0 . 1 1 4 9
0 . 0 0 8 8  
0 . 0 0 9 1
2 3 . 6 6 3  
2 7 . 2 7 4
0 . 0 6 3 0  
0 . 0 6 6 6
0 . 0 0 5 0  
0 . 0 0 5 3
2 .  3 0 4  
2 . 4 5 4
0 . 4 8 9  
0 .  5 2 1
4 . 8 8 7
5 . 2 0 5
5 4 . 0 6 5
5 7 . 7 8 0
0 . 1 2 0 2
0 . 1 1 3 2
0 . 0 0 9 5
0 . 0 0 9 0
3 2 . 5 2 7
3 3 . 6 4 8
0 . 0 7 2 3  
0 . 0 6 5 9
0 . 0 0 5 7
0 . 0 0 5 2
2 . 6 9 4
2 . 8 7 5
0 . 5 7 2
0 . 6 1 0
5 .  7 1 4  
6 . 0 9 8
6 5 . 8 5 3
7 6 . 9 9 5
0 . 1 0 7 1  
0 . 1 0 9 9
0 . 0 0 8 5
0 . 0 0 8 7
3 7 . 2 9 6
4 4 . 8 8 0
0 . 0 6 0 6  
0 . 0 6 4 1
0 . 0 0 4 8  
0 . 0 0 5 1
Table 4.25 SWATH2-C3 Tem.=17.5°C
•0 (ra/s-) FN
6
RN/10 RT(N1 CT.V CT.S RR (N) CR.V CR.S
0 . 4 9 8
0 . 6 0 6
0 . 1 0 6  
0 . 1 2 9
1 . 0 4 6
1 . 2 7 2
1 . 1 1 2
1 . 7 7 9
0 . 0 5 6 1  
0 . 0 6 0 6
0 . 0 0 4 7
0 . 0 0 5 1
- 0 . 0 7 0  
0 .  1 0 5
- 0 . 0 0 3 5  
0 . 0 0 3 6
- 0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 0 0 0 3
L -  -
0 . 6 9 4  
0 .  7 9 5
0 . 1 4 7
0 . 1 6 9
1 . 4 5 7
1 . 6 6 9
2 . 3 8 0
2 . 8 9 2
0 . 0 6 1 8  
0 . 0 5 7 2
0 . 0 0 5 2
0 . 0 0 4 8
0 .  2 4 9  
0 .  1 7 7
0 . 0 0 6 5
0 . 0 0 3 5
0 . 0 0 0 5  
0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 8 9 9
1 . 0 0 2
0 . 1 9 1  
0 . 2 1 3
1 . 8 8 8  
2 . 1 0 4
4 . 1 3 7
5 . 2 9 3
0 . 0 6 4 0  
0 . 0 6 6 0
0 . 0 0 5 4
0 . 0 0 5 5
0 . 7 5 5
1 . 1 8 7
0 . 0 1 1 7
0 . 0 1 4 8
0 . 0 0 1 0
0 . 0 0 1 2
1 . 1 0 6
1 . 1 8 7
0 . 2 3 5
0 . 2 5 2
2 . 3 2 2
2 . 4 9 2
7 . 2 9 5
9 . 4 3 0
0 . 0 7 4 6
0 . 0 8 3 7
0 . 0 0 6 3
0 . 0 0 7 0
2 .  3 9 4  
3 . 8 6 7
0 . 0 2 4 5
0 . 0 3 4 3
0 . 0 0 2 1
0 . 0 0 2 9
1 . 3 0 5
1 . 4 9 4
0 . 2 7 7
0 . 3 1 7
2 .  7 4 0  
3 . 1 3 7
1 8 . 0 5 9
2 5 . 3 9 8
0 . 1 3 2 7  
0 . 1 4 2 3
0 . 0 1 1 1
0 . 0 1 1 9
1 1 . 4 6 5  
1 6 . 9 9 0
0 . 0 8 4 2  
0 . 0 9 5 2
0 . 0 0 7 1
0 . 0 0 8 0
1 . 6 9 9
1 . 9 2 7
0 .  3 6 0  
0 . 4 0 9
3 . 5 6 7
4 . 0 4 6
1 9 . 9 9 4  
2 6 . 9 9 9
0 . 0 8 6 6  
0 . 0 9 1 0
0 . 0 0 7 3  
0 . 0 0 7 6
9 .  3 9 6  
1 3 . 7 0 1
0 . 0 4 0 7  
0 . 0 4 6 2
0 . 0 0 3 4
0 . 0 0 3 9
2 . 1 0 3
2 . 3 5 4
0 . 4 4 6
0 . 4 9 9
4 . 4 1 5  
4 .  9 4 2
3 4 . 6 5 0
4 2 . 6 1 2
0 . 0 9 8 0  
0 . 0 9 6 2
0 . 0 0 8 2
0 . 0 0 8 1
1 9 .  0 8 0  
2 3 . 5 2 4
0 . 0 5 4 0  
0 . 0 5 3 1
0 . 0 0 4 5  
0 . 0 0 4 5
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F ig .4 .9 6 -b  Front View of SWATH2 Model
F ig .4 .9 6 -c  Side View of SWATH2 Model 
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2 7 0
4J  SW ATH3 MODELfSINGLE STRUT) CALM WATER RESISTANCE.
AND RESISTANCE AND MOTION IN UNIFORM WAVRS
The choice between single and tandem struts for SW ATH ships has been 
considered in several papers[91,93]. The single strut version has been mostly adopted 
so far because of various practical aspects such as sim plicity in design, better 
accessibility to the low er hulls for maintenasnce, more storage space in the struts, 
greater structural strength, large payload and greater static stability. This greater static 
stability  can reduce the risk o f possible heeling due to a sudden shift o f many 
passengers(important for passenger ships) or other items of cargo payload.
M itsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. built a twin strut SW ATH, 
'M ARIN E ACE', and later converted it to a single strut version by filling the gap 
between the fore and aft struts to make a smooth continuous strut. Extensive sea trials 
for the both versions were conducted and the results are reported in Ref.[93], without 
m uch detail. Table 4.27 shows a comparison of main particulars for both versions of 
'M ARINE ACE', taken from the reference. The waterplane area of the tandem version 
is less than one half that of the single version. The reduction in waterplane area 
changes the restoring force and moment and, consequently, alters the natural periods in 
heave, pitch and roll motions as shown in the Table. Also, this reduced waterplane area 
will enhance seakeeping performance at the cost of the TPC and a stiffer roll motion tor 
the single version is expected due to the shorter roll period. In general, the tandem 
struts version has lower side loads and motions at rest, and a shorter turning radius 
compared to the single strut version[92,93,94]. Therefore, the choice of either single or 
tandem  struts version , from a seakeeping point of view, will mostly depend on the 
nature of the operating sea conditions and on the mission of the ship.
W ith regard to resistance for the single and tandem struts versions, there are 
contradictory reports! one is that the resistance ol the tandem version of MARINL 
A C E’ is higher than that of the single one at all the speeds tested due to miscellaneous 
resistances[93]; the other is that a tandem strut configuration is preferred to a single 
strut at higher speeds due to favourable interference wave systems! 1]. A rigorous
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com parison between the two versions is not given in the two papers nor in any other 
publised papers. Further, there are very few papers concerning the comparison between 
the performance of the two versions in calm water as well as in waves.
This section has twofold objectives. One is to compare the experim ental and 
com putational results of resistance of two models, SWATH 1-tandem strut version and 
SW ATH3-single strut version, and to validate the applicability of the computer program 
OSW ATH. The other is to compare the experimental results of both models in waves 
such as resistance increase and motion responses(heave, pitch and surge). Sinkage and 
trim  were also m easured in calm water as well as in waves and compared with each 
other.
Table 4.27. Main particulars of MARINE ACE two versions
Twin struts Single Strut
Length b.p.(m) 11.00
Breadth, max, (m) 6.50
Depth (m) 2.70
Draft (m), fully loaded 1.55
Displacement at full load(ton) 18.4 22.2
Waterplane area at load line(m^) 4.9 10.3
N atural periods (sec)
Heave 5.5 3.9
Pitch 4.8 4.5
Roll 11.2 4.7
G M T  (m ) 0.5 2.1
In order to achieve the objectives, the SW ATH 1-tandem strut model was 
converted to a single strut version, designated SWATH3, in the same m anner as was 
done for 'M ARINE ACE': A parallel section between the maximun chord points of the 
fore and aft struts on the model SWATH1 was inserted to make a continuous, smooth 
strut with all other dimensions unchanged. Hence, the waterplane area of the SWATI 13 
is nearly doubled and, consequently, the natural period of heaving, pitching and rolling
are all decreased as shown in Table 4.28.
For the purpose of comparing with the previous results of tests on SWATH 1, a
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total of three conditions consisting of two settings of draft(2.0 and 2.5 times the dimeter 
o f body) and two settings of the spacing between the centrelines of two demihulls were 
selected  as shown in Table 4.29. SW ATH3-C1,C2 and C3 are the condition 
num berings which are equivalent to SW ATH1-C5,C6 and C8, respectively, with 
regard to the spacing and draft.
Table 4.28. Some Dimensions and Principal Coefficients for SWATH 1 and SW ATH3 
Demihull at the Draft of Two Times the Body Diameter
GUH Model SWATH 1 SWATH3
Length of Body(m), Lb 1.51
Diameter o f Body(m), Dib 0.0892
Length of Strut(m), L s 0.4 1.155
M aximum Beam of Strut, tm 0.05
Lb/Dib 16.93
Cp of Body 0.9
CWp of Strut 0.665 0.884
LsAm 8-0 23.1
Draft(m), T 2.0 Dib=0.1784
Depth of Strut(m), D s 0.0892
SDBC(m), h 0.1338
Wetted Area(m2), S 0.5125 0 .55039
D isp laced  V olum e(m 3). V 0 .0 1 0 9 0.01305
H i= 2 h /D ib 3.0
W ate rp lane  A rea(m 2) 0.0266 0 .0510
Natural Periods*
Heave(sec), T z 1.701 1.23
Pitch(sec), T q 2.252 2.06
Roll(sec), T^ 2.778 1.717
Note; * at the nondimensional spacing oi Bj(4b/Lb>- 0.162
Table4.29. Experimental Conditions Tested with SWATH3 Model
1 0.575m (B j =0.762; 0.715 (B p =0 947)
2.0D ib (H j=  1 Cl C3
2.5D ib ( H j-  A) ! C2
. . .  ------ -------------------
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Total resistance and motion responses(heave, pitch and surge) were also 
m easured in uniform, head waves together with mean sinkage and trim. The added 
resistance due to the oncoming waves is derived by subtracting the still-water resistance 
from the total resistance in waves.The constant velocity towing method was used due to 
its sim plicity and accuracy compared to the constant thrust method. Several wave 
frequencies within a range o f 0.4hz to 1.1 hz corresponding to wave length to body 
length ratios o f 6.46 to 0.85 were covered for SWATH3-C1 at two forward speeds 
with two sets of wave height at each speed in order to study the effect o f the wave 
steepness on the added resistance as well as on the motion responses. Ten speeds were 
used at one wave frequency of 1.02hz with two wave height changes. Further, 8 wave 
heights were used to investigate in detail the relationship between the added resistance 
and waveheight as well as between the motion responses and wave height. Lastly, 8 
speeds were used for SWATH3-C2 at one wave length o f 1.02hz in order to find the 
subm ergence effect on both the added resistance and motion responses. Mean sinkage 
and trim  in waves are compared with those in calm water and are used to examine the 
resistance variations in waves as well as with speed by physical reasoning. All the 
results are compared with those o f SWATH 1 and discussed at length. Detailed results 
are reported in Ref.pOO] and this section is taken from that reference.
4.5.1 Description of Model SWATH3
The SW ATH 1-tandem strut model was converted by inserting a parallel section 
betw een the m aximum  chord of the fore and aft struts on the dem ihull to make a 
continuous, smooth strut and designated as SW ATH3. Hence, the waterplane area is 
nearly doubled from that of the SWATH 1. Some dimensions and principal coefficients 
for the both models are listed in Table 4.28 together with the comparison of the natural 
periods for heave, pitch and roll. A small scale model plan and details are shown in 
Fig.4.129-a and a front view of the SWATH3 model is shown in Fig.4.129-b.
M odel arrangem ents, instrum enta tion , tow ing system  and ca lib ra tion  
procedures(LV DTs and wave probes) are exactly the same as those for the SWATH 1 
m odel experim ents as described in sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3. Turbulence stimulation
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devices were not introduced for the model to keep consistency with the previous tests.
4.5.2 Analysis and Discussion
4.5.2.1 In calm  water
The total, residuary resistances and their coefficients are listed at Tables 4.30 to 
4.32 for conditions C l, C2 and C3 tested, respectively. Figures 4.131 through 4.133 
p resent the total, residuary and skin frictional resistances as a function o f Froude 
Num ber for these conditions.
F igs.4 .136 through 4.138 show comparisons between the calculated wave- 
m aking resistance and m easured residuary resistance coefficients versus Froude 
Num ber. The low er measurements at slow speeds might be due to the fact that no 
turbulence stimulation devices were used for the measurements and possibly laminar 
flow occured. Another reason for this is that the viscosity of water is ignored in the 
wave resistance theory and hence the wave system can be exaggerated over the viscous 
dom inant speed range(slow speeds) due to the absence o f the viscous damping. In 
particular, this phenomenan can be seen over the hump speed range at the slow speed. 
Apart from the lower speed range, the theory gives good qualitative aggrements with 
the m easurem ents. The difference between the two curves accounts for additional 
resistances such as viscous pressure, form(3-D effect), eddying, wave-breaking and 
spray resistances as well as some non-linearity effects. It is known from the analysis of 
several SW ATH designs that the quantity, Cr s - Cw s, oscillates about zero, being 
usually bounded within a difference of ±1.0xl0'^{5].
Also, these figures illustrate the contribution of each component of the model to 
the total wave-m aking resistance as well as two times one demihull wave-making 
resistance for the three tested conditions. From the figures, it is easily understood how 
the total wave-making resistance is affected by the components of the model as well as 
by the param etric  changes such as draft, spacing betw een the two dem ihulls, 
slenderness o f the body and strut, and relative position of the strut on the demihull, etc. 
For the two drafts tested(Cl and C2), for example, a resistance benefit is not expected
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from the draft increase in terms of resistance per tonne. This is due to the fact that the 
increased strut depth results in a considerable increase of the strut wave-m aking 
resistance which outweighs the decrease o f the body wave resistance as the draft 
increases. If the increased wetted area is taken into account, the total resistance per 
tonne becomes worse with the increase of the draft as shown in Fig.4.134. The largest 
hum p at around Fn=0.3 for SW ATH3-Cl(see Fig.4.136) is slightly shifted to Fn=0.29 
for SW ATH3-C2(see Fig.4.137) due to the increased strut contribution to the total 
wave-making.
It is noticed from the theoretical calculations that favourable interferences between 
the two demihulls occur within the range of Fn=0.3-0.38 depending on the spacing and 
draft. Excepting for that speed range, unfavourable interferences are found throughoui 
the speed range and the worst interference is seen around Fn=0.5 for all the conditions 
tested. As the speed increases further, these interferences becomes negligible. This 
spacing effect can be seen from the experimental measurements as shown in Fig.4.135. 
The in terference waves cusps, which appeared in between the dem ihull o f the 
SW A TH  1 and SW ATH2 models, did not develop with the present single strut 
m odel(see Fig.4.130). In general, the wider spacing of the two demihulls, the better at 
h igher speeds in terms of resistance. However, at slow to m oderate speeds, in 
particu lar, Fn=0.3-0.38, an optimum spacing can be found depending on the 
arrangement of the components of a SWATH ship.
A) Sinkage and trim
Figures 4.139 and 4.140 show the sinkage and trim as a function of Froude 
Num ber for all conditions tested. Although the results are not compatible with those 
m easured by self-propulsion, they can be used to help improve our knowledge of the 
resistance-speed characteristics as well as of the relationships between the sinkage, trim 
and resistance for SWATH ships. According to the figures, it is apparent that the 
sinkage and trim, in general, increase with speed, resulting in severe sinkage and trim 
by the bow at higher speeds This is due to the small waterplane area of the model and 
due to the Munk moment which is proportional to the heave added mass times the
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square o f the model speed. It is worthwhile noting that the sinkage and trim  curves 
follow the same trends as the resistance curves for the three conditions. Namely, the 
wider the spacing between the two demihulls, the smaller the sinkage and trim. The 
sinkage and trim  also increase with draft with some exceptions at the slower speeds as 
seen in the figures. The humps and hollows in the curves of the total resistances in 
F igs.4 .131 to 4.133 can also be seen in the curves of trim. As was mentioned with the 
SW ATH2 tandem strut model, it is interesting to see that a simple arithmetical summing 
o f the sinkage and the trim produces a curve character rather similar to the curve o f the 
total resistance, with some undulations and a gentle slope at higher speeds, rather than 
to the residuary resistance curve shown for the monohull ship[69].
O w ing to the com paratavely small freeboard com pared to the other tested 
conditions, the severe sinkage and trim at higher speeds caused an increase in the 
m easured total resistance due to green water as seen at the last speed for SW ATH3-C3 
(see Fig.4.137) and the measurements could not be conducted further more at this draft 
It is in teresting  to see that the sinkage and trim  o f the single strut design are 
considerably smaller than those of the tandem strut as discussed later.
B) Comparison with tandem strut SWATH 1
Figs.4.18, 4.19 and 4.21 show the w ave-m aking resistance coefficients of 
SW A T H 1-C 5, C6 and C8, which are equivalent to SW ATH3-C1, C2 and C3, 
respectively , with regard to draft and spacing. This diagram s also illustrate the 
contribution of each component of the model to the total wave-making resistance as well 
as the residuary resistance coefficient. Compared to the resistance coefficient curves as 
shown in F ig s.4 .136 to 4.138 for the single strut version, a very large peak around 
Fn=0.3-0.31 is seen for the tandem struts. This is easily understood from the figures 
which show that it is caused by the large wave-making contributions of the struts 
coupled with unfavourable interferences between the body and the struts and between 
the forward and aft struts. In particular, the tandem struts, which have low length to 
thickness ratios compared to the long single strut as shown in Table 4.28, contribute 
significantly to the large peak at that speed. However, the strut with the low length to
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thickness ratio gives low wave-making resistance at higher speeds and hence, the wave 
resistance o f the tandem strut SWATH is lower at higher speeds than its counterpart 
single strut SW ATH. From the comparison of the wave-making resistance between the 
tw o m odels, the single strut version is better up to Fn=0.42 and the tandem strut 
becomes better above this speed.
On the o ther hand, if skin-frictional resistance is taken into account, a very 
interesting result can be seen. It has been thought that an increased wetted area for a 
single strut SW ATH creates more frictional resistance and hence, more total resistance 
than for a tandem  one. Comparing the total resistance coefficients(Ctv ) of SW ATH1- 
C5, C6 and C8 as shown in Figs.4.32 and 4.33, with the equivalent results o f the 
single strut version as shown in Figs. 4.134 and 4.135, it can be seen that the total 
resistance coefficients o f the single strut version is slightly less at higher speeds than 
those o f the tandem  for all three conditions despite the aforementioned larger wave- 
m aking resistance at the higher speeds. This can be explained by the followings. The 
characteristic length of the single strut is 2.9 times longer than that of each strut for the 
tandem  struts and hence, the Reynolds number(Rn=UL/v) of the single strut is higher 
than that o f the tandem  strut at the same model speed. Therefore, the skin frictional 
resistance coefficient of the single strut SWATH is smaller than that of the tandem strut 
SW ATH. This can be easily understood from the comparison of the frictional resistance 
coefficients o f SW ATH3-C1 and SW ATH1-C5 as shown in F igs.4 .141 and 4.142. 
These figures present the total, residuary and frictional resistance coefficients all 
together in one graph for SWATH3-C1 and SWATH 1-C5, respectively. This eltect 
will be decreased for the full size ship depending on its length since the slope of the 
skin-frictional formula(ITTC'57 line) becomes gentler as Reynolds number increases.
It was reported from the analysis of SW ATH-386 model experim ents[23](this 
will also be discussed in the following section 4.6) that both the wave-making and total 
resistance coefficients of the single strut version are higher at higher speeds than those 
o f all the other tandem strut versions.
As a result, it can be seen that, in general, a single strut SWATH is better up to 
m oderately high speeds and a tandem strut SWATH becomes better at higher speeds 
from the point of view of resistance.
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Fig.4.143 presents a comparison of the sinkages between the single and tandem 
strut versions. The sinkage of the tandem stmt version is lower around Fn=0.29-0.45 
than that o f the counterpart due to its complicated interference wave systems. Except 
within that speed range, the single stmt SWATH is subject to lower sinkages than the 
tandem  strut SW ATH and this is very much exaggerated at higher speeds. The pattern 
o f trim  for both versions are similar as shown in Fig.4.144, but the single stmt version 
is subject to less bow trim than the counterpart, especially, at higher speeds.
4.5.2.2 In head waves
The still water resistances of SWATH3-C1 and C2 are plotted as a function oi 
Froude N um ber in F igs.4 .145 and 4.146 together with the resistances in waves. The 
negative resistance increase, which occurred over the hollow and hump speed 
range(Fn= 0 .31-0.39) for the tandem stmt versions, SWATH 1 and SW ATH2, cannot 
be seen for the single stmt version. Therefore, this finding can support the fact that the 
negative resistance, which occurred with the tandem strut m odels, is due to the 
com plicated hydrodynamic interferences between the fore and aft stmts combined with 
some motion aspects of the tandem stmts models rather than due to the sinkage and trim 
variations.
As with the tandem strut versions, the sinkages in waves as shown in F'ig.4.147 
are decreased(but not much compared to the tandem stmt versions) at slow speeds and 
then increased com pared to those in calm water. The trim in waves as shown in 
Fig.4.148 occurs in the opposite way to the tandem version, namely, the trim in waves 
becom es lower at slow speeds and then higher at high speeds compared to that in calm 
water. This increased trim results in the resistance increases compared to the tandem 
version at higher speeds. In addition, unlike the tandem versions, it can be seen that 
there is little difference in both the sinkage and trim for the two wave steepnesses. The 
sinkage and trim  for SWATH3-C2 in calm water and waves are shown in 1 igs.4 149
and 4.150.
The non-dimensional added resistance coefficients of SW A TH 3-Cland C2 arc- 
shown in Fig.4.151 as functions of Froude Number and wave steepness. The added
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resistance is obtained by subtracting the calm water resistance from the resistance in 
waves. If the speeds tested in calm water and in the waves are different from each 
other, the calm water resistance is read off from the curve fitting of the measured results 
at the speed tested in waves. From the comparison of the results at X /^ ^ 3 8 .9  and 21.6 
for SW A TH 3-C1, it can be seen that the added resistance coefficient decreases 
significantly at higher speeds as the wave height increases.
The motion responses(heaving, pitching and surging) of these three conditions are 
plotted against Froude Number in Figs.4.152 through 4.154. As expected, SWATH3- 
C2 is subject to less motion responses than SWATH3-C1 due to its deeply submerged 
body com pared to the SWATH3-C1. However, the added resistance has a slightly 
opposing trend as shown in Fig.4.151 at the similar wave steepness. Because of the 
relatively small free board for SWATH3-C2, a large amount o f green water on deck 
was observed during the experiments at the wave height tested when the model was 
under motion. Therefore, it is fairly certain that the green water caused higher resistance 
increases at the 2nd draft. With this point in mind, it can be believed that the added 
resistance o f the deeper draft SWATH will be less than that of the lighter draft one 
provided that green water effects don’t occur.
The added resistance coefficients of SWATH3-C1 are presented in Fig.4.155 
versus the non-dimensional encounter wave frequency for the two speeds tested and 
two sets of wave heights at each speed. The number of the frequencies tested was not 
enough to fit a curve smoothly and the pitch resonance frequency range was not 
included fully in the tests. It can be seen from the figure that the large resistance 
increase occurs at around the heave resonant region for the two speeds. However, it 
was found that the greatest resistance increase or decrease occurs at around pitch 
reasonant region for the SWATH1 as shown in Fig.4.86. A possible reason for this is
explained in detail later.
F igs.4.156 to 4.158 show the non-dimensional heaving, pitching and surging 
responses against the non-dimensional wave Irequency. A local peak can be seen in the 
pitch response as shown in Fig.4.157 which might be due to the interference wave 
system between the two demihulls. This is well predicted by the 2-D strip theory as 
shown in Fig.4.160. In the surge mode, a local maximum occurs at the first speed
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tested as shown in Fig.4.158. From the results, it can be seen that the pitch and heave 
m otions are linear with the wave height except near the critical zone. However, it is 
hard to see the linear relationship for the surge mode at the first speed tested.The 2-D 
strip theory predictions and measurements for the heaving and surging as shown 
F igs.4 .159 and 4.160 agree very well in the supercritical zone, but around the critical 
zone, the theory predicts higher values possibly because the dam ping due to the 
viscosity is ignored in the theory.
F ig s.4 .161 and 4.162 show the sinkage and trim variations against the encounter 
wave frequency for the two sets of wave height and two forward speeds. Unlike the 
SW ATH 1 tandem strut, the sinkage and trim are both undulatory with wave length, but 
it can be seen that the mean value is roughly independent of the wave length as with the 
tandem versions
In order to examine, in more detail, the effect of wave height on the added 
resistance, tests were carried out at 8 wave heights up to as high as approxim ately 
11 centim etres and at two speeds. The results are shown in Fig.4.163. The added 
resistance coefficient significantly decreases at the lower wave heights, but the decrease 
is less m arked at higher wave heights for the two speeds tested. The heave and pitch 
m otions can be seen to be linear with the wave height as shown in F igs.4 .164 and 
4.165. The surge motion can be also seen to be linear with the wave height except for 
the first two wave heights at the speed of 0.7m/s as shown in Fig.4.166. An interesting 
result is found from the sinkage and trim as shown in F igs.4 .167 and 4.168 in that 
unlike SW ATH 1 with tandem strut, they are nearly independent of the wave height, as 
m entioned earlier, with some undulations.
A) Comparison with tandem strut SWATH 1
The comparison of different designs of ship in waves is not as simple as that in 
calm  w ater since the performance of a ship in waves is most influenced by its natural 
periods o f motion and every ship has its own natural frequency of motion. As shown in 
Table 4.28, the tandem  strut SW ATH has longer motion periods o f heaving and 
pitching than those of the single strut one which has a waterplane area nearly two times
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that o f the tandem.
Fig.4.69 shows the added resistance coefficient variations of the SWATFI1 as 
functions o f Froude Number and wave steepness at the same wave length as with the 
SW A TH 3( see Fig.4.151). From  the comparison of these two m odels, the added 
resistance o f the single strut version is much higher than that of the tandem at higher 
speeds. F igs.4.73, 4.77 and 4.81 show the non-dimensional heaving, pitching and 
surging responses o f the SW ATH1-C5. The heave response o f the single strut as 
shown in Fig.4.152 is higher than that of the tandem version as shown in Fig.4.73 
m ostly due to its reduced pressure cancellation effect from the upper surface of the 
subm erged body com pared to the tandem. The pitch response of the single strut as 
shown in Fig.4.153 is lower than that of the tandem as shown in Fig.4.77. This can be 
explained as follows. As shown in Fig.4.144, the trim of the single version in the calm 
w ater is m uch lower than that o f the tandem. From this, it can be postulated that the 
resisting force to the trim o f the single version is greater than that of the tandem and 
consequently, this affects the pitch amplitude in waves. The surge motion of the single 
strut is m uch higher than that of its counterpart. It can be partly understood that the 
bigger displacem ent and larger waterplane area of the SWATH3 may cause the higher 
surge motion. Also, the damping associated with two struts is much greater than for a 
single strut ( Cp) is higher and is multiplied by two).
F ig.4.86 shows the added resistance coefficients of SWATH 1-C8 as functions of 
the non-dim ensional encounter wave frequency and wave height at four forward 
speeds. Its non-dim ensional spacing(B1=0.947) between the two demihulls is wider 
than that(0.762) of the SW ATH3-C1, but the draft is the same in each case. It was 
m entioned in section 3.3 that the wider spacing model is subject to less motion 
responses com pared to the narrower one, particulasrly at the slower speeds and in the 
resonant region. As mentioned earlier in Fig.4.155, the large resistance increase for the 
single strut occured at around the heave resonant region while the most resistance 
increase or decrease occurs at around the pitch resonant region lor the tandem strut (,8. 
Since the pitch motion of the single strut is appreciably smaller, but its heave motion is 
larger than the tandem strut. Thus, this larger heave motion would appear to contribute 
the large resistance increase at the heave resonant area As seen in Fig.4.156, the heave
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response reaches up to three times the wave height at the resonant frequency.
Figs.4.169 through 4.171 compares the motion responses of SW ATH 1-C8 and 
SW ATH3-C1 at the same speed of 1.0 m/s. As mentioned above, the heave motion of 
the tandem  version-C8 is less than that of the single strut one excepting around its 
natural resonant region o f heave(see Fig.4.169). Again, the pitch motion o f the tandem 
is larger than that o f the single strut excepting the local maximum region. The surge 
motion of the single is larger than that of the tandem.
As mentioned earlier, it is worthwile noting that the sinkage and trim of the single 
strut are both nearly independent of the wave height while they are both independent of 
the wave frequency for the tandem strut SWATH.
4.5.3 Conclusions
Based on the single strut SWATH tests, a number o f points are worth noting:
a) The computational results from the computer program OSWATH developed by 
the author gives satisfactory correlations with the experimental results.
b) Both the sinkage and trim follow the same trends as the total resistance 
associated with parametric changes such as spacing and draft. Namely, the wider the 
spacing between the two demihulls, the smaller the sinkage and trim, and they are both 
increased with draft.
c) The sinkage and trim of the single strut are both much smaller than those of the 
tandem version, but stabilising fins are recommended to control the pitch instability at 
higher speeds which causes a higher resistance penalty due to green water.
d) The wave-making resistance of the tandem strut is much higher than that of the 
single one up to m oderately high speeds , but at higher speeds, the tandem strut is 
appreciably better. If the skin-friction and form drag(including additional drag) is taken 
into account, the difference in the resistance between the two versions is, however,
reduced at higher speeds.
e) The resistance increase o f the single strut in waves is larger than that of the 
tandem at higher speeds possibly due to the increased trim and sinkage compared to
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those in the calm  water( the trim of the tandem strut in waves is significantly reduced as 
the wave height increases).
f) It can be seen that the heaving, pitching and surging responses are proportional 
to the wave height, but the added resistance coefficient is not proportional to the square 
o f the wave height. The break in the square law is considerable at lower wave heights 
com pared to at high wave heights.
g) The most resistance increase or decrease of the tandem strut version occurs at 
around the pitch resonant region while the large resistance increase for the single strut 
occurs at around the heave resonant frequency possibly due to the much exaggerated 
heave m otion in this region. Unlike the tandem strut, the heave response reaches up to 
three times the wave height at the resonant frequency.
h) The deep draft model is subject to less motion than that o f the light draft and 
results in less resistance increase in waves.
i) The heave and surge motions of the tandem strut are less than those of the 
single strut excepting around the resonant regions, but the pitch motion o f the tandem is 
larger than that of its counterpart.
j) The sinkage and trim of the single strut are both nearly independent of the wave 
height while they are independent of the wave frequency for the tandem strut SWATH.
k) Excepting the various practical aspects of a single strut SWATH compared to a 
tandem one as mentioned in the introduction, the choice of either single or tandem strut, 
from a seakeeping point of view, will mostly depend on the nature of the operating sea 
conditions as well as on the mission of the ship. From a resistance point of view, a 
single strut is much preferable up to moderately high speed and at higher speeds a 
tandem strut can be recommended.
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U ( m / s )
1
j PH 6RN/ 10 RT(N) j CT. V
1
| CT. S
1
RR (N) CRV | CR.S 
1
| 0 . 5 1 1
0 . 6 0 8i
! 0 . 1 3 3  
0 . 1 5 8
0 . 6 7 7  
0 .  8 0 6
| 0 . 6 6 7  
1 0 . 9 3 4
: 0 . 0 5 8 1  
0 . 0 5 7 5
0 . 0 0 4 6  
0 . 0 0 4 6
! - 0 . 0 9 4  
- 0 . 1 0 1
| - 0 . 0 0 8 1  
j - 0 . 0 0 6 2
1 - 0 . 0 0 0 7  
, - 0 . 0 0 0 5
: 0 . 7 0 6  
0 . 8 0 7
0 . 1 8 3  
0 . 2 1 0
0 .  9 3 6  
1 . 0 7 0
1 . 4 0 1
. . 8 7 7
i 0 . 0 6 4 0  
I 0 . 0 6 5 6
i 0 . 0 0 5 1  
0 . 0 0 5 2
: 0 . 0 5 2  
0 . 1 6 5
i
0 . 0 0 2 4  
0 . 0 0 5 8
0 . 0 0 0 2  
0 . 0 0 0 5
| 0 . 9 0 0  
! 1 . 0 0 0
0 . 2 3 4  
0 . 2 6 0
1 . 1 9 3  
1 . 3 2 6
2 . 4 4 6
3 . 2 9 2
0 . 0 6 8 7
0 . 0 7 4 9
0 . 0 0 5 5  
0 . 0 0 6 0
0 . 3 6 7  
0 .  7 8 3
0 . 0 1 0 3
0 . 0 1 7 8
0 . 0 0 0 8  
0 , 0 0 1 4
1 . 1 0 6
1 . 1 7 0
0 . 2 8 7  
0 . 3 0 4
1 . 4 6 6  
1 . 5 5 1
4 . 8 3 9
5 . 4 4 9
0 . 0 9 0 0  
0 . 0 9 0 6
0 . 0 0 7 2  
0 . 0 0 7 2
1 . 8 3 6  
2 .  1 2 7
0 . 0 3 4 1  
0 . 0 3 5 4
0 . 0 0 2 7  
0 , 0 0 2 8
1 . 2 0 1  
1 . 3 0 3
0 . 3 1 2  
0 . 3 3 9
1 . 5 9 2  
1 . 7 2 7
5 . 5 6 0  
5 . 6 4 5
0 . 0 8 7 7
0 . 0 7 5 6
0 . 0 0 7 0  
0 . 0 0 6 0
2 . 0 7 9
1 . 6 1 7
0 . 0 3 2 8
0 . 0 2 1 7
0 . 0 0 2 6  
0 , 0 0 1 7
1 . 4 0 3  
1 . 5 0 5
0 .  3 6 5  
0 . 3 9 1
1 . 8 6 0  
1 . 9 9 5
6 .  1 0 3  
7 . 9 1 3
0 . 0 7 0 5  
0 . 0 7 9 5
0 . 0 0 5 6  
0 . 0 0 6 4
1 . 5 0 4  
2 . 6 9 7
0 . 0 1 7 4
0 . 0 2 7 1
0 . 0 0 1 4  
0 . 0 0 2 2
1 . 6 1 0  
1 . 7 0 6  
_
0 . 4 1 8  
0 . 4  43
2 . 1 3 4  
2 .  2 6 2
1 0 . 3 4 2
1 2 . 7 8 8
0 . 0 9 0 8  
0 . 1 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 7 3  
0 . 0 0 8 0
4 . 4 5 5
6 . 2 5 5
0 . 0 3 9 1
0 . 0 4 8 9
0 . 0 0 3 1  
0 . 0 0 3 9
1 . 8 0 0  
1 . 9 1 1
0 .  4 6 8  
0 .  4 9 7
2 . 3 8 6
2 . 5 3 3
1 4 . 6 7 8  
1 6 . 5 5 5
0 . 1 0 3 1  
0 . 1 0 3 1
0 . 0 0 8 2  
0 . 0 0 8 2
7 .  4 8 4  
8 . 5 4 4
-  f
0 . 0 5 2 6  j 0 . 0 0 4 2  
0 . 0 5 3 2  i 0 . 0 0 4 3
1 . 9 9 9  
2 .  1 9 9
0 . 5 1 9
0 . 5 7 1
2 .  6 5 0  
2 , 9 1 5
1 8 . 0 6 3  
2 0 . 4 0 7
0 . 1 0 2 9  
0 . 0 9 6 0
0 . 0 0 8 2  
0 . 0 0 7 7
9 . 3 7 5
1 0 . 0 9 1
0 . 0 5 3 4
0 . 0 4 7 5
0 . 0 0 4 3  
0 , 0 0 3 8
2 . 3 7 4
2 . 6 0 0
1
0 . 6 1 7  j 3 . 1 4 7  
0 . 6 7 6  j 3 . 4 4 7
2 2 . 8 0 9  
2 5 . 2 3 4
0 . 0 9 2 1
0 . 0 8 4 9
0 . 0 0 7 4  
0 . 0 0 6 8
1 0 . 9 6 6  
1 1 . 2 7 8
0 . 0 4 4 3
0 . 0 3 8 0
0 . 0 0 3 5  
0 . 0 0 3 0
Table 4.30 SWATH3-C1 Tem.l5.0°C
U(m/s) FN
6
RN/ 10 RT (N) CT. V CT. S RR (N) CR. V CR.S
0 . 5 0 1
0 . 6 0 0
0 .  1 3 0  
0 . 1 5 6
0 .  6 6 4  
0 . 7 9 5
0 .  7 5 6  
1 . 1 7 9
0 . 0 6 1 6  
0 , 0 6 6 9
0 . 0 0 4 6  
0 . 0 0 5 0
- 0 . 1 2 5  
- 0 . 0 3 3
- 0 . 0 1 0 1
- 0 . 0 0 1 9
- 0 . 0 0 0 8  
- 0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 7 1 1  
0 . 7 7 2
0 .  1 8 5  
0 .  2 0 1
0 . 9 4 3  
1 . 0 2 3
1 . 5 5 7  
2 . 0 9 1
0 . 0 6 3 0
0 . 0 7 1 7
0 . 0 0 4 7  
0 . 0 0 5 4
- 0 . 0 8 1  
0 .  1 9 5
- 0 . 0 0 3 3
0 , 0 0 6 7
- 0 . 0 0 0 2  
0 . 0 0 0 5
0 . 8 6 9  
0 .  9 8 7
0 . 2 2 6
0 . 2 5 6
1 . 1 5 2
1 . 3 0 8
2 .  6 2 4  
3 . 8 2 1
0 . 0 7 1 1  
0 . 0 8 0 2
0 . 0 0 5 3  
0 . 0 0 6 0
0 . 2 8 4
0 . 8 8 4
0 . 0 0 7 7
0 . 0 1 8 6
0 . 0 0 0 6
0 . 0 0 1 4
1 . 0 9 5  
1 . 1 9 7
0 . 2 8 5
0 . 3 1 1
1 . 4 5 2  
1 . 5 8 7
5 .  5 6 0  
6 . 2 2 7
0 . 0 9 4 8  
0 . 0 8 8 9
0 . 0 0 7 1  
0 . 0 0 6 7
2 . 0 2 5
2 . 0 8 2
0 . 0 3 4 5
0 . 0 2 9 7
0 . 0 0 2 6  
0 . 0 0 2 2
1 . 2 8 5  
1 . 4 0 7
0 . 3 3 4
0 . 3 6 6
1 . 7 0 4  
1 . 8 6 5
6 . 4 5 4
7 . 3 3 9
0 . 0 7 9 9
0 . 0 7 5 8
0 . 0 0 6 0  
0 . 0 0 5 7
1 . 7 4 8  
1 . 8 0 3
0 . 0 2 1 6
0 . 0 1 8 6
0 . 0 0 1 6  
0 . 0 0 1 4
1 . 5 0 7  
1 . 5 9 6
0 . 3 9 2
0 . 4 1 5
1 . 9 9 8  
2 . 1 1 6
8 . 8 9 6
1 2 . 1 1 6
0 . 0 8 0 1
0 . 0 9 7 3
0 . 0 0 6 0  
0 . 0 0 7 3
2 . 6 3 4  
5 .  1 7 6
0 . 0 2 3 7
0 . 0 4 1 5
0 . 0 0 1 8  
0 . 0 0 3 1
1 . 7 0 0  
1 . 7 9 3
0 . 4 4 2
0 . 4 6 6
2 . 2 5 4  
2 . 3 7 7
1 4  . 9 4 5  
1 7 . 1 6 9
0 . 1 0 5 7  
0 . 1 0 9 2
0 . 0 0 7 9  
0 , 0 0 8 2
7 . 1 7 1
8 . 6 1 5
0 . 0 5 0 7  
0 . 0 5 4 8
0 ; 0 0 3 8  
0 . 0 0 4 1
1 . 8 9 2  
2 . 0 0 6
0 .  4 9 2  
0 . 5 2 1
2 . 5 0 8
2 . 6 5 9
1 8 . 8 7 3
2 0 . 6 8 3
0 . 1 0 7 8  
0 . 1 0 5 1
0 . 0 0 8 1  
0 . 0 0 7 9
9 .  4 5 0  
1 0 . 2 1 5
0 . 0 5 4 0  
0 , 0 5 1 9
0 . 0 0 4 0  
0 . 0 0 3 9
2 .  1 9 8 0 . 5 7 1 2 . 9 1 4 2 5 . 2 2 0 0 . 1 0 6 7 0 . 0 0 8 0 1 2 . 8 7 9 0 . 0 5 4 5 0 . 0 0 4 1
T ab le  4 .31  SWATH3-C2 Tem.==13.0°C
U( m/ s ) FN RN/ 106 RT (N) CT. V GT.S RR (N) CR. V CR.S 11
0 . 5 0 4 0 . 1 3 1 0 .  6 6 8 0 .  6 6 7 0 . 0 5 9 8 0 . 0 0 4 8 - 0 . 0 7 5 - 0 . 0 0 6 7 - 0 . 0 0 0 5
0 . 6 0 4 0 .  1 5 7 0 .  8 0 1 0 . 9 4 3 0 . 0 5 8 8 0 . 0 0 4 7 - 0 . 0 8 0 - 0 . 0 0 5 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 4
0 . 7 0 1 0 .  1 8 2 0 . 9 2 9 1 . 3 7 9 0 . 0 6 3 8 0 . 0 0 5 1 0 . 0 4 6 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 2
0 . 8 1 4 0 . 2 1 2 1 . 0 7 9 2 .  1 8 0 0 . 0 7 4 8 0 . 0 0 6 0 0 . 4 4 1 0 . 0 1 5 2 0 . 0 0 1 2
0 . 9 0 2 0 . 2 3 4 1 . 1 9 6 2 . 3 5 7 0 . 0 6 5 9 0 , 0 0 5 3 0 . 2 7 0 0 . 0 0 7 6 0 . 0 0 0 6
1 . 0 1 4
_  _j
0 . 2 6 4 1 . 3 4 4 3 . 5 5 8 0 . 0 7 8 7 0 . 0 0 6 3 0 . 9 8 6 0 . 0 2 1 8 0 . 0 0 1 7
1 . 1 1 4 0 . 2 8 9 1 . 4 7 7 4 . 8 9 3 0 . 0 8 9 7 0 . 0 0 7 2 1 . 8 5 0 0 . 0 3 3 9 0 . 0 0 2 7
1 . 2 0 9 0 . 3 1 4 1 . 6 0 3 5 . 5 9 6 0 . 0 8 7 1 0 . 0 0 7 0 2 . 0 7 3 0 . 0 3 2 3 0 . 0 0 2 6
1 . 3 0 1 0 . 3 3 8 1 . 7 2 5 5 . 8 9 8 0 . 0 7 9 3 0 . 0 0 6 3 1 . 8 8 1 0 . 0 2 5 3 0 . 0 0 2 0
1 . 4 1 2 0 . 3 6 7 1 . 8 7 2 6 . 3 3 8 0 . 0 7 2 3 0 . 0 0 5 8 1 . 6 8 7 0 . 0 1 9 2 0 . 0 0 1 5
1 . 4 9 8 0 . 3 8 9 1 . 9 8 6 7 . 5 6 2 0 . 0 7 6 7 0 , 0 0 6 1 2 . 3 8 9 0 . 0 2 4 2 0 . 0 0 1 9
1 . 5 7 5 0 . 4 0 9 2 . 0 8 8 8 . 9 7 6 0 . 0 8 2 3 0 . 0 0 6 6 3 . 3 1 6 0 . 0 3 0 4 0 . 0 0 2 4
1 . 6 9 7 0 . 4 4 1 2 . 2 5 0 1 1 . 4 7 5 0 . 0 9 0 7 0 . 0 0 7 2 5 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 3 9 5 0 . 0 0 3 2
1 . 8 0 7 0 . 4 7 0 2 . 3 9 6 1 4 . 0 5 6 0 . 0 9 7 9 0 , 0 0 7 8 6 . 8 1 1 0 . 0 4 7 5 0 . 0 0 3 8
1 . 9 4 7 0 . 5 0 6 2 . 5 8 1 1 6 . 2 8 4 0 . 0 9 7 7 0 . 0 0 7 8 7 . 9 9 9 0 . 0 4 8 0 0 . 0 0 3 8
2 . 0 0 1 0 . 5 2 0 2 .  6 5 3 1 7 . 1 9 2 0 . 0 9 7 7 0 . 0 0 7 8 8 . 4 8 8 0 . 0 4 8 2 0 . 0 0 3 9
2 . 2 1 5 0 . 5 7 6 2 . 9 3 6 2 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 0 9 2 8 0 . 0 0 7 4 9 . 5 6 4 0 . 0 4 4 4 0 . 0 0 3 5
2 . 4 1 0 0 . 6 2 6 3 .  1 9 5 2 2 . 3 9 6 0 . 0 8 7 7 0 . 0 0 7 0 1 0 . 2 2 6 0 . 0 4 0 1 0 . 0 0 3 2
2 . 6 5 2 0 . 6 8 9 3 . 5 1 6 2 5 . 0 6 4 0 . 0 8 1 1 0 . 0 0 6 5 1 0 . 6 0 1 0 . 0 3 4 3 0 . 0 0 2 7
2 . 8 3 7 0 . 7 3 7 3 .  7 6 1 2 7 . 3 1 1 0 . 0 7 7 2 0 . 0 0 6 2 1 0 . 9 7 3 0 . 0 3 1 0 0 . 0 0 2 5
Table 4.32 SWATH3-C3 Tem.=15.0°C
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S W A T H S
F ig .4 .129 -b  Front View of the SWATH3 Model
Fig 4.130 SWATH3-C2 under way Speed=l.lm/s
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4 .6 ,_AN_A LY $IS OF THE EX PERIMENTS ON TW O POLISH M ODELS 
(SW A T H -386 AN D -395) AND CO M PARISON W ITH CO M PU TA TIO N A L 
RESULTS
As part o f research collaboration between Dept of Naval Architecture and Ocean 
E ngineering  o f G lasgow  University(G.U) and Ship Hydrom echanics Division of 
G dansk Technical University(G.T.U), Poland, a series of model tests to measure the 
total resistance in calm  water using SWATH-386, 0.833m in length, were carried out at 
GTU and their analysis and comparison with computational results were conducted at 
G.U by the author and reported in Ref. [23]. Some important results are discussed in 
this section, taken from that reference. In addition, open water test results o f the 
SW A TH -395 m odel were sent to the author[98] and compared with computational 
results herein.
4,6,1 Test Conditions and Description of the Models
T he test series with the SW ATH-386 model included various changes in 
configurations o f strut system, modifications of bow struts as well as o f lower hulls 
and two spacings between the centrelines of the two demihulls etc., which result in a 
total o f 12 conditions(See Fig.4.172 and 4.173). All the measurements were performed 
at one draft o f 0.167m  and the principal dimensions and basic coefficients are listed in 
T ab le  4 .33 . N o turbulence devices were in troduced for the m easurem ents. 
Instrum entation, towing system and facilities etc were not provided to the author and 
so, can not be m entioned herein in detail. The experiments were aimed at obtaining an 
optim um  strut system  in terms of resistance and at finding a hull shape which could 
help prevent severe bow trim  at high speeds and so permit stabilizing fins to be 
rem oved. The latter purpose was achieved by introducing a sledge bow concept
which is m entioned below.
All the configurations o f SWATH 386 tested are shown in Figs.4.172 and 4.173. 
Series A and B indicate the spacing o f 0.5 and 0.433 metres between the centreplanes
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of the two dem ihulls, respectively, both of which are comparatively wide compared to 
the hull length. SW ATH 386 is a tandem strut configurations and its submerged hull 
has circular cross sections with the a hemispherical entrance as well as with a tapered 
run. M odel 386-1 is a version that had a parallel middle block of 0.1m length inserted 
at the longitudinal centre of the aft strut of the original model 386. Forward and aft 
struts w ere both changed in the same way for Model 386-2(also, see F ig .l74-b , the 
m odel under test at the tank) and forward strut only was changed for M odel 386-3. 
M odel 386-4 is a single strut configuration that was constructed by adding a parallel 
section betw een the maximum chord points of struts on Model 386. This version is 
shown in F ig.4.174-c where the model is under test at the tank. All the versions 
m entioned  thus far have two pair of stabilising fins ( NACA0012 ) as seen in 
F ig .4 .174-a .
Table 4.33 Some Dimensions and Principal Coefficients of SWATH-386 Demihull
GTU Model 
Length of Body(m), L^
D iam eter o f Body(m), Di^
Length o f Strut(m), L s 
M axim um  Beam of Strut(m), tm 
Lb/Dib 
LsAm
Draft(m), T 
SD BC(m ), h 
W etted Area(m2), S 
D isp laced  V olum e(rr?),V
C p  o f B ody 
C w p o f S trut 
H  i = 2h/D ib
Note ; Dimensions are calculated by the computer program OSWATH
In order to obtain a hull shape which can prevent severe bow trim at higher 
speeds which is a severe problem with conventional SWATH ships, a sledge bow was 
introduced for M odels 386-APW1, APW2 and APW2 by removing a portion of the 
underside o f the original hull nose so that the bottom of the hull becomes a fiat
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SWATH 386 
0.833 
0.08 
0.2 
0.033 
10.4125 
6.061 
0.167 
0.127 
0 .255732 
0.00445
0.88
0.65
3.175
surface. Also, flare and rake were introduced to the upper part of the strut entrance for 
all the versions. The tail part of the forward strut was replaced by a parallel block for 
386-APW 3. Tw o pairs of stabilizing fins were fitted to 386-APW 2 and -APW 3 alike. 
The SW ATH-386-APW 2 configuration is shown in Fig.4.174-a.
A fter having confirmed the benefits resulting from the introduction of a 'sledge' 
bow to the SW ATH-386 configurations, the second model SW ATH-395, 2.03m  in 
body length, was built with this concept. The total resistance and trim with this model 
w ere m easured at one spacing(0.75m) and one draft(0.19m ) with and without 
stabilising fins(NACA0012). The principal dimensions and basic coefficients o f this 
m odel are listed at Table 4.34 and a side view of the model is shown in Fig.4.175. 
The experim ents were conducted at Lake Ilawa Test Station, Poland, and again, no 
detailed description o f the testing procedure can be made herein.
Table 4.34 Principal Dimensions of SWATH-395 Demihull
GTU Model SWATH-395
Length o f Body(m), Lb 2.03
Diameter of Body(m) Dib 0.145
Length of strut(m) L s 2.05
M axim um  Beam of Strut(m) Ts 0.09
Lf/D^b 14.0
V I S 22.8
Draft(m), T 0.19
SDBC(m ), h 0.118
W etted area(m2), S 1.72
3
Displaced Volume(m ) 0.070
Cp of Body 0.798
C wp of Strut 0.917
1 ZT
H != 2h /d ib l .6
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4.6.2 Discussion
Fig.4.182 shows one(M odel-386-A) of the comparisons between the calculated 
w ave-m aking and m easured residuary resistances for all the versions tested and 
illustrates its component contributions to the total wave-making resistance. In general, 
the comparisons between the measurements and predictions for all the tested conditions 
are in good aggrement excepting the high form effect of the model 386, as mentioned in 
detail in R ef.[23]. Including the empirical form factor and fin drag m entioned in 
C hapter 3, the total resistance is calculated for this condition and com pared with the 
m easurem ents(see Fig.4.183). For this purpose, the angle o f attack of fins is uniformly 
assum ed 2 degrees for all the speeds. However, practically, it is nearly im possible to 
obtain an uniform  angle o f attack o f fins to the flow when the model is under way at 
different speeds.
F ig. 4.176 and 4.177 show comparisons of the total and residuary resistance 
coefficients nondimensionalised by the displacement for the five configurations. From 
Fig.4.176, it is noticed that all the tandem strut configurations result in much higher 
resistances than the single strut version up to around Fn=0.45 but above this speed they 
becom e better in terms of total resistance per displaced volume. This high penalty is 
caused by the large w ave-m aking contributions o f the struts and unfavourable 
interferences between the struts and between the struts and the body as can be seen in 
Fig.4.182. The short struts configuration version of 386-A is the worst up to Fn=0.3 
and the best among the configurations at higher speeds which is caused by the strut 
w ave-m aking c h a ra c te r is tic s^ ]. In general, the wave-making resistance coefficient of 
a short strut reaches its maximum earlier than a long strut does and then, the coefficient 
o f the short strut becomes lower than the other at higher speeds(Detailed parametric 
studies are conducted in the following Chapter 5). Also, it can be clearly seen that 386- 
2A, which has two long struts, is subject to the least resistance up to m oderate speeds 
and is then the largest amongst the tandem strut configurations. It is o f interest to 
com pare 386-1A and 3A. The resistance of 386-1A is larger than that of 386-3A up to 
m oderate speeds, but at higher speeds, the result is reversed. This is due to the fact that 
the interference between the body and longer fore strut with 386-3A contributes to
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making the wave-making resistance larger at higher speeds compared to the counterpart 
configuration[23].
Fig.4.178 and 4.179 show the total and residuary resistance coefficients for the 
four tandem  strut configurations at the second spacing. The results shows the same 
patterns as in the first spacing configurations. As results, the five configurations tested 
shows that by changing the strut position on the hull, a better perform ance can be 
achieved over a particular speed region but it is im possible to select a combination 
which will give a better performance over the whole speed range. In general, a short 
strut-body com bination give less resistance than a long strut-body com bination at 
higher speed but at slow speeds, the result is reversed.
F ig .4 .180 shows the spacing effects. At higher speeds, the w ider spacing 
versions are all better in terms of resistance, but at slower speed this is not always the 
case as mentioned in the previous sections.
F ig .4 .181 shows a com parison between the original version(386-A ) and the 
m odified sledge versions with and without fins. There is little difference between 386- 
APW1 and the original 386-A upto Fn=0.29, but the sledge version becomes worse 
than the original version above that speed. Mr. Paul and Mr. G rygorow icz(visitors 
from G.T.U) explained that they observed during the experiments a much reduced bow 
trim with the sledge version of APW1 compared to the original one, but failed to reduce 
the resistance at higher speeds which might be due to the flare and rake. It seems to be 
certain that the flare introduced to the fore struts of APW 1 creates more waterplane area 
at trim, resulting in the large resistance increase. In general, stabilizing fins cause an 
increase in the resistance in calm water(compare 386-APW 1 and -APW2). The largest 
resistance of APW 3 seems to be caused by the parallel tail part of the forward strut with 
square end(see F ig .4 .173).
The measured residuary resistance coefficient ot the SWATH-395 modeKno fins) 
is shown in F ig .4 .185 together with the calculated w'uve-making resistance. The two 
results are in good agreement excepting the large predicted value at around Fn =0.31. It 
can be seen that the body contribution to the total w'ave m aking resistance is 
com paratively large due to its shallow submergence as seen in Table 4.33. F ig .4 .184
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shows the measured total resistances(in newtons) of the model with two pair o f fins 
and w ithout fins as a function of Froude number. Again, including the present form 
factor and fin drag, the total resistance is calculated assum ing a 2 degree o f angle o f 
attack o f the fins. It seems that this angle is high at slow speeds and low at higher 
speeds. However, the agreement is excellent excepting at around Fn=0.31 which is 
caused by the larger predicted wave-making resistance as seen in Fig.4.185.
Fig.4.186 shows a comparison o f the trims between two single strut SW ATH 
models, SW ATH3-C1 and SW ATH-395, both of which have no fins. The result of 
SW ATH3-C1 is taken from  Fig.4.144. In order to com pare the trim s o f different 
lengths o f model, as usual, the trims are non-dimensionalised by each body length. In 
general, trim is very sensitive to the towing system and towing height so that a direct 
com parison cannot be made. H ow ever, the trim  o f the sledge bow SW ATH is 
significantly smaller and further this model runs at level trim  at much higher speeds. 
This kind o f perform ance has not been observed with num erous SW ATH m odels 
worldwide. As mentioned in section 4.5, the m easurements with the SW ATH 1 model 
could not be conducted further beyond the last speed tested due to the severe bow trim 
and hence, green water effects. Consequently, a 'sledge' bow, if well designed, might 
give a possibility of removing stabilising fins which previously had been considered 
essential to all conventional SW ATH ships. As seen above, these fins cause a large 
resistance increase and also produce control problems.
4.6.3 Conclusions
a) In general, the comparison between the predictions and m easurem ents is in 
good agreement, in particular, with the large SWATH 395 model.
b) As m entioned  in the p rev ious sections w ith the th ree  SW A TH  
m odels(SW A T H l, 2 and 3), it is not expected to obtain a SW ATH configuration 
which will give favourable resistance characteristics at all speeds since such 
interference effects are dependent upon the relative distance between the components 
of the SW ATH ships as well as the operating speeds. The present configurations of
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changing the strut systems on the demihull proved that statement by showing that one 
gives better result than the other depending on the speed. In general, a short strut-body 
com bination give less resistance than a long strut-body combination at higher speeds, 
but the resu lt is reversed at slow speeds. Therefore, a single strut SW ATH is 
recom m ended upto m oderately high speeds, but at higher speeds a tandem  strut 
configuration is better from the point of view of resistance.
c) At higher speeds, the wider spacing versions between two dem ihull all give 
less resistance than the narrower spacing versions tested. However, in the moderate 
speed range, the result is reversed due to favourable interferences between the two 
demihulls.
d) A 'sledge' bow seems to be promising in terms of reducing the bow trim  and 
hence, a resistance reduction can be expected. The contribution o f fin drag to total 
resistance is substantial. If controllable fins can be rem oved from  the SW ATH 
concept, this will be a great breakthrough to the further developm ent of SW ATH 
ships. It is therefore recom mended that further research should be followed on the 
'sledge' concept.
e) Flare introduced to the strut creates a substantial resistance increase, especially 
at higher speeds.
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4.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
T he experim ental results with 5 SW ATH m odels including 38 individual 
configurations presented in this Chapter are very valuable at this stage o f SW ATH 
developm em t. Som e of them  seem to be o f extrem e im portance to the further 
developm ent o f SW ATH ships. Detailed conclusions have been drawn at the end of 
each section and some general and important remarks are made below:
a) One o f the most important things is that the present analytical method gives 
excellent correlations with the various SW ATH configurations including single and 
tandem  struts, c ircular and non-circular hulls, with and w ithout fins and such 
param etric changes as spacing of the two dem ihulls, draft, strut position on the 
dem ihull and slenderness ratioes of body as well as strut etc. Therefore, this tool can 
be used, with good confidence, for parametric studies and for an optimisation process 
in selecting hull form with regard to resistance.
b) A resistance benefit from an increase of draft cannot be obtained for all the 
SW ATH m odels(SW A TH l, SW ATH2 and SW ATH3). This is due to the fact that 
since the slenderness ratio of the bodies for the three models are comparatively small, 
the increased strut depth results in a subtantial increase o f the strut wave-making 
resistance which outweighs the decrease o f the body wave-m aking resistance. This 
result reveals that at a given displacement, the proper distribution of the displacement 
on struts and bodies is essential depending on the draft as well as the speed of interest.
c) An interference wave system created by the two demihulls affects the resistance 
favourably  or unfavourably, depending on speed. Ow ing to the unfavourable 
interferences at higher speeds the wider the spacing between two demihulls, the better 
the resistance. However, up to moderately high speeds, there are some favourable 
interference effects betwen two demihulls.
d) The hollow and hump in the resistance curve is significantly changed by the 
strut(s) position on the demihull. In particular, this is much exaggerated with the 
tandem  strut SW ATH designs. Therefore, when designing a SW ATH with tandem 
struts, careful attention should be paid to the position o f the struts on the demihull
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depending on speed.
e) As results, interference effects are dependent upon the relative distance between 
the com ponents o f a SW ATH design as well as the operating speed. Hence, a 
SW A TH  arrangem ent which will give favourable interference characteristics at all 
speeds is not to be expected at all. However, reductions in wave resistance at certain 
speeds can be obtained by a proper location of the struts on the hulls and a well chosen 
spacing between the hulls. Most importantly, at certain drafts, a proper distribution of 
the displacem ent on the struts and bodies, keeping the breadth to length ratio o f the 
strut as low as possible, seems to be essential. In general, a short strut-body 
com bination give less resistance than a long strut-body combination at higher speeds, 
but the result is reversed at slow speeds. Therefore, a single strut SW ATH is 
recom m ended up to m oderately high speeds, but at higher speeds a tandem  strut 
configuration is better from the point of view of resistance.
f) The sinkage and trim of the tandem strut models are independent of the wave 
length but dependent on the wave height. However, with the single strut SW ATH3, 
they are both nearly independent of the wave height.The sinkage and trim of the single 
strut SW ATH are both much smaller than those of the tandem  versions. Both the 
sinkage and trim follow nearly the same trends as the total resistance variations 
associated with parametric changes such as spacing and draft. Namely, the wider the 
spacing between the two demihulls, the smaller the sinkage and trim, and they are both 
increased with draft. In general, the sinkage and trim  are both increased with 
increasing speed which creates severe bow trim and accordingly green water at higher 
speeds. In particular, the resistance of the SWATH2 model with rectangular hulls with 
rounded comers is substantially increased by the trim at high speeds. Thus, stabilising 
fins are needed for the SWATH models with regard to resistance increase, sea-keeping 
and propeller emergence problems.
g) The resistance increase of the SWATH models in waves is very much smaller 
than those o f monohull ships. There is little increase in added resistance as speed 
increases. Further, in the supercritical zone, as the wave height increases, the 
resistance of the tandem strut models systematically decreases by as much as 24 % of 
the calm  water resistance over the speed range o f Fn=0.31-0.39 with the tendency that
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the resistance peak shifts to the slower speeds and that the hump and hollow  are 
fla ttened . T his seem s to be due to the com bination o f several com plicated  
hydrodynam ic interferences such as trim and sinkage changes in waves relative to 
those in calm  water, increased apparent speed o f the models due to the oncom ing 
waves and changed speed o f water particles near the models due to the increased surge 
m otion with the increase of wave height etc. How ever, this negative resistance 
increase does not occur with the single strut SW ATH3 m odel. Therefore, the 
resistance decrease is mostly due to the interference effects between the twin stm ts 
combined with some motion aspects of the tandem stm t SW ATH models. As a result, 
the tandem  stm t SW ATH ship can be recom m ended to apply to naval com batants 
where speed reduction is of prim e importance. In order to confirm  the resistance 
decrease in regular waves, experiments in random waves will be desirable.
h) It can be seen that the heaving, pitching and surging responses are proportional 
to the wave height. However, the added resistance for the three models tested is not 
proportional to the square o f the wave height. The added resistance divided by the 
square o f the wave height decreases as the wave height increases. The break in the 
square law is more significant in low er wave heights com pared to in high wave 
heights
i) The motion response of the SW ATH2 is much less than that o f the SW ATH 1 
model. This fact results in less added resistance for SW ATH2 compared to SW ATH 1 
at the same wave steepness and same subm ergence ratio  o f the m ain body. A 
rectangular cross section hulled SWATH with rounded corners seems to be promising 
up to m oderately high speeds, but at higher speeds, a well streamlined hull seems to 
be better in terms of the total resistance.
j) The resistance increase of the single strut SW ATH in the waves is larger than 
that of the tandem versions at higher speeds possibly due to the increased trim and 
sinkage com pared to those in calm water( the trim of the tandem strut in waves is 
significantly reduced as the wave height increases). The most resistance increase or 
decrease of the tandem strut versions occurs at around the pitch resonant region while 
the large resistance increase for the single strut occurs at around the heave 
resonantregion possibly due to the much exaggerated heave motion at the resonant
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frequency. Unlike the tandem strut, the heave response reaches up to three times the 
wave height at the resonant frequency. The heave and surge motions o f the tandem strut 
are less than those o f the single strut excepting around the resonant regions, but the 
pitch motion o f the tandem is larger than that o f its counterpart.
k) A 'sledge' bow seems to be promising in terms o f reducing the bow trim and 
hence, a resistance reduction can be expected. The contribution o f fin drag to total 
resistance is substantial. If controllable fins can be removed from the SW ATH concept, 
this will be a great breakthrough to the further development of SW ATH ships. In regard 
o f this, it can be recommended that further research should be followed on the 'sledge' 
concept.
1) In conslusion, a SW ATH ship with rectangular cross section hulls with 
rounded comers can be recommended for the next generation of SW ATH development 
in terms o f less motion responses, less resistance increase in waves, draft reduction and 
construction cost compared to circular hulled SWATH ships. The trim of the SWATH2 
model is less than that of the SW ATH 1 circular hulled model. In addition, the 'sledge' 
bow can be easily introduced to rectangular hulled SW ATH ships. Therefore, a 
rectangular cross section hull can be applied to the design of practical SW ATH ships up 
to m oderately high speeds without any serious penalty in resistance compared to the 
circular counterpart. However, at higher speeds, a well streamlined hull is better in 
terms of the total resistance.
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Fig 4.174-a Front View of Model 386-APW2
S S M
Fig 4.174-b Model 386-2A under way in Water
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Fig 4.174-c Model 386-4A under way in Water
Fig 4.175 Side View of Model-395(Up Side Down)
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C H A P T E R  5 SO ME PARAM ETRIC ST UDIES,  O PTIM ISA T IO N  
E X A M P L E  A N D  S W A T H  R E S I S T A N C E  C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  
E Q U IV A L E N T  M ONOHULLS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this Chapter, some param etric studies which were not covered in the 
experim ental work are systematically performed. In order to investigate the resistance 
changes caused by variations in SWATH geometry, a variety of param eters which are 
m ostly im portant to the design of SWATH ships with regard to resistance are covered: 
spacing o f the two demihulls, strut position on the demihull, strut numbers(up to three) 
on the demihull, strut length and shape(simple and contoured), body shape(simple and 
contoured) and its cross section shape(circular, elliptical and rectangular with rounded 
corners), body breadth to depth ratio, radius o f rounded com ers for the rectangular 
cross section and draft etc. Also, the contribution of controllable fins to total resistance 
is investigated in detail.
In order to demonstrate the capability of the present analytical tool, it is used to 
find 'optim um ' configurations for a 2405 tonne SW ATH ship at the two speeds o f 8 
knots(operating speed) and 14 knotsfmaximum speed). This work dem onstrates the 
state-of-the-art of the present thesis.
Finally, the resistance performance of the SW ATH3 model is com pared with 
those of equivalent monohulls(Destroyer D E -1006(0^=0.49), Series-60(Cb=0.6 and 
Ct>=0.7) ca m^ water as w e^ as ip waves. It is demonstrated how well the SWATH 
ship can perform  in waves com pared to equivalent m onohulls in term s o f speed 
reduction and of power increase.
These results together with the experimental results(in Chapter 4) provide practical 
and very valuable design guidance for the high performance of SW ATH ships with 
regard to resistance.
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5.2 IN V ESTIG A TION OF SOME PARAM ETERS M OSTLY A FFECTIN G  
RESISTANCE
5JLLTw o Demihull Spacing Effect on W ave-M aking Resistance
From  the experimental results discussed in the previous Chapter 4, it has been 
seen that some favourable interference effects between the two dem ihulls occur in the 
m oderately  high speed range o f F n= 0 .35-0 .44(sligh tly  changing  w ith m odel 
configurations), resulting in less resistance as the spacing becom es narrower. This 
spacing effect is due to the presence o f the interference factor, [1+ cos(k1B 1sec20 
sin0)], in the integrand of eq.(3.1). This was discussed in detail in section 2.8.4. This 
factor is a function o f the speed(kq) and spacing distance(B j) o f two dem ihulls, and 
varies from  0 to 2. Consequently, the wave-making resistance o f twin hulls, which 
travel abreast of each other, is between zero and four times that o f single hull.
F ig .5.1 illustrates the interference effects betw een the tw o dem ihulls o f the 
SW A T H l-m odel(at draft of 1.5 times o f the body diam eter). The corresponding 
experim ental results are shown in Fig.4.37 at the three spacings tested. F ig .5.1 shows 
the ratio o f Cw to Cw oo(at infinite separation, ie, two times one demihull) as a function 
o f non-d im ensional spacing distance for a num ber o f Froude num bers. The 
m athem atical condition of the two demihulls merging together, ie B j=0.0 , apparently 
becom es 2 as the derived formula is based on the linear superposition principle as 
m entioned above. As seen in Fig.4.37, a resistance benefit from  the two demihull 
spacing occurs over the hump speed range, Fn=0.35-0.45, and is well predicted by the 
com putational results. According to Fig.5.1-a, the largest saving in the resistance 
(around 40% ) takes place at Fn=0.390 and at B ^ O .5 3 . For reference, the non- 
dim ensional spacing of SW ATH1-C1, C4 and C7 are 0.566, 0.762 and 0.947, 
respectively, as shown in Table 4.2. Beyond Fn=0.46, no reduction in the wave 
resistance with the varying spacing distance is expected and the ratio converges to unity 
as the spacing increases
Fig.5.2 shows the spacing effect of the SWATH 1 model at the draft o f two times 
the body diam eter, for which experim ental results are shown in F ig .4.38 for 
SW ATH 1-C2, C5 and C8. Again, the resistance savings can be seen over nearly the
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same speed range as at the previous draft conditions but the spacing distance giving 
m ost savings becomes narrower compared to the previous results as shown in Fig.5.1. 
The spacing effect of the SWATH3 model( at the draft o f 1.5 times the body diameter) 
is shown in F ig .5.3. From the figure, nearly the same pattern as observed with the 
tandem  strut model SWATH1 can be seen with a slight difference at the speeds and 
spacings where m ost resistance savings occur. The experim ental results o f the 
SW ATH3 model(at a draft of two times the body diameter) at the two different spacings 
are shown in Fig.4.135.
It can be seen form all these figures that the speed range giving a resistance benefit 
from  the spacing of the two demihulls does not vary greatly with the geometry changes 
o f the SW ATH ships. This can be further justified from  the Polish SW ATH model 
experim ental results as shown in Fig.4.180. Also, there is not much deviation from 
Everest's conclusion for catamaran shipsf 104] that the m ost im portant speed range 
giving a resistance reduction from the two dem ihull spacing is approxim ately 
F n = 0 .3 -0 .4 .
In conclusion, a well chosen spacing of the present SW ATH m odels results in a 
considerable resistance reduction(up to around 40% the resistance o f twin hull at 
infinity) around Fn=0.35-0.45. Thus, special attention should be paid to the two 
dem ihull spacing for SW ATH ships whose operating speed is within the range of 
Fn=0.35-0.45 in order to get optimum performance.
5.2.2 Interference Effects Between Body and Stmt and Between Struts in Tandem
A ccording to the experim ental results in Chapter 4, the total wave-m aking 
resistance is significantly influenced by the composition of the components of SWATH 
models. Fig. 5.6 shows the total resistance coefficient curves of the SW ATH 1 model at 
five different strut combinations on the demihull. Am ongst these, CS=0.3 and CS1=- 
0.355(where CS and CS1 are the distances between the centre of the fore strut and the 
centre o f the body and between the centre of the aft stmt and the body, respectively) is 
the configuration of SWATH 1-C4 whose calculated and experimental results are shown 
in F ig .4.17.
The total resistance coefficient with CS=0.2 and CSl=-().2(the trailing edge of the 
fore strut and leading edge of the aft struts are touching one another, resulting in a
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single strut) is remarkably reduced as compared with SW ATH 1-C4 at all the speeds 
above Fn=0.26. This is due to the fact that the interferences between the struts and 
body(see Fig.5.4-a) become favourable and also the interference between the fore and 
aft struts(see Fig.5.5-a) becomes favourable over the speed range. How ever, the 
resistance coefficient of this configuration is significantly increased below the speed of 
Fn=0.26 compared with the SWATH 1-C4.
A s seen in F ig .5.4, the strut located on the longitudinal centre of the 
dem ihull(CS=0.0) gives rise to favourable interferences Fn=0.19-0.22 and Fn=0.28- 
0.48 while it gives unfavourable interferences Fn=0.22-0.28 and at higher speeds. As 
the strut position moves forward, the pattern of the body-strut interference effects is 
changed in such a way that the former negative part becom es positive and that the 
unfavourable interference is reduced at higher speeds. This fact results in the 
overhanging strut combination(CS=0.6 and C S l= -0 .6 ) being subject to less wave- 
making resistance than that of SWATH 1-C4 at higher speeds as seen in Fig.5.6.
As seen in Fig.5.5 which shows the interference effects between the fore and aft 
struts as a function of Froude number, the interference effects change with the distance 
between the two struts, particularly at slow speeds. However, the two strut interference 
effects becomes negligible above Fn=0.4 if the two strut are displaced from one another 
by a strut chord length.
W hen designing a tandem strut SWATH ship, well chosen struts positions on the 
dem ihull can reduce significantly the w ave-m aking resistance depending on its 
operating speeds. In general, from the resistance point of view, it is desirable to place 
the two struts near the ends of the lower demihull. This com bination benefits from 
favourable body-strut interference as well as favourable strut interference. In addition, it 
is essential to keep the ratio o f strut thickness to length as low as possible which 
reduces the strut wave-making resistance, particularly, over the hump speed range.
5.2.3 Draft Effect on Wave-making Resistance
Fig.5.7 systematically illustrates how the total wave-making resistance coefficient 
of the SWATH1 model varies with the immersion depth together with its components 
variations. Three immersion depths are varied which correspond to SW ATH3-C1, C2
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and C3, respectively. One of the interesting results that can be seen from  the figure is 
that the shape of the coefficient curve for each component is nearly independent o f the 
im m ersion depth, but its magnitude is decreased or increased with the increase of the 
im m ersion depth. The body-stru t interferences decreases in m agnitude with the 
imm ersion depth and also, the body wave-making resistance is considerably decreased 
due to its increased submergence. However, the wave-making resistances of the struts 
are considerably increased due to their increased depth and the two struts interference 
intensifies both favourably and unfavourably.
These two facts result in a large total wave-making resistance increase over the 
prim e hump speed range as the draft increases. By virtue o f the reduced body wave 
resistance and the favourable interference between the struts, the total wave-m aking 
resistance coefficient is reduced at higher speeds. However, as m entioned in section 
4.2.4.2, if the increased wetted area and thus frictional resistance is taken into account, 
the total resistance per displaced volume becomes worse with the increase o f the draft 
even at high speeds.
This total resistance increase with the draft can be also seen with the SW ATH3 
single strut model, as shown in Fig.5.8. According to the figure, the strut wave-making 
resistance increase with draft is so large that it outweighs the resistance decrease of the 
body, resulting in the increase of the total wave-making resistance.
H ow ever, this is not always the case with SW ATH ships. This resistance 
increase with the draft is mostly attributable to the fact that the slenderness ratio of the 
body of the present model SWATH1 and SW ATHSCL^/Dib^l 6.93) is comparatively 
large so that the contribution o f the body to the total w ave-m aking resistance is 
relatively small. When this ratio becomes smaller, the w ave-m aking resistance of the 
body becomes larger so that the total wave-making resistance will be decreased with the 
draft at certain speeds, especially wave-making speed range. This is shown in section 
5 .3 .
5.2.4 Strut Length Effect on Wave making Resistance
It has been experim entally and com putationally shown in C hapter 4 that in 
general, a short strut-body combination gives less resistance than a long strut-body
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combination at higher speeds while the result is reversed at slow speeds. Therefore, a 
single strut SW ATH ship is subject to less resistance up to moderately high speeds, but 
at higher speeds a tandem strut configuration is better from the resistance point of view. 
Also, it is reported from the systematic series o f tests results on single strut SWATH 
m odels[2] that short strut configurations are superior to long strut configurations with 
respect to resistance with some exceptions at certain speed ranges.
In order to clarify this fact, the strut length of the SW ATH3 model is enlarged and 
shortened by inserting and rem oving a parallel section( 0.3m  in length) at the 
longitudinal centre o f the strut, resulting in the total length o f 1.455m and 0.855m, 
respectively . The strut set back on the body is kept unchanged at 0.155m (see 
Fig.4.129-a). As a result, the enlarged strut overhangs beyond the end of the body. The 
wave-making resistance coefficients(non-dimensionalised by 0.5pU 2V2/3) o f these two 
m odels are calculated and plotted against Froude num ber in F ig .5.9 together with the 
result o f the original model SWATH3-C1. It can be seen that the short strut is subject to 
the least wave-making resistance o f the three configurations at higher speeds. This is 
due to the fact that the body-strut interference o f this configuration leads to a larger 
reduction in resistance at higher speeds. In addition, the wave-making resistance o f this 
short strut configuration is significantly decreased over the m oderate speed range 
com pared to the others due to the favourable body-strut interference over that speed 
range. However, this configuration is the worst around Fn=0.22-0.27.
The original strut SWATH3-C1 is subject to the largest wave-making resistance at 
higher speeds and the wave-making resistance of the overhanging strut configuration is 
largest over the moderate speed range among the three configurations calculated. As a 
result, it is not easy to generalise that a short strut configuration is always superior to a 
long strut configuration with regard to resistance. This is due to the fact that the 
interferences between body and strut, and between the entance and run of the stmt vary 
significantly with the shape of the entrance and run, the length of parallel section as well 
as the distance between the centres of body and strut. In general, a short strut-body 
com bination seems to be superior to a long strut-body com bination with regard to 
resistance above moderate speeds and particularly at higher speeds,
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5.2.5 The Effect of The Number of Struts on the Demihull and Strut
Shape(Contoured) on W ave-making Resistance
Since the wave-making resistance of SWATH ships is very much dependent upon 
the relative com positions o f the components as well as their shapes, it is not easy to 
generalise that a particular SW ATH design is always better than others at all speeds 
with regard to resistance. Even for the fixed shapes of the components of a SWATH 
ship, its w ave-m aking resistance is significantly varied with the relative distances 
between the components and vice versa. Therefore, a SW ATH designer will have great 
difficulty in selecting candidate hull forms at the very early stage o f design process due 
to his large freedom of choice compared to monohulls.
H ow ever, a relative comparison between several SW ATH designs can be made 
within some restrictions. In order to investigate the effect of the num ber of struts and 
the contoured strut on the wave-making resistance, four struts configurations on the 
same body geometry are changed, as shown in Fig.5.10. The body(1.7m in length) has 
an ellipsoidal entrance and paraboloidal end which are joined together by a straight mid 
section with circular cross sections. A simple long strut(1.7m  in length, 0.05m  in 
m axim um  thickness) has a parabolic entrance and end, both of which are 0.25m  in 
length. This strut is placed on the body with a set back of 0.15m, which results in the 
strut overhanging the body end(see Fig.5.10-a). Two parabolic struts(both 0.5m in 
length and 0.05m  in m axim um  thickness) are placed in the m anner as shown in 
Fig.5.10-b. The entrance of the forward strut is in line with that of the long strut in 
Fig.5.10-a and the run of the second strut coincides with the run o f the long strut. 
Another parabolic strut(0.2m in length and 0.02m in maximum  thickness) is placed on 
the longitudinal centre of the simple long strut, resulting in the triple strut configuration 
as in Fig.5.10-b. Last, the original long strut is changed to a contoured shape, as 
shown in Fig.5.10-c, where the maximum thickness of the middle parallel section is 
kept 0.02m  which is the m aximum  thickness of the m iddle strut of the triple strut 
configuration.
F igs.5.11 through 5.14 shows the wave-m aking resistance coefficients <>t the 
above four strut configurations. As expected, the total w ave-m aking resistance 
coefficient is considerably varied with the configurations, particularly in the moderate
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speed range, due to the different interference effects between the components. The 
wave-making resistance of the triple strut configuration(see F ig.5.13) is the lowest of 
the four models at higher speeds( slightly lower than those of the simple single strut(see 
F ig .5 .11) and tandem strut(see F ig.5.12) configurations and appreciably lower than 
that o f the contoured strut configuration(see F ig.5.14)). Both the tandem and triple 
strut configurations are worse than the two single strut configurations up to moderately 
high speeds with regard to resistance per displaced volume. It is interesting to see that 
the wave-making resistance o f the contoured strut configuration is significantly 
increased at the moderate speed range compared to the original simple strut.
It should be noted that none o f these are designed or optimised for specific 
speeds, but a relatively easy selection is made in order to demonstrate the effect o f the 
different strut configurations on wave-making resistance. Further, any of the above 
four configurations can be designed to be superior to the other configurations at certain 
speeds with regard to resistance.
5.2.6 Fin Contribution to Resistance
Owing to its pitch instability at higher speeds, stabilising fins seem to be 
inevitable for a SWATH ship design and all existing and proposed SWATH ships have 
a pair of fins fitted near either one end of the submerged bodies or in some cases a pair 
of fins near both ends. As seen in Fig.4.184 and Figs.5.15 to 5.19, the fin resistance 
contribution is substantial.
As discussed in section 3.5.2 the wave-making resistance contribution of a fin 
including the interferences with the other components to total resistance is negligibly 
small since its submergence is so much deep compared to its thickness. On the other 
hand, as seen in F ig .5 .19, the profile drag (friction+pressure) is the highest of the 
components up to moderately high speeds and then, the induced drag becomes the 
highest for the present SWATH 1 04. This induced drag is very dependent on the angle 
of attack of the fin, as given by eq .(3 .130) Therefore, when the entrance angle of local 
flow over the fin is increased, the contribution of this component will increase. Also, 
the present wave-making approximationtgiven by eq.3.127) used for the computer 
program OSWATH is dependent upon the angle of attack of the fin.
However m practice, it is nearly impossible to obtain a precise angle of attack of
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the fin to the local flow when the model is under way. For the present calculation as 
seen in Fig.4.184 and Figs.5.15 to 5.19, 2 degrees of angle of attack o f the fin is 
throughout used. For the SWATH-386 model as seen in Fig.4.184, it seems that this 
assumption is high at slow speeds and low at higher speeds. Also, some scatter can be 
seen for the SWATH 1 model as seen in Figs.5.15 to 5.19.
Although the contribution of the fin to the total resistance is dependent upon the 
chord, span and maximum thickness of the fin as well as the angle of attack of the fin, it 
can be seen that the contribution of a pair of fins is around 5-7% the total resistance(see 
Figs.5.15 to 5.19) and 10-14% for two pair of fins(see Figs.4.184). Both these figures 
are based on the model results, but the proportion will be decreased for full scale ships 
due to lower frictional effect. However, in view of this size of these figures, the 
'sledge' bow concept, as mentioned in Chapter 4, should therefore be investigated in 
detail as a means o f removing these fins while maintaining the pitch stability 
requirement.
5.3 AN OPTIMUM STUDY OF A 2405 TONNE SWATH SHIP AT TWO 
SPEEDS OF 8 AND 14 KNOTS
The objective o f this section is
a) to find optimum or near optimum shapes for a 2405 tonne SWATH ship with regard 
to resistance at two operating speeds of 8 and 14 knots(corresponding to Fn=0.166 and 
0.290, respectively, based on the body length(63m)) and
b) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the present analytical tool for an optimisation 
process.
The objective is achieved by contouring the submerged bodies as well as 
changing draft within the basic geometry restrictions given:
- displacement(2405 tonne),
- body length(63m), entrance(8.55m) with elliptical profile, run(18.8m) with 
parabolical profile, cross section is rectangular with rounded corners whose radius(RC) 
is lm(maximum),
- strut length(48m), maximum thickness(2.7m), strut set back(4.35m), minimum 
strut depth( 1.5), waterplane area( 194.40m2, Cwp=0,75 ) and shape are fixed,
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- maximum draft(7.4m),
- minimum depth(height,D2)) of the first parallel section o f body(l.Om), 
minimum depth(Dl) of the second parallel section of body(3.5m),
- length o f first parallel section of body(ll) plus length o f transition section (12) to 
be less than 20m,
- spacing between the centrelines of demihulls(20.50m).
The general configuration o f this shape is given in Fig.5 .211 together with the 
symbols used in this section. The computer program OSWATH was used to calculate 
the resistance in sea water at a temperature of 15 degrees in Celsius. For this purpose, a 
subroutine, which automatically(by interactive manner on the monitor) generates the 
input offset data o f the SWATH configurations with the aforementioned restrictions, 
was written and built into the OSWATH as an option[107].
5.3.1. General Statements
Before proceeding forward to find an 'optimum' geometry at each speed, it will 
be very useful to understand how the wave-making and frictional resistance o f the 
present type o f SWATH ship varies with speed and then, the task may be carried out 
in an efficient way as quickly as possible.
Fig.5.22 illustrates the wave-making resistance coefficient variations against 
Froude number o f a 2405 tonne SWATH ship, which has the aforementioned 
geometry restrictions but circular non-contoured hulls, together with its component 
contributions to the total wave-making resistance. As marked in the figure, two speeds 
of 8(service speed) and 14 kts(maximum speed) are of primary interest. The first speed 
is within the range of viscous dominant speed and the second is in the wave-making 
speed range. In order to understand this statement more clearly, the proportions of the 
residuary(wave-making + form) and frictional resistances of this SWATH design are 
drawn at each speed in Fig.5.24 and also the figure illustrates their variations with draft 
(All values are for a single demihull from here onwards).
At the speed o f 8 knots, it can be seen that the proportion of the frictional 
resistance is very much higher than that o f the residuary resistance. As draft increase
1 shown in page 362
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the total resistance increases mostly because o f the increased wetted area. According to 
Fig.5.24-a, as draft increases, the residuary resistance decreases, but the increase in the 
frictional resistance outweighs the decrease in the residuary, resulting in an increase in 
the total resistance. Therefore, in order to find the optimum configurations at this 
speed, we have to reduce the wetted area as far as possible and then take a compromise 
between the residuary resistance by changing body shape and the frictional resistance.
However, at the speed of 14 knots, the trend is reversed as compared with the 
previous speed. As seen in Fig.5.24-b, the residuary resistance is larger than the 
frictional resistance. Further, as draft increases, the total resistance is reduced because 
the decrease in the residuary resistance outweighs the increase in the frictional 
resistance. Therefore, for this speed, it is desirable to find a way o f reducing the 
residuary resistance by means o f increasing draft as well as changing body shape.
The resistance variations caused by changing body shape with this circular hulled 
SWATH at the two speeds can be seen in Fig.5.25 which show the effect of length 
(11,12) on the resistance for the fixed ratio of hull diam eters(R l/R 2=l.l, where R1 and 
R2 are radius of the second and first parallel sections, respectively) and fixed 
Submerged body Depth to Body Centreline(SDBC=4.023m). In the figure, (0,0) 
indicates non-contoured body. For this condition, it can be seen that the optimum 
length proportion(7m, 5m) is for 8 kts and (10m,5m) for 14 kts. As a matter of interest, 
at a higher speed of 27.2 kts as seen in Fig.5.25-c, it is expected to have a significant 
resistance penalty by contouring the body. It is worthwhile mentioning that (7, 5) and 
(5, 7) are preferrable for the two design speeds, but this varies with the hull diameter 
ratio as will be mentioned later.
Fig.5.26 shows the effect of hull diameter ratio on the resistance for the fixed 
ll(10m ), 12(5m) and SDBC(4.901m). In the figure, R l/R 2= l indicates non-contoured 
hull. At 8kts, as the ratio increases, the resistance decreases, but there is a dramatic 
decrease o f more than 30% at 14 kts However, at 8 kts, the ratio of around 2 is the 
best.
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5.3.2. Optimisation Procedure For the Rectangular Hull
5.3.2.1 Service speed of 8 knots
As viscous resistance is dominant at this speed, it is desirable to reduce the 
frictional resistance to as low a value as possible which means that draft should be 
reduced as far as possible. Therefore, the minimum strut depth(1.5m) is chosen. Since 
the perimeter o f a square is shorter than that of a rectangle for the same cross sectional 
area and accordingly wetted area is smaller, a square cross section is chosen with lm  of 
comer radius.
As start, D l/D 2= 2.0  is selected since around this value has given the smallest 
resistance for the circular hulled SWATH at 8 kts as shown in Fig.5.26. Fig.5.27 
shows the resistance variation with various lengths(ll, 12) at the two speeds. At 8 
knots, (5, 7) is the best with little difference around this range. Therefore, ll=5m  and 
12=7m are chosen for further investigation at 8 kts. As a reference, it can be ssen that at 
14 knots, (10,5) is the best among the range investigated
With (11,12)=(5,7), depth ratio(D l/D 2) is varied and drawn in Fig.5.28. In 
contrast to Fig.5.26-a where around R l/R 2=2 was the best at 8 kts for the previous 
circular hulled SWATH as shown in Fig.5.26-a, around the ratio of 3.5 is the best for 
this condition. However, at 14 kts, the ratio of 2 is the best for the present square 
hulled SWATH with rounded corners whose radius is lm.
With (11,12)=(5,7) and D l/D 2= 3.5 , the radius of the rounded corners o f  t h e  
square is reduced as far as 0.5m and the result is shown in Fig.5.29 for the two speeds. 
For the same cross sectional area, as the radius o f corner increases, the perimeter 
decreases and hence, the wetted area decreases. The figure shows that as the radius 
increases, the total resistance decreases at the two speeds. . For the present case, lm  is 
the maximum and hence, this is chosen.
With (11,12)=(5,7), D l/D 2=3.5 and R C -lm  B/D ratio is varied and the result is 
drawn in Fig.5.30 for the two speeds As expected, as the ratio increases, the resistance 
increases mostly due to the increased wetted area at the first speed and in addition, the 
increased breadth creates a larger wave-making resistance at the second speed.
Finally, with these optimum conditions, in order to confirm that resistance
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increases with the increase of draft as mentioned earlier,draft is varied by changing the 
strut depth and the result is shown in Fig.5.31. As expected, at 8 kts, the resistance is 
increased as draft increases, and the resistance is decreased at 14 kts. The details o f the 
’optimum' configuration at 8 kts are given in Table 5.1.
5.3.2.2. 14 knots (maximum speed)
At this speed, since the resistance decreases with draft, the approach should be 
different from that o f the previous speed case. Instead of fixing the strut depth, the draft 
is fixed at the maximum value of 7.4m. Since a square cross section and RC(lm ) has 
been proved the best, these are used for the present speed investigation. As it was 
found that the resistance decreases with increase of the ratio R1/R2 at this speed for the 
circular cross section hulled SWATH, the investigation is started with maximum ratio 
D1/D2 =5.0 since at this draft, D2 approaches to the limit(lm).
With these conditions, Fig.5.32 shows the resistance variations against some 
values o f (11,12) where most resistance reduction occurs. From the figure, (10,9) is the 
best at this speed. Then, in order to find an optimum value of ratio D1/D2, the ratio is 
varied and the result is shown in Fig.5.33. As the ratio decreases, resistance increases. 
Therefore, D l/D 2=5.0  and(ll,12)=(10,9) are the best at this speed and details are given 
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1, Optimum Configuration and EHP at Two Speeds
Speed D s SDBC Draft D1 D2 RC (11,12) EHP*
8 kts 1.5 4.10 6.70 5.20 1.485 1.0 (5,7) 147.06
14 kts 1.94 4.67 7.40 5.46 1.093 1.0 (10,9) 994.63
* For Demihull
F ig .5.23 shows the wave-making resistance coefficient of the optimum 
configuration at 14 kts versus Froude number together with its component contributions 
to the total wave-making resistance. From the comparison between this figure and
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Fig.5.22, it can be seen that at 14 kts, the wave-making resistance of the optimum 
configuration is reduced by as much as around 70% that of an equivalent non-optimised 
configuration. However, it should be noted that the wave-making resistance o f the 
optimised SWATH is very much increased at higher speeds compared to the original 
design.
5.3.3 Discussion
Since there is very little existing form effect data for rectangular shapes which 
have different rounded comers and different breadth to depth ratios, the same form 
factor described in Chapter 3 is used for all the SWATH configurations investigated. 
For the same cross sectional area, in general, a rectangular cross section hull with 
rounded comers has larger form resistance than for a circular and as the radius of comer 
increases, the form effect will be decreased. Also, for the rectangular cross section, as 
BA) approaches to unity(square), the form effect would be reduced. When a final 
design decision is made based on the present analysis, this fact should be borne in 
mind.
A ccording  to the present results, in the w ave-m aking  speed range, the wave- 
making resistance o f the optimum  configuration is reduced by as much as around 70% 
of that of an equivalent non-optimised configuration. This fact explains why contoured 
hulls are introduced to U.S. Navy SW A T H -T A G O S  19(9.6 kts o f operating  speed) 
which has been claim ed to be the " s ta te -o f - th e -a r t"  in U.S. Navy S W A T H  ship 
design[ 105). In addition, there is another benefit in that the m achinery  o f  SW A T H - 
T A G O S  19 is installed inside this section of the hull with increased cross sectional 
area) 106]
5.4 EFFEC T OF BODY CROSS SECTION SHAPE ON RHSISTA N CF
T he effect of the cross section shapes on the w ave-m ak ing  res is tance was 
investigated with a single slender body in section 2.7.2 and the results are shown in 
Fig.2.5. According to the results, a horizontal elliptical cross section body is subject to 
less wave-m aking resistance than a circular cross section at all the speeds investigated.
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However, the result for a SWATH ship may be different from that o f a single body due 
to the existence o f the strut(s).
Fig.5.34 illustrates the wave-making resistance coefficient variations o f a 2405 
tonne SWATH ship, which is used in the optimisation example in the previous section
5.3 but with different draft, as a function of Froude number. The circular cross section 
shape o f the submerged body is changed to an elliptical cross section, while 
SDBC(4.901) and the displacement are kept constant. Accordingly, the depth of the 
strut for the elliptical cross section SWATH is increased from 2.5m to 2.94m(17.6%  
increase) and the draft o f the elliptical hulled SWATH is reduced from 7.30m  to 
6.86m(6% reduction). As seen in Fig.5.34-a, the wave-making resistance o f the long 
depth strut is larger than that o f the short. As expected, the elliptical cross section body 
has less wave-making resistance than has the circular one at all the speeds. The wave- 
making resistance caused by the elliptical cross section body-strut interference is larger 
than that of its circular counterpart at higher speeds, as seen in F ig.5.34-c. As a result 
of these three combinations, the wave-making resistance o f the elliptical cross section 
hulled SWATH ship is worse compared to its counterpart over most speeds excepting 
some speeds around Fn=0.3.
When the increased wetted area with the elliptical cross section hulled SWATH is 
taken into account, its total resistance is larger than that o f the circular one. When this 
elliptical cross section is changed to the rectangular cross section with rounded 
comers(radius=1.0m) while keeping the depth(height) unchanged, the body breadth 
will be slightly reduced. As a result, the wave-making resistance o f the rectangular 
hulled SWATH is slightly reduced compared to that o f the elliptical hulled SWATH. 
Again, when the increased wetted area is considered, the total resistance of the 
rectangular hulled SWATH is larger than that o f the elliptical one. As an example, 
Fig.5.35 shows the effective horse power of the demihulls for these three different 
cross section hulled SWATH ships. At this speed, the EHP of the elliptical and 
rectangular cross section hulls is increased by 0.9% and 1.2% that o f the circular hull, 
respectively.
The draft of the elliptical cross section hulled SWATH was then increased to 
7.21m, and the result is also shown in Fig.5.35(E2). It can be seen that the EHP is 
reduced by 5% compared to the circular hulled SWATH In addition, the draft is still
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less than that o f the circular one(7.30m). Therefore, at certain speeds, a well designed 
SWATH ship which has non-circular cross section hulls might have a possibility of less 
resistance than that of a circular hulled SWATH at a certain draft. In general, a circular 
hulled SWATH ship is superior to a non-circular hulled SWATH ship with regard to 
resistance. However, as investigated in Chapter 4, when such benefits as less motion 
responses, less resistance increase in waves, construction cost, draft reduction and easy 
fabrication of 'sledge' bow, etc compared to circular hulled SWATH ships are brought 
into consideration, non-circular(in particular rectangular) hulled SWATH ships is 
recommended, particularly, up to the medium speed range without serious compromise 
in resistance.
5.5 COMPARISON OF SWATH SHIP RESISTANCE WITH MONOHULLS 
IN CALM WATER AND WAVES
In most published literature associated with SWATH ship performance, the 
comparison of the seakeeping performance between SWATH ships and equivalent 
monohulls have been repeatedly treated. However, a qualitative comparison of 
resistance between two types of vessel has not been treated either in calm water or in 
waves. In general, it has been known that the calm water resistance o f a SWATH ship 
is (without giving detailed figures) greater than that of a monohull of the same 
displacement as the SWATH and that the speed reduction of a SWATH ship in waves is 
considerably less(again not giving detailed figures) than that o f an equivalent monohull. 
Owing to the limited experimental and sea trial data on SWATH ships, a rigorous 
comparison between them seems to be unlikely at the present time. Using the available 
data on monohull models in regular waves, a relative(but rigorous) comparison of two 
types o f vessel on resistance in calm water as well as in waves is made below.
Fig.5.36 shows the comparison of total resistances(per unit displacement) in calm 
water and in waves of three models, the single strut SW ATH3-C1, Destroyer DE- 
1006(Cb=0.49) and Series-60(Cb=0.7). The results of DE-1006 and Series-60 which 
are shown in Fig.4.65 are taken from Ref.[84], in which for both model tests the model 
length( 1.52m) was nearly the same as that o f the SWATH 1 model( 1.51m) This 
coincidence enables the present comparison to be much more reliable because the 
Reynolds number is nearly the same at the same speed for all models.
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As seen in the figure, the calm water resistance o f the SWATH model is greater 
than those o f the Destroyer and Series-60 at all the speeds tested. However, the 
resistance o f the Series-60 may be greater that that o f the SWATH above Fn=0.31 
which is generally known as the wave 'barrier'. Beyond that speed, the resistance 
increase o f such type of vessels is so steep that practically, they are not economical. 
Except with the hump speed range which is caused by the interference effects between 
the body and strut as mentioned in section 4.5, the resistance per unit displacement of 
the SWATH model is 8-10% greater than that o f DE-1006 at high speeds and 10-20% 
at slow speeds.
However, in waves, the story is dramatically changed. At the nearly same wave 
steepness as for the SWATH model, the resistance increase of DE-1006 is so much that 
for instance, by the same power marked on the figure, the SWATH runs at speed of 
Fn=0.285 while DE-1006 runs at speed o f Fn=0.14. In other words, when the 
D estroyer D E -1006 enters from calm  water to waves which have wave 
steep n ess(V £ w = 18-5)’ her speed will be involuntarily reduced from Fn=0.36 to 
Fn=0.14(more than 61% reduction). Or, in order to keep this speed constantly, the 
power should be increased up to more than 500 newtons per unit displacement(more 
than 270% increase). However, at this speed, there is little resistance increase for the 
SWATH3 due to the waves. Therefore, in order to keep the speed of Fn=0.285 at sea 
whose condition is similar to that given here, the power of the SWATH is around 60% 
less than that of the Destroyer.
As mentioned in Ref.[84], the larger the block coefficient, the smaller the added 
resistance per unit displacement. This result can be seen from the resistance increase of 
Series-60 at the same wave steepness as for the DE-1006 in the same figure 5.36. 
Nevertheless, the total resistance of Series-60 in the waves is considerably larger than 
that o f the SWATH at the tested speeds.
Fig.5.37 shows the comparison of residuary resistances(per unit displacement) of 
four models where the result of Series-60(Cb=0.6) is added from R ef.[ 84]. The 
residuary resistance of the model having larger block coefficient is higher than that of 
the smaller one, resulting in a steep increase beyond a certain speed. For that reason, 
SWATH ships benefit from the wave-making resistance point o f view at higher speeds 
compared to fuller monohulls. However, the residuary resistance of the Destroyer DE-
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1006 having a sharp hull form is still less than that o f the SWATH3 at high speeds.
As seen above, the power requirement o f the SWATH model in calm water is 
slightly greater than that of the equivalent displacement monohull(having sharp hull 
shape). However, its power requirement in waves is very much smaller than that of the 
equivalent monohull. Although the added resistance is only a part o f the total 
resistance, ships mostly operate in wave conditions. With regard to this, the slightly 
higher calm water resistance of the SWATH ship is trivial compared to the power 
increase o f the equivalent monohull in waves. In conclusion, it can be said that the 
power requirement of a SWATH ship is much less than that o f equivalent displacement 
monohulls at sea(not only in rough sea).
However, the added resistance changes from wave condition to wave condition 
and there is another problem of scaling . The present results are based on the model 
experiments and in uniform waves. In the worst case, assuming that there is at most 
50% difference at full scale, nevertheless, the power requirement o f a SWATH ship is 
still much less than that o f an equivalent monohull in rough seas. However, it is 
worthwhile mentioning that since added resistance is considered to be a result of the 
radiated waves(viscous effect negligible), the added resistance obeys Froude's law: that 
is, the added resistance of a full scale vessel can be predicted by multiplying the added 
resistance o f the model by the cube of the scale factor(no scale effect)!80]. Thus scale 
effects are beli^ed to be much less than the above suggested figure.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this Chapter, some parametric studies which were not covered in the 
experimental work have been systematically carried out. In order to demonstrate the 
capability of the present analytical tool, it is used to find the optimum configuration for 
a 2405 tonne SWATH ship for two speeds, changing a wide range of parameters which 
seem to be o f practical importance in constructing such SWATH ships. Finally, it is 
(qualitatively and quantitatively) demonstrated how well a SWATH ship can advance 
through waves compared with equivalent monohulls in terms of speed reduction as well 
as o f power increase. The results can be summarised below.
a) A well chosen spacing between the two demihulls of a SWATH results in a 
considerable resistance reduction( for the present model SWATH 1, 2 and 3, up to
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around 40% of the resistance of the twin hull at infinite spacing) around Fn=0.35-0.45. 
This range is not much changed with the geometry changes and draft variations.
b) A short strut located on the longitudinal centre o f the demihull gives rise to 
favourable interferences over the moderate speed range, while being unfavourable at 
higher speeds. On the other hand, this result is reversed with an overhanging strut, 
significantly reducing the unfavourable interference at higher speeds. The interference 
effect between the fore and aft struts (placed in tandem) changes depending on the 
distance between them, particularly at slow speeds. As two struts are placed more than 
a distance o f the strut chord length apart, the two strut interference becomes negligible 
at high speeds. As a result, when designing a tandem strut SWATH ship, well chosen 
strut positions on the demihull significantly reduces the wave-making resistance 
depending on its operating speed. In general, at higher speeds, it is desirable to place 
two struts near the ends of the lower demihull.
c) In general, a short strut-body combination gives less resistance than a long 
strut-body combination beyond moderately high speeds while the result is reversed at 
slow speeds. By changing the longitudinal thickness distribution of a strut(contoured 
strut), the wave-making resistance can be considerably varied depending on the speed 
of interest, giving a serious resistance penalty at other speeds. By the same principle, a 
triple strut configurations can be beneficial at certain speeds (in particular, higher 
speeds) from the wave-making resistance point of view, as compared to single and 
tandem strut configurations.
d) As the draft o f  a SW A T H  ship increases, the w ave-m aking  resistances of its 
co m p o n en ts  including  several in terference effects betw een them  are decreased  or 
increased in m agnitude while the patterns o f  the coefficients remain nearly unchanged. 
As a result o f  these changes in magnitude, it is possible to have an optim um  draft for a 
certain S W A T H  design. Over the viscous dom inant speed range, the lighter the draft, 
the sm aller the resistance. However, over the wave-m aking speed range, there are two 
patterns. S W A T H  ships having large slenderness ratio(LtyDib) are unlikely to have a 
resistance benefit from the increase o f  draft because the contribution o f  the bodies to 
total wave-m aking resistance is relatively small which cannot counteract the increase of 
fr ic tional resistance. This is the case with the S W A T H 1, S W A T H 2 and SW A T H 3 
m odels(both SW A T H  1 and SW ATH3 have the ratio o f 16.93 and the rectangular hulled
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SW ATH2 has Lb/Db=23.23 and LjyrB^=15.1). On the other hand, a SWATH ship 
having a small slenderness ratio(less than around 12) will have a draft at which total 
resistance is the least.
e) The contribution of controllable fins to total resistance is substantial and is 
mostly caused by induced drag(at non-zero angle of attack) and frictional resistance plus 
pressure component. The component of wave-making resistance is negligibly small but, 
at high angles o f attack, the amount is considerably increased at higher speeds. 
Although the magnitude is dependent upon the fin size(chord, maximum thickness and 
span) and angle o f attack to the local flow, in general, the contribution of a pair of fins 
is around 5-7% the total resistance and 10-14% for two pair of fins.
f) In general, a circular hulled SWATH ship is superior to a non-circular hulled 
SWATH ship with regard to resistance. However, at certain speeds(medium range), a 
well designed SWATH ship having non-circular cross section bodies can have less 
resistance than that of a circular hulled SWATH at a certain draft. When considering 
such benefits as less motion responses, less resistance increase in waves, construction 
cost, draft reduction and easy fabrication of 'sledge' bow, etc compared to circular 
hulled SWATH ships, non-circular(in particular rectangular) hulled SWATH ships are 
recommended, particularly, up to the medium speed range without serious compromise 
at resistance.
g) For rectangular cross section bodies with rounded corners, in general, a B/D of 
unity(square) is better in terms o f total resistance. Also, the larger the radius corners, 
the better the resistance per unit displacement.
h) By contouring  subm erged bodies, a great p roportion  o f  the w ave-m aking  
resistance can be reduced over the m edium  speed range. For the present 2405 tonne 
S W A T H  ship investigated in this Chapter, the wave-m aking resistance o f  the optimum  
conf igu ra t ion  at 14 knots is reduced by as much as 70%  com pared  to that o f  an 
equivalent non-optimised configuration. There is another benefit in that the machinery 
can be placed inside the enlarged cross section. It is, however, w orthwhile noting that 
the S W A T H  ship optimised at 14 knots is subject to a significant resistance increase at 
h igher speeds.
i) T he calm water resistance per unit displacem ent o f  the SW A T H 3 model is X 
10% greater  than that o f  destroyer D E-1006(C b=0.49) at high speeds and 10-20% at
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slow  speeds. However, in waves(at ?i/^w = 18.5 investigated), the powering  
requirement o f the SWATH is around 60% less than that o f the Destroyer. A speed 
reduction o f as much as 65% can occur for the destroyer in the wave conditions while 
less than 1% speed reduction is observed with SWATH3. Although the added 
resistance is only a part of the total resistance, ships usually operate in wave conditions 
and thus the reduced speed loss in the SWATH is of great importance.The slightly 
higher calm water resistance of the SWATH ship is negligible compared to the power 
increase o f the equivalent o f monohull in waves. In conclusion, it can be said that the 
powering requirement of a SWATH ship is very much less than that o f equivalent 
displacement o f monohulls at sea (not only in rough seas).
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A s m entioned in the Introduction, the objectives o f  the work presented in this 
thesis are
i) to develop an analytical tool which can give an improved prediction o f SWATH  
ship resistance,
ii) to compare the computed values o f resistance with the experimental results to 
verify the applicability o f the tool and
iii) on the basis o f  the computational and experim ental analysis, to provide 
recom m endations for the design o f high performance ships with special reference to 
fin d in g  the fea sib ility  o f  practical SW ATH ship d evelop m en ts such as a 
rectangular(with rounded comers) hulled SWATH ship.
In general, it can be concluded that these objectives have been satisfactorily  
fu lfilled  with the present studies. Detailed conclusions have been drawn at the end of  
each Chapter and som e general and important remarks are made below  together with 
some recommendations for future study.
1) Perhaps the most important thing is that the analytical tool developed gives 
excellent correlations with various SWATH configurations^ SW ATH models together 
with 51 individual configurations) including single and tandem struts, circular and 
non-circular hulls, with and without fins and such parametric changes as two demihull 
spacing, draft, strut position on the demihull and slenderness ratios o f body as well as 
strut etc. Therefore, those computer programs can be used, with good confidence, for 
parametric studies and for an optimisation process in selecting hull form with regard to 
resistance.
2) The calculated wave-making resistance based on the present approach utilising 
the plane source distribution for the submerged body gives satisfactory agreements with 
the measured residuary resistance on the variety o f SWAT H configurations mentioned
above. The other published computational methods give lower predicted values than the 
present method( which is dependent upon the submergence of the main body). It is 
suggested that this improvement in accuracy of prediction is due to the utilisation of the
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plane source distribution technique. In particular, this is marked for non-circular hulled 
SW A TH  ships.
3) A lthough linear wave theory and relatively sim ple centre plane source 
distribution technique are used, the agreement between the predictions and the 
m easurem ents are very good. This order o f accuracy can not be expected from a 
theoretical resistance investigation for conventional monohulls. This seem s to be due to 
the fact that SW ATH  ships have much thin and slender dem ihulls which satisfy the 
assum ptions o f  the theory compared to monohulls. Also, lifting effects seem  to be less 
important for SW ATH  configurations. Therefore, the introduction o f non-linear 
boundary conditions, or complicated panel source distribution techniques using either 
constant source strength distribution or higher order source distribution, which have 
been directed to improve the predictions for monohulls at the cost o f  a huge amount o f  
com puting time, seems to be unnecessary for SWATH ships. Instead, research into the 
viscous flow  including the boundary layer and wake region is most desirable towards 
reducing the viscous resistance components which com pose a great proportion o f the 
total resistance o f  SW ATH ships. In this connection long chain polym ers or other 
friction reducing agents may have more use in SW ATH ships than in conventional 
ships. A lso , SW ATH ships are so sensitive to sinkage and trim that the resistance 
prediction at a condition o f sinkage and trim is recommended to improve the accuracy of 
prediction.
4) Based on the difference between the calculated wave-m aking resistance and 
measured residuary resistance with 16 SWATH configurations! including single and 
tandem  strut configurations, and circular and rectangular hulled SW ATH  
configurations), two form drag coefficients have been derived. One is for circular 
hulled SW A TH  ships and the other is for non-circular hulled SW ATH ships. It has 
been proved that these curves can be used to estimate the form drag for the practical 
range o f  SW ATH ships.
5) U sing the empirical formulae known for foils and streamlined bodies and 
including the free surface effects, the resistance caused by the controllable tins is
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estimated and compared with experimental results of two SW ATH models(one is fitted 
with a pair o f  fins and the other with two pair o f fins). It has been shown that the 
agreement between the two curves is extremely good.
6) The tw o computer programs o f MSWATH(written for SW ATH ships defined 
by mathematical formulae) and OSWATH(for offset input) have their own advantages 
and disadvantages. Despite the mathematical modelling difference, the two computer 
programs give exactly the same results for a same SWATH ship which can be defined 
by either technique. Therefore, they can be used in a complementary way. A SWATH  
geometry may be accurately defined by simple mathematical shapes. Hence, MSWATH  
can be useful for a Concept Exploration Model Study(CEMS) at the very early stage of 
design process because the surface area can be calculated exactly, the parametric studies 
can be carried out easily and most importantly, computing time is very short compared 
to the o ffset input program OSWATH. Then, if  the final design o f the SW ATH ship 
cannot be expressed by simple mathematical formulae, OSWATH can be used to obtain 
the resistance estimate
7) An interference wave system created by two demihulls affects the resistance 
favourably or unfavourably, depending on speed. Owing to unfavourable interferences 
at higher speeds the wider the spacing between two dem ihulls, the better is the 
resistance. H ow ever, up to moderately high speeds, there are som e favourable 
interference effects between two demihulls. A well chosen spacing between the two 
dem ihulls o f  a SW ATH results in a considerable resistance reduction! for the present 
m odel SW ATH  1, 2 and 3, up to around 40% the resistance o f  the twin hull at infinite 
spacing) around F n =0.35-0.45. This range is not much changed with geom etry  
changes! such as single and tandem strut SW ATH) and draft variations. Therefore, 
special attention should be paid to the two demihull spacing for SW ATH ships whose 
operating speed is within the range o f Fn=0.35-0.45. This means that the demihull 
spacing need not necessarily be wider to avoid the two demihull interference.
8) A s the draft o f  a SW ATH ship increases, the wave-making resistance o f  its 
com ponents including several interference effects between them are decreased or 
increased in magnitude while the patterns o f the coefficients remain nearly unchanged.
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A s a result o f  these changes in magnitude, it is possible to have an optimum draft for a 
certain SW ATH  design. Definitely, over the viscous dominant speed range, the lighter 
the draft, the smaller the resistance. However, over the wave-making speed range, there 
are tw o patterns. SW ATH ships having a large hull slenderness ratioCL^/Di^) are 
unlikely to obtain a resistance benefit from ane increase in draft because the contribution 
o f the hulls to the total wave-making resistance is relatively small and any reduction in 
w ave-m aking resistance cannot counteract the increase o f frictional resistance. This is 
the case with the SW ATH 1, SW ATH2 and SW ATH3 m odels(both SW ATH 1 and 
SW A TH 3 have the hull ratios(Lb/Dib) o f 16.93 and the rectangular hulled SW ATH2 
has Lb/Diy=23.23 and Lb/B5=15.1). On the other hand, a SW ATH ship having a small 
slenderness ratio lower than around 12 will have a certain draft at which the total 
resistance is least. Therefore, at a given displacement, the proper distribution o f the 
displacem ent on struts and bodies is essential depending on the draft as w ell as the 
speed o f  interest.
9 ) The hollow  and hump in the resistance curve is significantly changed by the 
strut(s) position  on the demihull. In particular, this is much exaggerated with the 
tandem strut SW ATH designs. Therefore, when designing a SW ATH with tandem 
struts, careful attention should be paid to the position o f the struts on the demihull 
depending on speed. A short strut located on the longitudinal centre o f the demihull 
gives rise to favourable interferences over the moderate speed range, while being 
unfavourable at higher speeds. On the other hand, the result is reversed with an 
overhanging strut, significantly reducing the unfavourable interference at higher speeds. 
The interference effect between the fore and aft struts (placed in tandem) changes 
depending on the distance between them, particularly at slow speeds. If two struts are 
placed beyond a distance o f a strut chord length apart, the tw o strut interference 
becom es negligible at high speeds. In general, at higher speeds, it is desirable to place 
two struts near the ends o f the lower demihull
10) In general, a short strut-body combination(with single strut design) gives less 
resistance than a long strut-body combination beyond moderately high speeds while the 
result is reversed at slow speeds. By changing the longitudinal thickness distribution of
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a strut(contoured strut), the wave-making resistance can be considerably varied  
depending on the speed o f interest, but may give a serious resistance penalty at other 
speeds. By the same principle, a triple strut configurations can be beneficial at certain 
speeds (in particular, higher speeds) from the wave-making resistance point o f view , 
compared to single and tandem strut configurations.
11) To summarise 7) to 10) above, interference effects are dependent upon the 
relative distance between the components o f a SWATH design as w ell as the operating 
speed. H ence, a SW ATH arrangement which w ill g ive favourable interference 
characteristics at all speeds cannot be obtained. However, reductions in wave resistance 
at certain speeds can be obtained by a proper location o f the struts on the hulls and a 
w ell chosen spacing between the hulls. Most importantly, at a certain draft, a proper 
distribution o f  the displacement on the struts and bodies, keeping the breadth to length 
ratio o f  the strut as low  as possible, seems to be essential. In general, a short strut- 
body com bination give less resistance than a long strut-body com bination at higher 
speeds, but the result is reversed at slow speeds. Therefore, a single strut SW ATH is 
recom m ended up to moderately high speeds, but at higher speeds a tandem strut 
configuration is better from the point o f view o f resistance. A triple strut configuration 
can be beneficial at certain speeds( particularly, higher speeds) from the wave-making 
resistance point o f  view , as compared to single and tandem strut configuration. 
H ow ever, in general, total resistance and practical point o f view , this design seem s to 
be worse.
12) The sinkage and trim o f the tandem strut models are independent o f  the wave 
length but dependent on the wave height. However, with the single strut SW ATH3, 
they are both nearly independent o f the wave height. The sinkage and trim o f the single 
strut SW ATH  are both much smaller than those o f the tandem versions. Both the 
sinkage and trim follow  nearly the same trends as the total resistance variations 
associated with parametric changes such as spacing and draft. Namely, the wider the 
spacing between the two demihulls, the smaller the sinkage and trim, and they are both 
increased with draft. In general, the sinkage and trim are both increased with increase ol 
speed which creates severe bow trim and accordingly green water at higher speeds. In
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particular, the resistance o f the SWATH2 model with rectangular hulls with rounded 
corners is substantially increased by the trim at high speeds. Thus, stabilising fins are 
needed for the SW ATH  m odels with regard to resistance increase, sea-keeping and 
propeller em ergence problems. With regard to these points, a 'sledge' bow seem s to be 
prom ising in terms o f  reducing the bow trim and hence, a resistance reduction can be 
expected as w ell as the omission o f fins. The contribution o f fin drag to total resistance 
is substantial, as m entioned below. If controllable fins can be rem oved from the 
SW A TH  concept, this w ill be a great breakthrough in the further developm ent o f  
SW A T H  ships. Thus, it is recommended that further research should fo llow  on the 
'sledge' concept.
13) The contribution o f controllable fins to total resistance is substantial and is 
m osdy caused by induced drag(at non-zero angle o f attack) and frictional resistance plus 
pressure component. The component o f wave-making resistance is negligibly small but, 
at high angles o f  attack, the amount is considerably increased at higher speeds. 
Although the magnitude is dependent upon the fin size(chord, maximum thickness and 
span) and angle o f  attack to the local flow, in general, the contribution o f a pair o f fins 
is around 5-7% the total resistance and 10-14% for two pair o f fins.
14) The resistance increase o f the SWATH models in waves is very much smaller 
than those o f  the monohull ships. There is little increase in the added resistance as 
speed increases. Further, in the supercritical zone, as wave height increases, the 
resistance o f  the tandem strut models systematically decreases by as much as 24 % ol 
the calm  water resistance over the speed range F n= 0 .31-0.30 with the tendency that the 
resistance peak shifts to the slower speeds and that the hump and hollow are flattened. 
This seem s to be due to the combination o f several com plicated hydrodynamic 
interferences such as trim and sinkage changes in waves relative to those in calm water, 
increased apparent speed o f the models due to the oncoming waves and changed speed 
o f water particles near the models due to the increased surge motion with the increase of 
w ave height etc. However, this negative resistance increase does not occur with the 
single strut SW ATH3 model. Therefore, this reason seems to be caused m ostly by the 
interference effects between the twin struts combined with some motion aspects o f the 
tandem strut SW ATH  models. From the propulsion point of view , this negative
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resistance increase in waves is one o f the greatest advantages with the tandem strut 
SW ATH  design compared to the single strut as well as monohulls. As a result, the 
tandem strut SW ATH ship can be recommended to apply to naval combatants where 
operational speed reduction is o f  prime importance. In order to substantiate the 
resistance decrease in regular waves, further experiments in random w aves will be 
desirable.
15) It can be seen that the heaving, pitching and surging responses are 
proportional to the w ave height. However, the added resistance for the three models 
tested is not proportional to the square o f the wave height. Tne added resistance divided 
by the square o f  the wave height decreases as the wave height increases. The break in 
the square law is more significant in lower wave heights compared to in high wave 
heights.
16) The motion response o f the SWATH2 is much less than that o f the SW ATH 1 
model. This fact results in less added resistance for SWATH2 compared to SWATH 1 at 
the sam e w ave steepness and same submergence ratio o f the main body and 
demonstrates one o f  the advantages o f rectangular hulls over circular ones provided the 
resistance penalty in calm water can be controlled.
17) The resistance increase o f the single strut SWATH in waves is larger than that 
o f the tandem versions at higher speeds possibly due to the increased trim and sinkage 
com pared to those in the calm water( the trim o f the tandem strut in w aves is 
significantly reduced as the wave height increases). The most resistance increase or 
decrease o f  the tandem strut versions occurs at around the pitch resonant region while 
the large resistance increase for the single strut occurs at around the heave resonant 
possib ly due to the much exaggerated heave motion around the resonant frequency. 
Unlike the tandem strut, the heave response reaches up to three times the wave height at 
the resonant frequency. The heave and surge motions of the tandem strut are less than 
those o f the single strut excepting around the resonant regions, but the pitch motion ol 
the tandem is larger than that o f its counterpart.
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18) In general, a circular hulled SWATH ship is superior to a non-circular hulled 
SW ATH  ship with regard to resistance. However, at certain speeds(medium range), a 
w ell designed SW ATH ship having non-circular cross section bodies has a possibility  
o f less resistance than that o f a circular hulled SW ATH at a certain draft. Therefore, a 
SW A T H  ship with rectangular cross section hulls with rounded corners can be 
recom m ended for the next generation o f SWATH development in terms o f less motion 
responses, less resistance increase in waves, draft reduction and construction cost 
com pared to circular hulled SWATH ships. The trim o f  the SW ATH2 model is less 
than that o f  the SW ATH 1 circular hulled model. In addition, the 'sledge' bow can be 
easily  introduced to rectangular hulled SWATH ships. Therefore, a rectangular cross 
section hull can be applied to the design o f practical SW ATH ships up to moderately 
high speeds w ithout any serious penalty in resistance compared to the circular 
counterpart. However, at higher speeds, a well streamlined hull is better in terms o f the 
total resistance.
19) By contouring the submerged bodies, a great proportion o f the wave-making 
resistance can be reduced over the medium speed range. For the present 2405 tonne 
SW A T H  ship used for the optimisation study, the wave-m aking resistance o f the 
optimum configuration at 14 knots is reduced by as much as 70% that o f an equivalent 
non-optim ised configuration. There is another beneiit that the machinery can be placed 
inside the body making an efficient utilisation of the increased space. It is, however, 
worthwhile noting that the SWATH ship optimised at 14 knots is subject to a significant 
resistance increase at higher speeds,
20) The calm water resistance per unit displacement o f the SW ATH3 model is 8- 
10% greater than that o f Destroyer D E-1006(C 5=0.49) at high speeds and 10-20% at 
s lo w  sp eed s. H ow ever, in w aves(at A,/£w = 18.5 investigated ), the pow ering  
requirem ent o f  the SW ATH is around 60% less than that o f the Destroyer. Speed 
reduction o f  as much as 65% occurs for the destroyer in the wave condition, while less 
than 1% speed reduction is observed with the SWATH3. Although the added resistance 
is only a part o f  the total resistance, ships usually operate in wave conditions. With 
regard to this, the slightly higher calm water resistance o f the SW ATH ship is trivial 
compared to the power increase o f the equivalent monohull in waves. In conclusion, it
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can be said that the powering requirement of a SWATH ship is very much less than that 
o f  equivalent displacement o f monohulls at sea (not only in rough seas). In addition, it 
is reported[108] that the propulsion efficiencies o f SWATH ships are much higher than 
those o f  m onohulls. Therefore, there is no reason why SW ATH ship cannot be 
developed further at sea from the propulsion point o f view(not only seakeeping point o f 
view ). This conclusion is in fact opposed to the several unsupported 'verbal' statements 
that the powering requirement o f a SWATH ship is generally higher than that o f an 
equivalent displacement o f monohull.
21) As mentioned earlier, the negative resistance increase in waves o f the tandem 
strut design is one o f the most important findings from the experimental study reported 
in this thesis. Therefore, a theoretical investigation o f first and second order wave 
effects based on the 3-D  source distribution technique should be carried out in order to 
explain  the cause fully. There are several reports[ 102,103] that a free oscillating  
airfoil(s) in waves attached to the hull creates the propulsive energy by which the ship 
m oves forward. As mentioned above, stabilising fins are essential for the conventional 
SW ATH  ships in the light o f pitch stability requirement. Therefore, this free oscillating 
fins can be utilised for the further development o f SW ATH design to improve the 
propulsive effic ien cy  by making the utilisation o f wave energy. Further, if it is 
confirmed that a SW ATH ship with 'sledge1 bow can run at level trim in most operating 
seas, retractable free oscillating fins can be recommended. In resonant sea conditions, 
these fins can be effectively used to reduce not only motion, responses but also to reduce 
the resistance increase due to the severe motion. With regard to these points, tree 
oscillating fins as well as 'sledge' bow concept is recommended tor tuture study.
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